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ABOUT THIS READING GUIDE

Have questions? This guide will answer a lot of them and perhaps
some questions you didn’t know you had about my science ﬁction
romance novels.
This reading guide was designed to:
1) Give readers a detailed resource to all of my books and their
reading order.
2) Give interested readers information about my books, why I
wrote them, and excerpts of those books.
3) Answers to common questions (such as who is Perilous
Pauline) and insights into how I pick what to write next and hints
about what might be coming.
Grab a copy! You might ﬁnd out something you didn’t know.

WHO IS PERILOUS PAULINE
ANYWAY?

According to Goodreads, I am a dead
author. They say I died in 1999. No one
told me until a few years ago. Yes, I found
out I was dead from someone on Twitter.
From a virtual stranger. It’s the kind of
thing you hope to ﬁnd out from your
family…
Since I’d already been writing as a dead author, I didn’t stop
writing. So far being dead has not lifted me out of obscurity and I
can’t even say that I live in hope. Other interesting (or not) tidbits
about me:
* I was a reader before I was a writer.
* I share a “birth” year with Godzilla. I know, cool, right?
* The Perilous Pauline moniker came about because of
melodrama.
* The mayhem in my books happened because I have four
brothers.
* I published my ﬁrst book in 1998. It was a digital release. Yes,
it was (barely) possible to have a digital release in 1998.
* I don’t know what killed me in 1999.
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Who is Perilous Pauline anyway?

* Being dead is the same as being alive, so don’t ask me how
things are in the afterlife. I know, I’m disappointed, too.
You can ﬁnd out more weird things about me on my blog:
My biggest secret revealed.
I was accused of being…
I try to explain me…
I know, my books are more interesting than I am. I hope you’ll
keep clicking through this guide and ﬁnd something you like. :-)

MY MADE-UP SCIENCE
FICTION

I was rolling along pretty well, writing about a novel a year (that was
fast in the olden days). Two things happened to cause me to have a
“gap year.” I lost my agent and had a family crisis. Somehow, out of
that chaos, came a science ﬁction romance/space opera novel that
somehow turned into one of my most popular series.
My high school science teacher would not be surprised. He
thought I was writing ﬁction back in high school, too.
Working on my Project Enterprise series did not stop me from
committing random acts of writing, including some dabbling into
steampunk (with heavy swirls of my particular brand of made-up
science), my ﬁrst Christmas story (with more made-up science), and
a semi-horror mystery novella with paranormal mixed in.
Yup, I was (and am) still rampaging through the multi-genre
paddocks.

PROJECT ENTERPRISE

Boldly (but secretly) going to other galaxies!
Reading order:
The Key (book 1)
Girl Gone Nova (book 2)
Tangled in Time (book 3)
(Men in Jeans from Project Enterprise: The Short Stories)
Steamrolled (book 4)
(Steam Time from Project Enterprise: The Short Stories)
Kicking Ashe (book 5)
Found Girl (book 6)
Nebula Nine (A character from this makes appearance in…)
Time Trap: A Project Enterprise Series Short Story
Lost Valyr (book 7)
The original ﬁve Project Universe Series books are also available in
bundles. You can also read a selection of my sciﬁ romance novellas
and short stories in The Real Dragon and other short stories.

THE KEY

She’s a stranded pilot. He’s an alien cast‐
away. Can their love save a galaxy torn
apart by war?
Sara Donovan knew her top-secret
expedition would be dangerous. But she
never imagined she’d end up separated from
her crew and stranded on an alien planet.
When the smoke from her crash landing
clears, she’s surprised to ﬁnd a marooned
resistance ﬁghter ready to lend a hand. In a
war-torn galaxy, Sara refuses to give her trust lightly… especially
when she risks exposing the strange abilities she’s kept hidden since
childhood.
Kiernan Fyn survives each day on the hope of exacting revenge
on the warlord who murdered his wife. Sara is his ticket off the
desolate rock to a new better future…until she’s targeted by hostile
forces who thinks she holds the key to a long-lost civilization. In a
ﬁght for their lives, sparks ﬂy as Sara and Fyn attempt to decipher
their hidden connection with the powerful key before their ruthless
enemies distort its power for galactic domination.
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The Key is the ﬁrst novel in the phenomenal Project Enterprise
sci-ﬁ romance saga. If you like interstellar chemistry, fast-paced
action, and sprawling space operas, then you’ll love Pauline Baird
Jones’ award-winning epic.
Buy The Key to unlock a rollicking romantic adventure today!

The Key was never meant to be a book. It wasn’t meant to be
anything. I’d been OD-ing on Stargate Atlantis and got an idea for the
show—yeah, total fan ﬁction—that I could NOT get out of my
head. In desperation, I decided to just write it down. Put it on paper
and GET IT OUT OF MY HEAD.
Well, over one hundred pages later, I realized there were two
things I was not going to get out of my head without writing their
story: Sara Donovan and Kiernan Fyn.
They weren’t characters to me. They lived and breathed. Okay,
maybe not breathed, but they haunted me. I think Sara invaded me
(I was going to say “infested” but that sounds kind of creepy.) When
I was out and about—even just out to the mailbox—I’d see the
world from my point of view and hers. It was a strange sensation.
I realized the only way to get all of my brain back was to write
her story.
I launched into it, not sure she had a complete story. Not sure I
have enough of a book to be worth my time. I had no idea that her
story would take me in a new direction with my books.
I knew Sara was a pilot. I didn’t know she was a space pilot.
I knew she had special abilities. I didn’t know why or how.
I knew Fyn was an alien. And very cute. And that’s all I knew
about him.
And I knew they met in a cave.
Yeah, the chances of getting a whole book out of them seemed a
risky proposition. And yet—they were between me and writing
anything else. So, I looked at the pages of fan ﬁction, trying to ﬁgure
out if there was anything in there I could use.
There wasn’t much. But I was desperate. So I started writing. I
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wrote. And I wrote some more. Slowly, Sara and Fyn let me deeper
and deeper into their worlds, their stories. I got excited, but I was
also worried. What would my publisher think of this story? So far
I’d written romantic suspense, humorous mystery and a romantic
adventure/time travel tale (Out of Time). Taking my characters
into space was going where this author had not gone before.
I had a messy mass, a story about two-thirds told when I handed
it to a friend and beta reader. To my surprise, she liked it. She
offered some great suggestions, which I used and eventually I had
this novel that I tentatively sent to my editor. Another surprise: she
liked it, too.
This not only sent me into a new genre, but I launched my own,
private label: my BABs (big a** books) and started my Project Enter‐
prise series.
What others have said about The Key:
"The Key is a huge, sprawling space opera of a book, so be
prepared to wallow in the pleasure of exploring this universe for a
good long time. Emphasis on both “good” and “long”.” Science
Fiction Romance Quarterly
"This is a series that is a keeper for me and I will enjoy reading
them all again. I did get The Key on Audible. I wasn't crazy about
the narrator at ﬁrst but she grew on me. Or better... the story
became so engrossing I didn't notice any more! That is a sign of a
really good story! This is a great series for anyone who likes sci ﬁ
action, like Star Trek or Galaxy Quest (funny movie!), with a clean,
warm, intergalactic romance." Reviews by Martha's Bookshelf
"From the beginning, action is non-stop and ﬁlled with suspense.
Sara is more than the quintessential kick-butt heroine. She is the
perfect warrior, a woman conﬁdent in her abilities in the air and on
the ground, and so loyal to her country that she is willing to make
personal sacriﬁces to ensure its safety. Peripheral characters are welldeveloped and the plot so thrilling readers will be reluctant to put
the book aside. This sci-ﬁ adds a nice dose of romance and a touch
of humor, placing it at the top of the list for a danged good read."
Midwest Book Review
"Award winning author Pauline Baird Jones has created a
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dynamic other worldly story. Her characters are strong, well deﬁned
and interesting; capturing the reader on the ﬁrst page. Ms. Jones has
given her readers wonderful dialogue, adventure, humor, kick-butt
action and thrilling romance; all set in alien territories. So, slip into
another galaxy and revel in THE KEY by Pauline Baird
Jones." Single Titles.com
"This thrilling adventure and love story is the stuff of dreams for
a perfect romantic space adventure. Stories like this are why I love to
read, and I deﬁnitely understand why this novel has been nomi‐
nated for awards. Forget sleeping, plan on take out, and invest your
time relishing this magniﬁcent tale." Five Stars, Featured review
from Manic Readers
"The Key was good in every way a novel can be. It's an
engrossing story with full character development and growth. There
is an ultimate battle between good and evil and Ms. Baird Jones
even makes the villain likable on some levels. For me, The Key is one
of those rare books that strengthened my love of reading. Thanks
for the story Pauline." Night Owl Romances Top Pick and Reviewer's
Choice
"Love Linnea Sinclair? Get a kick out of Susan Grant? Then
you'll want to glom up on releases by Pauline Baird Jones. The
Key isn't so much a sci-ﬁ release as it is a dang good read, and this
reviewer is anxious to read more of Baird Jones. Fun and fantastic
at the same time, The Key is an intergalactic space adventure that
will thrill readers to the very tips of their toes." Heartstrings Reviews
"Clearly this author knows how to tell a story no matter what
the genre. Her character development, pacing and humor satisfy
across genre boundaries." Mostly Fiction Reviews
“For the SFR buff this is a must read. Don’t bother if you are
looking for futuristic erotica. The characterization is good and the
romance is compelling. There is plenty of sexual tension but little
actual sex. There is adventure and suspense. Also, something I
personally require, there is an HEA. If you like a few nanites and
ray guns in your romance you should pick this one up." The Good,
The Bad, The Unread reviews
“Action is the name of the game as a feisty and hard-hitting
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heroine rises to the challenge in this rousing space adventure. Not
only is this a fast-paced tale, the rampaging deception and cultural
clashes ensure this hero and heroine will need all their survival
skills." 4 stars from RT Book Reviews
"Great plot! Superb workmanship on the characters! So sit back
and take the ride of your life. This was by far the best Sci Fi novel in
a long time. Pauline Baird Jones, a marvelous creator of some
remarkable characters, put a new twist on a great Sci Fi story, The
Key." Simegen Reviews
"There were many characters, good and bad, on all sides of the
plot, with most of the characters ﬁlling important roles. Sara was a
wonderful character, I could have seen her walk right out of the
book...I loved the development of love between Sara and Fyn. Ms.
Jones wrote a wonderful book. I will certainly put her on my to be
read list." The Romance Studio
Buy The Key to unlock a rollicking romantic adventure today!

1ST CHAPTER - THE KEY

Kiernan Fyn heard the high pitched whine of a ship and could tell
it was in trouble, even without the dark smoke trail spewing from the
tail. It was coming in too fast and too steep.
The pilot must be dead—before the thought ﬁnished, the ship
started a series of brutally sharp turns. Okay, not dead. Yet.
Fyn strained with him through each turn, remembering how
those turns felt, remembering trying not to crash.
And crashing anyway.
The pilot still hadn’t slowed enough, and if he didn’t turn soon,
he’d go straight into the water. Kikk had a lot of water. Not a lot of
ground. Only one place that was ﬂat enough to attempt a landing.
The nose of the ship edged up a bit, but still not enough—it
made sudden turn toward him. Okay, he’d seen the beach. Now he
just had to make it. It dropped below the tree line, and after a bit,
Fyn felt the impact ripple through the ground under his feet. The
ship popped brieﬂy into view again, then dropped out of sight.
Another impact tremor. Longer this time, then…nothing.
No explosion. That was good. There’d be something to salvage.
He broke clear of the thick jungle and saw a deep hole in the
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sand. A break, then a furrow stretching down the beach so far he
couldn’t see the end. He hesitated, searching the blue-green sky for
any pursuit, but it was empty of everything but the drifting remains
of the ship’s smoke trail. He jumped down on to the white sand and
walked along the furrow. Soon he could see the downed ship, the
front crunched up against a tree.
He approached cautiously, doing a complete circuit, looking for
signs of a secondary explosion, but it just hissed a bit, then subsided
into a resigned silence. It wasn’t like any ship he’d seen, though he
liked the look of it. It was long and sleek and dark. He traced an
odd drawing on the side, under some unfamiliar symbols. A small
square of dark sky and stars, and a larger section of dark and light
stripes. The damage from contact with the tree wasn’t too bad, but
—he walked to the rear—weapons ﬁre was. He bent close and
sniffed. Dusan energy blast. There was another scorch mark on the
side. That it had landed almost intact told him it was a tough, little
ship—and a decent pilot.
He looked at the cockpit and saw a ﬁgure slumped over the
controls. Fyn climbed up on the wing, studying the mechanism that
kept the cover in place. After a few tries, it retracted with a loud,
almost angry hiss. The pilot’s gear was as dark as his ship, his face
hidden by a sturdy looking head covering. He also wore a heavy,
dark ﬂight suit, with the same symbols from the ship imbedded in
the material. Some ﬂexible tubing stretched from his face mask to
the ship. Probably his air supply. Fyn felt along the side of the mask
and managed to unhook it. Now he could see a gap between the suit
and the head gear. He worked his ﬁngers in until he felt skin and
was surprised to feel blood pumping beneath the still warm surface.
He found the strap, undid it and lifted the head gear off. The pilot’s
head fell back against the seat.
A woman?
He’d never seen a woman ﬂy a ship and he’d been all over the
galaxy. Her hair was red, it was so many shades of red, it ﬂashed in
the sunlight, catching the rays in the strands and reﬂecting them
back as ﬁre. He touched it, almost afraid it would burn, but it was as
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soft as the skin it lay against. Matching lashes lay in neat half moons
against pale cheeks.
She moaned and shifted, turning her head and he saw a nasty
gash on the side of her face, near the hairline. Blood dripped slug‐
gishly down the side of her face. A harness held her strapped in the
seat. He explored the clasp for a few minutes and ﬁnally it popped
apart. He felt along her arms and legs, then checked her ribs for
damage, before easing her free of the craft and laying her in the
sand. She was tall, but surprisingly light. Her suit made her look
more bulky than she was.
Inside her ship, he found bandages in a box with a red cross on
the outside. She stirred again, when he cleaned her wound, but she
didn’t wake. Once he’d contained the bleeding and applied a cover‐
ing, he went back and searched the cockpit again. He found a bag
of what he assumed were emergency supplies and a couple of
weapons. He would have liked to study it all in more detail, but the
light was fading. He needed to get them both under cover before
dark.
He carried her and her stuff back to his cave, lowering her onto
his bed, a pile of leaves and vines culled from the surrounding
jungle. He pulled off her heavy gloves. Her hands were narrow with
long, well formed ﬁngers. Her dark suit seemed constrictive, but was
secured with an odd metal track that pulled down to below her
waist. Under her ﬂight suit, she wore clothing that was unlike
anything he’d ever seen. It was mottled in the shades of the earth
and clouds. This clothing had many pockets, ﬁlled with more stuff.
No wonder she looked so bulky. He emptied the pockets, studying
each item, before adding it to a pile. She also had a knife in a holder
and what looked like a holder for the smaller of the weapons he
took out of the cockpit.
Two of her weapons were curious. They seemed to operate on a
projectile penetration basis, unlike his energy based ones. He tucked
all three behind a boulder. No reason to arm her until he found how
she felt about him. He settled down next to her, watching and
waiting for her eyes to open, wondering what color they’d be. It was
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hard not to feel like the gods had sent him a gift for not giving up,
but he realized she might not see her arrival in quite the same light.
He ran a ﬁnger down the smooth curve of her cheek, then across
her soft, full lower lip, relieved to see the slow rise and fall of her
chest.
As light faded, worry replaced curiosity. Perhaps she had some
injury beyond his ability to detect.
He’d expected to die here, and to die alone. None of the
Ojemba would look for him. Their numbers were not large enough
to risk men in fruitless searches for lost comrades. Every time he
went out on a mission, he knew he went out alone. Every day since
he’d crashed on this miserable planet, he’d decide to get it over with.
He’d stood by the ocean, telling himself to walk in and ﬁnish it. If
he couldn’t ﬁght anymore, what good was he? And each day he
turned and walked back into the jungle.
Hope was a hardy plant, to keep growing in a place like Kikk.
It was a brutal, hostile place. In the season since he’d been
stranded here, only the occasional Dusan patrol had come by and
none of them had landed, just buzzed the surface. They came for
the same reason Kalian had sent him here.
They were looking for the lost Garradian outpost. He could
have told them, if it was on Kikk, it wasn’t on this continent. He’d
had plenty of time to search for it.
Fyn didn’t believe in the Garradians or the outpost. He did
believe in killing Dusan. Since they’d over run his planet, it was all
he believed in.
But now, as he watched the woman, he remembered other
things he had believed in, things he used to feel. He’d cursed the
gods, and not just because they’d stranded him here. Why had they
sent him this gift now? And what cost would they demand in return?
There was always a cost.
Just before the light faded outside, he pulled a weapon and ﬁred
it at the rocks, adding an orange glow to the deepening dark. It
provided warmth, but also helped keep the biters out.
Finally, when he wondered if she’d ever wake, she began to stir.
He retreated to the other side of the cave and waited...
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A vague throbbing in her right temple towed Sara back to a
consciousness she didn’t want to face, though she was a bit fuzzy
on why…
She opened her eyes to zero dark thirty—a darkness somewhat
lightened by an eerie orange glow.
Okay, starting to remember.
She not only wasn’t in Kansas anymore, she wasn’t in the
cockpit of her bird. The rough hewn rock over head seemed to indi‐
cate she was in some kind of a cave, but how did she get from Daunt‐
less to cave?
She remembered…
…the dog ﬁght.
…the double hit to her six.
…heading for the closest planet like a fast falling star.
…doing bat turns to slow her descent.
…seeing the long stretch of ﬂat, white beach between tangled
mass of jungle and sparkling ocean.
…endless feet-wet ﬁnally giving way to feet dry.
The narrow beach had skimmed past way too fast as she strug‐
gled to manage her uncontrolled descent. She remembered pulling
her nose up long enough to clear a rugged tumble of rock spilling
from high bluff into ocean, but on the other side ground was
ground and no landing is a good one that ends against a tree.
Yeah, she remembered the tree.
But she didn’t remember a cave.
Her head didn’t seem to like all the remembering. She touched
the complaining spot, ﬁnding something that felt like a bandage at
the apex of the pain.
Okay, didn’t remember that either.
She tried moving various body parts. Everything was a bit
banged up, but still worked, which was good. And she knew it would
get better. It always did. Her zoombag had been loosened and her
gloves were gone. Add that to the list of things she couldn’t remem‐
ber, with an asterisk for slightly creepy. As the rest of her senses
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began to come back on line she inhaled a warm, metallic scent that
seemed to be emanating from a circle of rocks, the source of the
orange glow. It was mixed with a warm, earthy smell and some
scents she couldn’t begin to identify. There was a bit of a nip in the
air, the edge taken off by the…ﬁre? Was it a ﬁre? It didn’t ﬂicker like
a ﬁre.
It was deeply quiet in the cave, quiet enough to hear her own
breathing. And someone else’s. An icy trickle made its way down her
back. Who, or what, was sharing this cave with her? Sara sat up,
stiﬂing a groan when various bruises and bangs registered formal
protests to her brain housing group. She’d planned to stand up next,
but something stirred across from her. Who—or what—ever it was
rose, throwing an ill-formed and very large shadow against the wall
and roof of the cave. Maybe it was the bad light, but the outline was
very Sasquatch-ish—shaggy and kind of ominous. The icy trickle
turned to a rushing stream. It moved toward her, passing into the
half light cast by the sort of ﬁre. Not Sasquatch, though he could
have been a second cousin. He had a head full of dreads, he bristled
with armament, and he bulged with muscles wrapped in what
appeared to be tight ﬁtting leather. It was hard to ﬁnd features—his
face was darkened by dirt or camo, or both—but his eyes were
deeply, sharply green.
And he was really, really tall. Sara had to tip her head way back
to look up at him. He didn’t speak, which upped the eerie factor a
few more degrees. She somehow managed to get her legs under her
and stand. She was a tall girl—Tall Girl was actually her call sign—
but the top of her head didn’t reach his chin. He’d have to be
around seven feet to top her by that much. He looked like a ragged
cave man, but there was a sharp intelligence in his eyes. And he’d
managed to get her clear of her bird. Not exactly cro-mag man
skills.
She wanted to say something, but all she could think of was,
crap.
Not particularly useful.
After a moment, she realized he was holding something out to
her. A wooden-ish…thing. She took it, since he seemed to expect it.
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“Thanks.” Her voice sounded a bit loud, and a bit too bright,
breaking the deep silence.
He blinked, just the once, the green of his eyes disappearing,
then slowly reappearing. It was very Cheshire Cat—one channeling
Tim Burton.
Not a good combo.
Sara looked down at the bowl. The assortment of dingy pieces
in the curved center could have been fruit—fruit having a really bad
day. She picked out a piece. It felt slimy and a bit gritty, but she’d
eaten worse than that in survival training.
She hoped.
She sniffed it. The pungent aroma made her eyes water. She slid
it between reluctant lips and chewed. Okay, this was worse than
anything she’d eaten anywhere. Her eyes watered some more. When
she swallowed, nasty lingered like thick oil in her mouth. She looked
up, blinking and wincing, and said, her voice a thin croak, “It’s...
good.”
Not her most convincing performance.
Was that a spark of humor in his eyes? It was gone so quickly,
she couldn’t be sure.
She felt the pocket of her jacket for a packet of water, but it
seemed he’d picked her pockets.
“I had some water?” She patted her pocket again, not sure she
needed to play charades. He seemed to understand her just ﬁne.
He shifted slightly and she saw her stuff in a pile a few feet away.
She edged past him, found the water and drank it down. It helped.
A little.
Her head throbbed a reminder that her mouth wasn’t the only
miserable body part. She lightly touched the bandage.
“Did you do the patch job?”
Another slow blink.
Okay.
Seems his mother hadn’t taught him it wasn’t polite to stare. If
he thought he could intimidate her, well, he could, but she didn’t
have to show it. She lifted her chin and her lips thinned. Her eyes
narrowed, too—a warning sign her temper was in danger of
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launching, her various principals could have told him, if they’d been
there, which they weren’t. Lucky them.
“I’m Captain Sara Donovan, United States Air Force.” She
thought about holding out her hand, but wasn’t sure he’d take it.
Wasn’t sure she wanted him to take it. “And you are....?”
He blinked again. Punk. He understood her, all right. His face
didn’t change, but his eyes gave him away.
“...shy, I guess.” She looked around. “I love what you’ve done
with the place. It’s very retro.”
So retro, it probably didn’t have a bathroom. Now that she’d
thought about it, she needed one. Great. Nothing like baring your
butt in the bushes on an alien planet. She tried to think of an alter‐
native, but she hadn’t seen any gas stations when she was coming in.
“I need to step out.” She pointed in the direction she thought
the entrance was, though it was hard to tell. There wasn’t an exit
sign. He didn’t move or speak. Just blinked again. Maybe he didn’t
have bodily functions. She took a step toward the entrance and he
shifted to block her. She felt color ﬂood her face.
“I really need to visit the head…make a pit stop? Powder my
nose? Empty the radiator? Visit the little girls’ room?” She was
running out of euphemisms. “Pee?” She gave him a get-a-clue look
and after a long pause, saw his eyes widen. This time she was sure it
was humor passing through the old eyeballs. He pointed in the other
direction, a very pitch black direction. “Right.”
She bent and snagged her ﬂashlight and a bum wipe packet. She
ﬂipped the light around, so it pointed down, and turned it on,
ﬂinching from the light stabbing into wide open pupils. When she
could see again, she looked back, avoiding looking directly at him.
“Excuse me.”
The surface of the ﬂoor was surprisingly smooth, but she kept
the light trained on it, as she paced forward, wondering just where
he expected her to—
A sort of crevasse opened to one side. Great, a pit toilet for her
pit stop. She shone the light back the way she’d come, but he hadn’t
followed her.
Smart man.
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When she ﬁnished, she picked up her zoombag and headed
back, noting he’d retreated to his spot on the other side of—Sara
could see it now—a pile of glowing rocks. Yet another clue she
wasn’t in Kansas, in case she had any doubts left. Sara stopped by
her stuff, dropped her zoombag and picked out her bottle of water‐
less soap, so she could clean her hands. She could feel him watching
everything she did. Didn’t take long to ﬁgure out her side arm, knife
and P-90 were not among the jumble of her stuff.
Very smart man.
Back on earth, she wouldn’t have had a P-90 or the ABU’s—the
pixilated camo uniform—under her zoombag, but she’d received a
lot of specialized training and been given a lot more gear prior to
the mission. Lucky for her, all he’d done was take it. Be a real
bummer if he used it against her. And embarrassing.
Not that he needed her stuff to kick her ass.
Though she was careful not to turn the light on him, in the
reﬂected glow she could see him a bit better. He was younger than
she’d ﬁrst thought, probably close to her own age. He was also very
nicely built, thanks to the generosity of all the leather, and her
impression that he was well armed was conﬁrmed. He had side
arms of some sort on both hips, a sword looking thing strapped to
his back and at least three knife sheaths that she could see. Probably
more she couldn’t see. On his wrists she could see spikes sticking out
in a deadly fan.
Dang. Must be a rough neighborhood.
What was he doing here?
And where was here?
She turned off the ﬂashlight and dropped it back on the pile,
then returned to her seat, a pile of dried stuff. She looked around. It
seemed to be the only pile of stuff. His bed? That was kind of
disturbing. On the other hand, he was keeping his distance. She
knew she was no beauty queen. There were no cushy love lies in
foster care. She was too tall, too thin, her hair was too red and her
eyes were too big for her face. That said, as far as she could tell, she
was the last woman on this earth and there he sat.
On his side of the cave.
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Not that she wanted to get hit on by a caveman. She was just
curious. How desperate did a guy have to get to hit on her?
She noticed the glowing dial of her watch. One thing he hadn’t
taken. If she didn’t count her virginity. But she was moving on from
that. The time meant nothing, since she hadn’t been in position to
look at her watch before the crash. The alarm had sounded at
twelve-hundred. The dog ﬁght, well it seemed long, but it probably
wasn’t. According to her watch it was either 0500 or 1700.
She rubbed her aching head.
“I don’t suppose you’d tell me how long I was out?” She looked
up suddenly and saw the green glow of his eyes. “I know you under‐
stand me. I can see it in your eyes.”
The eyes abruptly turned away. Sara smiled to herself. She
picked up the bowl of food, took another piece and examined it,
then absently popped it in her mouth. Okay, that was worse than
the last one. She spit it out in her hand and looked at him. He still
wasn’t looking, so she dumped it back in the wooden thing, and set
it aside. She leaned back against the wall, shifting until she found a
semi-comfortable position, then pulled her legs in until her knees
were against her chest and rested her arms on them, watching her
host.
After a time, she saw his gaze turn toward her again.
Oddly enough, the silence wasn’t uncomfortable. Sara didn’t
have a problem with not talking. She’d spent a lot of her life not
talking. The problem with this silence, it allowed worry to creep in.
When her Dauntless got hit, the Doolittle had been engaged in a battle
with an unknown, alien force. Had it survived? Did anyone see her
get hit or where she went? How far from her ship had he taken her?
Was any of it still intact? And all questions led back to, why had he
taken her? What did he want? Who was he? Why was he here,
apparently all alone?
When she was fourteen, she’d thought the worst thing that could
happen to her was foster care. What a difference thirteen years—
and another galaxy—made.
As always, when she was nervous, she began to tap out a song
against the sides of her arms.
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The song got slower…
Sara’s chin sank down to rest on her arms, then her lashes
drifted down....

Captain Sara Donovan. Sara. Fyn tried the name out in his head.
He didn’t know what a Captain was, but he liked Sara. It suited her.
No surprise she’d been uneasy when she came to, but she hid it
quickly and hid it deep. Her chin had lifted slowly until he was
looking down into cool, wary gray pools. She’d stood, her gaze
never leaving his. He should have said something then, but he
couldn’t think of anything to say. Asleep she was lovely to examine,
but awake—
The gods had been unexpectedly kind.
There was strength and character in her cleanly fashioned face.
Her eyes were wide and tipped up at the edges, like a smile. Her
chin was slightly pointed, but determined. Even her hair seemed
more alive when she was awake. He had to stop himself from
touching it, from touching her.
Now he smiled, thinking of the color running into her face when
she’d tried to tell him she needed to relieve herself. And the look on
her face when she’d eaten the food.
Without her outer gear, she was long and lean and graceful and
he couldn’t believe she’d been at the controls of that ship. Her voice
was as cool as her eyes and the soft curve of her mouth reminded
him that men could do things besides ﬁght, even though she’d made
no attempt to use the fact that she was female to try and manipulate
him. Quite the contrary.
He remembered how women acted when they knew they were
beautiful. She didn’t act that way.
He stared toward her, wondering if she’d really fallen asleep and
if she had, how could she, curled up like that? Had she pulled
herself in like that because she was afraid of him? What had put the
tiny frown between her brows? What had she heard when she
swayed like that? There’d been a pattern to the way her ﬁngers
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tapped against her arms. He’d been alone a long time and away
from women for longer than that and he couldn’t say he’d under‐
stood women then.
It wasn’t long before ﬁrst light that she stirred again, stretching
her cramped muscles before rising. Her chin tilted defensively, she
made another trip to the rear of the cave. He watched with interest
as she washed her hands again, then took out another of the little
packets and cleaned her face.
She dug around in the stuff, until she found small, white pellets,
tossed them in her mouth and drank from a larger packet. She
wiped her mouth with the back of her hand, then looked at him,
biting her lower lip, an almost brooding expression in her gray eyes.
“Look,” she said, breaking the long silence, “I appreciate the
hospitality, and as charming as this place is—” Her gaze swept the
area as if she couldn’t quite believe what she was seeing— “I need
to get back to my bird. My people will look for me there.”
Fyn stared at her, fascinated by the play of expression on her
face and in her eyes. She stood up and put her hands on her hips.
“If you could point me in the right the direction, I can take
myself there. Though you’re welcome to join me.”
Her booted foot began to tap the ﬂoor.
“Or not.”
She might have been gritting her teeth. Fyn got up and closed
the small gap that divided them, forcing her to tip her head back to
look at him. He’d thought someone would look for him once. If
anyone came, it probably wouldn’t be her people, but the Dusan
making sure they’d killed her. He was trying to decide how to tell
her that, when little sparks shot out her eyes.
“Fine.”
She started to step around him. He didn’t know which of them
was more surprised when he grabbed her arm. He could feel her
tense at the sudden contact. Her lips thinned into a stubborn line
and her chin lifted. Her gaze narrowed in warning.
“It’s not safe.” He felt her jerk in surprise. The sound of his
voice surprised him, too. “When it’s light, I’ll take you.”
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They were standing so close, he could smell the scent that had
puzzled him as he carried her. She looked at him for a long
moment, then the challenge in her eyes eased a bit.
“Thank you.” There was still a chill in her voice.
She looked in the direction of the entrance and he braced for a
ﬂood of questions, but she eased her arm from his hold, as if she
thought he might not let go. Had he scared her? She tucked her
hands into her under arms. Maybe she was just cold.
“It’s warmer here,” he said, indicating the rocks he’d lit up.
She knelt and held her hands over the glowing warmth. Lashes
and chin lifted slowly. Wary and curious warred for dominance in
her eyes.
“You’re really tall.” An almost smile edged up the sides of her
mouth. “I’m usually as tall or taller than most of the guys I know.”
He crouched down across from her, hoping she would speak
again. He liked the sound of her voice. It was soft and clear, with a
slightly husky undertone.
“You’ve been very kind but I have to tell you,” she sounded very
serious, “You talk way too much.”
What? He stared at her and suddenly she grinned at him. The
movement sent warmth ﬂooding into her face, like the sun topping
the horizon.
His mouth smiled back before he told it to.
“So, you do have a sense of humor. That’s a relief. That
brooding silence was beginning to freak me out.”
“I’ve been alone a long time.” The words came a bit easier this
time.
“Really? I couldn’t tell.” Her brows arched and her mouth was
prim, but her eyes were bright with humor.
He shouldn’t stare, but he couldn’t help it. She was different
from any woman he’d met, anywhere. She was still wary, but she
wasn’t afraid. She looked right at him and there was an air of conﬁ‐
dence and yes, competence about her.
She sat back, crossing her legs. She started tapping her ﬁngers
again.
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“So, you must have pulled me out of my bird?” She hesitated.
“Was it trashed?”
Her bird must be her ship. Trashed? That would be crashed,
maybe? He looked at her, not sure how to tell her.
“That bad? Tactically, the gomers sucked, but they were every‐
where. It was a real furball and then I took a double hit to the six.
Thought I was going to have to pull my loud handle—you know,
punch out—but I didn’t want to lose my bird, or be hanging in
space in a freaking pod with everyone bumping heads around me.”
She sighed. “Man, Briggs is so going to bust my chops. He keeps
telling me I ﬂy like a girl. Now he’s got proof.”
Fyn blinked a little at this, but managed to ﬁgure out the essen‐
tial point.
“You were attacked by the Dusan.” It wasn’t really a question.
“The gomers didn’t stop to introduce themselves, just dived in
and started shooting.”
He noticed that she’d started to relax, now that they were talk‐
ing. He should have remembered that about women. It hadn’t been
that long.
“Did they see you come here?”
She shrugged. “I don’t know. Probably. I think one of them
started to follow me, but the colonel made him go away.”
“The kernel?”
“Lieutenant Colonel Carey, our squadron commander.”
Worry danced across her face. “They’ll be worried about me.”
“You think they will come?”
Her chin lifted. “We don’t leave our people behind.”
If they survived the attack.
“The Dusan will probably come, too,” he said. “They don’t like
to leave people alive.”
“Really.” Her gaze narrowed as she thought about this. “Then
I’ll need my weapons back.”
Her chin lifted, as if she expected him to argue about it. He
reached behind him, extracted them one at a time, and handed
them to her. She stuck the knife in the sheath he’d removed it from,
but not the other two.
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“I had some spare magazines—long things that hold my
bullets?”
“Everything else is right there,” he said, nodding toward the
pack, with her stuff scattered around it.
She ejected something that he ﬁgured was the magazine from
the smaller gun, checked it, shoved it back in, then stowed it back in
its holder at her hip. Warmth stirred in his mid-section. He’d never
seen a woman with any weapon. He liked the way she handled them
and how she looked wearing them. They suited her.
She noticed him looking. “Nine mil, for close shooting.” She
held up the larger weapon. “And this is a P-90 for the distance
shots.”
She checked it the way she had the nine mil, then set it down
beside her, as she knelt by her scattered belongings. She stowed most
of it back in the pack, including her outer suit, but he noticed she
put a few more of the magazines in her pockets. She looked up at
him. “We probably won’t be coming back here, so you should get
your stuff together—if you want a lift off this rock? You do, don’t
you?”
He looked at her warily.
“I know you’ll miss the food and these charming digs, but try to
buck up.” She grinned again.
He had to grin back. “Not much to take with me.”
Most of his gear had been destroyed when his ship caught ﬁre.
He’d been lucky to get himself out.
She couldn’t be right about help coming, but she was hard to
resist. There was something basically upbeat about her, a resilience
that impressed him—even if he didn’t understand more than half
of what she said.
“So, what’s the plan?”
Plan? There was a plan?
“I was thinking we should do some recon. Are they likely to be
covert? Or do the gomers like to strut around being big and bad?”
He sorted through this. “Probably covert.”
“Well, since you know the terrain—and where we’re going—you
should take point and I’ll get your six.”
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“My six?”
“I’ll follow you? Watch your back? Clock? Twelve o’clock at the
top, six at the bottom.” She tipped her head slightly to the side.
“Odd that we seem to have a similar language, but different stuff,
too. Is your language pretty common around here?”
“Some worlds have their own language, but they also speak the
Common language.” She was right, though. It was strange.
“Interesting.” She looked at him for a moment longer. “We
should ﬁgure out some hand signals.”
He blinked a couple of times. Hand signals? She didn’t seem to
notice.
“Usually we do this when we need to stop and be quiet.” She
held her ﬁst up at a right angle to her body. “How many Dusan are
we likely to be dealing with?”
Fyn shrugged. “For a small craft, they’ll send a scout ship,
between ﬁve and six?” He hesitated. “Even when they use stun,
their weapons can kill.”
“Okay. Don’t get shot. Anything else?”
“They’ll have two positions, overlooking your ship. We’ll need to
hit them at the same time. If they get a chance to send a warning,
more will come.”
Did she understand what he was telling her?
Her mouth thinned and her eyes narrowed. “So, we make them
go away.”
He hoped that meant kill them.
She showed him some more signals and then she pulled out a
hat of the same mottled material as her clothing and put it on her
head. She tucked her hair up out of sight. Next she picked up a
small round box. She opened it. The contents looked dark and
sticky. She proceeded to rub it on her skin.
“Did I miss anywhere?” she asked, suddenly. She did a half
turn, so he could see the back of her neck.
He pointed to his temple, fascinated by how efﬁciently she
prepared herself for battle. She was obviously well trained. Was that
part of what made her different?
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“Oh, right.” She smeared the brown stuff on the dressing
covering her head wound. “How long until its light?”
“Not long.”
When everything was stowed but a small rectangular box, she
picked it up and turned a knob on the top. It emitted a crackle.
Maybe she saw him looking at it, because she said, “Radio. For
communication.”
He’d had something similar in his craft, though not so portable.
A useful innovation.
She listened for a moment, then pressed the side, stopping the
crackle and spoke into it.
“Home plate, this outﬁeld5. Do you copy?” Only crackling
silence. “Come in, home plate.” Again, no response. With a slight
sigh, she stowed this in a pocket, too, one near her face. “No joy.
The cave might be blocking the transmission, though.”
There was a small silence. He should say something.
“So, do you have a name or should I just call you Chewie?” Her
lips curved slightly, as if inviting him to share a joke.
“Chewie?”
“Sorry, Earth joke.”
Earth?
“I’m Fyn. Kiernan Fyn.”
“So, do you like to be called Kiernan, Kier, or Fyn? Sir? Or Mr.
Fyn—”
“Fyn. That’s what most people call me.” Probably. Been awhile
since anyone called him anything. Though no one had found so
many different things to call him in such a short time.
“Everyone on the Doolittle calls me Donovan, but I answer to
Sara, too. At least I think I do. It’s been a while.” Her eyes were big
and serious in her blackened face. She grinned suddenly, her teeth
white against her darkened skin. “A long while.” She held out her
hand. “Nice to meet you, Fyn.”
He took her hand. She seemed to expect it. It felt narrow and
soft inside his, but her grip was surprisingly strong. She lifted their
hands up and down, then took her hand back.
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“That’s called ‘shaking on it’ where I come from. It’s a friendly
greeting.” Her tone was educational, but her eyes still smiled.
“Okay.” He realized he sounded rude. “Nice to meet you.”
Her brows arched. He smiled slightly.
“Donovan.” Using her last name seemed safer, though he
couldn’t have said how. In his head, he was already calling her Sara.
“Earth?”
“That’s my home planet. Third rock from the sun.”
He frowned. “Never heard of it.”
Her eyes got slightly wary. “So, you know this galaxy pretty
well?”
He nodded. This galaxy? “You’re from another galaxy.”
It wasn’t a question and she didn’t answer it. She didn’t have to.
Her eyes gave her away, too. Maybe she realized that, because she
looked away, toward the cave’s entrance.
“So what’s out there at night?”
“Nothing you want to see.”
She was from another galaxy. No one he knew had been able to
travel between galaxies. That explained why she was so different.
“What keeps them from coming in here?”
“This.” He pulled his weapon, spun it, at the same time acti‐
vating it. He ﬁred it out the opening and one of the little biters
squealed. There was a sort of patter of retreat. He noticed she took
a step closer to him and wondered if she realized it. “And they don’t
like light.”
“Oh.” She was quiet a moment. “Biters because they…”
“Bite.”
“Bummer.”
He turned his weapon off and started to shove it back in its
holster. Her hand on his arm stopped him.
“Can I look?”
He held it out. She didn’t take it, just studied it carefully.
“How does it work?”
“Overloads the system with an energy surge.”
“Fatal?”
“If it’s not set to stun.”
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“Sweet. My ﬁrst ray gun.”
She released his arm and he stowed it again. He’d never seen a
woman so excited over a weapon. He liked it. He liked her.
She was quiet for a few moments until she started that tapping
ﬁngers thing again. Then she started to hum. The tune seemed odd,
but he liked it, too, particularly liked the way she looked doing it.
She softly sang something about a bad moon, until she realized he
was looking at her and stopped.
“Sorry, it’s a bad habit.”
“Not so bad.”
He got a smile for that.
If her people did come, if they did leave this place, what
would they do with him? He looked at Sara and felt something stir
inside him—like feeling returning to a cramped leg. He’d lived
with death for the turning of many seasons, almost too many to
count. It was the only companion he’d desired since Fiona
but now—
“What do you think?” Sara looked at him a bit anxiously. “I
need to get there before my people do.”
He looked out. “It’s light enough now.”
“Right.” She grabbed her sack, sliding her arms through straps
and then picked up her P-90.
He looked at her, wanting to say something, but an odd smile
curved her mouth, drying his throat. She put a hand on his chest
and reached up, pressing a quick, soft kiss to cheek.
“For luck.”
“That’s not much luck.” Before she could step back, he slid his
arm around her waist, and pulled her close. He covered her mouth
with his. He only meant to touch and go, but it had been a long
time and she tasted good. He felt her shiver and almost respond,
before she pushed against his chest.
Her lashes hid her expression, but a small smile ﬂickered across
her mouth.
He pulled his weapon, activated it and set it kill.
“Let’s go.”
“Right.” She readied her weapon with a snapping sound,
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pressed the hilt to her shoulder, and put her ﬁnger on the trigger.
“I’m ready.”
It was good to have someone at his back for a change.

Sara wasn’t sure why she’d kissed his cheek. Maybe to see if he’d
ﬂinch back. Dang, the caveman had so not ﬂinched. And he could
kiss. Not that she had a lot to compare it to, but it had made her
foot pop up. Wasn’t that the universal sign of a toe-curling kiss? She
knew hers were still trying to uncurl…
He looked grubby, but he smelled surprisingly good. Kind of
fresh and earthy. Heady stuff for a homely girl.
Fyn slipped out of the cave ﬁrst. She shook her head, to clear
her thoughts and get focused, then followed him out into what
passed for sunlight.
She wasn’t a botanist, so all she saw was lots of green crap.
There were vine things hanging down and lots of exotic looking
crap—buckets of it. She did recognize trees. Big trees. Small trees.
And ﬂowers. The ground was spongy under foot and cushioned
their foot steps, which was a plus. Mostly they moved through
foliage so dense, she couldn’t see the sky, but she did catch occa‐
sional glimpses. It was blue, but seemed a different shade than on
earth, more on the green spectrum, maybe. It felt cold in the cave,
which one would expect, but she’d thought it would be cooler
outside. Instead it grew steadily warmer. It was humid, not
surprising so close to water, but it made her glad she wasn’t wearing
her zoombag.
Once Fyn stopped and looked back at her, as if he wasn’t sure
she was still there. Maybe he thought she’d be noisy. She grinned.
You didn’t grow up in foster care without learning how to be quiet.
Other than the occasional crackle of twig, all Sara heard was
the soft buzz of insects until she realized that she could hear the
ocean waves hitting the shoreline. Fyn moved more slowly now,
stopping often. Having his six wasn’t a bad place to be, though Sara
made an effort not to study his very ﬁne, leather covered, tush, and
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to stay alert. He moved like a lethal ghost through green shadows
and his long legs covered the ground efﬁciently.
He stopped suddenly, going into a crouch, his ﬁst raised in the
stop and quiet signal. Sara crouched behind him, trying to hear
what he’d heard. He raised two ﬁngers and pointed to the left, then
pointed to her.
She did a thumbs up, then remembered she hadn’t told him
about that and nodded. He signaled three, and pointed in the other
direction, then to himself. She nodded again. She eased up next to
him and started to slide past him, when he leaned close, his mouth
to her ear.
“I’ll wait until you’re in position.”
She nodded once more, peered through the foliage, and spotted
her two targets. Beyond them she caught a glimpse of water. She
was too high to see the beach or her bird. The Dusan had chosen
this bluff carefully, clearly hoping to catch her in the cross-ﬁre when
she returned to her bird—or her people came to ﬁnd her.
She inched along the ground, careful to not let even a stray
sound give her away. Just above the Dusan position, she found a big
bush with a depression under it, probably from erosion. She worked
her way into it. She should be completely hidden. She couldn’t see
Fyn, but she didn’t have to. She just had to see the Dusan well
enough to make them go away.
She made sure her P-90 was set to single shot and sighted on
one of the two guys, the cross hairs on the back of his head.
One shot, one kill.

Fyn waited to see Sara get under cover, amazed at how her clothing
helped her blend with the ground cover. She was so quiet, he’d
wondered if she’d slipped away, but she’d stayed on his six. He
grinned as he watched her disappear under that bush. They’d never
even know what made them go away. He worked his way toward the
other group of Dusan.
He sighted on the ﬁrst back, did a slow count and ﬁred without
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hesitating. Killing Dusan was always a good thing. Once, twice,
three times. On the heels of his shots, he heard two short, sharp
cracking sounds. A half count later, he heard the sound of a Dusan
weapon discharging, with Sara’s weapon barking on its heels.
They’d missed someone. He cursed silently as he headed in her
direction, his gaze scanning for any other surprises. He reached the
bush, skidding to a halt at the sight of a dead Dusan, just a few feet
away. He lay sprawled on his back, a neat hole in his chest.
“Sara?”
“I’m all right.” The bushes parted and she peered out, then
crawled out and stood. “He almost got lucky, though.”
She looked pale and her mouth was tense.
He looked from her to the dead Dusan. “Good shot.”
“Someone once told me I’d be a good sniper. I thought it was a
compliment.”
Fyn had a feeling this was her ﬁrst, face-to-face kill. He walked
over until he could see the other position. She’d got them both in
the head. Not bad. He looked back in time to see her bite her lower
lip, then approach the closest body. The Dusan was a typical scout
ship soldier, large and stocky and wearing a dark brown uniform,
devoid of any kind of insignia. His head gear hid his upper face.
The only way to tell who was in charge with the Dusan was to
watch who stayed to the rear when they moved in on a position.
She removed the gear hiding his face and stared at him for a
moment. “They don’t look that different from us. I kind of thought
ET would be more alien.”
“ET?”
“Extra-terrestrial? Not of our world?”
He wasn’t of her world. Did that mean he was ET, too? “What
did you think ET would look like?”
Sara looked at him, started to say something, then just kind of
shrugged. “Let’s just say I’ve seen way too many sci-ﬁ movies for my
own good.”
What?
She started going through the Dusan’s pockets.
“What are you doing?”
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She looked up. “I’m looking for intel—information. It’s SOP—
sorry, standard operating procedure.”
That actually seemed like a good idea, though she didn’t look
like she liked doing it.
“I’ll check these two for you.”
“Thanks.”
When they’d collected all they could from all six bodies, she
looked at the small pile, frowning.
“Problem?”
She picked up a small disc hanging from a chain, turning it over.
“This could be ID, I suppose. Kind of looks like our key cards. It’s
odd, though.”
“Why?”
“No personal items. Not even a snack to munch on. And no
radios.”
It was interesting to watch her work. And think. He’d never
thought to search a dead Dusan, except to take his weapon. What
had she learned? What did she hope to learn?
“I wonder how they keep in contact with each other.”
“I’ve heard they have communication devices implanted in them
when they are born.”
Her brows arched. “How Big Brother.” She picked up a
weapon. “Do these things recharge or what?”
Fyn took it and showed her the power cell. “It lasts a long time.”
He studied the power setting. “These were set to low stun. They
wanted to take you alive.”
He pointed it at a tree and ﬁred it. Even at low stun, it left a
black mark.
Her eyes widened. “Dang.”
They gathered up the “intel” and headed down. When she
dropped onto the sandy beach, she stopped and pressed the side of
her jacket, where she’d stowed her radio.
“Home plate, this is outﬁeld5. Do you copy? Come in, home
plate.” She sighed. “Still no joy.”
She ran a hand along the side of her ship. “My bird got
pranged.”
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She carefully examined both areas of damage, muttering to
herself. It sounded like an inventory of what was wrong. Seemed she
didn’t just ﬂy her “bird,” she knew how to ﬁx, too. Finally she
stopped, bit her lip for a minute, stepped back with a sigh, then
turned and jumped up on the wing and peered into the cockpit.
“The onboard computer looks like it’s intact.” She climbed in
and sat down.
“It still won’t ﬂy,” Fyn felt bound to point out.
Sara looked over the edge of the ship at him. “I know. But I
need to get the self-destruct online. I can’t let the gomers get my
bird. That’s SOP, too.”
Fyn wanted to protest. If her people didn’t come, then they’d
still be stuck. And maybe the ship could be repaired—only it
couldn’t, not without replacement parts.
“Anything I can do to help?”
Her smile was quick, but warming. “Can you get that rear panel
off ? Where I took the hit? I may need to reroute power to the
computer.”
He removed the panel and studied the mess of wires and
components, not easy to sort out with a big, black hole in the middle
of it all. Some of the parts weren’t that different from the ones in his
ill-fated ship. Some of it he’d like to study some more. He couldn’t
see where the propulsion power came from, but he began to see a
pattern in the tangle of wires.
“Hang on, I think see the power conduit…” He pulled his knife,
cut off some wire from one place and used it to make a bridge
between two severed wires. “Try that.”
She peered over the side with a wide smile. “Thanks. You know
your way around an engine. Briggs is going to love you.” She disap‐
peared from sight again, then reappeared. “He’s the guy who keeps
us ﬂying.” She vanished again. “I’ve got some tracking capability—
crap, we got a bogey incoming.”
He climbed up on the wing, and saw a screen with a dot ﬂashing
on it as it moved closer to the center of the screen.
“What’s that?”
“Could be SAR—search and rescue. Or a bandit—that’s a bad
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guy. Normally I’d be able to tell if it had an IFF, but my sniffer was
in the pointy end of my bird. No surprise it’s down.”
Fyn blinked, not even sure what to ask.
“IFF is a signal our ships send out that identify us to each other.
Helps cut down on friendly ﬁre accidents. A sniffer is the device that
picks up the signal. All our crap has fancy names we can’t remem‐
ber, so they get nicknames real fast. Or reduced to initials.”
She pushed something and a small tray popped out. She started
pressing on the rows of buttons. “Okay, inputting the self destruct,
but I’m going with a remote detonation. If it is Dusan, we can take
a few of them out, too.”
She pulled a small device off the edge of the keyboard and then
got up.
“We should get out of sight.”
She nodded, but before they could move, he heard a crackle,
then a voice.
“Outﬁeld5, this is outﬁeld1, do you copy?”
She grinned and depressed the side of her radio. “Outﬁeld1,
this is outﬁeld5. Authentication code Tango Foxtrot Bravo. It’s good
to hear your voice, sir.”
“Ditto, Captain. You all right?”
Sara looked at Fyn. “Sierra hotel, sir, thanks to a new friend.”
Fyn arched his brows. “Sierra hotel?”
“Means shit hot…which means good?”
He blinked. Why didn’t they just say what they meant?
She grinned. “We’re not allowed to say shit over the radio.”
Her radio crackled again. “Bravo Zulu, Captain. We’ll be stable
one in ten.”
“Roger that, sir, we’ll be the ones with our thumbs out.”
Fyn almost rubbed his head. “Thumbs?”
“Oh, sorry. It’s an—”
“—earth thing.”
“If you’re hooﬁng it, walking, and you want a ride, you stop by
the side of the road and put your thumb up, like this—” She bent
her arm, her ﬁngers curled in, only her thumb up. “If you’re a girl,
you might try a little hip action.” She wiggled her hips and grinned.
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“And if the driver likes the look of you, he stops and gives you a
ride.”
It sounded dangerous, even though he didn’t quite understand
it. Ride what?
“Have you ever hitched a ride?” he asked.
“Not until I met you and I didn’t exactly put my thumb out.”
Relief boosted her smile to new heights. He had to return it,
though it wasn’t as whole hearted as hers. The gift he’d been sent
was double-edged, but most gifts from the gods were. He looked at
Sara. She was sort of frowning, her teeth gnawing on her lower lip.
“Problem?” he asked.
“I’m wondering where their ship is?” She picked up one of the
disc’s again, studying it for a moment. “Not a car key…”
What did that mean?
She looked down, examining the ground around her ship.
“Those are our tracks…”
She crouched down.
“Those aren’t mine. Or yours.”
She stood up. “They lead this way.”
They followed the tracks until they turned into the under growth
some distance down the beach.
“I guess you don’t know if they have a self destruct on their
craft?”
He didn’t. He felt a ﬂicker of excitement. A Dusan ship was a
major ﬁnd. As far as he knew, not even Kalian had managed to
capture one of their ships intact.
As Sara stared into the jungle, a craft, similar in markings and
construction to Sara’s ship, but much bulkier, came into view and
landed between them and Sara’s ship, sending sand blowing in all
directions. A large ramp lowered from one side and ﬁve men
emerged. One man wore a dark suit like Sara had been wearing
when he ﬁrst found her. The men with him wore loose-ﬁtting,
mottled clothing, very much like what Sara had on now. They were
heavily armed, their weapons larger than the one Sara carried.
The man, clearly the leader of the group, looked toward Sara’s
bird. Sara tapped her radio.
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“We’re down here, sir, to your left.” When he looked her way,
she waved.
Sara started toward him, but when he got close, she stopped and
straightened, bringing her hand to her head, then snapping it down.
“Welcome to—” She hesitated. “Does this planet have a name?”
“Kikk,” he said.
“Kikk, sir. I’d like you to meet Kiernan Fyn. Fyn, Lieutenant
Colonel Carey.”
Carey was about the same height as Sara, with an easy going
grin, dark hair and friendly blue eyes. He held his hand out without
hesitation.
“Pleasure, Fyn. Thanks for taking care of my bubba.”
Fyn blinked. Bubba? He looked at Sara. She shrugged, her
expression rueful for a moment, before a veil of reserve dropped in
place in her eyes.
“We’ll get you off this rock a-sap, but we’d like to salvage your
bird.” He arched a brow in Sara’s direction.
“She’s no hanger queen, sir. With replacement parts, she’ll ﬂy
again.”
Carey looked low key, but Fyn sensed the toughness of a
seasoned soldier beneath the surface. Fyn instinctively liked him. If
all Sara’s people were like him, he’d fallen into good company.
“Good to hear.” He glanced around, then studied Sara. “Why
do you look like a jarhead, Donovan?”
Fyn noticed the guys with Carey kind of rolled their eyes.
Maybe they were jarheads.
“We had some unfriendlies hoping to heat up the LZ, sir, two
positions, there and there.”
“The landing zone?” Carey’s brows arched again.
Sara ﬂushed a bit. “Not a pretty landing, but no smoking hole.”
Carey’s eyes were amused, but he said, soberly, “Very true,
Captain. Go on.”
“They were waiting, there and there.” She pointed out the spots.
With a jerk of his chin, Carey sent two of the jarheads to check
that out.
“After we made them go away, we collected intel from the
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bodies.” She pointed into the jungle. “We think they may have
parked their ship here. We were just discussing whether it might be
booby trapped when you showed up.”
Carey blinked. “You have had a busy time since you bent your
bird. How many bandits?”
“Six, sir.”
“Six.” Carey nodded to the other two men. “See if there is a
ship in there, but might be better not to touch it until an EOD detail
checks it out.”
The two men nodded and faded into the jungle, their weapons
ready.
For a moment it seemed that Sara might mention the disc, but
she didn’t. She turned with Carey and headed back toward her ship.
Fyn cast one, regretful back, then followed them. He’d have liked to
be with the jarheads checking out that ship.
“EOD?”
“Explosive Ordinance Disposal.” Sara gave him a quick smile.
“Might have been helpful to interrogate one or two, just to ﬁnd
out what we did to piss them off,” Carey said, mildly.
“You don’t interrogate Dusan,” Fyn said. “They don’t talk and
more come.”
“Apparently they have internal transmitters, sir.”
Carey stopped and looked at them both for a long moment,
before nodding. “Okay.”
Sara stopped by the stuff they’d taken from the bodies and
dropped the disc back into the pile. Fyn eyed it, but Carey was
looking at him.
“Maybe you could tell us more about these Dusan when we get
back to home plate?”
Fyn nodded, thinking, they won’t like what they hear. But they’d
survived their ﬁrst encounter with them, their ship apparently intact.
“How is mom, sir?” Sara asked.
“A few blown fuses and broken dishes. They just hit and ran
when the ﬁrst salvo didn’t take us out.”
“They’re confused, but they’ll be back,” Fyn said. “They always
come back.” Actually he was confused, too. Home plate? Mom?
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“Well, then lets get the tow set up and get out of here.”
He looked up as the two soldiers rejoined them.
“There’s deﬁnitely a ship there, sir. I think we could tow it, too.
It’s an ugly mother, but not that big.”
“We better ask the Old Man about that. Maybe we can come
back and get it.”
Now the two jarheads checking the dead guys came back.
One of them said, sounding a bit surprised, “Two head shots
and one through the heart over there. The other three are just
dead.”
He looked at Sara with a questioning lift of his brows.
“Energy weapon,” Sara said. “Disrupts their heart beat. Like the
Dusan weapon, right? Only your stun isn’t quite so lethal.”
“Sweet.” Carey looked at Sara. “Nice shooting, Donovan. You,
too, Fyn.”
“Thank you, sir.”
Fyn just nodded.
Carey was quiet a moment. “We should bring the bodies back
with us. I’m sure the doc would love to do an alien autopsy. Get
some body bags, Perkins.” He looked at Sara and Fyn. “These guys
can handle the rest, you and Fyn go get settled on board. Oh, and I
brought some MREs and go juice. Figured you’d be hungry.”
Sara exchanged a quick look with Fyn, her lips twitching. “Yes,
sir. Thank you.”
As they walked toward the ship, Fyn asked, “Autopsy?”
Sara made a bit of a face. “That means cut ‘em open. A bit
gruesome, but if there is a transmitter in there, be nice to know how
it works.”
He nodded thoughtfully. These people’s methods were worth
further study. He could gather valuable information if they let him
stay. Kalian thought he was dead. There could be no harm in
delaying his return. But even as he thought it, he knew that wasn’t
the real reason he wanted to stay.
The reason looked at him.
“So, did you live on that stuff or just pull it out to tweak me?”
“That’s pretty much it for eating.”
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She shuddered. “Dang. Well, there are some who do not
consider an MRE ﬁne cuisine, but I’m guessing you aren’t going to
be one of them.”
“MRE?”
“Meals Ready to Eat.”
What was it she’d said? “Sweet.”

Buy The Key to unlock a rollicking romantic adventure today!

GIRL GONE NOVA

She’s an interstellar spy. He’s an alien
warlord. Can their love heal a rift in time
and space?
Delilah Oliver "Doc" Clementyne
specializes in impossible missions. When
relations between the Earth Expedition and
the Gadi starts to turn ugly, she’s sent on a
desperate mission to bring their people
home before war breaks out. But Doc nearly
blows her cover when she saves the life…
and loses her heart… to the most hated leader in the galaxy.
Helfron “Hel” Giddioni has survived more than his fair share of
assassination attempts. And he’s not about to ruin his perfect record
by letting a drop-dead gorgeous spy cloud his judgment. But when
she’s abducted by primitive brutes wielding high-tech weaponry, he
can’t help but tempt fate and ﬂy in the face of danger.
With war brewing all around and celestial chemistry sparking
between them, Doc and Hel uncover a startling secret with the
power to bend space and time. To save the galaxy, they must battle
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their way into the past to safeguard the secret from forces who
would use it to destroy the future.
Girl Gone Nova is the second standalone novel in the high-adren‐
aline Project Enterprise sci-ﬁ romance series. If you like badass
women, bad boy love interests, and interstellar showdowns, then
you’ll love Pauline Baird Jones’ time-traveling adventure.
Buy Girl Gone Nova to go undercover in a star-struck romantic
adventure today!

So I ﬁnished The Key, aka The Big A** Book, with no plans to write
more science ﬁction romance (you might recall that I didn’t know
I’d written SFR at that point. I thought I’d written a) an action
adventure that just happened to be set in space; b) a really, really
long novel I wasn’t sure anyone would like.).
But I had such a good time writing it. I kind of liked writing an
adventure set in space. Space battles were fun. Ray guns were fun.
Jetting through the stars? Yeah, fun.
And I had this other book I’d been working on when I had to
stop and get The Key out of my head. I glanced at it, but a very
strange thing happened.
My bad guy (he wasn’t totally evil, but he was NOT nice) started
bugging me about being the bad guy. About not getting the girl.
I was, like, seriously? You so deserved what happened to you and
you know it.
Well, he never admitted he deserved it, but he did agree to up
his game so he could be the hero and get the girl. I suspected that
getting the girl was his driving goal, not becoming a great guy. So
“his” girl would have to be very special. Someone who could
humble, er, handle a guy with lots of shades of gray.
When Doc ﬁrst appeared inside my head, I was a bit dubious,
but as I peeled away ﬁrst one layer and then another.
Oh yeah. She was totally up for the job of schooling Helfron
Giddioni (I know, it’s a terrible name, because he wasn’t supposed to
be a hero!).
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I might not have listened to Hel’s whining, but I also started
getting some requests for more from readers. It’s an awesome feel‐
ing, so you know I had to do it. And before I knew it, I’d written
another Big A** Book.
What others have said about Girl Gone Nova:
"I'll admit that I was a bit apprehensive of a science ﬁction
romance. While I adore romance, I'm not a big fan of sci-ﬁ.
However, when a book starts with the line, “It was a party on an
alien planet in a galaxy far, far away.” you know it's going to be a
great book. I love that this book had such a fun feel to it.” A Girl and
Her Kindle
"I love the adventure, the alien setting, the action and the humor
of these stories. Pauline sets up a believable time travel scenario with
all the paradoxes that should be expected. The characters are rich
and likeable; even the pirate, bad boy Vidor, has engaging qualities.
The writing has a wonderful fast pace that ﬁts the tale. This can be
read alone but it works much better if you read The Key ﬁrst."
Reviews by Martha's Bookshelf
"Pauline Baird Jones has been one of my favorite authors since I
read her Eppie award-winning Out of Time, a World War II time
travel that truly captured the ﬂavor of that wartime era. I also
read The Key, the exciting prequel to Girl Gone Nova, and this book
blows them both away. Like its predecessor, Girl Gone Nova is set in
the present day. With all its twists and turns – enough to rival a West
Virginia highway – Girl Gone Nova is one of the most wildly unbeliev‐
able, yet believable books I've ever read. It's simply one of the best
sci-ﬁ romances ever written." Two Lips Reviews, Five Lips!
"Girl Gone Nova is an action-ﬁlled science ﬁction treat! Stuffed full
of intrigue, time-traveling, wisecracks and every girl’s dream of love
and happily-ever-after, it’s a sure-ﬁre hit with any lover of the genre.
Ms. Jones has a talent for bringing unusual characters forth and
making them seem like ‘one of the guys’, it’s a talent you’re sure to
remember for a long time to come, as is her amazing novel, Girl
Gone Nova." Long and Short Romance Reviews
"After a multiyear absence, Baird Jones makes a very welcome
return by once again visiting the alternate reality ﬁrst explored
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in The Key. Time paradoxes run amok in this extraordinarily
complex tale. Amongst the densely packed and mind-bending
action, there's also some welcome humor. A spectacular ride!" RT
Book Reviews
"Jones is adept at creating kick-butt women characters who can
give as good as they get. Doc is mentally quick and physically lethal.
She's a woman who has never felt like she ﬁt in until she meets
Giddioni, whom she is instantly attracted to. But that doesn't stop
her from doing her job, even if it means battling the Gadi leader
and his minions. The action is nonstop, the suspense gut-wrenching,
and the plot rollicking fun." Midwest Book Review
"Ms. Jones’ writing reads like poetry. Never a dull moment,
GIRL GONE NOVA is replete with action and wit. A must read for
all lovers of Sci Fi romance!" Single Title Reviews
"Pauline Baird Jones has created an amazing universe with lots
of fun and quirky characters. The main female character is a riot to
read, and I really enjoyed getting a peek into her head. Her writing
style is fun and amusing. I really enjoyed this book a lot and plan to
go back and read the Key so I can catch up on what I missed. If you
enjoy science ﬁction and romance, this book is deﬁnitely for
you." Coffee Time Romance & More
"This is a WOW-WONDERFUL Sci-Fi, romance. The sequel
to The Key. I am amazed at the depth of the world created and
how well the author kept track of all the details!" Martha Reads Blog
"Girl Gone Nova is available in print and eBook form, and it is a
fun yarn for light summer reading." Pam's Pages
Buy Girl Gone Nova to go undercover in a star-struck romantic
adventure today!

1ST CHAPTER - GIRL GONE NOVA

It was a party on an alien planet in a galaxy far, far away.
It should have been the most freaking interesting party Doc—
Delilah Oliver Clementyne—had ever attended. They were in the
fabulous, alien-equivalent-of-marble reception hall. There was good
food and soft music. There were pretty aliens in pastels and Earth‐
lings in camouﬂage to provide contrast and conﬂict.
Both sides were humanoid, but that was the only thing they
seemed to have in common—well, other than their mutual obses‐
sion with the mysterious and ancient outpost on the planet of Kikk.
Doc was interested in it, too. She liked weapons and the outpost was
supposed to be loaded with them, but she couldn’t think of any
reason she’d get the chance to play with them. She sighed, her gaze
skimming the room again.
Maybe partying with ET was only fun in the movies. Maybe it
was her fault. She didn’t party well with others, though she could
fake it when necessary. This wasn’t necessary. And it made her antsy
to be out and about without a clear objective. Knowing what to do,
knowing how to act, having a purpose created a safe zone even
when what she was doing wasn’t remotely safe.
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There were worse things than dying.
She should blend and mingle, not prowl around the perimeter,
but it took more than great food and pretty aliens to keep them at
bay. They circled inside her head, their usual menace mixed with
something new. She’d have rubbed the back of her tingling neck,
but that was a giveaway move. She didn’t do giveaway moves—
particularly when her camo wasn’t camouﬂaging. In their drab garb
the Earth delegation stood out like the specters at this very pretty
feast. What had General Halliwell been thinking when he ordered
them to dress down?
Her gaze tripped over the General—the head specter at the
feast.
He was a big man, and burly, with the rock-like countenance
and aggressive stance of the seasoned military man. He owned his
personal space and appeared to have no problem casting a blight
well outside that space. His personal staff had to stick with him.
Everyone else gave him a wide berth as he stalked around the room,
stopping now and then to glare and stare.
Halliwell hadn’t arranged a face-to-face meet with her when she
transferred aboard the Doolittle, and looking at his stony visage, she
wasn’t sorry. She bet there wasn’t a diplomatic cell in his whole
body.
Doc wasn’t a diplomat either, though she was attached to the
diplomatic team on the Doolittle, courtesy of her oft-used—or
abused—cover as a United Nations doctor. It said something about
human nature that no one had thought to wonder why a UN doctor
had been sent into space. It did explain why she’d ended up at the
party. Porter Rockley, head of the diplomatic team, had tried to put
as many diplomatic bodies as possible between the General and the
Gadi.
He’d have done better to go with a squad of well-armed
Marines.
This was the ﬁrst time anyone on the expedition had been
invited into Gadi home world orbit, let alone been dirt side there,
and the General still looked pissed. Was that the Gadi Leader he
was glaring at?
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The current object of his displeasure wasn’t wearing pink, the
ofﬁcial color of the Leader, and his body language didn’t shout, I’m
the Leader of most of the galaxy, so she doubted it. Though she’d heard
Helfron Giddioni was skilled at projecting everything from goof ball
to menacing, and he’d given up wearing pink—at least around the
Earth expedition. A good strategic move, but it was a pity. Doc liked
pink, probably because it had been missing in her life. Her mum
had been against anything that smacked of gender typing. Doc had
gone a bit nuts over pink when she started buying her own under‐
wear. And she might again, once she got back to Earth and she
didn’t have to be military regulation from the skin out.
She paused her thoughts to nibble at the last something on her
plate, almost sighing as the exquisite blend of ﬂavors caressed a
palate depressed by over a year of subsisting on MREs. When she’d
deployed with the Nimitz she had expected to return to Earth when
it did. Instead, she’d been transferred to the Doolittle and sent even
further into space. It would have been nice to know why, but her
new orders hadn’t caught up with her yet. One thing she knew, the
Major hadn’t sent her here to party with the aliens.
She put her plate on a passing tray and then paused in front of a
small orchestra, studying the instruments as well-bred elevator music
ﬁlled any lulls in the muted conversations between the Gadi and the
Earth expedition. In the two-plus years since ﬁrst contact they still
didn’t know that much about them beyond the whole pretty vibe
they had going. It wasn’t her mission to parse the Gadi, but that
didn’t stop her from being curious about them. She tried to think of
something that did stop her curiosity and couldn’t. Well, dying
would.
Her gaze inadvertently intersected with one of the Gadi men
and he crossed to her side.
“I am called Naman.” He extended a hand.
Doc met him halfway. “Doctor Clementyne.” It made her
twitchy to use her real name, but she didn’t let it show. That was a
giveaway, too.
He lifted her hand to his mouth, pressing it with his lips, his
appreciative gaze holding hers through the whole exercise. Doc kept
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her smile, even though she didn’t like to be touched. She got it from
her mum. And her dad. It surprised her they’d managed enough
touching to produce two children.
He studied her with a puzzling male appreciation. Oh, she knew
she wasn’t hideous, but it wasn’t her hotness factor that earned her
the nickname “Morticia.” And she was dressed like a guy. Was he
pinging on her like a laser guided missile because he liked her looks
or because she was with the delegation?
She didn’t like anyone pinging on her for any reason she hadn’t
made happen, but if he wanted to do it, she’d turn the ping back on
him. She tipped her head to the side, the angle mathematically
conﬁgured for ﬂirtatious effect. Her hair shifted, falling in a neat line
as she added a tiny curve to the edges of her mouth. Her lashes
drooped to a careful half mast to hide the calculation in her gaze
while her brain processed his reaction and made minute adjust‐
ments. One didn’t want to over—or under—mess with his head.
Next to him stood a server holding a tray of glasses. Naman
seized two glasses and handed her one with a slight ﬂourish. It
seemed she wasn’t the only one who calculated effects, though he
might not realize he was being calculating.
“Thank you.” She deepened her smile and added warmth to her
voice. His response was in the expected range of her output. She
could have calculated how many cc’s of blood had left his brain if
she’d wanted to. Did it bother men to be vulnerable in that way? It
would bother her. She lifted the glass and pretended to take a sip.
Even a small amount of alcohol put her concentration at risk, and
the Gadi concoction had more than a small amount.
“This is a remarkable space,” she murmured, because small talk
was an expected part of this social ritual. She used the tip of her
tongue in a swipe across her upper lip and sent a few more cc’s of
his blood heading south. She didn’t want him to notice her small
talk was really small.
“Is it?” Naman sounded as dazed as she’d wanted him to.
Doc looked around, glad to break eye contact for a few seconds.
It didn’t take this much pretty to please the Earth delegation, not
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after several months in space, but the Gadi wouldn’t know that. Or
maybe they did and they’d still pushed out the boat. They wanted
access to the Kikk Outpost pretty badly.
“I am surprised, though.” She paused with intent to distract.
He arched a perfect brow and leaned toward her, bringing his
personal scent in range of her nostrils. Lucky for her it wasn’t
unpleasant. Unlucky for him, it did nothing to her heart rate or
cognitive processes. She’d been called a cold bitch more than a few
times. It was a fair assessment. It could be the scientist at her core
that focused too much on analyzing and not enough on feeling. It
could be them snapping at her heels.
Or she was just a cold bitch.
“What surprises you, Doctor?”
“Well, I would have expected a beautiful staircase for more
dramatic effect, I suppose.” And why no chandeliers? She’d been
sure there’d be chandeliers. The Gadi and chandeliers seemed made
for each other. She made some vague hand movements to go with
her words.
It wasn’t a shock when his gaze followed her hands, since that’s
why she did it.
“The arrival of your delegation was quite dramatic.”
If he hadn’t smiled after he said this, she’d have suspected he
was being ironic.
“A big ﬂash and then a bunch of olive drab. It needed work.”
She shrugged, adding a hint of rueful into the calculated movement.
He laughed. No surprise it sounded pretty, too. “Whereas we
arrived via the lift.”
He indicated what she’d thought were ﬂoor-to-ceiling panels at
the end of the room.
“I would like to have seen that.” This comment had the beneﬁt
of being both small talk and true.
He edged closer. Doc shifted, her gaze holding Naman’s, as she
maintained the distance status quo. One thing Doc had in common
with the General, she didn’t like people in her personal space. She’d
once done the shift/retreat all the way around the desk of a target,
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until she got tired of it and kicked his ass. That technique wouldn’t
work here. Kicking ass at a party wasn’t diplomatic. Even she knew
that. If the guy got too persistent she’d ask for directions to the
ladies room. She might learn something, even if it was only that
Gadi women peed, too.
She was unprepared for the chill that snaked abruptly down her
back, like a ﬁnger tip tracing a path from spinal tip to base. The
hairs on her body stirred, and then lifted, but still not in ﬂight or
fright. She was well acquainted with both. Her heart sped up. Her
breathing tried to, too. She fought that. Panting was passé at a party.
The struggle to control her breathing created a kind of roaring in
her ears. Her hands tightened around her glass, as if it could
provide the stability she needed.
Someone was watching her.
She’d been watched, studied, assessed many times in her thirtyplus years, but not like this. It wasn’t creepy.
It was new.

Helfron Giddioni—Leader of the Gadi people and defender and
protector of most of the galaxy—knew to his bones how important
this reception was. The complex relations with these people from
Earth had reached a critical mass. If war were to be averted, he
needed to pay attention to the newly arrived ambassador—even if
Rockley was as mind-numbingly dull as his predecessor. Something
nagged at him, trying to pull his attention from matters of state. He
resisted the urge for several minutes, but as the impulse built, he
gave in to the urge to scan for the source. If something were wrong,
he needed to know this.
All seemed to be well with both party and guests—a moving
ﬁgure on the perimeter grabbed his attention—even as the hairs on
the back of his neck rose in warning. All women are dangerous. Hel
had known this for as long as he could recall. Since avoiding them
was impossible, one approached them with caution, and was never
surprised by anything they did.
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This one might surprise him.
Through partially lowered lashes, he studied her, wondering
what it was about her that bothered him. The purity in the curve of
her pale cheek, exposed by the angle of her head and fall of her
deeply dark hair were perfect, too perfect, he realized, like a pose in
a tableau. The hair hung straight and thick almost half-way down
her back. It shifted as she did, sometimes hiding, sometimes
exposing a proﬁle that appeared to be without ﬂaw. Her clothing
was meant to disguise her female shape. It failed in this. And it fed
the dangerous aura she wore like a cloak. The way she’d circled the
perimeter of the room reminded him of a panthric on the hunt, each
move an invitation, and a warning. She activated his hunter’s
instincts, though he had other reasons to be curious about her.
His gaze moved to General Halliwell, standing at least a head
taller than the group that surrounded him. He’d arrived in the ﬁrst
group from the Doolittle, wearing his reluctance for the meeting like a
storm cloud. Hel had hoped that time out in his own galaxy and a
promotion would have mellowed him. He’d hoped wrong. The
General didn’t like the Gadi, and he really didn’t like their Leader.
No surprise he didn’t want to be at the reception—or that he’d
come anyway.
Halliwell was a strategist as well as a warrior.
The Earth delegation had probably come to the reception in
camouﬂage at the general’s order, in hopes it would annoy Hel into
misbehaving.
It wouldn’t.
Hel was also sure that the people chosen to attend were here for
a purpose. That made the woman even more dangerous—and more
interesting.
After two Earth years butting heads with the various leaders of
the Earth delegations, Hel should have had a clearer understanding
of them. In many ways, they were simple and straightforward,
almost like children, but he’d learned never to assume he was seeing
the whole story. No, there was a reason for the woman’s presence, a
purpose to be served.
“Look at that. Morticia has stopped stalking and is talking to
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someone. Color me shocked,” one of the expedition members said,
the voice behind Hel.
It was easy to conclude the man spoke of the woman. Other
than the servers, she was the only one who had been pacing. The
words had a malicious edge. Was there dissension in the ranks of the
expedition? Why had the General brought her here?
There was only one way to ﬁnd out.

Doc’s companion turned toward the watcher. She turned with him,
even though one part of her overactive brain thought it was a bad
idea. Then she saw him and her brain did something it had never,
ever done.
It froze.
The sudden silence inside her head was as disconcerting as the
raw power the Gadi man emitted like a blast wave. He could have
powered the Doolittle with a look. Even they paused inside her head.
She should have been able to calculate his height and center of
gravity to within an inch.
Instead, she couldn’t do basic math.
She wasn’t sure she knew her own name.
Her only clear thought: what would it be like to kiss him?
It should have freaked her out to feel thrust into a romance
novel moment. She’d gone through a pile of them trying to ﬁnd
romance in her soul. She’d concluded she had neither romance nor
soul.
Now she wasn’t so sure. She was sure he was beautiful.
His powerful body was slim and narrow hipped. His shoulders
were broad and nicely displayed by his neutral, but well-ﬁtted
garments. His slacks were cut to display long, strong legs. His coat
reminded her of a Nehru jacket with its standup collar that framed
the strong column of his throat and jaw line. It suited a body that
moved as gracefully as a jungle cat toward her. His skin was lightly
tanned, just enough to deepen the contrast with his blonde hair.
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She couldn’t see a single ﬂaw, not in the way his brows arched
over his intensely blue eyes, or in the sweep of his nose, or in the
full, sensual curve of his mouth.
She’d never used the word sensual, never thought it except when
reading. Now it whispered through her mind, stroked her insides like
a promise.
He made an elegant motion, like he was sweeping something to
the side. She was somewhat aware that Naman bowed and moved
away from her. He might have spoken, but Doc didn’t hear it,
despite the deep silence inside her head.
A wave of heat hit her nerve endings at the same time his scent
did. It was as mysterious and heady as the man. On some level she
knew he couldn’t smell any way but this one.
There was nothing calculated, no geometry involved in the
rising of her chin. No deliberation in the lift of her lashes so that she
could meet his gaze. Her world rocked, and when it stopped, it was
off its axis. She should have known how far off, but she didn’t. Her
brows pulled together as the remaining sliver of sentience in her
brain produced a hypothesis based on her body’s reactions.
Desire.
So that’s what it felt like.

Her eyes were a deep shade of purple, an eye color Hel had never
seen before. This should have made her eyes cool, but they weren’t
cool. They burned in the pale oval of her face. The frame of black
lashes intensiﬁed both the color and heat of her eyes, ramped up the
impact like a sun going nova. He looked for ﬂaws in how she was
made and found none. He homed in on her mouth. It was well
formed and pink—the Leader’s personal color.
If she was Halliwell’s secret weapon, the man was more subtle
than Hel had suspected.
Color stained the sculpted lines of her cheekbones, and the
pulse at the base of her throat jumped into hyperdrive, pounding
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against the pale skin in a way that seemed to say, put your lips here,
now, before you die. Hel almost answered that demand, as desire, thick
and rich, stirred in his veins. He needed to do something, say some‐
thing before he gave into temptation.
“Morticia.” His voice emerged as a husky rasp.
He’d been sure her eyes could get no wider, no deeper, but they
did. Then the thicket of lashes swept down to rest against pale
cheeks, there was a forever pause before they lifted again. Purple
was gone, though the blue was still intense and unusual. Her mouth
curved into a grin that was nothing like the smile she’d directed at
Naman. This look was real. He didn’t know how he knew. He just
did. He knew her.
“Morticia?”
A soft chuckle spilled out of her parted lips. “Right.”
Her voice had a different inﬂection than others of her kind,
giving an elegance to her brief response. Desire settled now that he
had her attention, though it’s current still pulsed between them, like
a circuit seeking completion. Her smile also removed that lethal,
almost other world quality. She was just a woman, he told himself, a
lovely woman, but still just a woman. Even as his brain called him a
liar, he wondered if he’d let himself overwork the problem of Halli‐
well and the threat that this woman had appeared to pose.
“That’s not—”
The sound of voices rising in jarring conﬂict ripped across the
surface tranquility of the reception. Before his gaze, Morticia shifted
into lethal again, like a picture losing its focus and then ﬁnding it.
And he knew he hadn’t imagined anything. She was dangerous,
possibly the most dangerous woman he’d ever met.
The interruption, the altercation, was ill timed. Hel turned
toward the sound. A member of the earth delegation appeared to
be arguing with one of the servers at the service entrance. Hel
frowned, shooting a sharp look of command at his head of security.
Wilstead started toward the pair, breaking into a trot as the
dispute grew louder. The server’s voice rose to a shriek as the Earth
man shoved her toward the doorway.
In the space between two beats of his heart, Hel’s warrior
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instincts displaced diplomacy. He moved to place himself in front of
Morticia, but she was already in motion—heading toward the
disputants. Hel shouted a warning that was engulfed in a roar and
in the bright, deadly light racing toward him…

Buy Girl Gone Nova to go undercover in a star-struck romantic
adventure today!

TANGLED IN TIME

He’s a modern soldier. She’s a vintage scien‐
tist. Their star-crossed love could redeﬁne
the boundaries of time and space.
Colonel Braedon Carey thought his
space-time test ﬂight would be a cake walk.
When he wakes up dazed and confused in
an unfamiliar desert, he realizes he crash
landed in the wrong decade. And judging by
the steam-powered machine he stumbles
upon, Braedon discovers that a spunky
scientist already broke his space-time record… by more than a
century.
Miss Olivia Carstairs had triple-checked the calculations for her
transmogriﬁcation machine before she pulled the trigger. But she
never counted on being thrown off course by a strange man from
the future. Lost in time together, Olivia teams up with the intriguing
traveler who speaks in perplexing turns of phrase but whose warm
eyes speak volumes.
On the run from a mad doctor with a dark, twisted purpose,
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Olivia and Braedon must ﬁnd their way to a new future before both
of their histories disappear.
Tangled in Time is a charming standalone novella in the Project
Enterprise sci-ﬁ romance series with a steampunk style. If you like
sweet chance encounters, witty rapport, and action-packed adven‐
ture, then you’ll love Pauline Baird Jones’ light-hearted story of
clocks and chemistry.
Buy Tangled in Time to get lost in an enchanting temporal
romance today!

When I started writing Tangled in Time, it was not meant to be so,
well, tangled. It was supposed to be a simple mystery story for an
anthology with a Texas Landmarks theme. After…possibly six false
starts, I almost gave up.
Then I started wondering if I could write a short story using one
of my characters from my Project Enterprise series (which was two
books at the time). I did a mental ﬂip through the characters and
almost immediately, Colonel Cary stepped up. I think he was done
being a minor, background character.
And he wanted a girl.
I didn’t plan on Olivia. Neither did Colonel Cary (the poor guy
didn’t even have a ﬁrst name when I got around to writing his story).
But when she strolled around the side of the transmogriﬁcation
machine—wait?
What?
I was NOT going to write a time travel story. Or a steampunk
story.
I was not.
But that’s what I got. A science ﬁction steampunk, time travel
novella.
You read that right. Not a short story. Not a mystery.
It never made it into the anthology, but I loved the story. I loved
writing it. And I love it when readers love it, too. But yes, it was a
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strange direction change from The Key and Girl Gone Nova. And it
helped make Steamrolled a bit, um, unusual as well.
So I started it because I was asked to be in the anthology. But I
morphed it into a science ﬁction/steampunk/time travel/ro‐
mance/adventure because that’s what Bray (yes, he got a ﬁrst name)
and Olivia wanted.
When you write books, stuff happens. A lot.
What others have said about Tangled in Time:
"Tangled in Time is a sweet read in so many respects. Ms. Jones
is a wonderful writer whose well-written plots and likable characters
always make for absorbing, exciting reads – the great news about
that being that she has so many more characters from these ﬁrst
three books awaiting their own stories. I just hope we don't have to
wait too long for the next one." Two Lips Reviews, 4 and 1/2 lips!
"TANGLED IN TIME is a unique story in its self but also gives
an added glimpse of favorite characters from Ms. Jones’ THE KEY
and GIRL GONE NOVA. The resulting humor when two people
from different centuries meet and their use of their own technical
vocabulary is delightfully portrayed. Well written plot, likable charac‐
ters and a little twist at the end enhance the entertainment factor and
leaves the reader wanting to know what will happen next. Please,
don’t leave us dangling too long Ms. Jones!" SingleTitles.com
"I love original plots, quirky characters and surprises and I
enjoyed every minute of Tangled in Time. Do read." Long and Short
Romance Reviews Five Books
"I read this Sci Fi/Steampunk Romance Novella ARC for the
author and I couldn't put it down. It was wonderful with great
gentle humor!" Reviews by Martha
"I can’t thank Pauline enough for exposing me to a new genre. I
absolutely recommend reading Tangled In Time to science geeks
and non-nerds alike. Pauline has the art of subtle romance down,
which is something I can now say that I have been missing on my
reading list. Tangled In Time is perfectly executed and an absolutely
satisfying read!" FirePages
"Jones packs a wallop of a story in Tangled in Time. Humor
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and suspense abound in a tale ﬁlled with action and suspense. The
diversity between Carey and Olivia in manner and speaking is
portrayed with engaging wit and the chemistry between the two is
fun and highly entertaining. Fans of Jones will recognize favorite
characters from The Key and Girl Gone Nova, an added bonus.
This novella will appeal to readers across genres, offering romance,
suspense, and mystery all wrapped up in an intriguing Sci-Fi plot
that grabs the reader from beginning to end." Midwest Book Review
"Tangled in Time is a combination of science ﬁction and steam
punk. I liked this book. It was nice to see a woman like Olivia in a
place of power, in addition to being such a strong character. She
really could hold her own in this book. Colonel Carey is a good
male lead. There was some adventure in this book as well. Author
Pauline Baird Jones did a good job transporting me back in
time. Tangled in Time had me tangled in a good book." Manic
Readers
"Two people out of time and space collide in an engaging tale
of lighthearted romance and daring adventure." Coffee Time Romance
Buy Tangled in Time to get lost in an enchanting temporal
romance today!

1ST CHAPTER - TANGLED IN TIME

Braedon Carey, Col. USAF, was used to waking up in strange
places.
He wasn’t used to waking up nose-to-beak with a buzzard.
He stared at the buzzard. The buzzard stared at him.
It dawned on him he had a buzzard on his chest.
He yelled. He may have waved his arms at it as he scrambled to
his feet. With an air of offended dignity, it retreated to a chunk of
rock. Carey retreated, too, and did an SA—situational awareness—
assessment. It didn’t take long.
He knew where he was supposed to be and this wasn’t it.
He’d ﬂown over, driven through, and trained in and around,
Area 51. He knew it as well as he knew his Dauntless. This is what he
got for playing test pilot without a ship. No surprise it had turned
into a Charlie foxtrot right off the launch pad—or in this case, right
out of the Garradian portal. At least the pucker factor was low with
that buzzard gone from his chest. He’d been ﬁne when he left the
Kikk outpost, but now his ribs hurt, a sign he’d bent them on some‐
thing inside the wormhole. Was that possible? He shifted gingerly.
His ribs said it was. His brain was neutral on any subject that
involved physics—not that he knew this was a physics problem. His
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skill set involved pointing, shooting, and blowing things up. Until
this moment, he’d also have said he was good at getting from point
A to point B, but he hadn’t been driving. The doc and her geek
team had been on the stick for this trip.
He picked up his cap and slapped it against his leg before
settling it on his head. He pulled out his GPS, but it couldn’t get a
signal. If the GPS wasn’t working, then the SAT phone probably
wouldn’t either, but he tried it anyway. He gave it a shake and tried
it again. Something was gooned up. Had he bent his tech the same
time he bent his ribs? The tech didn’t look bent. He shook both.
Didn’t sound bent. He tried them again, just to be sure. Still no joy.
He extracted his compass next. It found a pole, but it had found
a pole on Kikk. Some tech had no loyalty to their home planet. He
eased the bill of his cap up some and did a slow circle, taking care
not to make eye contact with the buzzard. Could the doc have
dropped him on the wrong planet? She’d seemed to know what she
was doing, while admitting she might not, he recalled now. Kind of
like those drug commercials. This will work great unless something
goes wrong, which it might. Could the misﬁre goon up his retrieval?
The doc had been conﬁdent while managing to not be conﬁdent
about that part, too.
He caught the buzzard looking at him like he was a buffet
opening soon. It took ﬂight, rising in a series of slow circles that kept
him at the center, so Carey wouldn’t get to thinking he’d lost inter‐
est. With that red noggin and turkey-like build, it could be a turkey
vulture. If he recognized the buzzard, maybe he’d recognize some‐
thing else. There’d been a few years in there, until Carey got too
cool to go tripping with his old man, where they’d visited every
national and state park within driving distance. He’d seen a serious
chunk of the USA on those road trips. Could this be one of those
chunks? He gave the chunk his undivided attention.
Looked like he’d landed in a long valley, a cut between two offset
peaks. The incline was brutal going up and down. Toward what
could be the west, was a long desert plain, and rising from it, a set of
peaks that looked familiar. Was it hopeful thinking? Two peaks. Two
ears…mule ears? They looked kinda like mule ears. Mule Ears Peaks.
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He’d seen them before, but where? He needed to get higher.
Couldn’t see crap in this valley. Up always improved SA. His ribs
grumbled dissent.
He could make his ribs happy, sit tight until his extraction—if it
came. Not the place he’d have picked, but he had water and energy
bars for a few days. The buzzard’s shadow passed over him. On the
other hand, maybe he ought to keep moving. Ribs didn’t feel broken
—he’d know—so they could man up. Bad idea to give a buzzard
false hope.
Sun rode low in the east. A bit of a chill in the air. Based on the
ground cover, he’d guess it was early spring. He was supposed to
have arrived in late fall and in another state—not that he was
complaining, because who would he complain to? The buzzard that
wanted to eat him?
He started up, using the scrub as handholds to keep from taking
an involuntary down turn, while his ribs groused at him. He’d spent
too much time in space, he decided. He shouldn’t be pufﬁng this
hard. Couldn’t even blame it on the altitude. This mountain wasn’t
any higher than Area 51. About one hundred yards shy of the peak,
he topped a slight rise and the ground leveled out enough to let him
catch his breath. He didn’t sink to his knees. He had his pride—and
that buzzard was still stalking him. With his eyes on the ridge line,
he almost didn’t notice the bogey.
When he did—he blinked—it couldn’t be for real. He rubbed
his eyes—it had to be a mirage—but it didn’t go away. It didn’t
waver around the edges either. He looked both directions, half
expecting a camera crew to pop out from behind a rock, but that
was even crazier than the big ass bogey. He eased in for a closer
look. Kind of oblong in shape and metallic in appearance, it sat
close to the mountain wall on the only bit of semi-ﬂat real estate
around. It looked like a mutation of a car and an upside down train,
with a little rocket thrown in just for fun. An inverted fan of dark
metal covered the area where a view port or window shield should
be. Or eyes. It kind of looked like it should have eyes.
The wheels on the mongrel machine were as whacked as the
whole of it. Looked like old stage coach wheels, but metal and
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black. There was no road for it to drive up, even if the wheels
touched the ground, which they didn’t. Whoever built this bad boy
had a great sense of humor or his elevator didn’t go all the way to
the top.
He approached with caution, half expecting it to dissolve when
he touched it, but it didn’t. It felt cooler to the touch than he’d
expected, though he wasn’t sure why he expected anything. Up
close, the surface was black and appeared to be made from sheets of
metal fastened together with rivets. In addition to the wheels it had
a series of ﬁns along the side and front. He touched one and it
moved, like they retracted and extended. He tugged one until it
stopped. They extended pretty far, but ﬁfty of them couldn’t put this
hunk of junk in the air. Might improve the aerodynamics, but that
was another physics problem. Still didn’t do those. No sign of
windows or openings down the left side, though he did ﬁnd some‐
thing that could be vents. On the right side of the bogey, an open
hatch door had three fancy looking steps hanging off the edge.
It looked like—a cartoon version of a Jules Verne space ship or
submarine, which seemed to support the mirage theory. Only it
refused to fade like a good, big mirage.
It hadn’t crashed here. There were no impact indicators.
Could’ve been built there, he supposed, but how had it been built in
a place with no roads or signs of human intrusion? And why?
Besides, the metal wasn’t corroded or aged, and there was very little
grit on the surface. It didn’t look dug in, more like it had recently
arrived. Only thing breaking ground around it was his footprints.
And someone else’s.
It shouldn’t be a shock. He had noted the opening in the side.
But it still gave him a jolt to see them. Instinct had him reaching for
his sidearm, but the sound of a gun cocking off to his right changed
his mind. He raised both arms, taking it non-threatening slow, and
turned toward the sound. His jaw dropped.
It was Mary Poppins’ twin sister, holding an umbrella and a gun.
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For most females of her acquaintance, a parasol was the ﬁnal touch
in a proper ensemble, but Miss Olivia Carstairs never felt
completely dressed without her derringer. According to her brother,
she had a steady hand and excellent aim, though she hoped not to
need either on the likely gentleman she was pointing it at. He was
the only person she’d seen since the experiment went awry—some‐
thing Mama had warned might happen when Olivia took the posi‐
tion as Professor Twitchet’s assistant, instead of accepting Mr. Lester
Heplinger’s proposal of marriage.
The need to keep him covered required her to study him in way
she normally considered rude, though she was uncertain about the
etiquette involved in holding someone at gunpoint. If she read the
dropped jaw correctly, he was surprised, though it wasn’t clear if it
he was shocked by a lady with a gun or a lady being rude.
His attire was as puzzling as his reaction to her. His uniformly
dark attire appeared to be neither in nor recently out of vogue. His
shirt clung to a chest that was very ﬁne, and the sleeves were short
enough to leave improperly bare, from hand to above the elbow, his
brown muscled arms. He wore no cravat and his vest was bulky in
places, unfastened and ill-ﬁtting, but not in a dreadful way. His
trousers hung low on narrow hips and he wore a pack on his back.
He was armed with a pistol in a holster like a Western gunslinger
from a penny novel, had a knife strapped to his upper leg and an odd
looking riﬂe hung from a strap under one arm.
A parasol and a derringer were hardly a match, but instead of
being frightened, Olivia felt a need to loosen her tie, which had
tightened around her neck as if she’d tugged it, though she knew
she hadn’t. She could have also used her fan.
He had ﬁne eyes in a shade of blue that was a particular
favorite. His deeply tanned skin, and the fact that he was in need of
a shave, should not have enhanced the impact of his eyes. Perhaps it
was the combination of height and vigor or the generally pleasing
arrangement of features and form that earned her instinctive
approbation.
She very much hoped it wouldn’t be necessary to shoot him.
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“Mary…Poppins?” He broke the silence, his husky voice a
pleasing addition to his whole.
Etiquette allowed a lady to converse with a gentleman she had
not been introduced to if she were in difﬁculties, which she most
certainly was.
“I am,” she said, in a tone that was cool, because even in difﬁ‐
culties one should maintain a proper distance, “Miss Olivia
Carstairs from Gotham City, personal assistant to Professor Emelius
Twitchet.” Her association with the Professor would, she hoped,
give her stature and credibility, which her odd circumstances might
not. She could have added, “the Professor is at present absquatu‐
lated or possibly transmogriﬁed” but etiquette cautioned against
overwhelming a new acquaintance with a surfeit of information.
And the professor had expressed a need for conﬁdentiality before,
during, and after the experiment. She had to assume that his
possible absquatulation or transmogriﬁcation would not alter this
desire.
“Braedon Carey, Colonel, United States Air Force.” He paused,
then added, “formerly of Colorado, currently of nowhere in partic‐
ular.” He paused again, “Gotham? Like Batman’s Gotham?”
Olivia blinked, uncertain just what an “air force” was, or if this
“Batman” were a big bug in New York. She had heard of Colorado
and understood the message implicit in “nowhere in particular.” He
was a border rufﬁan, an adventurer. It somewhat explained his
attire. He didn’t try to shake her hand, which indicated he knew
something of proper manners, or perhaps he had noticed that,
between her parasol and the derringer, she lacked a hand free for
social niceties.
Before she could inquire more particularly into his odd
comments, he smiled. Lines and creases forming into interesting
channels around his mouth and eyes in such a way as to make her
heart give an odd—but pleasant—ﬂutter. Her knees distinctly
wobbled, too.
Olivia had observed many smiles on various gentlemen’s faces,
but none had affected her like this smile. Mr. Heplinger, for exam‐
ple, had had a smile that made her want to shoot him with her
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derringer. It was one of the reasons she’d given the mufﬁn to his
obliging offer of marriage, though by no means the only one. Her
Mama had been forced to concede that a marriage was unlikely to
be successful with a man one wanted to shoot. And then there was
Professor Smith, a colleague of Professor Twitchet. His smile was
both sinister and lacking in charm. It ﬁlled her with a desire to shoot
him as well, though not for the same reasons as Mr. Heplinger.
She’d not mentioned this desire to the Professor. It felt like a breach
of etiquette, wanting to shoot someone who hadn’t offered an
unwanted marriage proposal.
Colonel Carey’s smile was all that those gentlemen’s smiles
weren’t, including charming.
Mama used to say that too much charm in a gentleman could be
the sign of an unreliable, possibly wicked disposition. Colonel Carey
didn’t look unreliable or wicked, though Olivia felt wicked looking
at him. It took considerable willpower to keep the derringer steady
and not return his smile. So engaging was it, resisting almost felt like
a breach of etiquette. Perhaps that was the danger Mama had fore‐
seen from a charming smile?
She executed a half curtsey. “How do you do.” She was not
unaware of the irony of observing social niceties while pointing her
derringer at him.
“I’m ﬁne, ma’am.” He didn’t bow. His smile deepened, making
his eyes crinkle at the edges. He crossed his arms, resting them on
the end of the riﬂe stock. He looked relaxed, but he was, she was
certain, not born in the woods to be scared of an owl—or a lady
holding a derringer. There was an alertness about him despite his
relaxed stance that she was not inclined to underestimate. In
contrast, his eyes had a twinkle in their depths that was most
engaging.
Of their own volition, her lips curved up, though she managed
to stop them before her smile became unbecomingly unrestrained.
He lifted his hat—an odd affair scarcely deserving to be called a hat
—and rumpled his dark hair…vigorously…before replacing it. A
gentleman shouldn’t wear a hat, nor muss his hair in the presence of
a lady, vigorously or otherwise. Despite this blatant disregard for
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basic conduct, Olivia felt a not unpleasant sensation in the region of
her middle.
One might be…pleased he was not always overly constrained by
the dictates of society.
“You don’t need that, ma’am.” He indicated the derringer with
a friendly look.
His mien invited trust. Olivia hesitated. Mama used to say a lady
should only give up an advantage if it would give her a greater one,
but Mama hadn’t been stranded on a mountainside by a transmo‐
griﬁcation machine. After a suitable pause, Olivia lowered the
derringer, adjusting the cocking mechanism so that it could be
returned to its pocket. If he attacked her, she still had her parasol—
though there wasn’t any part of him she particularly wished to
puncture.
He nodded toward the transmogriﬁcation machine. “That
yours?”
Her brows arched. No gentleman she knew would assume a
woman could or would possess any machine, let alone a transmogri‐
ﬁcation machine. Could he be forward thinking? It was unthinkable
to lie and poor manners to bury a new acquaintance in one’s
personal problems. One should try to be entertaining ﬁrst. “It’s
complicated.”
“It looks complicated.”
If his expression represented his thoughts, he was bemused,
though it was unclear if it was by Olivia or the transmogriﬁcation
machine. Olivia tried to remember if she’d ever bemused a man,
with or without a transmogriﬁcation machine. Mr. Heplinger had
never appeared bemused, even when he proposed, though he was
shocked when she gave him the mufﬁn. She was forced to conclude,
a bit sadly, that it was the transmogriﬁcation machine doing the
bemusing.
“What is it? Some kind of ride? A new age house?”
His tone was relaxed, friendly, as if there’d never been a
derringer between them. Olivia liked that he didn’t hold a grudge.
The same could not be said for Mr. Heplinger.
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“It’s a transmogriﬁcation machine.” It wasn’t a lack of discretion
to admit the obvious.
He blinked twice, his lashes absurdly long. “That was gonna be
my next guess.”
She had nothing to judge by but her instincts and his eyes. Both
indicated he was someone a lady could rely on—though she was a
bit muddled on what she hoped she could rely on him to do.
“Would you like to see inside?” It was a bit improper, but then so
were her circumstances. She didn’t wish him to leave, and not just
because of his eyes and likely aspect. When one sought to see the
elephant, one shouldn’t balk at the locale where the elephant lived,
but it was still unnerving to be stranded in such a unruly place.
“Oh yeah. I’d like to see inside.”
She’d thought his smile could not get ﬁner and was happy to be
proved wrong. The sight of it affected her knees even more than
previously, and she was grateful for his steadying hand on her elbow
as he assisted her up the steps. He not only had a nice smile. He was
very strong.
Trust no one. The professor’s last words were a distant warning
inside her head. She wanted to honor his request, truly she did, but
she had to trust someone. At the moment, Colonel Carey was the only
someone available.

Olivia’s trans-whatever machine was even more mind-boggling on
the inside. It was like Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, only up a
mountain. From the moment she led him inside, reality checked out,
leaving him in a ﬁctional place, a Jules Verne version of Alice Through
the Looking Glass—with a weirdly sexy “Alice” as tour guide. She’d
furled her umbrella with a modest ﬂourish, wielding it like a rufﬂed
cane. Not that she leaned. Didn’t appear to be a leaning kind of girl.
Not with that posture. Even in the military he’d never seen a back
that straight.
He had no clue what her deal was, what she was doing in such an
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isolated area, or why she was dressed like Mary Poppins. Her jacket fit
snugly to a figure that was great, well into the hot range, though the
sleeves kind of exploded around the shoulders. He liked the sassy way
her clothes swished when she walked and he really liked the way it
accented the sway of her hips. She was a looker, no question. Long
pale neck a guy had to fight not to taste, and her dark hair was piled
into a complicated something he hadn’t seen since his high school
prom. Her manners bordered on prim, and she was buttoned from
top to bottom, but with something in her eyes that made him wonder
how deep the button-down went. He’d always thought less was more
where clothes were concerned. He might have been wrong about that.
And then there was her trans—thing. The ﬁrst compartment
looked a bit like a crypt with metal walls. It was some longer than he
was tall. On all the walls, at varying heights, there were wood and
brass handles with nice knobs on the ends, like an upscale morgue.
If Igor appeared in a hatchway, he was so out of here.
“You need a lot of rods for your towels?”
“They are handles.” She reached for one.
If she rolled out a body, ditto on the out of here. “Let me,
ma’am.”
Her hands stayed next to his for several seconds, while her scent
drifted around him and her sober gaze studied him. Lavender. His
grandma used to wear it. Way different experience with Olivia.
With a slight pleased smile, she moved back, allowing him to pull
the handle. From the wall there emerged a small antique-half table
made of rich wood. Better than a cofﬁn or a body, but still weird.
When the table came down, a teapot emerged behind it, like some‐
thing out of a Wallace and Gromit movie. He liked that and he didn’t
like tea. The handles on either side were for two wing-back chairs,
with hinky velvet cushions, and were trimmed with lace and
ribbons. She activated something and a rug rolled to a stop against
the side of his boot, followed by a small chandelier lowering from
the ceiling. He couldn’t stop the surprised climb of his brows toward
his cap.
“Space is limited, but one needn’t lower one’s standards
completely,” she said a bit defensively.
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It was so wrong, while still managing to be smoking cool. “No
paintings?”
Olivia’s chin lifted. “The Professor feels the lack and is
addressing the problem.”
Maybe she was a distant relative of the Gadi. They liked pretty,
too. Or she was an escapee from the loony bin.
He lifted the table and chairs back into place. “What are these?”
He indicted the opposite wall. Olivia blushed and looked away,
though she waved a hand in what he took as permission to check
them out. These handles brought down two wood trimmed bunks,
like stumpy four posters with this drapy stuff all around. There was
even a bed stand with a Tiffany lamp ﬁxed to it—though Carey
would never admit he knew that. Two beds? Did she and the prof
travel together? Hard to believe when that she couldn’t even look at
the beds. And if they did travel together, where was he?
She kept her gaze averted until he returned the beds to their
cubby in the wall. She was a real blast from the past. So was the
“kitchen” wall. It had a porcelain sink, “a cooking chamber” and a
place for something she called an ice box that was just a box. No ice.
“The Professor hasn’t worked out refrigeration yet.”
He tried the faucet and water spurted, stopped and spurted
again. “Or the running water?”
A tiny line formed between her brows, but all she said was, “The
privy is through there if—” She stopped and blushed again.
Curious, Carey poked his head through the hatchway. The
“privy,” turned out to be a compact and seriously awesome john.
Less of the girly stuff. Brass ﬁttings, linen towels, more bits of dark
wood and another porcelain basin, none of which needed to retract
into the walls. A Farmer’s Almanac from 1892—too pristine to be
anything but a reprint—hung from a hook by the toilet. There was a
curtain with a miniature version of a claw foot tub, but with a fancy
shower head.
Since she’d indicated he could, Carey used the toilet, washed up
—the water pressure was hinky here, too—and checked his ribs.
Nasty bruise on his left side, but he’d live—tough luck, buzzard.
Olivia waited for him in the crypt/living room, examining the
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once again blank ceiling. She seemed relieved to leave the privy
behind. Carey was relieved, too.
“The bridge is through here.”
She’d saved the good stuff for last. The bridge was a total guy
zone, nothing pretty but Olivia. She stopped to one side near the
hatch opening in a total Mary Poppins pose, her chin up, one hand
resting on the umbrella handle. Or maybe it was Hello Dolly. Not his
area of expertise. Only seen the movies because he had a little sister
and a mom. Whatever it was about her pose, it got him curious
about the legs hiding inside that skirt. Before his imagination got too
risky to his blood ﬂow, she began the tour. It was totally whacked—
and totally cool. There was a “captain’s chair” in the center of the
room with lots of buttons and levers on the sides. Arms with weird
stuff could be pulled down from the ceiling, which would have
edged the “captain’s chair” into the dentist chair zone, except for
the one that looked like a periscope. Around the room, there were
more levers and gauges and valves, enough to run a Jules Verne type
world. She showed him “altitudinal measurement scopes,” “tele‐
scoping magniﬁers” and other goofy sounding stuff—if Olivia
wasn’t totally pulling his leg. He stopped by something that looked
like a compass.
“That’s a Gyrocompass, the Professor’s own design. It over‐
comes the issues of torque and inertia during transmogriﬁcation.”
How’d she say that without stuttering? Carey had been around a
lot of geeks and heard a lot of geek talk, but prim geek talk was new
and way sexier than normal geek talk. One panel reached from ﬂoor
to ceiling and had levers and dials and a funky headset that looked
like it was straight out of a Frankenstein movie. If she asked him to try
it on, it was buster-out-of-here time, no matter how cute she was. He
was not switching brains with a girl dressed like Mary Poppins.
“What’s this one do?”
“It’s an Individual Discovery Velocipediator.”
“Yeah, that’s what I thought it was.” Maybe he’d hit his head
and he was having a really strange dream, but if this was a dream,
he’d be kissing the girl, wouldn’t he? In his dreams, girls were for
kissing, even if it didn’t work that way in real life. Before he got too
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distracted thinking about kissing the crazy girl, he turned to the next
device in her mad scientist chamber. It looked like a joke from a
really bad science ﬁction movie. It had a needle hovering above a
big, round globe that seemed to be suspended in air inside a wooden
box. “Let me guess, a GPS?” He cocked a brow at her. She blinked
and arched her brows in obvious confusion. “Global Positioning
System?”
Her expression shifted to thoughtful. “The professor has been
pondering different names for that one. On occasion, ﬁnding the
right name is as hard as inventing it in the ﬁrst place.”
Not a problem he’d run into before. He wanted to ask where the
prof was, but got distracted by the notion that her GPS might tell
him where he was. The globe was huge but clearly Earth. He could
barely make out Texas under the needle. Texans wouldn’t like that.
“Not a lot of detail.”
“We can use the Mapulator Retrieval Apparatus.”
She moved closer, setting off his internal proximity apparatus.
He eased a ﬁnger around the neck of his shirt. “Really?”
“There are numbered squares that relate to mapulator sections.”
Her gloved ﬁnger pointed to something on the globe.
He bent over again. There might have been numbers there. He
couldn’t swear to it, but maybe her nearness affected his eyesight.
“Kind of small, I can’t quite—”
“You need the magniﬁers.”
Olivia reached past him, her arm brushing his, messing with his
breathing. More buttons pushed and a compartment opened, and
what looked like a whacked pair of antique glasses on a stick came
to a stop in front of the GPS cabinet. The rims were narrow metal,
but the lenses were big, big as goggles, and round like bug’s eyes.
Clamped to them were two little magnifying glasses like the ones in
National Treasure only clear, not colors. He bent and peered through
them, adjusting the small lenses and angle until the number near the
needle jumped out at him. He read it out loud. Olivia turned to an
old-style typewriter partially embedded in a console next to her
GPS. The keys slammed against something that might have been
paper but could have been anything in this place. When she ﬁnished
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typing, she cranked a lever. There was a whirring sound, a hissing
like steam releasing, and a hatch slid back. A rolled up parchment
map emerged. It was curled around one metal rod, attached by
clamps to another. With another whir and hiss, one of the rods
retreated along a slot, unrolling the map so he could see it.
“That’s pretty cool.”
Olivia blinked. “It’s parchment. It doesn’t have a temperature.”
Carey opened his mouth to respond but had nothing, so he
closed it and squatted down to study the map. Okay, there was the
Rio Grande. Mexico on that side, Texas on this one. Where—they
could be in Big Bend National Park, though it wasn’t labeled on her
map. Mule Ears Peaks. He knew he recognized it. When he was ten,
he and his dad had driven down here. Interesting mix of desert and
mountains—he had to think hard for a few seconds or so—the
Chisos Mountains. Even then he’d been interested in planes and
stuff, so they’d explored the site of the old Johnson Ranch airﬁeld. It
had been closed down in the forties, but they’d walked along what
remained of the runway while his dad told him about how they’d
used it to hunt Pancho Villa. That’s why the layout of the moun‐
tains looked familiar. A kid didn’t forget a mule-eared mountain
peak. Johnson’s ranch wasn’t on her map either. That was odd. If he
remembered right, it had been there, and that would put them…he
made a virtual line on the map with his ﬁnger.
“I think we’re about here, or at least in this area,” he said,
tapping a spot along the southern rim of the Chisos. He traced a
route back to the area where Johnson’s Ranch should be. There was
a park road along there where he could catch a lift, if the portal
didn’t scoop him up ﬁrst. He added, in case she didn’t know, “We’re
in south Texas.”
“It appears to be most unruly.”
Something that continued to make Texans proud. “There’s a
campground around this area, if memory serves.” He looked at the
front of her machine, where space had been left for a view port or
window. “Not much of a view.”
A bit obvious, but it got a result. She pressed some buttons on a
different panel, and the metal sheets he’d noticed outside folded
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back, accompanied by more hissing sounds. In other circumstances,
it would be a great view—though they weren’t high enough to see
the park road. How on earth had she—or her professor—gotten
permission to build or bring this thing into the Park? He frowned as
another thought hit him.
“What’s your power source?” There sure weren’t any power
lines visible above ground and no one was going to run pipes up
here. He hadn’t even spotted a cell tower during his hike.
She hesitated, though it wasn’t clear if it was uncertainty or
caution that caused it. “It’s powered by steam.”
Steam? That explained the hissing sounds—though—what was
her water source? When he’d been climbing, water had been least in
sight, too. And didn’t it take something else to make steam?
He frowned. “If you’ve got water, why was it coming out of the
faucets in spurts?
A worry line dug in between her brows. “I experienced an
impact or a malfunction during the transmogriﬁcation process.”
She’d had an impact, too? Could he have collided with her
machine—no, not possible. Well, he didn’t know if it was possible,
but it couldn’t be possible with this thing. Was someone from the
expedition messing with him? Didn’t seem likely on General Halli‐
well’s watch. If he had a sense of humor, he kept it buried deep.
And the bubbas in his squadron lacked the access. The geeks who
did have access were all major intense, and the doc, well, she was a
bit too creepy to have a sense of humor. Besides, this trip through
the portal was supposed to help her team learn how to ﬁne tune the
portal controls, in hopes of making it possible to transport to Earth
if there was an emergency or for tactical necessity—not give
someone a chance to pull his chain. Though they needed to do
more than ﬁne tune their calculations if he’d missed Nevada by
Texas and two seasons. Not to mention bent his ribs on something
that wasn’t this thing.
But he did concede it was an odd coincidence. “Impact?”
She nodded. “Just prior to my arrival here. The Emergency
Absquatulation Device should have returned the transmogriﬁcation
machine to the professor’s laboratory in Brooklyn.”
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“Brooklyn? New York?” That’s right. New York was sometimes
called Gotham in the real world, not just Bat-world. He almost
asked her what absqua—whatever meant, but then thought he
might know. And even if he didn’t know, he wasn’t sure he wanted
to know.
“Of course.”
Carey didn’t know which to disbelieve first. He was no scientist, but
he lived and worked at Area 51—when he wasn’t in outer space. He’d
know, unofficially of course, if it was possible to convert water into a
power source that could take this pile of interesting junk from New
York to Texas. Or he’d know someone who knew, which he didn’t. She
had to be whacked. Normally he avoided whacked out women, but that
boat had already sailed—or trans-whatever-ified. He could distance
himself though. She didn’t need him if the prof was around here some‐
where. He turned to tell her he had to go and found her nose almost in
contact with his nose. It put her mouth close, too. Too close…or not.
If she was wearing makeup, it wasn’t visible without a magni‐
fying glass. Great skin, and now he smelled the girl behind the
lavender and liked it. The scent of both wrapped around him like a
hug. He hadn’t hugged a girl or been hugged by one for too long.
She had long lashes, and her brown eyes had little bits of green and
gold. Her pink mouth was parted just enough to make it interesting.
What if she was telling the truth? She looked like she believed
what she said and not just because he wanted to kiss her. Okay, so
maybe that was partly why he wanted to believe her.
“What does trans—? What is that?”
Her dark lashes swept down to rest against the smooth upper
curve of her cheeks. Would her skin feel as silky soft as it looked? In
his imagination, he started at her temple and was kissing his way
past her nose when her lashes lifted again. For a long moment, they
stared at each other, while color crept into her cheeks. She licked
her lips. Carey’s throat dried. When she swallowed, the muscles of
her long neck rippled. Vampires would line up for a chance to taste
that neck.
She cleared her throat, but her voice was still husky when she
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said, “Men of science agree that it means to transform, but they don’t
agree on what kind of transformation. The Professor believed—and
proved—that it was a process of transformation from one place to
another.”
Okay, that was pretty wacky, well, except for the fact that she
was here, and they were both standing inside the professor’s crazy
machine. It’s not like he wasn’t on speaking terms with crazy. He’d
traveled here through a portal from another galaxy. A galaxy he’d
traveled to on a top secret space ship. Now that he thought about it,
it was tough to sort out what was crazy and what wasn’t. “Where’s
the professor?” He looked around, like he might pop out of one of
the consoles. The idea wasn’t as farfetched as it should have been in
this place.
“The professor didn’t travel with me. He’ll be quite concerned
at my failure to meet him.”
Her voice was calm, but he knew, though he didn’t know how,
that she was worried. She wasn’t worried enough though.
“You’re out here by yourself ?” His voice went up, kind of like
his mom’s when she couldn’t believe something he’d done.
“I’ve traveled twice by myself prior to this one without compli‐
cation.” Her tone turned cool.
He had a weird thought. Could his wormhole have picked her
up and brought her and her thing along for the ride? If he had, then
he needed to ﬁx it. Well, he needed a geek to ﬁx it. That meant they
needed Area 51. Which brought him back to hiking down to the
park road and trying to hitch a ride to a place his SAT phone would
work.
Since he was already deep in the crazy zone, he had to consider
the other possibility: that her professor’s machine worked. That they
had collided in the wormhole—
…the portal traverses time and space...
His thoughts screeched to a halt, then churned in a new direc‐
tion. Time and space. That’s what the doc had said. What the doc
said, he believed. She was scary and scary smart. The whole time
and space thing was the reason they’d needed to play with the portal
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settings. Was it possible that the impact in the wormhole had
changed more than his LZ—landing zone?
Olivia’s getup, the way she talked, kind of made a guy’s gut
twitch. Pretty much all he knew about women’s fashions was that
the bikini had been named after an atoll they’d used to test nukes
and he liked it when women’s skirts and shirts got shorter. That said,
he was pretty sure the Mary Poppins getup didn’t ﬁt his century,
unless they were a costume and all this was some kind of hoax. But
what if it wasn’t? What if—he almost hated thinking it—he’d been
knocked into her time? What was her time? Could they really have
collided?
“Was there any exterior damage from the collision?” He had
some, maybe the machine would, too.
“Yes.” She looked puzzled again.
“Can I see it?”
“Of course.” She led the way, accepted his help in getting down
the steps, paused to open her umbrella again, before leading him
around to the rear of her machine. A gloved hand marked the spot,
but he saw it without the help. It was about the same size and shape
as the bruise on his side. No question he’d gotten the worst of it.
He might have to believe more than six impossible things. He
might have to believe they had collided while he was in the worm‐
hole. But what had she been in—besides this thing? Another worm‐
hole? Then she couldn’t be from the past, could she? To stall for
time, he touched one of the wheels, because he wasn’t sure he really
wanted to know when she was from. “What are these for?”
“They descend when needed and allow the machine to travel at
nearly one mile per hour.” Her gently proud tone gave way for a
small sigh. “This place is not suitable to use them. It’s quite steep.”
Carey had a picture of the machine bouncing and rolling all the
way down to the valley. The landing there would be even worse than
the one that killed her emergency whatever device. Which brought
him back to what he didn’t want to think about.
“You looked peaked, Colonel Carey. Perhaps we should go back
inside.”
He thought she was going to touch him, but she pulled back just
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before her glove could connect with his arm. Instead she indicated
the hatchway. Even though he really wanted to go inside and sit in
the chair, because it looked really cool, too, he didn’t. Instead, he
propped a shoulder against the side of the machine and smiled. He
tried to look friendly and harmless. She may have stowed the
derringer, but the point of her umbrella looked pretty sharp.
“Why don’t you call me Oke.”
“O-ke?” Her nose wrinkled up.
“It’s my call sign. Carey-oke. I can’t sing to save my life—” Her
expression shifted to wary. Okay, so if she was from some other
time, she’d have no idea what he was talking about. If she wasn’t,
she would pretend she had no idea what he was talking about. “It’s
complicated.”
“Of course…Colonel…O-ke.”
“Just Oke. Or Carey. The bubbas call me either.”
Her brows arched, her voice on the chilly side. “The bubbas?”
He rubbed his face, smiled again, because she’d seemed to like
that. “My mom calls me Brae.” He did hopeful, while he played the
mom card. After a pause, her expression softened.
“I suppose, under the circumstances, it would be foolish to stand
on formality…Brae.”
The way she talked was cute and sexy and, okay it was weird,
but when she said his name, her mouth got just right for kissing
again. As he stared at her mouth and thought about kissing it, the
edges curled up, slow but nice. Real nice. His heart jumped into
hyperdrive. He was a guy and she was a girl, but he needed to get
his thoughts together. His blood supply was heading south, not good
for thinking. He focused on his worst Charlie foxtrot and the point
of her umbrella. After a second or two some cc’s found their way
back to his brain housing group.
“You may call me Olivia.”
She said it like her permission was a real prize. Maybe in her
world it was.
“Olivia.” He looked at her looking at him and forgot why he’d
started the ﬁrst name business. Something shifted in his chest, some‐
thing new. Part of him wanted to kick on the afterburners and
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buster out of here. Most of him liked the way color crept into her
face. Her lashes swept down, her head turned. Her proﬁle was—he
tried out several words, but the only one that ﬁt was elegant, with
the umbrella playing frame. He didn’t use that word much. Not a lot
of call for it around the bubbas. And if he had, the response would
have been swift and merciless. Thinking about the bubbas helped
clear his head some. He needed to know, even though he was half
afraid to know. “What year was it when you left Brooklyn?”
Her eyes widened. Her brows arched. Why did that kickstart the
kissing urge again?
“Are you having memory problems, Col—Brae?”
“No, well, maybe. It’s important, Olivia.”
“Why?”
“I can’t explain right this minute, but I need you to trust me.”
He produced his sincere look. It had worked in the past, even with
the general. For several long seconds, she studied him, a hint of
something in her eyes that kind of reminded him of the doc. Before
she got too scary, her lashes went down and when they lifted, the
look was gone. Or he’d imagined it.
“Eighteen hundred and ninety-four.” That last was added a bit
mournfully. “When do you fear it is, Brae?”
She was from the past. If he believed her, and right now he kind of
did. He looked into her brown eyes and he realized he totally
believed her, deep in his gut, even if his brain was going, what the
heck…
He was the wrong person for this—he wanted to tell her that,
but the trust in her eyes killed the words faster than a smart bomb.
He’d asked her to trust him and she had. And it appeared to be his
fault she was in a ﬁx. If this was his fault, he couldn’t strand her and
leave.
If it was 2010, he knew people that could help her. If it wasn’t?
At least he could help her to people in her time, while he waited for
his retrieval—which he really hoped would come. He didn’t want to
be stranded in 1894. Were there people near here in her time that
could help her? What he remembered about this area pre-Pancho
Villa—ﬁnding her people might be harder than getting her to Area
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51 in his. Unless he took her with him when he got yanked? If he
got yanked. General wouldn’t like that, but was it a security breach
if she was from 1894?
He tried to smile. “I was hoping it was 1894.” No reason to
worry her until he knew when they were. He wished he knew how
much time he had. The doc hadn’t known. Now that he thought
about it, the doc hadn’t known a lot. He needed to pay better atten‐
tion to disclaimers and stuff before volunteering to do crap like this.
The one thing he did remember was the doc telling him to be
careful about touching anyone, because anyone touching him when
the retrieval initiated would travel with him. At the time, he’d
thought that sucked. He’d hoped to do some guy to girl touching
while he waited for the clock to tick down. It was part of the reason
he’d volunteered to play portal guinea pig. Now he could touch
away—if she’d let him.
She was kind of prim and proper. A babe in the mountains.
She’d be buzzard bait if he left her here. But how could he convince
her she needed to let him touch her, in a mostly harmless way? All
the time. Until he could get her to Area 51 or they found someone
in her time that could help her or they got sucked into the return
wormhole to another galaxy? And how did he do all that touching
without kissing her while he touched her? Cause he wanted to kiss
her like it was his job.
He had a feeling she’d shoot him with her derringer if he tried.
After she stabbed him with her umbrella.

Buy Tangled in Time to get lost in an enchanting temporal romance
today!

STEAMROLLED

He’s a time-traveling repo man. She’s an
inventor’s descendant. Together they’ll
make history.
Robert Clementyne is the only man
standing between an evil doctor and a acci‐
dental time machine gone missing. When
his trail of clues goes cold, he takes a longshot gamble and visits the steampunkthemed bowling alley museum belonging to
the inventor’s descendant.
Emily Babcock has dedicated her life to keeping the memory of
her trailblazing ancestor alive. But even she’s skeptical when a
hunky stranger comes searching for an invention long lost in time…
until the contraption materializes before her eyes. Hoping for a
romantic detour, Emily climbs aboard with the sexy mystery man
for a wild ride through space and time.
Their travels take a twisted turn when they plunge headﬁrst into
a fever dream version of New York City. Trapped in an unstable
time bubble, Robert and Emily must ﬁnd a way to defeat the evil
doctor and escape before reality comes crashing down.
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Steamrolled is the fourth book in the innovative Project Enterprise
sci-ﬁ romance series with steampunk sensibilities. If you like bizarre
alternative reality worlds, ﬁery chemistry, and fast-paced action,
then you’ll love Pauline Baird Jones’ page-turning triumph.
Buy Steamrolled to expand your imagination with a weird and
wonderful sci-ﬁ romance today!

I recently got an awesome fan letter for Steamrolled. He wrote that it
had the “most unique and original views on time travel” he’d come
across in his ﬁfty years of reading. That email pretty much made my
day, cuz writing that book almost made my head explode. Seriously.
I knew it was pretty crazy when I wrote it, but the story went
where it wanted to go.
But I’m getting ahead of myself. Why did I start the book in the
ﬁrst place is what these posts are supposed to be about.
So, I wrote a book called The Key. It wasn’t intended to become
a series. It was just a book that bled out of my head onto the screen
and eventually turned into a really, really long novel. To my
surprise, readers liked it. It even won a couple of awards. But it was
supposed to be a one-off thing cuz it was set in outer space and I
didn’t write science anything.
But this funny thing happened on my way to not writing any
more books in that universe. First Girl Gone Nova happened, then this
quirky and trending-toward-strange-steampunk novella happened
called Tangled in Time. It’s really Tangled in Time’s fault that Steamrolled
happened. Let’s face it when you have a steampunk-ish transmogri‐
ﬁcation machine lost in time…weird is bound to happen.
And a friend pointed out that my bad guy didn’t seem like the
Big Bad Guy but the lackey of the Big Bad Guy.
Characters appeared when I needed them and some characters
from the other books made guest appearances. And of course,
Robert Clementyne, well, he needed his happy ending. And that
caused more crazy to happen and in this book, we ﬁnally meet the
BBG and yeah, time travel. Lots of weird time travel.
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One reviewer told me it was too technical and I was kind of
pleased, cuz that meant the science sounded real, even though it is
totally made up. Like out of my head and onto the paper made up.
Not even close to real science. Completely science ﬁction. But…
When I turned it in, my editor told me that I made crazy seem
believable. And that’s really what really matters, IMHO. It isn’t
about whether it’s real, but does it seem real? Cuz really, there’s a lot
of science stuff that we think is real, but we don’t actually know if
its real yet.
So maybe it IS real. Bwahaha. And maybe my science teacher
was wrong and I wasn’t writing science ﬁction back then either. Just
saying…
What others have said about Steamrolled:
"Pauline is the Queen of Steam! Steamrolled is a wild adventure
full of wit, intrigue, and an evil overlord to boot. Every page was
better than the next!" FirePages
"Pauline B Jones has designed a rollicking time traveling tale set
in a deteriorating steam punk world that will blow your
mind. Crossing time, space and worlds with technology from steamrun automatons and ﬂying airships to nanites that exist inside the
body to help thought processes and healing, STEAMROLLED is a
must read for science ﬁction lovers." Single Titles
"I never knew time could be so much fun or hold so much
peril. Steamrolled is packed with adventure, romance, and danger. I
loved the nanites. They were full of personality and added a real
touch of humor to even the most deadly situation.
In Steamrolled Pauline has produced the perfect blend of Science
Fiction Romance and Steampunk making fans of both happy."
Mixed Book Bag
"I think this will be a hit with steampunk fans in general, and if
you haven’t already tested out the genre, any work by Pauline Baird
Jones would be a ﬁne place to start. She's just a talented, enter‐
taining author." Long and Short Reviews
"Ms. Jones has a remarkable imagination and a descriptive
ability with words that always draw me into her locales and time
periods as if I were really there. Her characters, particularly her
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heroines, are always colorful, alive with personality, and thoroughly
entertaining." Two Lips Reviews, Four lips
Buy Steamrolled to expand your imagination with a weird and
wonderful sci-ﬁ romance today!

2ND CHAPTER - STEAMROLLED

It looked more like a failed mosque than a bowling alley. Robert
Clementyne stared at the mostly nondescript exterior with the
sinking sense that his mission had failed before it began. Now it
seemed like overkill to have a team, let alone this team. Not that he’d
asked for it. The team was his sister’s idea of expecting the unex‐
pected. He gave her points for thoroughness, took some back for
what felt like a lack of trust in his ability to do the job. Not that
Robert didn’t ﬁnd his team interesting. If anything, he was the
redundant member in the search for information about the trans‐
mogriﬁcation machine.
The weird and the alien was the bailiwick of Richard Daniels,
their “man in black,” and unofﬁcial team leader. When Robert had
explained their mission brief, he hadn’t even blinked.
USAF Colonel Braedon Carey was the only team member to
have set foot inside the machine. No one seemed to care that this
event had taken place in South Texas in 1944. If he believed the
top-secret documents of the time. And the evidence of his own eyes.
And then there was the third member of the team, Kiernan
Fyn. Robert didn’t let his gaze go where his thoughts were, because
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every time he looked at Fyn, he found Fyn looking at him. The ﬂat
menace in his eyes chilled more than the black SUV’s air condition‐
ing, though Robert tried not to take it personally, since it appeared
to be directed at all and sundry. The truly weird part? Despite Fyn’s
high, and intentional, intimidation factor, Robert still thought he
could take him. He’d be disturbed by the thought, but he’d felt it
about every guy he’d met since his sister’s memories had been inte‐
grated with his.
Based on size and silence, Fyn’s role was the “muscle,” but why
did they need muscle to check out a museum in a small, Wyoming
town? And if it turned out they did need muscle, why alien muscle?
Wasn’t there someone from this planet sufﬁciently large and well
armed for the unexpected Robert still needed to learn to expect?
Hard not to feel he’d been included as a sort of brother sitter by his
over-protective little sister.
Rather than sort through his feelings about this—he was a scien‐
tiﬁc genius, not a shrink—he kept his gaze ﬁxed on the building,
even though he didn’t understand it either.
The Steam Generation Bowling Alley had a high—and ill ﬁtting—
rounded dome that had been painted black, though not recently, if
the patches of dismal purple bleeding through were any indication.
The four sides had fading murals taken from great moments in
steam history. Robert knew this from the museum website because
all that remained of those great moments were ﬂecks of multicolored paint embedded in brick. Not what he’d expected, though
in the last six months, anything that did meet his expectations was
unusual, so not meeting them might be meeting them.
I don’t think that qualiﬁes as expecting the unexpected.
Robert ignored the nanite interjection, something else he’d
come to expect, but had not yet learned to wholly deal with.
In theory he understood that the transmogriﬁcation machine
they sought to secure might be the key to capturing the mysterious
Professor—and sometimes Doctor—Tobias Smith, who had caused
problems in at least three galaxies and several periods of history.
Evidence suggested that where the machine went, the not-good
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Professor/Doctor would soon follow, but the machine wasn’t in the
museum. He wasn’t even sure the museum was in there.
The website insisted that a museum did reside within the
bowling alley, but there was nothing on the exterior to indicate its
presence. It was possible that information about the museum had
vanished into the brick with the murals. He hoped that the museum
had not vanished into the bowling alley or they’d wasted a serious
chunk of time getting to where a museum used to be. Not that it
being there guaranteed they’d ﬁnd any useful information. How
useful could a museum be that shared space with a bowling alley?
He could concede that it wasn’t the only strange pairing they’d
encountered upon entering the town of Wilcox. There was the
gun/doughnut shop they’d stopped at on the edge of town. Good
doughnuts, excellent gun selection. Also in the weird pairings
column was the bait/beauty shop. No one asked to stop there,
though even Fyn had wanted to stop at the Jesus Saves snow cone
and ﬁreworks stand. A pity it was closed.
Everything about this present, this Earth, this time, was weird to
Robert, even the save money, live better Wal-Mart. They’d seen several
getting here and they all seemed to attract many customers, so it
must be more interesting inside than outside. He would have looked
it up on his smart phone, but it had half a bar and no network in
this part of Wyoming. Six months ago bars and networks weren’t on
his mind, nor were this town or its bowling alley and possible
museum site. Back then there’d been nothing on his mind, though
he didn’t like thinking about that.
He frowned at the bowling alley. Aside from its unfortunate exte‐
rior with its awkward dome top, the bowling alley was just a twostory structure set to the rear of a poorly maintained parking lot.
Something that tried to be landscaping—and failed—straggled on
either side of the wooden double doors of the bowling alley. Weeds,
with a surprising lack of enthusiasm, poked out of the myriad
cracks in the parking lot’s tarmac. In his admittedly limited experi‐
ence with weeds, they seemed to always be enthusiastic. Both doors
had head-high windows that needed washing. One had an off kilter,
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unlit “open” sign somewhat visible through the grime, giving the
whole a dispirited appearance that didn’t bode well for the useful‐
ness of the museum that might or might not exist.
Man in black jeans, Ric, pulled in next to the only other vehicle
in the lot: a pickup that looked long past its sell-by date. Robert was
aware he should have known its age and manufacturer. He was a
guy, only he wasn’t a real guy. He was a male.
Deﬁne difference, Nod asked. Are they not synonymous? Wynken and
Blynken indicated their confusion in what was now familiar nanite
fashion.
Carey gave the truck an admiring glance. “Nineteen thirties
Ford. Sweet grillwork.”
That’s the difference. Robert mentally dredged up a few more
examples, like sports, spitting, passing gas, and banging beer cans
against the forehead. Not being a real guy he didn’t know that
many. All three nanite personalities winced. Did that make them
male, female or gender neutral? He still didn’t know. If there were
gender cues, he wasn’t sensing them, though in a strange way he
“saw” them with more clarity than most of the real people he’d
interacted with since his little sister yanked him out of his psychotic
break six months ago. He blinked, well, six months and nine years.
Delilah would have preferred to heal him at the moment of the
psychotic break, but that would have messed with the timeline in
ways difﬁcult to predict, and pinpoint time travel was impossible—
even for someone like his sister who routinely did the impossible.
There’d have been no quantiﬁable impact on anything but him if
they could have healed him in the present, but she and the nanites
had determined that there’d been too much atrophy of both body
and brain for a successful healing. So six months ago, Delilah had
used the space/time portal on the Kikk Outpost, arriving nine years
in their past—and within a successful healing window determined
by the nanites. Once they’d healed him, they brought him to the
present. The process had upset their birth order by making him the
younger sibling, but it had protected the past.
When he’d expressed concern for the future, the familiar
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stranger she’d become informed him that the future would have to
look out for itself. She had her brother back. Game over. The time
travel aspect, and the sibling birth order messing, would have made
his head ache, but the nanites made sure nothing ached these days.
They also helped him manage the negative aspects of being a genius
—aspects that had caused the psychotic break.
This was his ﬁrst visit back to Earth since his awakening and he
found it more alien than the alien planet in another galaxy where he
currently lived and worked. He’d been odd before the break, but
now he was a hybrid of uber-odd. Because of the mental download,
he knew this world, knew much of the time and the culture, but he
didn’t know any of it. He felt sixteen and a thousand, he felt scary
and scared—not of his surroundings exactly, but of making a wrong
move or saying the wrong thing. Of taking down the wrong person.
Of injuring someone who didn’t deserve to be injured. He, who had
never held a weapon or taken a life, was afraid of hurting someone.
Talk about mind bending. He felt the weight of his sister’s conﬁ‐
dence mixed with General Halliwell’s less than enthusiastic endorse‐
ment. Of course, the General was still pissed at Delilah for waking
him up. Maybe he’d have gotten over it if he could have disciplined
Delilah but she was married to the Gadi, Helfron Giddioni, and out
of his jurisdiction.
“Lock and load, Chewie.” Carey unbuttoned his navy sport
coat.
Without the integration of his sister’s memories, Robert
wouldn’t have understood the nickname as much as he did—which
was not a lot. There were similarities between the famous, ﬁctional
wookie and Fyn, Robert supposed. It fell into that guy gray area
where even his downloaded memories couldn’t help.
Once outside the vehicle, Fyn and Carey closed on the entrance
like it was a military objective. It felt odd to know that, but odd was
where he currently resided.
“Closed.” Carey pointed out the hours listed on a notice tacked
in a corner of a grimy window.
Fyn tried the door. “Not locked.”
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He released the two words like he had a per day quota. He also
seemed to think the unlocked door was an invitation to enter. The
others went in on his heels, and since their mission required it,
Robert followed them into a shabby foyer, though he felt conﬂicted
about it. It was empty of everything but a staircase and an arrow
tacked to the wall pointing up for the bowling alley. Still nothing
about a museum. There appeared to be no access to the ground
ﬂoor. The building seemed to be fashioned from cement, but he still
wondered at the wisdom of having a bowling alley on the upper
ﬂoor. And why did he feel the rumble of an engine through the soles
of his tennis shoes?
Fyn took point with an air of menace. Robert might have been
worried, but Fyn had entered the plane that brought them here in
the same way. The other two followed, though it was unclear if they
felt menace or curiosity. On their six, Robert was the last to enter a
world more alien than the one in the other galaxy where he wished
he was right now. No question the Kikk Outpost was weird, but he
expected it to be weird. He hadn’t expected this.
Expect the unexpected.
I’m working on it, he told them, even though he wasn’t. How did
one work on expecting the unexpected? And even if one managed
it, could one really expect this?
Pipes, cylinders, grills, vents, gears, and pistons gleamed dully in
the gloom. They appeared to cover part or most of all four walls
and various other surfaces, including sections of the ﬂoor. The air
he inhaled was damp, smelled of popcorn, stale coffee, and hotdogs.
A metallic taste lingered on his tongue. Somewhere that engine
pulsed, stronger now that they were on the upper ﬂoor; sending a
distinct hum up through the soles of his shoes, and now he could
hear steam hissing in pipes. Should have expected that in a place
called Steam Generation. He moved deeper into the room, past his
companions who looked around like they expected something to
explode. It wasn’t an overly pessimistic expectation.
The potential was there.
To his right there was a counter setup, most likely the source of
most of the smells, with two picnic tables for customers. The steam‐
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punk detailing had leaked over into this space, too, which seemed to
take up needed space for people. It was, he reminded himself, a
small town. Possibly they did not require more space. In a desultory
fashion, a part of his brain was running numbers on what portion
of the population would be here. An imprecise equation, caused by
imprecise data, but his brain didn’t care. It just liked to run data.
Prior to the introduction of the nanites to his system, this process
hurt. He was not sorry those days were behind him.
He turned, curious about the lanes. The six lanes looked—once
again not what he’d expected. Carvings and more of the pipes and
gears added a mad scientist element. Not his sort of mad scientist.
The kind who had a hunched over Igor as an assistant and believed
switching brains was a reasonable research goal. Robert blinked.
Igor? That didn’t feel like something he’d think.
Out of the shadows all around them lights pulsed, as if the
power supply was inconsistent. Some of the gears and pistons
managed sluggish movement. What light there was made the
shadows appear deeper and somewhat sinister. No one spoke.
Maybe they were at a loss for words, too. No sign of a museum, in
or out of shadow. He should be disappointed, worried even, but
instead he was fascinated. So were his nanites, though their fascina‐
tion was laced with curiosity—a state of being for them since their
liberation from the test tubes. They’d been quivering with delight
since arriving Earth-side. Robert frowned. If nanites could quiver?
Do you wish us to assess?
They felt his agreement before he formed a mental yes and sent
drones out through the soles of his feet, their brief ﬂickers of light
easily camouﬂaged by the intermittent lights around them. Because
of the mental link, a part of him traveled with them, and he felt as
bafﬂed as they at how low tech it was, despite the complexity of
pipes and gears everywhere. The steampunk details were for show
until the paraphernalia was well above human height. That was
logical and sensible in a business that did not wish to be sued by
severely burned customers. Or explain missing digits to parents.
Steam did move through the higher piping, causing the observed
sluggish movement of gears and pistons. But steam that was not hot
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was also being injected into the space through a series of Victorianlooking vents on the ﬂoors—
Humanoid. Female. Above this space.
Above? Where? How? Robert looked up. The dome. Of course. It
was dark, except for an eerie, and faint, red glow. Information began
to arrive via the nanites. There was something up there, based on
the layout of the building. Some kind of wooden control panel,
though the reasons for it remained unclear. He also received infor‐
mation on a possible site for the elusive museum in the ﬂoor below,
across from the steam engine room.
Robert was used to having his thoughts pulled in different direc‐
tions, but not his physical body. He wished to check out the female
and the museum and the power plant. Until the different desires
could be reconciled, he stayed where he was, waiting for more data
to provide direction.
“What do you think, Prof ?” Ric’s voice was pitched low for
reasons that weren’t clear.
Robert could and did think many things. Figuring out which
thought process was suitable for sharing, or that his companions
would ﬁnd relevant, was still a challenge. Delilah said it would get
easier. He hoped his sister was correct.
“There’s someone here.” Fyn took that information out of the
queue before Robert could decide to mention it. His stance turned
even more menacing. Perhaps it was a “muscle” requirement.
Not that muscle was indicated just yet. The “someone” was
probably Emily Babcock, not a chainsaw-wielding murderer—
Robert made a mental note to thank Delilah for that memory. Emily
and her brother, Edward, owned and operated the bowling alley
and had since they inherited the property from their parents ﬁve
years ago. They were the same physical age as Robert: twenty-ﬁve.
It was a small, but troubling reality that his actual birth date was
thirty-ﬁve years ago. He tried not to think about it as it made his left
brain ache, even with the nanites helping out. His right brain had
no problem with the anomaly.
“Where?” Ric asked.
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A grinding sound from above provided the answer and resulted
in varied and interesting responses from his companions.
Ric took a step back, his hand sliding under his jacket.
Like two halves of a scary whole, Fyn and Carey stepped back
as well, but they drew weapons—Fyn’s an alien ray gun and Carey’s
a Glock—each taking a position better suited to covering the area
where the sound originated.
Robert felt a similar urge to reach for a weapon—a side effect
from the mental download of his sister’s memories he felt sure—but
he had no weapon on his person for a follow through. His role in the
mission was as a scientist, the geek, but his senses stayed on high
alert. He’d gotten better at managing the instincts not his own, but
this was new. The lack of weapon didn’t make him less lethal, he
realized, as his body shifted into black ops mode that was both
familiar and not.
His little sister had done some scary stuff while he’d been lost in
crazy.
He tried to shake it off, but black ops refused to be shaken, as a
shadow from above grew larger. The whir came from a winch and
pulley. The shadow resolved into the shape of an…airship? A mini
version of one, he decided, curiosity trumping caution. He edged
forward to get a better look. A propeller spun on the tail, but the top
where an envelope would be was carved out, leaving a place for a pilot,
whose form was visible in that space, well, as visible as the murky light
allowed. She worked levers that appeared to control the descent. The
basket hanging below might have held a small mammal, assuming one
could be persuaded take a ride. The set up appeared to be for show,
though why they needed a “for show” airship was unclear.
Airships are integral to steampunk mythology.
Robert thought it was steam that was essential to steampunk
mythology, but let them have it. It didn’t matter what he or they
thought. Nor was it germane to their mission.
The faux airship stopped short of the ﬂoor and the side swung
open. The pilot, despite bulky boots on her feet, dropped onto the
ﬂoor, with only a minor vibration passing through the wood. She
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was enveloped in a long, white coat that she hadn’t buttoned up, and
she wore goggles that she pulled down, letting them hang from her
neck like ungainly jewelry. She turned in a half circle, her coat
billowing out. She didn’t appear to see them in the shadows as she
lifted her arm and pointed something toward the rear of the
building.
Sound exploded from hidden speakers placed for maximum
effect. She sang—loud and off key—using the remote as if it were a
microphone, something about not feeling like dancing, but then
proceeded to dance with a lack of inhibition that impressed Robert
—who lived in inhibited when he wasn’t in crazy—as she headed
toward the counter setup. As if to light her way, light expanded
toward their shadows.
The steam had built enough to almost stabilize the power
output, he deduced, pulling data out of early reports from the
nanite scouts.
“Risky Business.” Carey stowed his weapon, his voice raised just
enough to be heard by his companions.
Robert had no idea what this meant, though Fyn seemed to.
“Too many clothes and no couch.” Fyn’s gun disappeared back
onto his person as fast as it had appeared.
Carey seemed to want to argue the point, but shrugged instead.
Ric withdrew his hand from inside his coat and settled into his
“men in black” stance. Did he copy from the movie, or had the
movie copied from him? Strange to be familiar with a movie he’d
never seen. It was clear none of them considered her a threat.
Robert was not so sure. He had zero experience with women, but
his senses were kicking out warnings he lacked key data to accu‐
rately assess. Despite the warnings he was not averse to shifting in
her direction for more assessing.
She was tall and moved easily, despite the heavy boots and
enveloping coat. There was air moving from somewhere, he
decided. She lacked forward momentum sufﬁcient to make her coat
billow that much, no matter how conﬁdent her stride. As the light
built, puffs of cool steam drifted up out of the vents, appearing to
wrap around her, even as she blew through them, forcing them to
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shift and dance on passing air currents. While he appreciated the
spectacle, he found the reasons for it obscure, but then he had
limited experience with women, except his sister, who even he knew
wasn’t a typical female.
Beneath the coat she wore what appeared to be a red and black
striped corset over some sort of white tank top and cargo pants that
hung low on her hips and had many pockets. The pants were baggy
and should have increased her rustic factor. They did not. Perhaps it
was the corset that offset the rustic. His lack of people knowledge
quadrupled where women were concerned. She stopped, upping her
level of dance involvement with the music by turning in a circle, her
hips kicking from side to side, her coat ﬂapping back to give tanta‐
lizing glimpses of a female form. Increased light glanced off a
section of her skin mid-body that appeared to be bare below the
cinched in corset, and light reﬂected off something in that region.
Her singing increased in volume, as well, though not in tonal accu‐
racy. If anything, the volume decreased tonal quality.
She’s quite awful. The nanites seemed delighted, rather than the
converse.
The ambient temperature had not changed, but it felt as if his
body temperature increased. His casual tee shirt tightened around
his neck—a physical impossibility conﬁrmed by a tug at the soft
fabric.
There is a physiological shift in progress, Wynken conﬁrmed. Reason for
shift unclear.
It wasn’t need-to-know, so Robert ignored the semi-question,
hoping the reason didn’t become clear to them anytime soon.
Her features were symmetrical, the bone structure reﬁned but
strong. Her dark hair was short in the back, and landed along her
chin in a neat line, except for bits of red, purple and blue spiking
out around her face. They drew attention to themselves by resisting
settling into the smooth fall of hair brushing her cheeks with each
step. Had they been done with intent or missed by her hairbrush?
Her ensemble gave clues both directions and no deﬁnitive answers.
Her mouth was outlined in deep, dark red and her nails sported
a dark color not identiﬁable without a closer inspection. Her eyes
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were dark, too, and the application of cosmetics intensiﬁed their
contrast with her white skin, and the overall drama of her persona.
Modiﬁed Goth mixed with Steampunk, the nanites deduced with what
felt like a pleased wriggle at ﬁguring it out. Very modiﬁed he
concluded, after studying the data his nanites had found. A refusal
to submit to neat slotting? Whatever the reason, the result was
intriguing. Her easy, unselfconscious pleasure in the music and
movement fascinated Robert and his nanites. She was dangerous in
ways he dimly realized were new to someone who thought he knew
all there was to know about crazy.
It appeared he’d lacked critical data to make that assumption.
The music changed and she changed with it, her movements
bringing her around to face them as the light erased their shadows.
Robert expected embarrassed, startled, and maybe angry. She didn’t
exhibit any of those emotions. Not even on a minimal level. She
looked curious. As curious as a child. Only she wasn’t a child. He
tugged at his tee shirt again. She used the remote to lower the music
volume, swept back the edges of the coat. One hand settled on a
hip, making her aspect appear somewhat challenging and a bit sexy.
The other turned the remote with slender ﬁngers, like a magic trick
about to happen.
“Well.”
Her gaze tracked from the general to the particular, landing on
Fyn ﬁrst. Robert felt an unfamiliar resentment about her thorough
survey of the alien. Fyn was big, he reminded himself. Tall, too. It
took time to assess him. Her expression concealed her conclusions,
so it was odd that he had the impression that her face was expres‐
sive. Her attention shifted to Ric. She didn’t hurry with him, either,
but spent less on Carey. What did that mean? He braced as her gaze
tracked toward him. Would she sense his secret? See the missing
chunks of his life? They hadn’t been surgically removed. The jagged
edges, the fragmenting of his experience, weren’t neatly patched
over, though Delilah and the nanites had tried. He wanted to rub
the back of his neck, but didn’t. It’s a giveaway. The words, the
knowledge came from—
She found him, splintering his thoughts in a way that hadn’t
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happened since the psychotic break, though this splintering wasn’t
painful. Wynken, Blynken and Nod still moved in to sweep up the
pieces. His physiological response increased exponentially. No way
to gather that up. What did she see, think, know when she looked at
him? Her bright, curious gaze was too far outside his experience.
What he did know was that he felt more not like himself than he had
since Delilah took him back from them six months—and nine
years—ago.
“A curious quartet,” she said, her voice pitched to be heard over
the music still pulsing in the background like a movie soundtrack.
Her attention ﬂicked back to Fyn.
Did she sense his alien factor? It was interesting that all of the
Project Enterprise alien contact had been humanoid, though that
didn’t eliminate the alien factor from the contact. They were still
from other galaxies, other planets. Did Robert ﬁnd Fyn alien
because he knew he was alien or because he was alien?
Her attention shifted again, going from the particular to the
general, and the red mouth edged up in a half smile, her tone infor‐
mative, not hostile. “We’re closed.”
“Door wasn’t locked,” Fyn spoke with his usual lethal lack of
expression—at least Robert assumed it was usual. It was the tone
and expression he’d used since they met up at Area 51 two days ago.
Don’t make assumptions.
I’m working on it. It would reduce the periods of sometimes
painful adjustment, which seem to be piling up, but was easier
thought than done, if he was permitted the modiﬁed cliché. He was
a scientist and scientists made assumptions based on observed data,
but there was too much data in this place. It was as disconcerting as
no data.
She gave a shrug that could have meant anything. “Lanes won’t
be ready until noon. Coffee isn’t ready either.”
“We want to see the museum.” His calm tone surprised Robert,
as it failed to reﬂect his inner turmoil.
Her brows arched for a ten-count, then lowered into an almost
scowl.
“Eddie put you up to this.”
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Robert was unclear what she implied, but he knew the answer
regardless. Eddie had no input into their presence here today. “No.”
Ric stepped up next to him. “We really want to see the muse‐
um.” He looked around, like it would now pop up out of the
floor.
This time she stared at them for a twenty-count, then a smile
broke across her face like a wave. “Cool.”
“I take it,” Carey said, “you don’t get a lot of visitors to the
museum?”
“More like never,” she said, tone and expression cheerful.
“Maybe if you had a sign outside,” Ric suggested.
“Eddie said he’d put one up when I got one taker—oh!” She
pulled out a cell phone and dialed it.
Robert didn’t expect it to connect, but it did. Maybe they had
special bars for Wyoming cell phones.
“Ed. Listen to this.” She held out the phone, giving them an
expectant look. When no one spoke, she added, “Tell him what you
want.”
Ric took point for them. “We want to see the museum?”
She gave him a pleased smile and put the phone back to her ear.
“That’s four, count ’em, four guests for the museum. I think you owe
me a sign.” A pause, then she added, “No, I’m not going to take
their picture. I’m going to take their money. I’ll take their picture in
the museum. Proof positive.” She pocketed the phone without a
goodbye.
Beside him Fyn twitched. Ric didn’t look too happy either.
Don’t leave tracks anyone can follow.
Carey grinned. “This place is amazing.”
“Thank you.” She radiated pleased.
Robert felt an unexpected negative reaction to this, which
prompted an even more out of character response. He moved
between them, his hand out. “Robert Clementyne.”
Only after it was out of his mouth—and Ric cleared his throat
—did it occur to him, they were supposed to go in without names, if
at all possible, and use fake names if it wasn’t possible.
“Clementyne.” A pause that felt weighted with something, then
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she continued, “That’ll look great in the ﬁrst spot of the guest
book.” She moved forward to take his outstretched hand.
He felt a high level of anticipation, well out of proportion to the
event. With no sign she reciprocated the anticipation, her palm
connected with his, her ﬁngers curling around to brush against the
back of his hand. A jolt of something rocked through him, a ﬂicker
of her lashes indicating she felt it, too. Or he was delusional. He was
probably delusional. Delusional had been his normal for most of his
life. Why would she feel anything? She didn’t retreat, which meant
he couldn’t, instead taking a half step closer, so he looked straight
down into her bright, dark gaze.
“Emily Babcock.”
His world tilted twelve point-eight degrees off center, though he
knew it was not possible. He was still able to wonder, needed to
wonder to stay anchored in reality, if her name was a nod to
Emelius Twitchet. It had been easy to ﬁnd the museum listing on
Google, once someone thought to look. Robert had not known about
Google, so felt no guilt for the oversight. Google had been a place to
start, but it had taken Ancestry.com to unravel over one hundred years
of family relationships. Emelius was the only son, the last of the
male Twitchet’s, but he’d had four sisters—all of whom had married
more than once. And given birth to daughters. Eventually one of
them married a Babcock, the other a Wilcox. Not tight with the
main family, but still people in the business of steam engines. Was
this place genetics or coincidence? A mix of both?
All this ran through his brain alongside a mental path that was
less clear, but more intense. This track noticed things like how smooth
her skin looked in close proximity. This track noticed her red, red
mouth and was fascinated by it. It looked soft. It looked kissable. He’d
never thought about a girl this much before. He wished he could kiss
her. He’d never kissed a girl. Shouldn’t want to change that now. He
had a mission, the Delilah-infused part of him reminded with a
mental tap of a foot. The nanites wanted the kiss. They liked new
experiences. He felt inclined to go with the nanites. Maybe he liked
new experiences more than he realized he did. Or maybe there was a
small part of him that was a guy. Out of the range of scents hanging
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heavy in the air, he picked out one that must come from her, because
it made the hairs on the back of his neck rise. All of his education
and IQ couldn’t give him the words to describe the sensation. It was.
Emily, possibly on a different wavelength, looked past Robert,
taking back her hand, her dark brows arching in a way he’d have
called imperious, if anyone asked him. No one did, but his compan‐
ions, reminded of their manners, responded with their names and
then the two who also gave real ones looked politely horriﬁed. This
seemed to amuse her, though not in a way that felt unkind. Robert
didn’t know if he was kind, but standing close to her, inhaling her
scent into his lungs, he hoped he was.
You let us stay.
Robert didn’t remember having a choice about that, but they
kept him out of crazy, so he was willing to take their thought for it.
There was a pause, as she considered them and their request.
“All of this is quite remarkable,” he said, in aid of her process.
The slight British inﬂection he’d acquired from his mother upped
the geek in his words and tone, and color burned across his cheek‐
bones. He couldn’t blame it on the nanites or Delilah. It was all him.
“My brother’s into steampunk.”
Her lips pressed together on the p and he almost gave into the
impulse to touch them. His ﬁngers curled into ﬁsts instead. He
might have the experience of a geeky sixteen-year-old, but he didn’t
have to act like it.
“And you? What are you into?” He blinked at the tone of his
voice, at the pitch of it. Both were…provocative, something he’d
never been, even before the break.
She chuckled. “I like steam.”
Since they were surrounded by engineered steam, that statement
shouldn’t have upped the heat factor inside him quite so much.
“Just steam?” He was steaming like a real guy. A little help here?
With some reluctance the nanites brought his core temperature back
down to almost normal. You missed a spot.
We are not miracle workers.
He could be wrong, but he thought they snickered.
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She shrugged, the movement not helping him with his spot.
“I like engines, too. It’s in my blood. And I might be a bit fond
of steampunk, too.” She hesitated. “So. The museum.”
It wasn’t a question, but there were question marks in her eyes.
Robert didn’t know women, but he did know question marks. What
he didn’t know was how to explain their interest in a way that would
erase those questions marks. They’d assumed they wouldn’t need to.
Museums were open to the public, either for free or for a fee. One
did what was required and went in, no explanations necessary.
They’d thought wrong, but it was too late to produce a cover story
now. He felt a sense of caution, about saying too much, or saying
anything.
Always better to let the other person do the talking.
“A very curious quartet.” She turned, heading toward the
service counter. “That’ll be six dollars.”
Ric, who had started to follow her, stopped. “Six dollars?”
“One-ﬁfty each.” She bent and set a hand-written, cardboard
sign on the countertop so they could read it. As museum signs went,
it wasn’t great, but it had the basics: cost and hours, which were the
same as the bowling alley. “I won’t make you wait, if you were
worried about it.”
None of his companions looked worried before or after her
offer. Everyone but Fyn blinked.
“We appreciate that.” Robert tried out a smile. Had he ever
smiled at a girl? Smiled at anyone?
She smiled back, so he must have managed it. Or hers was a pity
smile. Didn’t look like a pity smile—like he knew. He wanted to
believe it wasn’t a pity smile. Though on reﬂection, her smiles
seemed to have two settings, like a car’s headlights. They alternated
between low and high beam. This one was high and potent. The
nanites had to adjust his temperature again.
“There’s a guidebook, too. Those are two dollars each. I printed
them up myself.” Hopeful got mixed into the smile, with just a touch
of wistful.
As one, Fyn, Carey and Robert looked to Ric. With an inter‐
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esting lack of expression, their team leader produced fourteen
dollars for her.
“We’ll take four. And I’ll need a receipt.”
“You betcha.” She keyed the purchase into a cash register, which
opened with a puff of steam, stowed the money and waited while it
spat out a receipt, with yet another steam puff. It seemed she meant
it when she said she loved steam. She handed it to Ric, along with
four guidebooks, then nodded toward the back of the building.
“The museum is this way.”
As they turned to follow, Ric handed each of them a guidebook.
Robert wanted to read it, but watching Emily walk away trumped
that with surprising force. She walked away almost as well as she
walked toward—though the coat hid a lot. Caught on a mental
leash by the female sway of her body, Robert shelved his expecta‐
tions, which turned out to be a good choice—or perhaps it was his
only choice.
Instead of stairs, they entered an elevator. Calling it vintage was
being kind. It was a cage, with scrollwork, an inner and outer door,
and a view of the brick through the bars.
“Got it on eBay,” she said, as if that explained everything.
Before Robert could inquire about this eBay, it shifted as they
boarded and gave an ominous—and extended—creak. Fyn’s brows
arched, the only sign of emotion he’d shown so far, and braced his
feet. The rest of them grabbed at spots on the bars with varying
levels of nonchalant mixed with sheepish.
“It’ll hold,” Emily said, then ruined her assurance with, “Beside,
it’s not that far down.”
No one spoke. What could they say?
Emily closed both doors, and then eased past them to a round
metal disc that folded down. Next to it was a lever that looked to be
straight out of a horror movie. She sat, causing the cage to shift
from side to side again, and pulled on the lever. Steam hissed
around them and, with a massive groan, the cage made its way
down, assisted by gravity as much as the pulley system, Robert
suspected. They stopped with a thump and she reversed the entry
process, gesturing for them to exit ﬁrst.
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“Is that the only way to the museum?” Ric looked back up the
shaft.
Robert felt to his core that single exit spaces were not good in a
ﬁreﬁght. Not that any of them were expecting a ﬁreﬁght. Expect the
unexpected. He was starting to understand what Delilah meant by
that, but he still wasn’t sure how to do it in a place like this.
“There’s a ﬁre exit that leads directly out into the parking lot
through the museum’s storage closet.”
Robert suspected he wasn’t the only one relieved that they
wouldn’t have to go up in that elevator again. Even Fyn allowed a
small ﬂicker of relief to pass over his face.
The air was more humid down here, more metallic close to the
steam plant, with a hint of old wood and old…something else.
Emily led them down a narrow hall, stopping at an anachronistic—
in both time and place—set of double doors. She turned, her back
against the place where the two sides met, and spread out her arms,
the back of one hand brushing the wood. Her coat looked whiter
against the wood. So did her skin. She made the door look
good, too.
“These are the original doors, the lock,” she produced an
antique key from a pocket, “and one of the keys. The lock and
doors were removed from great-great,” she hesitated as if counting,
then continued in a lecturing tone of voice, “great uncle Emelius’
workshop in Gotham City—the nickname for New York in his time.
It and the contents of the workshop have been preserved and
handed down, mother to daughter, since his disappearance in
1894.”
“Mother to daughter?” Fyn asked.
Emily shrugged. “There weren’t any sons until Ed and I can’t
get him to make me a sign, let alone walk through the door. And
let’s be honest, women are way more susceptible to guilt curating.”
Robert knew about the dearth of males from his research,
though not from her viewpoint.
“When he disappeared, his sisters secured the contents of his
workshop and his personal effects from his house.” She gestured
again, her tone once again in lecture mode. “There were originally
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three keys. This key was placed in my mother’s mother’s mother’s
care. Uncle Emelius had one and he gave one to his assistant, Olivia
Carstairs.”
Carey twitched at this and Ric hurried into speech.
“What—” He stopped, but Robert knew what he was trying
to ask.
So did Emily. She grinned. “It’s my spiel. The tour is included in
the price of your ticket.”
And they were her ﬁrst visitors ever. None of them wanted a
spiel or a tour, but Robert was unsurprised when no one said so. It
fell into the “kicking puppies” column of bad acts.
“My grandma used to wear period clothes, but it’s kind of point‐
less dressing up for a tour that never happens. I can change if you
want to wait. Your admission fee entitles you to the full package.”
Robert found his attention drifting to the corset and the areas
above and below it. He realized there was a small, purple stone
nestled next to her belly button. He swallowed dryly. He liked the
current package just fine. Wouldn’t change a thing. He had to clear
his throat before he got out, “That’s not necessary. Please
continue.”
“Let’s see, original contents, handed down…key.” She held it up.
Was he having a typical male reaction to a female? It was possi‐
ble, though until today he’d have thought it not probable. He
couldn’t blame this on anyone but himself.
“As I said, this key was given to my great-great-great grand‐
mother, on condition she not use it until his death.”
“So she never looked?” This from Carey.
“She looked,” Fyn said.
Emily grinned. “You’re right. That’s how we know most of
Uncle E’s inventions were either disposed of by him or stolen,” she
shifted back into presentation mode, “which eventually led to the
suspicion of foul play. Inside, you will see his workshop as it looked
the day it was opened by Angeline Twitchet Myers and her sisters.
Before they moved anything, they sketched the placement of the
contents, for reasons that still aren’t clear, but were helpful later
when the ﬁrst museum was established.” A pause, possibly for
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dramatic effect, then she continued, “And now we’ll step into the
past. Well, the antechamber to the past, then the past.”
She turned, working the stiff old lock with some difﬁculty. Fyn
shifted, like he wanted to help her, but she got it before he could.
She used her knee to push the doors open, then turned with breath‐
less aplomb. Not a shock when this door hissed at them, too. She
turned on the lights. They ﬂickered a couple of times before settling
down, and she indicated they should enter. As warned, there was a
small antechamber with a guestbook stand behind the double doors.
The walls of the small chamber had several framed drawings rigidly
arranged on one side. A closed curtain hid the museum.
“These are the drawings done by Uncle E’s sisters. The quality
varies, but there is, as you can see, great attention to detail. Here,
next to the guestbook, are accounts from the newspapers of the time.”
It was clear that until they signed, there’d be no stepping into
the past. If Robert hadn’t already known the machine wasn’t
present in her workshop display, a look at the drawings would have
conﬁrmed it, but that didn’t mean there wouldn’t be useful informa‐
tion in what had been secured by the sisters. Next to the guestbook
was a pen with a feather sticking out the end. Robert wrote in the
ﬁrst spot with a weird sense of unease, trying to make his signature
less than legible, but not look like he was trying to make it illegible.
Don’t leave a trail anyone can follow.
He looked up just in time to see Emily wobble just a bit. He
gripped her arm. “Are you all right?”
Her smile beamed out. “I’m ﬁne. I just forgot to eat this morn‐
ing.” She gave a small, almost puzzled shake and continued, “As you
can see, the stories begin with his disappearance, getting more sala‐
cious when it was discovered that his comely assistant, Olivia
Carstairs, was missing, too.”
She touched a framed drawing of Olivia. It was a good likeness.
“She didn’t run away with—” Ric coughed and Carey stopped.
“She doesn’t look the type to run off with her boss.”
“Her family agreed with you. Not sure they convinced the
authorities at the time and the family remains conﬂicted about her.
Uncle E’s money didn’t disappear with him, a fact that helped ease
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the sting of his loss.” She gave an impish smile. “When it was
discovered that his inventions were missing, rumors of murder most
foul began to circulate.” Her ﬁngers brushed the last framed story,
careful not to block the lurid headline. “I’m sorry to tell you that
Miss Carstairs remains a suspect.” She looked apologetic. “Aside
from the family, there were only two, neither of whom was ever
apprehended or seen after Uncle E vanished.”
“Smith.” Carey spat out the name.
Emily’s brows shot up. “Yes. Professor Tobias Smith.”
“We browsed the website before we came,” Ric said, sounding
easier than he looked.
“Of course you did.” The question marks were back in her eyes.
It seemed a good time for a distraction, and Robert liked it when
she looked at him, instead of his companions. “So you used these
drawings to recreate the museum?”
“We did have to scale it down some. Uncle E had a ton of
empty space dead center in his workshop, though for what isn’t
clear. Or the aunts kept one secret. But other than that, everything is
arranged as it was found following Uncle E’s disappearance.”
Robert expected her to move aside for them.
“We’ll be able to enter the museum proper once we’ve taken
some photographs.” She didn’t phrase it as a question. It did have a
hint of ultimatum about it.
There’d been no sign of a question mark after anything she’d
said, Robert realized. He wanted to dive into the exhibit, but he felt
his chin go up and then down. Had he just nodded? He felt incredu‐
lous looks from his companions burning into his back, but her smile
—a high beam one—redirected the burn to the area around his
heart. He resisted the urge to rub the spot and tried out another
smile. It felt creaky and unfamiliar, but she seemed happy with it.
“I’ll take one of all of you and then one of you can take one of
me with you.”
Again, not a question. Before Ric could volunteer, Fyn stepped
forward. “I’ll take it.”
“Take one with my phone, too, Chewie,” Carey said, ignoring
Ric’s grimace.
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Emily opened her mouth, perhaps to object or to ask a question,
but closed it again and handed him her cell phone. Robert wasn’t
surprised. Nothing about Fyn encouraged objecting or questions.
Robert might have shifted so as to blur the photograph, but he knew
Fyn would take care of it. He’d been paranoid before he came to
Earth and nothing he’d seen since had mitigated that.

Buy Steamrolled to expand your imagination with a weird and
wonderful sci-ﬁ romance today!

KICKING ASHE

He’s an alien warrior. She ﬁghts for time.
Can their love hold together a galaxy on the
verge of collapse?
Time Agent Ashe ﬁxes temporal emer‐
gencies for a living. But when she gets
kicked through a time vortex onto an alien
planet, she ﬁnds herself on the other side of
a search and rescue. At her crash site, she
ﬁnds a wary ally in a warrior with a
magnetic energy that tugs on her heart‐
strings… and the very fabric of history.
Vidor Shan has lost track of time while searching for his missing
brother. When a mysterious woman crash-lands into his life, he ﬁnds
himself wishing for what he can’t have. On a quest to ﬁnd his
brother, Shan can’t afford any distractions, not even those of a
beautiful woman. But when time and gravity begins to destabilize in
his wake, he realizes only the beautiful Ashe has the power to
ground him.
Deep in strange and deadly territory, the unlikely pair must
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wrestle control from unseen forces toying with Shan’s timeline to
claim their happily ever after.
Kicking Ashe is the ﬁfth standalone book in the enthralling Project
Enterprise sci-ﬁ romance series. If you like fast-paced action, snarky
sidekicks, and pulse-pounding sexual tension, then you’ll love
Pauline Baird Jones’ high-spirited adventure.
Buy Kicking Ashe to jump through the vortex for a sexy alien
encounter today!

Like many (most) of my books, Kicking Ashe wasn’t planned. Should I
admit that? In the writing business, it’s called writing by the seat of
your pants—or into the mist writing. It basically means, I start out
not knowing exactly where I am going.
Usually, I do know what type of book I’m writing (romantic
suspense or science ﬁction romance) and if I don’t know right away,
well, I know when the alien pops up in the story. Or something
explodes or a shot rings out. Those are clues, ﬁrst for me, and later
for the readers.
But Kicking Ashe, well, it was the last book [Note: I relaunched
the series, so this isn’t actually the last but at the time it was] in my
Project Universe Series (there is a short story that wraps up one last
character, but it’s short. You can ﬁnd it in Project Enterprise: The Short
Stories) I tried really hard to wrap it all up in Steamrolled. But when the
book pushed past 142K, yeah, I knew I had to stop. So in the end, I
left Ashe with her tush basically hanging out somewhere To Be
Explained Later.
Which meant that I had to Explain It.
That’s the tricky part of being an author. The buck stops at your
computer. You think up crazy cool things to happen to your charac‐
ters and you’re chuckling evilly as you hose them and bam. You
realize you have to get them out, solve ALL the problems, and
deliver a happy ending.
I’d noticed a little something something between Ashe and
Vidor Shan (mostly from Girl Gone Nova, but he also shows up in
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Steamrolled) and so I knew the last story would be about them, but he
was seriously messed up and Ashe, well, she’s purple. That’s a lot of
incompatible to get past. A lot.
And beyond the actual book writing, there’s the whole thing of
ending a series. I didn’t want to ﬁnish the book because it would be
THE END. Those are happy-sad words to write for an author.
Every book I get some separation anxiety when I ﬁnish. I kind of
fall into the between-the-book-void and have to crawl out and ﬁnd
the book on the other side. It’s very traumatic. Seriously traumatic.
And this wasn’t just a book, but ﬁve of them. I’d spent years
with these characters, years visiting their strange worlds and I
missed them before the wrap-up. What would I do when the series
was ofﬁcially done?
Well, obviously I lived.
I did it. I wrote Kicking Ashe for the readers who liked the series
and took all the side trips (into steampunk for instance) and beyond
with me. I did it so they’d (hopefully) feel satisﬁed. Do I still miss the
series? Yes, I do. I can’t and won’t rule out future visits, maybe with
some new characters. And if you look, you’ll run into some friends
from Project Universe Series in my An Uneasy Future series. A few Easter
eggs for my faithful readers, particularly in Sucker Punch.
I know what it’s like to wait for a long time for a series or have
them cut off at the knees and left unﬁnished and hanging. So I’m
glad that I had the opportunity to ﬁnish the series for my readers
and yes, for myself. (I wanted to know what would happen, too! I
promise you, I had NO idea what was going to happen until it did.)
And I obviously still have no idea what is going to happen
because the Project Universe Series is continuing for now. I’ve created
all sorts of writing related problems for myself, which will result in a)
more books for readers and b) more adventures for old and new
characters.
What others have said about Kicking Ashe:
"KICKING ASHE by award winning author Pauline Baird
Jones is the ﬁnal awesome book in the Project Enterprise series...Fast
paced suspense with just a dash of romance, KICKING ASHE is
the perfect ending to a favorite sci/ﬁ series." Single Titles
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"Whether you prefer straight science ﬁction or like yours with a
dash of romance, this is a very enjoyable read." LASR-SFF
"If you love science-ﬁction romance, then you will want to read
KICKING ASHE..." Romance Junkies
"Jones concludes her Project Universe series with this fun, fastpaced tale. Ashe is a tough, no-frills heroine with plenty of spunk
and a lovable companion, her nanite Lurch, who steals the show
with his snark. Filled with plenty of humor and sexual tension, this
quick read is ideal for lovers of sci ﬁ romance." RT Book Reviews
"This is a series of stories that I can see myself revisiting again
in the future when I want something fast paced and fun with strong
heroines and hunky heros, even if some of them are completely
alien!" Reviews by Martha's Bookshelf
"Pauline's novels are perfect for smart women on the move. Her
heroines love adventure but are, at the core, still women….Kicking
Ashe is an awesome read, so don't pass up the chance to experience
Ashe, Vidor and Lurch's adventure." FirePages
Buy Kicking Ashe to jump through the vortex for a sexy alien
encounter today!

1ST CHAPTER - KICKING ASHE

Expect the unexpected.
Ashe’s painful return to consciousness was not expected and
shouldn’t have been. Why would she expect to survive a trifecta that
included a time tsunami, their disrupter and a wonky time crevasse?
Unless she hadn’t survived? Lurch?
A long, scary long pause ended with the sense of something
unfurling inside her, not unlike how it had felt when the nanite ﬁrst
blended with her. Are you all right? He felt as off balance as she did.
I am alive.
He did not feel thrilled by this. She shared that not-thrilled-ness.
Should open her eyes, but she wasn’t sure she wanted to see where
they were. It didn’t feel great. Hard, lumpy surface under. Hot,
humid air over. Achy body in between. And, adding insult to time
tsunami injury, the air reeked of sulfur and was thick enough to feel
like a blanket she couldn’t kick off. She shifted to ease hard and
lumpy—
“It moved.”
It? Outrage popped her eyes open, though they probably
shouldn’t until she got a better sense of who thought she was an it.
The circle of faces looming over her jerked back, a thicket of
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weapons sliding into view. Would have been kind of funny if every
barrel of every weapon weren’t pointed at her. Seven of them, she
noted, hoping her math was wrong as she eased her hands up by her
ears into the classic surrender position. Would they recognize or
honor her capitulation?
On the ground, ﬂat on her back—if she didn’t count the lumps
—gave her a unique perspective on the boys and their guns. The
weapons appeared high tech—an interesting contrast with their
rustic garb. The boys were all young, square and stocky in build,
kind of what she’d imagined dwarfs would be like, except they were
too tall and had better noses.
Dopey, Sleepy, Sneezy—
This is not the time. Though she found herself ﬁnishing the list
because she couldn’t help it when there seemed to be a face for each
name…Bashful, Doc, Grumpy and Happy.
“It has eyes.”
It. Again. Their manners needed work, just in case the barrels in
her face weren’t enough of a clue polite wasn’t in their skill set.
One of the boys licked his lips. “Do you think it’s dangerous?”
His hand tightened on his weapon, the ﬁnger on the trigger
twitching in a way she couldn’t like. Sucked to be called an “it,”
though getting shot while being called an “it” would be worse.
Getting shot is worse than most things.
True. She’d picked a bad time to wake up. My shields?
Off line.
Great.
Indeed.
“I do not know.”
The voice, calm and familiar, came from the region of her head.
Is that who I think it is? Ashe did not mind the distraction from
maybe getting shot by Dopey. And she’d rather hoped to run into
him again.
Vidor Shan.
Lurch sounded less than thrilled. Not a surprise. He had issues
with Shan that trailed back into at least one alternate reality.
Possibly more. What’s his problem? I know he’s seen girls before.
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You are wearing the Time Service uniform.
Oh. If her shields were ofﬂine, then so was her camo, which
meant she looked shiny silver from head to toe. The suit’s compres‐
sion factor made her a sex-less humanoid with eyes. Crap.
On a cracker.
The interjection almost made her eye twitch, though, on consid‐
eration, it rather ﬁt. Any idea where we are? She felt his hesitation, felt a
wave of panic slither through her insides. You can’t connect?
Knowing everything was Lurch’s specialty. Sometimes that
annoyed. This was not one of those times. She raised her chin,
taking it slow, stopped when Shan came into view. Hard to ﬁgure
out how she felt about this unexpected meeting with her head still
spinning from her trip into, well, she wasn’t sure where they’d been
or how they survived. She had no sense that Lurch’s databases had
updated with current time data, which they should have as soon as
they reintegrated with real time. Shan looked subtly different from
their last meeting—which indicated the lack of update wasn’t
because nothing had changed—while retaining those aspects she’d
found a bit intriguing from their previous encounter on the planet
of Kikk.
A bit?
Ashe ignored this non-relevant interjection. She needed to study
Shan as an aid to data collection, not because she liked looking at
him. She ignored the internal and also non-relevant snort. The
angle wasn’t optimal for a complete assessment of course, but gener‐
ally he appeared to be as barbaric as she’d previously noted. She
sensed he was more than he’d been before which was a bit wow,
because he’d been pretty intense at their last contact. Tall and sharp
featured with green eyes and dark hair, he exuded a bucket load of
testosterone mixed with aggression that was a bit at odds with his
stoic expression. The men of her time were more reﬁned, more civi‐
lized. More boring. Apparently her hormones liked barbaric. And
leather hugging broad shoulders, lean hips and long, strong legs. She
took a minute to be sure. Yeah, all of her liked the leather.
Why are females of your species attracted to buccaneers in leather?
Lurch sounded more resigned than annoyed, which was a
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change. Because he refused to detail his issues with Shan, she
couldn’t share them, though to be perfectly honest, even if he had
she might not have shared them. She was a female of her species.
And the leather was nice. She accessed Lurch’s information on
buccaneers and could concur his deﬁnition ﬁt Shan as well or better
than hers. He was both rakish and swashbuckling. Had dangerous
down pat, too.
Maybe I’m just relieved to ﬁnd a familiar face.
They both knew she lied. Lurch knew exactly what effect Shan
was having on her pulse, respiration and temperature—which he
could have ﬁxed if he weren’t in such a pissy mood. The thing was,
she’d seen a lot of nice looking men traveling through time, but this
was the ﬁrst one to have any effect on her biologicals. Shan’s hands
rested on weapons holstered at his narrow waist with a boldness that
boosted those biologicals even more. She sighed. He buckled his
swashes quite well.
You always did love armament.
Don’t love it when they are pointed at me. Not when she had nothing
to point back. A pity she’d needed to use every weapon she
possessed in their time disrupter. She considered her situation for
a couple of seconds and had to conclude that even her usual
armament would not help much when she was flat on her back
inside a pit of some kind. Lower than the low ground. Not in the
same star system as the high ground. The weapon a few inches
from her face wobbled and the boy’s finger tightened on the
trigger.
Lower my headgear before he shoots me. She had some slight hope that
being a girl would help. It had in the past, or possibly the future,
depending on where and when they were.
Also not responding.
Of course it wasn’t. Be ironic if they survived all time almost
ending only to be killed by this boy. She opened her mouth—the
boy jerked in alarm.
“Don’t—” Shan snapped out.
Too little, too late. The energy beam hit her mid-section and
with enough force to cross her eyes for several seconds. Would have
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knocked her on her ass if she hadn’t already been there. She
whuffed a few times, trying to breathe again.
Your suit dispersed most of the charge across its surface, but you are fortunate
it was set to stun.
Didn’t feel fortunate. Didn’t feel that dispersed. Ashe rubbed the
spot. “That hurt.” A bit of a whine to the complaint, but she was a
girl who’d just been shot. Whining seemed indicated and justiﬁed.
All the boys’ eyes widened and then her headgear decided now
was the perfect time to retract. It triggered with a loud wheeze it
hadn’t had before the tsunami ass kicking. While she didn’t mind the
sudden ﬂow of air around her neck, it should have stopped
retracting just under her chin. It rolled down her chest on a path to
over sharing, then stopped as abruptly as it started. Not that she felt
cooler with the sun’s rays hitting her in her newly exposed areas.
She blinked, noting that all the weapons had lowered at same
rate as her uniform. That was good. So had boy gazes. Not sure if
that was good. Or if she wanted to know her level of exposure.
Might be need-to-know. Ashe eased her chin down and took a quick
peek. Could have been better. Could have been worse. Didn’t realize I
had a cleavage.
It is a combination of angle and compression from your uniform.
Trust Lurch to rain on her cleavage aspirations. The high sun—
and seven sets of boy eyes—sent even more heat creeping up from
that cleavage to spread across her face. She wasn’t sure if the over
exposure helped or hurt her situation. I thought you said it wasn’t
working.
The energy surge seems to have powered the retraction function
for a short time.
And if someone decides to shoot me again? His silence wasn’t golden—
not that it had ever been. Nor was his talking always that golden…
“Y-you speak our language,” the shooter said. His wide-eye gaze
met hers, then trailed back down to the cleavage, a ﬂush boosting
the red in his ruddy coloring.
Keltinarian was among the billion or so languages at Lurch’s
disposal—which put it at her disposal—so, yeah, technically she
spoke his language. She half shrugged and the weapons lowered
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some more. Had a feeling their IQ’s did, too. Conﬂicted about that.
Didn’t want to make them stupid enough to shoot her again, but it
felt kind of empowering to cross their eyes like that. Almost as good
as shooting them.
“I’d like to get up.” Lurch had eased as much discomfort as he
could, but he wasn’t a pillow and neither was the ground with crap
stabbing her in the back like a bad friend. Gravity had a good grip
on her and the recent tsunami kicking had left them both depleted,
so she was relieved when all the boys stepped toward her, hands
reaching out—they jerked back like a row of puppets on strings.
What—Shan stepped into view, his large, tanned hand extended.
He looked mega-tall from her spot on the ground. Her eyes traced
his well-made form without hurrying. So maybe the low ground had
one bright spot—
Just take his hand.
Not a punishment to have that big, strong hand close around
hers. At least he looked in her in the eyes when he yanked her up—
okay, little ﬂicker toward the cleavage. No overt indications of IQ
lowering, though a girl could hope. Almost wished his gaze had
stayed down instead of boring into hers like he was mining for
something. He didn’t release her either, which allowed some weird
tingles to trail up her arm and take a pleasant stroll through her
middle. Not quite close enough to catch more than a whiff of some‐
thing male and musky, but too close to escape the slam of power he
radiated like a solar event. Caught between wanting to move in and
move away, Ashe froze—though cold was not the direction her
internal temperature was trending.
Lurch shook his version of his head, sending an odd, counter
tremor through her insides.
“You’re Grenardian.” The tone was ﬂat, a bit menacing.
“Is that why you shot me? Because I might be Grenardian?”
The top of her head fell far short of his, her eyes level with the chest
she’d admired from her prone position. It looked better up close.
Her head did a little spin, from the abrupt blood ﬂow change, not
the guy. Lurch might have snorted yet again, hard to say when he
felt miles distant instead of inside her head. Shan’s grip tightened at
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her wobble, then fell away when she steadied. Ashe tried not to take
it personally, though it felt personal. She may have met a version of
him, but he hadn’t met her. The mental reminder didn’t help as
much as it should have. Didn’t make sense, but not much had since
she left the Time Base and got lost in time. She felt an urge to smile
but managed to repress it, helped by the somber menace in his gaze.
Lurch sighed, a cool trickle of sensation along her insides. It
helped with the heat, though not enough to stop a bead of sweat
from tracking down her chest and into her recently exposed
cleavage.
The shooter stammered out something that failed as an answer
or an explanation.
“No.” Shan rapped out the single word.
There were, of course, strict protocols in the Service for this situ‐
ation, none of which helped when her suit tech was blown to hell
and back. The urge to look away from his gaze was almost as strong
as the urge to keep looking. The expression was hard, but the eyes
themselves were intelligent despite that tendency to drill. Instinct
lifted her chin in mute challenge, but she couldn’t think of a good
reason not to state the obvious, “I do have a little Grenardian in my
family line.”
The passing of many seasons had diluted the purple skin tones
from her people’s ﬁrst contact—and an alliance mating with a
Grenardian princess—but it had not managed to eliminate it. It
wasn’t as if the little band of buccaneers didn’t have a range of skin
colors, though none of them were in the cool color range. They
trended pale to darker browns. She noted Shan’s attention sharpen.
He studied her like she was a newly discovered specimen, which he
shouldn’t if he’d had enough contact with the Grenardians to know
about their purple skin. Not that she minded the attention—or that
he took his time—starting at her toes and working his way up to
hair that was mostly brown, but shot through with green, gold and
purple—another Grenardian legacy that had dug into the gene
pool.
“And the rest of your family line?”
Careful.
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The “careful” space ship had crashed when she tried to funnel a
time tsunami into an alternate reality with a great, big bomb. Now
she wasn’t even in careful’s universe.
“The rest is Garradian.” As much as anyone could be Garra‐
dian with all the alliance matings her ancestors had indulged in.
She’d been called mongrel more than once, particularly after
entering the Time Service where prejudice had been trapped in a
bottle and dispensed regularly. She ignored Lurch’s ﬂinch, as Shan’s
brows tracked higher, almost vanishing beneath the uneven edge of
the dark hair that tumbled across his forehead. Most of the men in
her life were crisp and highly pressed, pretty rather than rugged.
Their hair didn’t tumble, it lay in neat waves. Not that Shan didn’t
have his pretty spots. Those lashes were a lush, comely frame for his
eyes, and his mouth, well, it fell deep into the ﬁnely sculpted zone,
which added up to pretty in her opinion. Still, this Shan lived in
rugged, owned it, and worked it with conﬁdence. Not that he’d been
smooth the last time they met. He hadn’t been this—her gaze
lingered on his unshaven chin—mussed either.
Of course, neither had she.
“There have not been Garradians in this galaxy for a very long
time.”
Did that mean they were in his galaxy?
Perhaps.
I know. Never assume. Shan and his boys gave few clues to where
they were—and the boys couldn’t seem to look past her chest long
enough to spill any secrets—so Ashe looked past them. She frowned,
her gaze traveling up the side of the pit— “An impact crater?” A
deep one, too.
The time wave that carried us here must have made it.
We’re lucky we survived. One of Shan’s brows shot up and the look
in his eyes made her hands settle on her hips. “I did not cause this
crater.”
The edge of his stern mouth twitched. “It wasn’t here when we
passed this spot earlier.” He paused. “Now it is here.” He paused
again. “As are you.”
Might as well have told her that her uniform made her ass look
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big. She gave a small sniff and studied her crater. Lines cut through
it in concentric circles as if it had come in as a vortex. Not a shock,
since it had felt like one before she lost consciousness. “A lot of
kinetic force and heat.” Which explained her fried gear. “More than
I could survive.” She might have been part of the wave that made
the crater, but she wasn’t taking the blame for it.
Shan’s other brow rose to join its fellow. “Then how did you get
here?”
She should have expected this totally obvious question, been
prepared for it. Of course, there had been the tsunami ass kicking
to scramble her thinking, but still. She glanced around again, as if
looking for her ride. Before she could speak, she heard the crack of
an explosion loud enough to get the boys’ attention off her chest. A
whistle of something incoming would have dropped her to the
ground, but none of them seemed concerned, so she stood her
ground. The object penetrated the atmosphere, tracking across the
sky, patterning nearly straight contrails in its wake. Its path seemed
to be right at them. Low, so low she felt the boosted heat from it as
it passed over, splitting into, or perhaps just becoming visible, as
three. A pause and then the ground shuddered from multiple
impacts.
“Meteorites.” Ashe blinked, then looked at Shan. “Multiple
strikes.”
They looked odd, felt off, too.
Not the most scientiﬁc analysis from the computer based life
form, but it felt weirdly right. Which was so wrong.
Shan half-frowned. “You are not here for the fallings?”
“No.” Throughout the history of many worlds, there had been
those who hunted space rocks, so it wasn’t that which puzzled her. It
was their…mien. They looked more like, well, buccaneers than rock
hunters, even space rock hunters. Since space rocks didn’t usually
ﬁght back, she had to wonder what did on this world? Not a good
time to be the only one without a weapon.
You don’t need weapons to be dangerous.
You’re just trying to make me feel better. That it worked was beside the
point.
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His gaze returned to hers. “You have not answered my
question.”
“I didn’t, did I?” She did her casual look around. “Just taking a
breather. Needed a rest. A vacation.” Her smile was about as fake as
it got and he knew it. “I’ll have to have a talk with my travel agent. I
told him I liked rustic, but dang.” She lifted her chin at the open
disbelief in his gaze. “Thought the need for accommodations was a
no brainer. Sure I mentioned a beach. With cabanas.” Whatever
that was.
You should cease while you are behind.
She ceased with another bright, fake smile. Held it through the
slamming force of his narrowed gaze, though she sensed a tiny hint
of confusion in there. Maybe.
Or you are overly hopeful.
“We’ll split up, collect the fallings and then head back to camp,”
Shan directed, his hand movements dividing his crew into three
groups, though his hard gaze never left her. “You will come
with me.”
Ashe was not unhappy with this, since she didn’t want to be left
alone in the center of an impact crater with who knew what lurking
outside it. And because she felt like she knew him, even if she actu‐
ally didn’t know this Shan. Not that she was clingy or anything, just
a bit…disconcerted. She nodded and his brows snapped together.
Now what did I do?
He is suspicious of your motives. Lurch didn’t sigh, but it felt implied.
I could ask him where we are. She didn’t phrase it as a question, even
though it was.
It is better to get information than give it.
I think he got that memo, too.
The hardened concentric circles made steps of a sort, though it
was still a steep climb for someone who’d ridden a time event into
an impact crater. All the boys watched her with a shy eagerness, so
she was surprised when none offered to help her up and out. In that
old vid, the dwarfs had been eager to help, even if they weren’t
great at it.
On the upside, the view was good. She’d admired Shan’s back‐
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side during their previous encounter on the outpost and she saw
nothing to lessen that admiration now. Lurch gave an impatient huff
that would have involved rolled eyes if he’d had eyes. A pity that
admiration, combined with the nasty atmospherics, made the climb
a hot one. Her blown suit—with the tech ofﬂine—held everything in
but her bust. She couldn’t even tug at the neckline. Didn’t want to
put the boys’ IQs into the negative digits, not with seven of them
already vying for the position of Dopey.
They topped the ridge and the other two teams split off,
following a track laid out by some kind of tracking device and
Shan’s terse orders. Thankfully Shan paused to study his device with
a frowning intensity that she suspected was more about her than any
problem with the readings. It gave her a minute to catch her breath.
Might be her imagination, but gravity seemed a bit more insistent
on this planet. The hint of meteorite caused sulfur joined the rich
scent of earth and pungent green. Heat boosted the scents and
humidity thickened them to a hard-to-inhale soup. The under‐
growth of the forest was thick in spots, suggesting it followed a water
source. Distant mountains had left a trail of boulders sprinkled
through the forest clearings.
Lurch was an amateur geologist, so words like anticline,
volcanic, and stratigraphy drifted through her mind without sticking.
Since she wasn’t a geologist in any way, he could look but she was
not climbing any of those bad boys if she could help it. She didn’t
even have the energy to get on her high horse.
The boy who shot her, a handsome youth—despite his Dopey
vibes—gave her a shy, sweet smile. “I am Cadir.”
“And I am Eamon,” the other one—that she’d assigned to be
Happy—hastened to add. He looked enough like Cadir to be an
older relative, though they both seemed painfully young.
They are close to your own age.
I feel three thousand seasons at least. She opened her mouth to give
the standard fake name but it caught in her throat. She coughed
once. It stayed stuck.
“Ashe. I’m Ashe.” Lurch ﬂinched. Her stomach clenched. Been
too long since she’d used her real name. If the laws of time worked
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as their scientists said it did, the sound of her name, in her own
voice should be rippling through time and space, setting off alarms
somewhere. Might have pissed off Time, too. She’d noticed it had
its own way of ﬁxing out of place people and events, though Time
seemed to have got it wrong this time. Of course, she might have
helped.
Beyond these concerns and if she were honest—which she could
be inside her own head—she’d felt a need to say her name, to
declare it not just to these two boys but also to the cosmos. She’d
almost died, more than almost died, she’d almost ceased to exist.
She didn’t know where she was. She didn’t know when she was. But
she was. She’d survived. She didn’t know if they’d won the time
battle, lost it or fought it to a draw. Not even her time senses—Ashe
wobbled and almost fell to her knees. Cadir said something that
spun Shan around to grasp her upper arms.
“Are you ill?” His frown might signal worry. Or not.
Ashe licked her lips and swallowed before she managed, “I’m
ﬁne.” She wasn’t ﬁne. Time blind. I’m time blind, Lurch. She should
have noticed that sooner, but she’d had a lot to notice in a very short
time.
Your senses may have been overwhelmed by all that has happened.
Nice of him not to mention what she had managed to notice
since she opened her eyes. Her gaze strayed to the broad shoulders,
then jerked back to Shan’s eyes. You can’t heal them?
They are intuitive. I can’t ﬁx intuitive.
And yet he had a good handle on sarcastic. For some reason, it
took the wobble out of her knees and put the stiffening back in her
spine.
“If you are unable to continue, I can escort you to our base
camp.”
He would escort her? That felt…odd. Didn’t leaders have
minions to do that sort of thing? Cause he was totally the leader
here. And he had the minions. Tempted by the idea, she neverthe‐
less felt she needed to go with them to the “fallings.” They’d been
trying to break time into two realities with the disrupter, trying to
funnel the tsunami into a collapsing reality, thereby saving the real
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reality and everyone in it. If a time wave brought her here, it was
regrettably possible it could have also brought, say, another version
of her. Or two. Of course, coming face to face with another Ashe
might get them both shot, but… “I’m ﬁne.” For now.
Eamon removed a container that appeared to be a mixture of
metal and fabric, pulled out a stopper. “Perhaps you are thirsty.” He
looked at Ashe, but held it out to Shan.
Before she could react, Shan took the thing, then extended it to
her. Another bit of odd, but—she took a long, cool drink—the
water was most welcome. She rubbed her mouth with the back of
one hand. “Thank you.” She directed the words somewhere in
between the two men, since they’d both helped deliver the drink.
She handed it back to Shan who handed it to Eamon and found
Cadir holding a brown bar in Shan’s direction.
“You are hungry?”
“Famished, thank you.” She added a smile, a real one, not the
fake one. Shan also relayed the bar. Was he protecting his team from
possible alien contamination? Surely they knew about airborne
contaminants. And they were hunting space rocks. The vacuum of
space didn’t decontaminate everything. With no answers—and a
hollow stomach desperate to quit gnawing on itself—Ashe
unwrapped the bar and studied it. Perhaps it was chocolate—no,
not chocolate. She managed to hide her grimace as she chewed with
a resolution lacking in an enthusiasm she did not have the energy to
summon.
“It does not taste well, but it will strengthen you,” Cadir said, his
grin natural, his gaze both bright and interested—though it still
tended to stray south of her face far too often.
She didn’t remember the dwarfs studying Snow White’s cleav‐
age, but they had been shorter. Ashe managed a half smile. Hard to
be perky chewing crap with her wares on display. “Believe it or not,
I’ve had worse.” One would think, when one had all of time to
improve one’s cooking skills, that the Time Service cooks would be
better at it, but no, not better.
Shan lifted the tracking device again—Ashe felt Lurch’s itch to
examine it but couldn’t see how to manage it—and scanned their
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surroundings, then indicated a course that avoided the thick under‐
growth and hopefully would take them around the boulders. Even a
small amount of up or through felt beyond her. He gestured for her
to move, adjusting his pace so that he ﬂanked her. The two boys fell
in on their six.
Questions bubbled to the surface, lots of them, but questions
were a giveaway. A brief hope that the boys would babble out some
information died in the face of their continued—but silent—fasci‐
nation with her chest whenever they drew level. She had a feeling
that the rest of the time their gazes were ﬁxed on her silver covered
ass. She couldn’t whine or be offended since her gaze kept straying
to Shan’s assets each time the opportunity presented itself.
With her suit systems down, and the planet’s sun showing no
sign of relenting, sweat and friction made her wish it had completely
retracted. Not that she wanted to scramble through underbrush in
her knickers, but dang the thing was clingy.
You can’t cool me off, maybe raise the neckline a bit? Usually Lurch was
a genius with her tech.
I need drones.
Ashe felt a chill that didn’t help her overheating problem as
much as it should have. But you can produce more.
At your current level of depletion, it would be unwise.
She felt the truth of his assertion. Even after the energy bar they
were both almost tapped out. She should be depressed, even
discouraged, instead she felt oddly cheerful. She didn’t die today, she
reminded herself. That’s always a good thing. Shan moved ahead of
her, then paused, holding several branches out of her way, his body
angled as if inviting her to enjoy the view.
So your insouciance has nothing to do with the male posterior you are
admiring?
Ashe took her gaze off the backside in question, redirecting it to
Shan’s face. I don’t know what you are thinking about. His annoyed
harrumph felt a bit like a vomit burp—possibly with intent. She
drew level with Shan, noting the gleam of sweat on his skin—the
only sign he felt the heat. He sure wasn’t breathing heavy—a pulse
in his neck surged as she brushed against him, forced close by foliage
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and terrain. And maybe a little intent on her part. No harm letting
her feminine wiles out for a little stroll, just to see if they worked.
You are playing with ﬁre.
Rather play with ice, but nope, none around.
The air soup was redolent with ﬂora and fauna smells and some‐
thing she rather thought was Shan. Her last encounter with him had
been mega-brief and not close enough to be sure it was him she’d
sniffed. This smelled like he looked—musky and male—boosted
into the stratosphere by the power he gave off like a sun. Playing
with him was more like toying with a conﬂagration. He wasn’t just a
man, but a leader of men. She’d been around enough Leaders of
her people to recognize one when she saw one. Was this who he was
meant to be? At their last meeting he’d been arrogant as hell, sexy,
too, and an intergalactic explorer, but not this—
Ashe froze in her tracks. We might not be in his galaxy if they are
intergalactic.
The thought had occurred.
In the time line before the tsunami, ﬁrst contact with Shan had
occurred not long after the defeat of the Dusan in the battle for
Kikk. Gravity from the Garradian Galaxy had pulled the Kelti‐
narian cluster closer, deforming its shape and eventually cutting the
Grenardian planet off from its sun. It had also lessened the void
between the two galaxies. Shan had penetrated to what was then the
Kikk Outpost, with the Grenardians following a couple of hundred
Earth years later. That Keltinarian push into space had been driven
by the need to save their society from extinction with the injection
of more females. She had no information on why Keltinar and
Grenardias hadn’t come to some agreement on the female issue,
though the purple skin might have been the deal killer.
In the lieu of the time wave, the only clue to what had changed
was Shan, but he wasn’t talking. Without more data on what had
changed, there was no way to know what factors drove this push
into space. All she knew for sure was that he and his people had
made contact with the Grenardians. Was her arrival an unfortunate
accident or a sign his proper time line hadn’t been restored yet?
It could mean the bad guy won.
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Trust Lurch to think what she didn’t want to. Do you think the bad
guy won?
There is no clear evidence either direction, but…no, I don’t.
It helped, though she’d have been hard pressed to explain how.
“Is something wrong?”
Was his tone a bit rougher? She realized she’d been staring, so
she shook her head, and moved past him onto a slight, clear rise
overlooking a small ravine. She needed to get her—
Mojo.
Okay. She needed to get her mojo back, sooner rather than later.
While it was fun to play the girl, she was a time tracker. Unless the
Time Service was gone, in which case she didn’t know what she was.
And if it still existed? Would they know she’d maybe saved all time
and the whole universe?
It depends on how deep the time reset went.
If they didn’t know what had happened, could she go back to
being a rookie time tracker despised by one and all? And what if
they did know? It’s not like any of them would be thrilled with her
no matter what she did. She didn’t have to go back into the Service.
What do you do after saving, well, everything?
Go to Disneyworld?
She was not familiar with a Disney world. What star system is it in?
It was a joke.
Not a good one. Why did it feel as if the unsanctioned contact
with his original human host had made him nostalgic? Not that she
felt threatened or anything but he had changed since they bumped
heads with her not-so-great-but-too-many-to-count-the-greats
grandma.
A rather tortured description.
He had a point. Fine, not-so-great grandma. How is that?
Lurch answered with a huge sigh, which brought her back to:
he’d changed.
Shan passed her, pausing his I-own-the-universe stride to sweep
the sensor across the terrain ahead of them. When he kept putting
his assets into her sightline, it was hard not to look. Made it difﬁcult
to remember that this was not her time or her place, though she was
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happy that this time he wasn’t pinging on another woman. He
glared at the horizon, then at his sensor. Not that being upstaged by
a space rock was that much better.
“There.” Shan pointed toward a small clearing—no, it was
another impact crater a few clicks past the ravine, almost hidden by
a cluster of trees.
Ashe followed Shan and the boys down, then up again, feeling
equal parts curiosity and trepidation. If it were an actual space rock,
it might contain data that could aid them in determining their loca‐
tion. If it were another Ashe, well, she couldn’t think of any way
that would end well. Shan reached the edge ﬁrst. He didn’t look
shocked or anything so Ashe stepped next to him, took a deep
breath, and looked down.
It wasn’t another Ashe, but the sight still hit with the force of the
time tsunami. Without speaking, without asking, she eased down the
side of the crater toward the object, sure that she couldn’t see what
her eyes and mind said she saw. She sort of knew that Shan followed
her down, that he watched her as she crouched next to it and slowly,
very slowly touched the metal surface. It was cool, though this crater
showed signs of the same heat hers had. Smelled like sulfur, too. She
traced the burn pattern from her energy weapon’s ﬁre, and then
moved to trace the series of bullet holes in the headless, legless torso.
It was, she thought a bit distantly, possible to be relieved and ﬂum‐
moxed at the same time.
“What is it?” Shan’s voice was hard, as if he expected her to
dissemble.
She looked at him, felt how wide, how dry her eyes were, not
able to enjoy feeling cold as ice, because she also felt hot and both‐
ered and shocked to her toenails. She licked her lips. “It’s an
automaton.”

Buy Kicking Ashe to jump through the vortex for a sexy alien
encounter today!

FOUND GIRL

She’s an alien farm girl. He’s a hotshot
soldier. Can their love save an alien sanc‐
tuary from destruction?
Arian Teraz refuses to waste her life on
a loveless arranged marriage and a rocky
plot of farmland. So when a mysterious ship
lands in front of her and invites her to take
a chance on something else, she doesn’t
hesitate. Fleeing her planet, hostile forces
open ﬁre on her ship, and she has no choice
but to send the ship through a wormhole. Clinging to life, she
rockets out the other side… and plummets into the strong arms of a
handsome soldier.
After months of staring into empty space, Captain Jackson
“Coop” Cooper is itching for some action. He gets it when a worm‐
hole delivers an alien ship into their path. He volunteers to make
ﬁrst contact, rescuing the ship with its injured alien beauty and her
unusual shipmate. Before they can get acquainted, new threats send
them on a wild ride through the cosmos and into a mysterious sanc‐
tuary with no means of escape. With little time to sort out enemies
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and allies, Arian and Coop must work together to uncover the secret
behind her hidden destiny if they stand any chance of surviving
their future.
Found Girl is the sixth standalone book in the spectacular Project
Enterprise sci-ﬁ romance series. If you like cosmic battles, humanalien love stories, and imaginative future worlds, then you’ll love
Pauline Baird Jones’ high-adrenaline adventure.
Buy Found Girl to beam into a sexy interstellar romance today!

I did a slow release on Found Girl. It has been hard for me to get my
writing mojo back after losing my parents in 2016.
So it was with fear and trembling that I committed myself to
releasing Found Girl: Project Enterprise 6 on July 20 th, 2017. I was
wafﬂing on a release date and ﬁnally picked the July 20 th because it
was my mom’s birthday.
It is probably the biggest leap of faith I’ve taken since I sent my
very ﬁrst book to an agent twenty-three years ago (OUCH!).
I have not felt this level of anxiety since that ﬁrst book release.
Hence, the tip-toeing into the release. Which does nothing to
answer the question of why?
Why did I write Found Girl?
1. Because readers have been asking for more books in the
Project Enterprise series.
2. Because I realized there were more stories to tell in that
universe.
3. Because Project Enterprise seemed like a good place to restart
the writing.
I was wrong, mostly because I don’t think there was an easy
place to restart my writing after such a traumatic loss. And after my
ﬁrst draft, I was almost convinced I’d never get MY mojo back.
Thanks to the kindness of friends and family, I am almost conﬁdent
that my mojo is back.
What others have said about Found Girl:
“5 stars for Found Girl, but if I have to wait too long for the
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next book, I am going to start taking away stars. I mean it.” Whiskey
with my Book
“The story line is ﬁlled with danger and some unanswered
mysteries. A good addition to the series.” Jo Jones, Vine Voice Reviewer
“…hurry up and read this book before someone spoils it for you
in a review.” Amazon reviewer
“Finally! I was waiting for a match up for this man. Please
continue this series, I just love it!” Amazon reviewer
“Romantic, fun, entertaining.” Amazon Reviewer
Buy Found Girl to beam into a sexy interstellar romance today!

1ST CHAPTER - FOUND GIRL

If desire alone could carry her from this place, she would be gone
already. So it was not a surprise when she opened her eyes and
found her two feet still planted on the ground.
Fickle, elusive hope. Like the stars, it beckoned and tantalized
and ultimately left her stuck still.
She gave a soft laugh that morphed into a sigh. She should not
have come, even though it was the last night, the last time she could
look up and hope.
She had known tomorrow would come, had known it since she
had been old enough to know much of anything. Everyone got
older. Everyone reached their age of majority. Knowing all this
should have stamped out hope. Tomorrow there would be a formal
day of ceremony to mark her coming of age, and at the conclusion,
pact bonding with a man picked for her by the Government.
The end of privacy. The end of hope.
A shiver ran down her back as she considered the men who had
visited the farm. Most had looked at the land, but one—one had
looked at her as if he knew what she hid. Her mind and her ﬂesh
had shrunk from him, though he had kept the legal distance the
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whole time. If the Government chose him—she shuddered at the
thought. Would even her thoughts be private from those eyes?
She had thought—she had hoped—her desire to escape would
somehow be enough to open a path to freedom. She gave a silent,
hollow laugh. As if willpower alone could free her from the laws of
science that she was not supposed to know. Well, if sheer stubborn
will could not set her free, then she must direct that stubbornness
into ﬁnding a way to kill hope this night.
No space ship was going to drop out of the sky and scoop
her up—
Her thoughts skidded to a halt as one of the bright distant stars
did seem to be dropping out of the sky. She stared. Took a step
toward it, then another. With each step, it seemed to come closer,
grow brighter.
“It is not, it can not be for me,” she murmured. She was just a
farm laborer. A small cog in a large, indifferent wheel.
It continued to approach—it had to be a ship, not a star because
its brightness dimmed as if its pilot knew it was using forbidden air
space. It was something conjured from her hope, she told herself,
but the hum of it felt real. It vibrated through the soles of her work
boots, increasing in intensity until it rushed past her, almost
knocking her off her feet as its backwash hit. She staggered from the
force of it, then spun to keep it in view.
She thought she saw a black bowl-shape drop below the tree
line. She tensed for impact, but none came.
She did not consciously decide to follow. Her feet moved, slow at
ﬁrst, then fast, and faster still, as hope broke free from restraints,
propelling her through the darkest shadows. It did not matter that
she could not see in the nearly moonless dark. She knew every rise,
every dip, every plant and tree of this trap she’d been born to.
By the time she reached the fallow ﬁeld where the ship hovered
—silent and dark a few feet above the ground—she gasped for
breath. She was a farmer, not a runner. Bent, her hands resting on
her knees, she studied the quiescent object, barely visible in the mix
of shadow and faint starlight.
It was a starship. She knew this though she’d never seen any of
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the ships that carried the food produced on Bosakli to the other
planets in the Consortium.
Her breathing still rapid, she jumped off the canal bank and
moved closer, keeping to the shadows thrown down by the trees that
separated this ﬁeld from the others. It was unlikely anyone else was
out this late, but she had not survived this long by being careless.
She stopped where what light there was began. Be careful what you
wish for, her grandmother had told her many times. Was it here for
someone else? As the thought formed, her mind, her heart rejected
it.
It had come for her.
It felt as if all she had hoped for, all she had longed for
throughout the long dreary years, had coalesced into this single
moment of utter certainty. This ship was hers.
She felt no fear, no relief. Just a sense of something ﬁnally feeling
right for the ﬁrst time in her life. With her shoulders back, she
stalked up to the ship as a ramp lowered to meet her. Something
stirred in the depths, a soft clicking, then two eyes, yellow circles
surrounding dark orbs, appeared out of the black depths.
Its height and position made her suspect it was not humanoid—
which the Consortium claimed was not possible, but she had never
believed them anyway.
For a moment she hesitated, but one did not reject a gift, just
because it might contain a two-edged sword. Or nonhuman aliens.
She jumped up on the ramp. Her boots thumped as she walked
forward, and she heard a soft click of claws against metal as the eyes
retreated, then the whir as the hatch closed her in…
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She’s a scientist in the wrong galaxy. He’s an
alien in the wrong century. Can their love
reset a terrifying future?
Dr. Rachel Grant knows her way
around tech, Earth or Alien—but the
strange device she encounters in an alien
medical lab stumps even her brilliant mind.
With a little help from her parrot sidekick,
she manages to push the right buttons and
transport them to an uncharted planet…
one with a recently defrosted alien hottie.
Valyr didn’t plan on warming up the bright-eyed scientist… not
after she pried centuries of cryosleep from his cold ﬁngers. But
waking up in the wrong century is nothing compared to the deter‐
mined robots targeting his outpost and still-frozen team. And their
situation only gets worse when he discovers the web of destruction
trailing in the robots’ wake. With their backs against the wall, Valyr
is blown away by Rachel’s determined courage in the face of impos‐
sible odds… but they’ll need more than a chemical reaction to
survive what is headed their way.
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Lost Valyr is the seventh standalone book in the explosive Project
Enterprise sci-ﬁ romance series. If you like heart-pounding chem‐
istry, ragtag bands of misﬁts, and action-packed space battles, then
you’ll love Pauline Baird Jones’ rollicking romance.
Buy Lost Valyr to defrost a fast-paced interstellar love story
today!

The ﬁrst answer to the question of why I wrote Lost Valyr is because
I told my readers I would write another book. When I rebooted my
Project Enterprise series, I tried to look further out than this seat-ofthe-pants writer usually does.
How I usually write a book:
1. Think to myself, I should write a book.
2. Ask me, what should this book be about?
3. Ideas swirl around and either a vague plot or a character
emerges from the murk.
4. I try not to make eye contact with idea or character because I
don’t want it or them to dive back into the murk.
5. I coax it out and start to tease out the story.
6. It goes both well and badly.
7. After a time, the outlines of the story form and I write it down
quickly so it won’t fade away.
8. I get excited and can’t write fast enough. Now the characters
are with me (mostly). We work together.
9. We have a rough draft!
10. I celebrate, followed almost immediately by doubts. Lol
So what was different this time?
1. I should write a series.
2. Ask me, what should this series be about?
3. Ideas swirl around and either a vague plot or a character
emerges from the murk.
4. I try not to make eye contact with the series idea because I
don’t want it to dive back into the murk.
At this point in this wildly different process, I divert back into
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my single book process, but with the basic idea for the series (which
I still know little about) in mind.
5. My head wants to explode.
6. Yeah, still wants to explode, but—I coax the characters out of
hiding and start to tease out the story.
6. It goes both well and badly.
7. After a time, the outlines of this book form and I write it
down quickly so it won’t fade away. Still not sure about the series.
8. I get excited and can’t write fast enough. Now the characters
are with me (mostly). We work together. Except on the wider series
idea.
9. We have a rough draft! Of the book, not the series.
10. I celebrate, followed almost immediately by doubts. Because
the series is still hanging out there taunting me.
So I’m pretty excited that I wrote a book, using my usual
process, but one that also highlights a bit more about the wider story
that is still swirling out there in the mist.
I know people who have multiple books completely plotted out
and I wish I were one of them. The reason I’m not, when I write a
detailed plot, my brain/Muse gets bored and won’t re-engage with
the story.
Every book I’ve written has begun with a fragment of an idea or
bit of character. Some even started from a fragment of a dream.
And somehow they end up as whole books. I’ve learned to trust my
process even when it leaves me hanging over a dark and deep abyss
for way too long.
It’s how I roll—over and over down a hill and then I slam into
walls and trees.
So…I kind of lost the plot. Lol Oh yeah, why did I write Lost
Valyr? Because my Muse made me do it.
What others have said about Lost Valyr:
“If you’re looking for top-shelf science ﬁction with plenty of
action and romance, pick up Lost Valyr today. Highly recommend!”
N.N. Light
“Ms. Jones’ delightful brand of quirky humor enhances the
overall reading experience. Read Lost Valyr. You will not be bored.
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However, you may be in danger of losing sleep.” Goodreads
Reviewer
“The best of sciﬁ romance!” Whiskey with my Book“Fast moving
with a female lead that ﬁnds her strength despite self doubt…If you
love a good romance with tons of action and a good dose of science
theory to get your head around these books are for you. Lot of
laughs too.” Amazon Reviewer
Buy Lost Valyr to defrost a fast-paced interstellar love story today!

1ST CHAPTER - LOST VALYR

Dr. Rachel Grant, carrying her breakfast tray towards a cluster of
stone tables and benches, paused to look around. It had been
raining the past few days, but the sun was back—even if it was
shining from the “wrong” direction. She’d been here a couple of
months now, but sometimes the alienness, the subtle dissonance still
caught her off guard. She lifted her attention to the ghostly green
shadow that was the planet of Kikk and off to its right the blue rim
of the Kikk’s other moon, both looming too close for comfort.
Ahead of her, the appearance of this moon was something like a
venerable Ivy college. Stone buildings, tall trees, grassy spaces cut by
patterned walkways.
By mid-day, it would be modestly teeming with Project Enter‐
prise personnel, but this early she was particularly aware of the
silence. For whatever reason, this technology protected island on
Kikk’s second moon had no birds or other wildlife. There were
insects, but they tended to be nocturnal, and when they were active,
their hum was slightly off-pitch.
And if she looked too close at the green things, she could see
they were “wrong” as well. Earth had so much variety, it had been
something of a shock to realize that such other variation was possible.
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The colors, the shape of trunk and leaves and petals, the exotic
scent of the green things drifting lazily on the breeze, all were
constant reminders she walked in alien space. It was a bit ironic that
the Doolittle or the Patton felt more like home than being dirt side
here.
Rachel knew that humans had a great capacity to adjust, that she
was adapting. She’d been here long enough to recognize the various
scents and sights, to know which were soil and plant and which came
from the trees reacting to the change in temperature after the chilly
night. The sun, she could admit, still bothered her. Or rather, the way it
entered the atmosphere. The refraction of its light, messed with her
head. As far as she knew, she was one of very few bothered by this, but
that might be because they lumped it all together into “this feels weird.”
It required a certain level of mental…toughness…to be here, to
stay here. Rachel was still not sure she had it, though leaving Earth
had not been as hard for her as it had been for some. While she
didn’t call it an escape, there had been a falling away, a sense of
leaving memories stored with the belongings she couldn’t bring
with her.
She gave a slight sigh, and a small shake, and resumed her
progress. Because, of course, memories couldn’t be left behind.
They did not sit easily on shelves and liked to appear in moments of
vulnerability to trip one up. So she stepped carefully between the
tables, then set her breakfast tray on the stone table. Before sitting,
she shifted the fruit and seed crackers onto a napkin for Sir Rupert.
She added the cup of water she’d ﬁlled for him, slipped off her
backpack, then took her seat on the bench next to him, the chill
from the stone penetrating her ofﬁcial Project Enterprise trousers.
The parrot ﬂuttered his wings, gave her a croaked “thank you,”
then hopped up onto the table top to attend to his food.
Rachel considered him for a few seconds pondering—not for the
ﬁrst time—the advantages of beaks and claws for eating, which
somehow always led to her wondering how she’d ended up working
with a sentient parrot or Psitticoid. He wasn’t from Earth. He just
looked like an Earth parrot except in the subtle ways that he didn’t.
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This was not what she’d signed up for.
Oh, she knew that traveling to a distant galaxy would involve
alien contact, or at least observations of other people having alien
contact. Her designated job description, however, was not about ﬁrst
or second contact, and she’d liked it that way. Life—and her IQ—
had left her conﬂicted in her interactions with others, something
she’d had to deal with on a journey through space on a large, but
tightly packed, ship. She felt she was dealing, and then—hands
down—the scariest person on Kikk had focused her killer gaze on
Rachel.
She’d seriously almost wet her pants. Worse, she had a feeling
that Doctor Clementyne knew it, knew Rachel’s reaction right down
to the increase in pulse rate. Her gaze had been a dispassionate drill
that left Rachel feeling as if Doc knew more about her than she did.
And now that she knew Doc better? Yeah, she probably did know
more about Rachel than Rachel did.
So, when someone like Doc asked her to take a parrot under her
wing—ironic word choice?—she’d just blinked and nodded. And
asked no questions. Not that there were a lot of people to ask about
the parrot. Most of the outpost’s occupants thought he was a pet
though Doc had called him a visiting dignitary and her brother
Robert had referred to him as an ambassador.
It was curious that both the Doc and the parrot believed that
Rachel’s efforts to locate cryo-research would, at some point,
overlap with what Sir Rupert needed. At the time, she’d nodded as
if she understood—since her throat had closed with fear from the
certainty that Doc could kill her with a look if she wanted to.
How hard, she’d thought, would it be to work with a parrot?
Well, that part turned out to not be hard at all. That a parrot
reminded her of her dad was strange, since her dad had been an
auto mechanic and not even slightly parrot-like. No, the hard part
for Rachel was the side effects of helping Sir Rupert. Somehow or
other, she’d found herself on the fringe of his circle of human
friends—a circle which included the very scary Doc. She had
mentally dubbed them the spooky love bunch because, in addition
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to being varying levels of scary, the couples in that bunch were so in
love it was like being in a Hallmark movie.
She might have some Hallmark movies in her personal items
and enjoyed watching them, but she did not want to be in one,
particularly as the dysfunctional friend character. As near as she
could tell, the only thing she had in common with any of them was
the parrot, which kind of made her eye twitch when she thought
about it. So she tried not to.
This morning, after a period of rain and clouds that had
rendered the outpost slightly less alien by draping it in murk, the sun
was back. However, most of the scary love bunch were not. Usually,
they beat her to breakfast if they were around. They weren’t the
only ones missing from the usual early morning breakfast bunch.
There had been some kind of alert earlier. She wasn’t supposed
to know about it, but she didn’t like surprises, so she’d set up her
own early warning system. Since she couldn’t get back to sleep,
she’d poked around the data as much as she dared, but the informa‐
tion lockdown was unusually tight.
Her foot nudged her backpack as she shifted on the hard seat.
She had things in her quarters, but she kept the important stuff in
her backpack, which was always with her. This was an outpost in
another galaxy that had come under attack at least once that she
knew about. She didn’t want to have to stop and think if things went
south—or its other galaxy directional equivalent.
She ﬁgured those of Sir Rupert’s spooky peeps who weren’t
involved in the alert analysis process would appear and she was
correct. It did surprise her to see Doc Clementyne in the food line
behind her sister-in-law, the steampunk inclined Emily. Watching
them now, it was a bit like a Disney princess hanging with the
Terminator, no that wasn’t right. Yeah, the Doc could totally be the
Terminator, but Emily wasn’t a ﬂuffy princess.
From her booted feet to the ragged jeans and leather corset, and
at the top, her multi-colored hair, she occupied her space with an
obliviousness that Rachel might have envied a little. It’s not that
Emily didn’t care about people. She did, but she didn’t care what
they thought of her. Today, thanks to a long white inventor’s coat,
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Emily looked like a mad scientist, the kind who helped the heroes,
not the bad guys.
Colonel Carey and his wife Olivia were among the missing. It
was possible the very romantic pair had “overslept,” but Carey was
the CAG—commander to the Doolittle’s air group. Rachel might not
know the details of the alert, but this was outer space. Most alerts
originated “out there.”
Rachel noted that Doc’s husband Helfron Giddioni was also
missing this morning, another clue that the alert was space-based.
He was the lead Gadi representative on the outpost, so of course, if
there were an ofﬁcial huddle happening, he’d be in it. The only
puzzle was why Doc wasn’t there, too, but—maybe she didn’t have
to be in the huddle to be in the know. She was that scary.
Sergeant Major Briggs, the dude in charge of all things ﬂying
craft related, was MIA and so was his signiﬁcant other, Madison.
Rachel had played an uncredited part—thank goodness since it had
pissed him off—in getting Briggs some downtime to recuperate from
an injury that had become infected. He’d cut the vacation short for
reasons she wasn’t told. She did wonder how Briggs had managed to
ﬁnd a date on a top-secret outpost in another galaxy while recuper‐
ating on a secluded beach on the other side of the island. And
somehow also got permission for Madison—and her parrot—to
stay.
Because that was the one thing Rachel knew without being told.
Madison and the parrot were a team. She’d spent a good part of her
life people watching, and even if this team was only half people, the
pair still gave off team vibes. It was interesting that it was Robert
Clementyne who had ofﬁcially sponsored Sir Rupert—or had
brought the pet here, depending on who you asked.
Rachel had a feeling that all of the spooky love bunch had
stories to tell and Rachel loved a good story, particularly one with a
romance, but if the stories were there in the outpost’s databases,
they were buried deeper than Rachel could go. And that was saying
something because Rachel knew how to make computers give up
their secrets.
The spooky love bunch was mystery-squared, and romance Pi-
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ed. Rachel couldn’t decide if it was kind of cute that they were all so
drippingly in love, or if it made her want to throw up. She might be
jealous of their happiness. Okay, not might. She was jealous, but she
could be grown up about it. Particularly around Doc who might be
able to read minds. At times, while trying to navigate the human
mineﬁeld that was the spooky love bunch, Rachel considered asking
them to reassign Sir Rupert, but how did one break up with a parrot
who was a favorite of some of the most dangerous people on the
outpost? So yeah, breaking up didn’t seem like it was a good option.
And she would miss him. There, she’d admitted it. And there
were beneﬁts from hanging with the parrot. The big one—and also
a weird one—he knew things about this outpost and the people
who’d lived here. It made them a good team since he needed her
opposable thumbs to manipulate the consoles. The beak and claws
did have their downside.
“Are you feeling well today, Dr. Frank?” Sir Rupert asked,
looking up from his breakfast.
It was…interesting…how piercing a bird’s gaze could be. “Nice
to see the sun after all the rain.”
Even if it was an alien sun. His beady gaze stayed ﬁxed on her
face.
“I’m ﬁne, thank you.” She was or would be when she was out of
reach of Doc’s killer gaze. They were alone for the moment, but out
of the corner of her eye, she could see Doc and Emily heading their
way. “How are you?”
She was the Queen of Deﬂection.
“I am well,” he said.
Was there a hint of amusement in his voice? It was hard to tell
with that croaking undertone.
“I have been considering what take we might try next,” he
went on.
They’d given up pretending that Rachel was lead on their
research after the ﬁrst week working together.
“There is a smaller, secondary transport access.”
Rachel straightened a bit. It was true they’d found a lot of infor‐
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mation, but not much that was related to Rachel’s primary interest
or, apparently, the bird. “Really?”
“I had…forgotten about it but remembered last night. It can be
accessed through a small ofﬁce, or security station, at the back of
the main level in the hospital facility’s main ﬂoor. Where you hold
the clinics in the afternoons.”
Rachel mentally scanned that area. There was a small ofﬁce
back there. She’d thought about using it for her ofﬁce but had
decided it was too accessible to other team members. She liked to be
out of sight and out of mind when she was working—except when
she took her turn at clinic, of course. Okay, even then, but it wasn’t
possible.
Rachel wanted to jump up and check it out right then, but it
looked too much like running as Doc and Emily came up to their
table. Because she felt like a deer in the headlights didn’t mean she
needed to act like it.
They set down their trays and sat on the bench opposite Rachel
and dug in while Rachel discreetly studied the new arrivals, wishing
she could ask. Most answers to questions were super classiﬁed. And
sometimes the questions were, too. Even asking where the ladies was
could get you in trouble if you asked it in the wrong place. She
caught Doc giving her the stink eye and considered making a trip to
the unclassiﬁed ladies right now.
As usual, it was Emily who broke the silence. “That’s a bold
move, Rach.”
She was also the only person in the universe who shortened
Rachel’s name or used her ﬁrst name.
Rachel thought about pretending she understood but had a
feeling it was too late for that. She’d already blinked twice. Dead
giveaway. “Excuse me?”
“Your shirt. You got a death wish?”
She grinned, and Rachel had to grin back.
“Who brings a red shirt to another galaxy?” Doc asked, her face
warming with real amusement.
Wow. It was almost worth the red shirt to see that.
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“Not my brightest moment,” Rachel admitted. So this was what
it felt like to be inside their circle.
“I wear red always,” Sir Rupert pointed out.
“And how is that working for you?” Doc asked, giving him an
“insider knowledge” look.
“I am not dead,” he said, waving a claw at her in a vaguely
minatory way.
Oddly, the discussion devolved into a whether one had to don a
red shirt to become a target. Rachel was still grinning when Sir
Rupert signaled he had had enough.
“Are you ready, Dr. Frank?”
“Yes, of course.” It was the ﬁrst time that wasn’t entirely true.
But she was always ready to help out the resident parrot dignitary,
which she hoped Doc noticed. And she was eager to check out that
secondary access. She gathered up the breakfast debris, loaded it on
the tray and handed it off, then collected her backpack and her bird.
Her parting words were less stiff than usual. Neither of them had
anything to say until they were crossing the square and isolated from
being overheard.
“They have detected a series of ghost contacts in Victor Quad‐
rant,” he said as if she’d asked.
“Really?” She mentally ﬂipped through the outpost star charts.
“That’s former Dusan territory, isn’t it?”
“So I have heard,” the parrot agreed.
It felt like that the location mattered, though she was not sure
why. Pirates of various types had started slipping in from that direc‐
tion since someone had realized the Dusan were gone and spread
the word.
“Ghost contacts?” She frowned. Would have been interesting to
see that. Too bad she was out of the loop.
“The contacts are more like echoes, shadows, making it difﬁcult
to identify. But there does seem to be a pattern to the sightings.”
Rachel skirted a small seating area in the square. “Like a
course?”
“It is the most likely scenario. A natural object would not change
course.”
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“No,” she agreed, “it wouldn’t.”
Sir Rupert shifted on her shoulder, his claws gently contracting
and retracting as he moved one direction, then back the other. His
feathers brushed her cheek. It would have been nice to be in the
inner circle on that. Rachel lapped up knowing things like a sponge.
But to get cleared to that level, she’d have had to admit a lot more
than she had about what she could do. She’d gotten in the habit of
hiding things after her parents died and now she didn’t know how to
get out of it.
Rachel was quiet until she reached the outpost’s ancient
aboveground transport system and palmed open the door. She
glanced at the parrot and found him looking back at the empty
square still drowsing in the early morning light. Later it would be
busier as scientists and soldiers moved around. This was her
favorite time. Quiet. Peaceful. No wondering. She hated that
awkward moment when a half hi and half smile died from lack of
attention.
Something about the parrot caught her attention. Perhaps it was
a stillness or an intentness to the tilt of his head. As if he saw some‐
thing she didn’t see in the pale light. She could still smell the
pungent tang of alien plants and dirt deepened by the recent
drenching. Even here, light years from home, there was post-storm
crispness that made her feel as if anything were possible. Perhaps
today…
The parrot’s head turned in her direction as if he felt her
watching him. Somewhat tentatively she arched her brows in the
question she felt she couldn’t ask.
“Do you believe in ghosts, Dr. Frank?” he said, rufﬂing his wings
a bit, then settling down.
Not the question she’d been expecting. As she stepped into the
opening, she took a look back before the doors shut off the square.
Were they talking ghosts in the scanners or woo-woo type
ghosts? She couldn’t decide, but it didn’t matter. “I,” she hesitated,
but she was a rotten liar, “I believe in what I can see.”
“As do I,” the parrot said.
That sounded like agreement, but it didn’t feel like agreement.
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She pressed a location on the interactive map on the wall and felt
her tummy lurch as they shifted location in a blink.

Xaddek blinked all eight of his eyes as they studied the human
shifting nervously in front of him. The smell of his fear and sweat
was potent. It was a pity not to eat him. Xaddek was hungry for
fresh meat, not the rations sitting on the desk in front of him.
Restraint was not easy for his species. But scientists of this human’s
qualiﬁcations were not easy to come by, in or out of the system. This
human did not know his value, Xaddek decided, hence the siren call
of fear teasing his spider senses.
Fear could be useful, but in this case, it might have prompted
precipitous action. The human had attempted to defrost one of the
artifacts with, apparently, uncertain success. Xaddek half frowned as
he recalled the Bosakli artifact that Trajan Bester had, so far, failed
to secure. Xaddek realized he still had hope that he would appear,
though nothing had been heard from them since they passed
through the Stimsa jump gate. There was information that the
Mycterian ﬂeet had passed through ahead of him, which could
explain his disappearance. There was no intel to explain why either
had chosen that jump gate. All Xaddek knew is that Bester had been
on the track of the artifact.
Why had this particular artifact not been frozen like the others?
Did this make that artifact more or less important? Without the arti‐
fact, how could he know? And how serious was the loss of this arti‐
fact? Were all the artifacts useless, too degraded to use? Had the
expense and risk been for nothing?
“So they are dead.” If the artifacts were useless, maybe he
would eat this human after all. What was the point of a scientist
with no work?
The man tugged nervously at the knotted string around his
neck. Necks were vulnerable places for humans, tasty spots. All of
Xaddek’s eyes lingered on the human’s neck.
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“No, not dead, precisely.” Now the human frowned. “This one
is…empty.”
“Empty?” At the present moment, it was his stomachs that were
empty.
“There is no indication of the right type of brain activity.”
That sounded like dead to Xaddek. “Then it’s dead.’
The scientist shook his head. “It breathes. Its heart beats. It feels
pain.” He hesitated. “There is minimal brain activity, enough to
keep it alive. It is like a vessel waiting to be ﬁlled.”
“Filled?” Xaddek used a front leg to scratch a spot above one of
its eyes. “With what? How?” Was that possible? There were always
those who claimed that it was possible to transfer personality and
knowledge to another vessel. He’d eaten them when they turned out
to be wrong. For the most part, wrong tasted the same as right, with
some variation based on species.
“There was technology integrated into the storage pod that
could have been meant for the transfer of…information…” His
voice trailed off.
“Or it is the technology that failed in this process.” Xaddek’s
tone could not change, but his minions always knew when he was
angry. Had this human botched the process?
The man paled. “Perhaps. Although, I can ﬁnd nothing
connected to the pod that appears to be large data storage. Every‐
thing I have been able to assess is wholly dedicated to sustaining
viability.” He eyed Xaddek uneasily as he proffered this information.
Xaddek felt impelled to accept this possibility, even though it
seemed more hope than reality. Whoever had created the pods
might have separated the contents from complete reanimation data
in case they fell into, well, the control of someone such as himself. It
annoyed, but this was not the human’s fault. Which did not make
him appear less tasty. His thoughts returned to one of Bester’s
reports, more speciﬁcally the one where he’d lost the artifact to
another ship. Was it possible that this ship had contained the neces‐
sary data? He’d assumed it was another such as himself, but it was
unlike anything he’d seen in all his travels through many years.
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“You believe an outside source is required?” Xaddek’s tone
lowered to a soft hiss. “Where do we ﬁnd this source?”
“Some of the technology had characteristics that have been
attributed to a race, or people or entity known as the Garrads, or
Garradians. No one really knows. But my sources believe they were
a highly technical race.” The human looked away and tugged at his
neck string again. “If they created the, um, artifacts, then they
might hold the key to reanimating them.”
Xaddek considered this. The names were not unfamiliar to him.
If this human had led with this information, he’d have looked less
tasty. He’d been following links to the Garrads or Garradians when
he’d stumbled upon the information about the artifacts and their
possible purpose. Xaddek did not entirely believe in the Garrads or
Garradians. The tech he’d collected was not pure. There’d been
traces of other tech sources that muddied provenance certainty. But
the reports persisted. And had increased in the last few years, the
rumors interesting, but so far just that: rumors. If the Garrads had
created his artifacts, well, that might be interesting.
“You are familiar with Garrad technology?”
The human cleared his throat. “I did some research for the
former Dusan—well, for them.” He gave a nervous smile. “On an
outpost reputed to be Garradian. Nothing came of it. The tech‐
nology was completely dead, but there are similarities.”
“Similarities?”
Now the man frowned, his fear fading as he considered the
question. “Similar, yes. Better.”
Better. Xaddek liked better. But the Dusan. No wonder this
specimen smelled off. The Dusan were a nasty bunch. Even he
wouldn’t eat one. There weren’t many places he wouldn’t go, and
that was one of them.
The human shifted nervously once more and rushed into
speech. “I ran into a trader who heard a story about the technology
being unlocked by some ancient key that had been discovered by the
Gadi.”
“The Gadi.” Xaddek allowed a slight question to enter his tone.
“There are stories, more than rumors,” the human insisted,
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though Xaddek was not able to look skeptical as he felt, “that the
Dusan have been defeated. That ships have ventured into that
region and returned.”
When a region had been torn by war for as long as this one,
there was not much left for a collector such as himself. Gadi.
Garradian. Was it possible they were linked somehow? Time
altered so many things, it was hard to know without…testing. If his
artifact was, indeed Garrad, then it should be possible to find trace
similarities between it and these Gadi. One would need one, of
course.
He’d collected a Dusan once. He believed he had a sample saved
since he hadn’t wished to consume it. If the Dusan and the Gadi
had occupied the same space, they might be connected, as well. It
was his experience that all human wars could be traced back to very
personal quarrels. They must have something in common to ﬁght so
bitterly for so long.
“Compare the samples of the artifact with my stored sample of
the Dusan.”
The human nodded, managing to look interested despite his
unease.
Was the war truly over? Rumors were so unreliable, particularly
rumors of ships coming and going.
Xaddek ﬂexed his front legs. “Do you remember the location of
the outpost where you conducted your research?”
For the ﬁrst time, the human looked conﬁdent. “I remember,
sir.”
“And my artifact? Will it expire without an infusion of data?”
He was still hungry, and fresh meat—even if it had been frozen—
was scarce on a space vessel.
The human’s brows arched. “I put it in a chemical coma. But it
won’t last forever outside the pod.”
“Refreezing is not an option?”
“I doubt very much it would survive that,” the human admitted,
wariness once more altering his posture.
“Well, if it begins to fade, contact me at once.” If the artifact
were Garrad, or somehow related to the mythical species, then it
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would make a rare meal. He did like sampling the rare. He waved a
claw at the human. “You may go.”
The human left with an attempt at a digniﬁed retreat, but he
could not hide his relief. Xaddek tapped his controls, searching for
Bester’s report on Bosakli, in particular, the scan data attached to
that report. He considered it and decided it was interesting and yes,
as unusual as he recalled. But, if it was a data repository, was it for
all the artifacts, or just the one that Bester had mislaid? There were
seven artifacts, according to his research. Could there be seven ships,
one for each? It was a stretch, but it would not hurt to get eyes out
looking for similar ships. And the newly opened Garrad space? If it
was open, was it possible this was the source of the artifacts?
If it were, he would need to know more than rumors if he were
to risk himself by going there. It might be worth repositioning the
ship. But, if ships were going in and returning, perhaps one of these
ships was known to him. He had his own way of ﬁnding out about
ships that were useful, or ships he wanted to possess. He turned to
his data, scrolling for any indication—what was that? The Najer? He
sighed at the name. It was the only ship whose crew he’d not want
to taste. He laughed at his mild joke. Robots. Clever, very clever
robots. The bounty on it, and its crew was the most ever offered. Of
course, one would have to trust the Quh'y to pay up and not turn
their reclaimed mercenaries on him. He had not seen or heard of
anyone who had seen the Najer lately.
What were they up to? He smiled as much as he could. He
scratched under one leg with another leg. It had been too long since
he talked with Savlf. Oh, Savlf. She smelled so tasty, but she was too
brilliant to eat. Though he might change his mind if Savlf had lost
the Najer.

Colonel Braedon Carey stood at the back of ops waiting for his
brieﬁng. It didn’t look like it was coming any time soon. Not the
geeks or the sensors fault. This was about the distances in space.
And so far their bogey, if there was a bogey, was keeping well away
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from Kikk and the outpost. At ﬁrst, everyone thought it was a
problem with the sensors, but there’d been a growing sense of
unease as the ghost track continued to appear at regular intervals. A
ship? It had to be, but how was it avoiding most of their scanning?
There were coverage gaps, the geeks admitted, causing Carey to
exchange a worried glance with the Old Man.
This outpost was the region closest—air quotes required here
because it wasn’t that close—to Earth and where the ﬁrst Project
Enterprise ship had arrived. And immediately got into a ﬁght with
the Dusan. While Carey was not a proponent of annihilation, the
Dusan had been a particularly nasty bunch who had sought the
complete destruction of the expedition and everyone in this galaxy.
No question this was a small galaxy, but that still added up to a lot
of humanoids. So no regrets there. Now that the Dusan had ceased
to be a threat, pirates had started to move into that region of space.
The remnants of Garradian technology, which the Dusan had been
unable to use, was a huge lure as war worries faded and old-timers
began to recall more and more of the old legends about the lost
people and their technology.
Since the outpost could shoot back and was guarded by two
Project Enterprise ships, Carey wasn’t too worried about that bogey.
The geeks were freaking out over how hard it was to track. He
couldn’t tell if they were for or against it—as in worried about it or
excited about it. Probably both, he decided. Geeks were both useful
and a little crazy, in his estimation.
While everyone assumed the Garradians were long gone, there
were…indications…that they might be gone, but not gone. With time
travel in the mix, it was not beyond the realm of possibility for one
or some of them to return and want their outpost back. Not that
he’d thought about it until Doc and Robert had brought it up after
Olivia asked them about the Garradians.
He would have liked to ponder Olivia because his wife was the
best thing that had ever happened to him, but he didn’t ponder
anything when he was on alert status and with a deployment loom‐
ing. His goal was always to get back to his wife.
The big screens updated with info as other outposts began to
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send scan data to the Kikk Outpost. The network of outposts was a
deﬁnite beneﬁt—even with the holes—but also a worry. Their expe‐
dition didn’t have the resources to occupy or even monitor all of
these remnants of Garradian power. The Gadi were slowly sending
resources to occupy and protect them, but they were all counting on
the fact that the outposts could only be activated by someone with
Key DNA. Which is what had prompted Olivia’s question.
And the next one: would they know if someone with the Key
DNA, which was not as rare as assumed, penetrated an outpost and
started using it?
No one knew the answer to that question because, as far as they
knew, no one had done it.
It was the as far as they knew that bothered Carey. Scientists like to
assert things and then qualify them in ways that could get you sent
back in time. As he’d learned. And even though he’d brought back a
wife, he was still a little bitter and distrustful. He never took
anything they said at face value anymore, that was for sure.
Waking up with a buzzard on your chest, in a remote desert, in
the 1940’s, did that to a guy.
He studied the locations involved, trying to stay ahead of the
updates, in case he got the order to deploy. His squadron had been
updated with Garradian technology, so their intercept wouldn’t take
as long as it would have before, but it would still take longer than
he’d have liked. He’d have waited to deploy his squadron until the
bogey was a possible threat to this outpost, but he wasn’t in charge.
Not that he wanted to be in charge. He wanted to be back on the
Outpost with his wife—
More data arrived.
An argument broke out. Was it or wasn’t it a ship? General
Halliwell stood in their midst, an island as the debate waged
around him.
“Let’s—” his voice cut through the babel, though he did not
raise his voice, “—assume it is a ship. Based on its present course,
can you predict where it is headed?”
That made them all pause, look at each other, then jump onto
their keyboards in an attempt to be ﬁrst. After they all had a
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projected course, they compared. Then the head geek cleared his
throat. “We think it will show up on our sensors again here, sir.”
A projected course popped up on the screen. It had been provi‐
sionally upgraded to an “unknown bogey.”
That was the trouble with bogeys. They were unknown for too
long. When knowing happened, shooting tended to follow quickly.
Would the Old Man send them in cloaked? It was his preference. In
his estimation, it was always better to be the one doing the surpris‐
ing, rather being the one surprised.
“How long?”
Another geek answered. Halliwell looked at the clock. He
glanced back at Carey. “Get your birds ready to deploy, Colonel.”
“Yes, sir.” Carey saluted and turned on his heel, tapping his
radio as he headed for the lift.

Buy Lost Valyr to defrost a fast-paced interstellar love story today!

MAESTRA RISING

She’s a gifted scientist. He’s a robot with a human mind.
Can they save a lost ship and ﬁnd love among the stars?

Nivi awakes from cryosleep plagued by guilt. The scientiﬁc genius
had hoped her people would avoid war if she went into cold sleep,
but she learns her sacriﬁce was in vain. And now a vicious enemy
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approaches a stranded Earth spaceship. Desperate to reactivate the
technology she needs for the rescue, Nivi enlists the help of an
attractive robot with a human consciousness and wisdom beyond his
years…
Moose survived slavery but never forgot the feeling of worthless‐
ness it forced upon him. After living in the body of a robot for years,
he sees an opportunity to help the brilliant Nivi if he becomes
human once again. In a new body with new dangers, he worries
that the genius scientist will never see him as more than the robot he
once was.
Outnumbered by a relentless foe, Nivi and Moose attempt to put
their desires on hold to ensure humanity’s survival.
With time running out, can they defeat the enemy and enjoy a
future ﬁlled with love?
Maestra Rising is the eighth novel in the epic Project Enterprise
sci-ﬁ romance series. If you like gripping adventures, captivating
characters, and emotional out-of-this-world encounters, then you’ll
love Pauline Baird Jones’ thrilling saga.
Buy Maestra Rising to take an interstellar adventure today! Read
on for the ﬁrst chapter!

Nivek Ardan paused at the threshold of the outpost’s control center
to gather her inner resources, to harden her resolve for the task
before her.
Interesting—or ironic—that Bangle, the sentient AI living in the
outpost’s systems, was piping out a song about falling to pieces. She
played the Earth music a lot, apparently. Bangle had a curious fond‐
ness for this music that Earth people called “rock” music. If one
were not paying attention, one did sometimes ﬁnd oneself rocking
from side to side while listening.
Other than her music choices, Bangle had been—could it be
called keeping her distance? There were access consoles in most of
the rooms in the outpost, and a time or two, since awakening from
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her cold sleep, Nivi felt…watched. But if she’d glanced at a console,
this was followed by a sense of abrupt withdrawal.
Nivi had not pressed the issue. There had been much to process
since Valyr had called her from her sleep. The fact that the AI
they’d created to help them manage the complicated complex of
outposts, and who had then become sentient during Nivi’s long
sleep, was a planet too far at the moment.
And Nivi was not interested in getting into a power struggle she
would most likely lose. Nivi was perhaps the only one—other than
Bangle—who knew how much power the now-sentient AI could
wield if she so chose.
If she could have, Nivi would have taken more time for recovery
and processing of this unexpected, but time was something they
sorely lacked. The ticking called her, more insistent in its demands
than the need for sustenance or rest. She almost swayed as her legs
indicated a desire to buckle. The wave of weariness hit and passed
through, leaving her somewhat surprised to still be standing.
This control center in this outpost had been the one most hers, but
it did not feel hers this planet day. Although to her mind and senses, it
had only been a few planet days since she’d entered cryostasis.
The wide hallway opened onto the center without doors or
barricades. There was a security station to the right of where she
stood. Consoles lined both sides, with a chair for each. In her mind,
she saw each manned by her people. This day, only two were active.
Valyr, friend and colleague from the past, sat in front of one of
them. His was the voice that had called her from sleep.
Your people need you.
On one side of Valyr was his AI robot, Siru. Despite her worry,
her mouth edged up in a smile at the sight of Siru. She’d been there
when it was “born.” The smile faded as her mind ruthlessly
replayed her helping Valyr to shut it down and secure it for the
future they had pretended to believe would come.
On Valyr’s other side, her chair pulled in close to his, Dr. Rachel
Grant leaned against Valyr’s arm as he pointed at something on the
screen. Though it was not clear who had wakened Valyr from his
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sleep, there was no doubt it was Rachel who had wakened his heart
to love. Even had he not confessed this to Nivi, she would have
known. The connection between them could be observed.
This new future was full of surprises.
Nivi might have felt more comfortable with their new relation‐
ship if she understood how Rachel had managed to access this, the
most locked down of their outposts. She’d reviewed the security
footage from here and the outpost the Earth Expedition now called
Kikk, where Rachel had transported into this one from. It almost
looked as if…the bird did it. But neither Rachel nor Sir Rupert were
talking.
In fact, Sir Rupert, the sentient parrot who’d been with Rachel,
also seemed to be avoiding her. Nivi sensed that Rachel would have
avoided her if she could have.
And then there was OxeroidR, cybernetic warrior, with his
constant companion Rocky, the Patagious, curled up on his shoulder.
He had been called Bull at ﬁrst, because his appearance had
reminded Sergeant Carolina City of a bull moose. This had not
brought Nivi much clarity since she had not seen a bull moose.
Somehow the Bull had been dropped and he’d become Moose. It
might have started with Rachel, who called them Moose and Squir‐
rel. This was, apparently, an Earth joke. Rachel’s explanation of the
joke had not helped, because one “had to be there” for that type of
humor.
Rocky the Patagious—squirrel according to the Earth expedition
—had been rescued along with many other creatures, from a band
of nasty pirates led by a nastier spider. According to Valyr, and
recordings from this outpost, it had been a combined military oper‐
ation between the Earth Expedition and the cybernetic warrior
crew of the Najer—OxeroidR’s ship. Supposedly, the cyber-warriors
had traveled to this system to rediscover their humanity.
By attacking this outpost.
The pirate’s computer viral attack had almost taken the Najer’s
captain down, but it been beaten off by Valyr and Rachel, with the
assistance of Bangle. The mission reports from the action did not
give her as much clarity as she’d have liked. As if Bangle could hear
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Nivi’s thoughts, the music changed to a song about falling. Was she
doomed to ﬁnd irony in all of Bangle’s song choices? Only once had
she made the mistake of asking for a song change. The music had
become louder and more insistent. And yes, more ironic. Lesson
learned.
As Nivi studied the cybernetic warrior, he gave no indication he
was aware of her presence. Still, she knew he knew she was there.
He could probably sense the approach of a bug on the other side of
the complex. He was a heavily armored and armed robot who was
also loaded with sophisticated sensors. The outside was dark gray
and the red glow of a line of opticals were visible beneath a sinister
hood. Did she genuinely believe they were all allies now? Because of
a battle waged and won as allies? And because Bangle said so?
For now, it seemed she must believe.
It was her job to be both pragmatic and cynical, but it did
appear that everyone wanted to get along. Of course, the competing
interests all needed something from the other. She’d been
summoned from her long sleep to make that happen. Wakened by
Valyr and by…
With some reluctance, she let her gaze move to the back wall
where it waited, the familiar device grown strange across the long,
cold time she’d slept, though she kept her lids lowered to postpone
the moment.
Your people need you.
This close to it, the ticking seemed almost gentle, but if she
moved away, it would amp up the signal. It was an omnipresent
reminder that the past could not be left behind. Today, she must
face it, must surrender to its insistence. She both wanted—and
feared—what it would tell her.
She took a long, slow breath and released her clenched ﬁngers.
Her heart thumped in her chest as if to echo the Urclock. With a
sigh, she lifted her lids.
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Captain Jackson “Coop” Cooper couldn’t pronounce the names of
the Phoenicopterian ships. Truth was, he couldn’t pronounce Phoeni‐
copterian either, but he had seen it written down. Okay, he could say
“ﬂamingo” but he didn’t want to. It didn’t sound right before or
after the word “soldier.” So they were the birds and this was the
Large—he would have used “big,” but he was pretty sure it was
trademarked in every galaxy—Bird Ship 2 because this was the
second one he’d been on, if he didn’t count the one that had
scooped them up after the battle at the array. He’d been a passenger
then and not a consultant. So he didn’t count that one.
He was on Large Bird Ship 2 in order to provide training and
technical support. That was the ofﬁcial line. The unofﬁcial one,
Pappy—Colonel Boyette of the Boyington—wanted him to assess the
birds’ capacity to ﬁght. He wasn’t sure how he was going to do that
without an actual ﬁght, but they’d been running some sims during
this transit to check on the section of the array that had been
breached by the storks, the Mycterians. They ﬁgured that’s where the
storks would strike again. Didn’t take a genius to know it was the
weak spot.
Coop had briefed Pappy on the battle at the array, but he hadn’t
watched the video from it. He didn’t need to. He’d lived it, almost
died in it, and now it played on an almost continuous loop inside his
head. Pappy had watched it because that’s what commanders of
men did. He’d never seen the old man come out of a brieﬁng that
pale.
They had two plans in process. Coop called the ﬁrst BCC1—Bat
Crap Crazy 1 because it was bat crap crazy. Even Arian didn’t
understand how her SOS would work. The birds were more opti‐
mistic. They’d started moving populations from the other planets in
the system onto their planet. And they had Arian working on
creating some weird version of the array for that planet using their
ships and other ships that had landed in the array the way way the
Boyington had. Her lizard Rhubreak was helping.
So yeah, bat crap crazy.
The backup plan was even worse. It involved ﬁghting their way
out of the array and past the storks, then hooﬁng it for home—for a
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hundred years or so. He called that one the Abandon All Hope
plan. Or Forget Making it Home for Christmas.
“We are approaching the array, sir,” the commander Bird
informed him from his captain bird seat.
Yeah, another unpronounceable name. At least the communica‐
tion band translated so they could talk to each other. He had a
feeling they had trouble with his name, too, because he or she called
him “Captain.” Coop rose from his consultant position and
approached the command deck where he could see better. What he
saw didn’t help him feel better.
“How long until they break through, Commander?” Coop
asked.
“They have already broken through, but the gaps are not large
enough yet,” someone on the Commander’s crew told him, then
translated for him the probable time before they’d have a large
enough gap.
“We need to slow them down,” Coop said.
“They are on the other side of the array,” the First Ofﬁcer Bird
objected.
“Yeah,” Coop agreed, “but they have made holes.” He consid‐
ered his idea, because he wasn’t thrilled with it, then continued
anyway, “Those holes are bi-directional, aren’t they?” It felt like
every bird on the bridge turned to look at him. “We could shoot out
through the holes?” He made it a question, because he was a consul‐
tant here and it would allow them to think through the problem.
Which would be the training part of assignment. Part of being good
at this was thinking through the problem, ﬁguring out how to solve
it faster so that you stayed alive and the other side didn’t.
“Some of the breaches are large enough for their smaller craft to
pass through.”
This possible objection came from a bird on tactical. Coop
waited a minute for more, but it seemed there wasn’t more.
“We’re just trying to slow them down,” Coop pointed out. He
didn’t want to get into a pitched battle yet either. This was like a
shakedown, only not a sim. He paced forward, pointing at the
screen. “We could drop out close to the array, here where there isn’t
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a breach. Deploy some bir—ships as fast as possible. Each ship
would make ﬁring passes, using the non-damaged parts as cover.
When we’ve caused confusion, we drop some mines and get the
heck out of there.” He got some looks. “We leave,” he amended,
“quickly.”

The Urclock waited, like it had that last day so long ago, only then it
had been entirely dark. The Tangram had gone silent, the Seven
scattered or gone to cold insensate asleep.
Now, three lights showed on the face of the Urclock, behind the
symbols indicating One, Three, and Seven. One and Seven were
steady yellow, but Three was ominous. Nivi’s gaze lingered on Three
because it pulsed yellow, then red.
An SOS, the people of the Earth Expedition had called it.
Save our souls.
Three, the Meta needed help. She was in peril.
Was it possible to reform, or at least partially rebuild the
Tangram, after so long? Could they save Meta and the Earth ship
that appeared to be in peril with her?
They’d been asking her that question since she woke.
It was time to ﬁnd out.
She straightened her shoulders and left the doorway. The sound
of her footsteps on stone alerted Valyr and Rachel to her presence.
“Nivi?” Valyr half rose from his place. “You should not be up
yet.”
Their gazes locked. Friends, but never lovers, still he read the
resolve in her gaze. And hesitated. Did he seek to block her? Had
his loyalty shifted to Rachel’s people? She felt his struggle, or
perhaps she knew it because it was in her as well. Did the ticking of
the Urclock grow more insistent?
Save our souls.
“It will be well,” she said, hoping to reassure them both. She was
the only one who could do this. It was the task of the One, the
Maestra.
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“Valyr?” Rachel rose from her seat now, her gaze tracking
between them.
Since the question had been directed at Valyr and not Nivi, she
resumed her progress toward the Urclock.
“Perhaps we should—” Rachel began.
Nivi stopped her words with a look and the rise of one brow, the
authority of the Maestra in her eyes.
“We should…” Nivi let the question trail off. It was the closest
Nivi wanted to come to challenging Rachel’s people’s control of the
outpost. She did not wish for the confrontation yet, not when she
was still weak. And she could not be stopped, not now when she’d
scraped together her will and courage.
Besides, was Rachel truly going to suggest that Nivi seek permis‐
sion to act in a place she’d helped create? In the place that Nivi had
led as its Maestra until that day when she’d been the last? When
she’d been so profoundly alone, the ache of it still caused her breath
to catch in her throat.
These people had stumbled into it and still did not know its full
capability, even with the help of Bangle. So far, there had not been a
power move on either side. Nivi sensed that the Expedition’s leaders
were not happy that Valyr had activated Nivi’s cryochamber without
their permission. If the expedition moved to claim control, which
side would Bangle take was a question neither side could answer
with conﬁdence. But this day, they would not tell her what she could
or could not do.
Something in Valyr’s gaze must have reassured Rachel. Her
shrug was slight, and she took a half step back in acquiescence, if
not outright permission.
Two parrots ﬂew in, one landing on Rachel’s console, the other
on the ground next to Nivi. Sir Rupert. So now he had decided to join
them with his companion, Obie. He appeared to study the Urclock
as he hopped closer, pacing himself to stay by Nivi’s side. He
paused, just before she was an arm’s length from the device. She
glanced down. He rufﬂed his feathers, glancing around as if he saw
something she could not. Then he looked up.
His beady gaze was somehow reassuring.
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With greater conﬁdence, she took the last step so that she stood
in the center of the Urclock’s circles. From a distance, the Urclock
looked plain, its stone ﬂat and without interest, except for its seven
intricate symbols. But this close, the stone showed color, or perhaps
it was only her eyes that saw the veins of power which ran through
the stone.
She traced a hand down the side outside the circle. It should
have felt cool, but it never did. As her ﬁngers passed over it, the lines
sparked with light that faded as her ﬁngers moved on. She placed
her palm on the stone and felt warmth seep into her skin.
The symbol that was One, that was hers, was just to the left of
her head. She let her left hand drop clear of the Urclock, and
touched her symbol with the tip of her right ﬁnger. There was a
pause while the Urclock decided if it recognized her. And then all
the symbols pulsed seven times. She took a steadying inhalation and
placed her palm in the center.
For some beats of her heart, nothing happened inside the circle,
though the lines outside glowed in a myriad of colors as energy
moved through the stone.
Would it answer after so long…?

It made sense for Coop to be squadron leader. He was the only one
who’d been in a dogﬁght and the only one who’d been in knife ﬁght
with the storks.
The commander bird had decreed—yes, that was how it trans‐
lated—that the action would include a ﬁghter wing, with a follow-on
squadron of mine droppers. At least, that’s what he thought they
said. There were some things the communication bracelet couldn’t
translate. He ﬁgured he’d got the gist. He studied the plan and
nodded. It was a good plan—in theory, as most plans were. Real life
liked to throw in surprises, and that’s where the training really
showed. Since his butt would be hanging out there with them, he
hoped their training would show.
He liked the bird ﬁghter craft. It was light and maneuvered like,
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well, a bird. It almost felt as if it found air currents in dead space. It
couldn’t be physics, but it felt like it had found a way to make
physics work for their ships in a way the Doolittle’s ﬁghter ships
couldn’t. He’d seen the storks ﬁght, and these bird ships could give
the storks a run for their money—if none of the not-tested-in-battle
pilots panicked. If he’d had time, he’d have paused to wonder what
a bunch of panicked birds in space would look like.
But he didn’t have time.
“You are cleared to launch.” The birds had a ﬂight control, too.
Cooper had already kicked his tires and lit his ﬁres, so he
launched ﬁrst. The other ships came out in a nice, clean line, then
formed neatly into the ﬁrst formation. It was hard to tell if the
storks’ sensors saw anything. The holes in the array would probably
allow them some “eyes” into the sanctuary, and those eyes would see
everything if they’d planted probes inside any of the breaches. His
ship was already scanning for anomalies, but the damage to the
array amped up the level of difﬁculty.
“Go, formation Juliet. I repeat, you have a go formation Juliet,”
Coop said into his comms and watched with satisfaction as the ships
began to spread out for their attack. The storks weren’t exactly
Romeo, but his formation was hoping to play coy for the operation.
As they closed on the array, the danger factor rose. The storks were
still ﬁring on it, something big and bad. He’d set up the attack to
aim for the smaller holes and a precision ﬁring run. The risk factor
was higher from the bigger holes and he had a bunch of rookies at
his back.
In some ways, his formation echoed the storks high-low combat
box, but theirs wasn’t that neat because they were aiming for holes
ﬁrst, with ﬁring coverage second. He’d tried to make sure each ship
had a wing—bird. He missed Tiger. He’d been his wingman since
they got their wings, but Pappy hadn’t wanted to risk anymore of his
people on this operation. They’d respectfully disagreed and were
respectfully smacked down.
Coop’s sort of wing-bird was more red than some of the others,
so that’s what Coop called him. Or her. He was not looking under
their tails to ﬁnd out.
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“Red, watch my six,” he said in his comm. He’d briefed them on
the signals and slang. He’d taken them through sims on the moves.
It was showtime. “And follow me in…”

Just as hope began to fade, the stone under her hand appeared to
catch the light, veins of many colors turning almost molten. Nivi felt
a shudder that was not inside her but not outside either. It occurred
in the other place, in time and space. Beads of light began to ﬂow
out of the symbols and out of the stone, traveling up her arm and
over her body.
Behind her, though it felt much farther away as Nivi moved into
another plain, Rachel made a distressed sound. All sound faded to a
distant murmur as the data stream, merged with the ticking to begin
its song. The sound reached out to the other Urclocks ﬁrst.
Inside the data stream, inside the song, the signal crossed space
and time, dead ends falling off in jagged red lines, like bleeding
wounds. Because of her connection, she knew when the consoles
behind her lit up, as data began to ﬂow from the Urclock. The data
stream, with a boost from a semi-active Urclock out there, jumped
deeper into the time stream.
It was both beautiful and terrifying, with so many colors and
textures, seams appearing and then fracturing in all directions. She
found a promising trail and followed it, images emerging and fading.
She longed to join the stream, to become one with it, sensing she’d
ﬁnd rest there…
“Nivi.” Valyr’s voice cut through the static.
She hesitated, then eased back, letting the Urclock do the work,
observing it, but less part of it than before. Fractures of red and
black, shapes formed into tangram patterns, then dissolved, severed
seams loomed up, but the stream pressed forward, searching…
It found the Urclock she sought, but the signal was weak, tenu‐
ous. She focused on mapping it, and for one brief moment felt her
mind touch that of Meta—
Now all the Urclocks called to her as if they’d missed her, missed
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what she let them do. Drawn to the song and the power, she leaned
into it.

The defeat had been a bitter one, but it had resulted in his
promotion to commander, and he still lived, so he could not regret it
as much as the others. Still, it was a stain he would pay for if they
returned without the beaks and bones of their enemies as proof of a
great victory. Better to die here, though the Mycterian commander
still had hope of a victory.
So he’d waited as his Technical Team worked to retrieve the
ground they’d lost. And his patience had been rewarded. Once
again their superior weapons had broken through the technological
net that had hidden the Phoenicopterians from them for so long. Only
holes for now, but some were large enough for some smaller ships to
pass through. He held the line though. Last time, the previous
commander’s impatience had cost him his life and cost this ﬂeet a
goodly number of ships, almost a third of their force.
He would not repeat that mistake. He would not send key ships
in to be ambushed. Scout ships he could risk, in case of more mines,
or new traps. For the rest, they would go in together, in battle
formation.
“Commander.”
The commander turned and regarded the Class One from
under his black bushy brows, his long beak pointing toward him. It
would have been an improperly rude gesture—from someone who
wasn’t commander. “Yes?”
“We are detecting activity through the breaches in the array.”
The commander lifted his beak and gave several soft clacks.
“They seek to trap us again,” he said.
“They will fail,” the Class One said.
It was improper, but the commander could only approve the
sentiment.
“Yes, they will,” the Commander agreed. And they would die,
but not quickly.
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“Nivi!” Valyr called out, his voice sharper this time.
For a moment she hovered on the brink, and then her cryostasisweakened body failed her. Her knees wobbled. She would have
fallen, but someone caught her. Her head lolled back as the Urclock
released her. She felt an iron bar under her legs, and her head rested
against metal…
She looked up through streams of data.
OxeroidR.
She wanted to protest when he began to carry her away from
the Urclock, but she was not one to waste words on lost causes.
He settled her on a chair and crouched in front of her, his metal
hands holding hers in a light clasp that helped to ground her,
though lights continued to ﬂicker on the insides of her eyelids. She
almost wished Valyr had not called her back. Wished she had lost
herself in the Urclock’s heart.
From the outpost’s sound system Bangle’s song blared about
something that hurt good. It was almost uncanny.
She looked down, where dark metal and pale ﬂesh met. The
craftsmanship of the robot’s hand was exquisite, particularly around
the joints. Contrary to what she’d expected, the metal was not cold
to touch. Curious, she stroked a ﬁnger across the back of his hand
and then looked up, where his opticals glowed red.
“Can you feel that?”
There was a pause, and the red glow might have ﬂickered
brieﬂy. She was not sure.
“I am unsure if I can feel it or if I recall the sensation from my
memory. My sensors tell me that I am being touched, but it is not
the same as feeling.”
Did his voice sound more human than it had before? His use of
the word sensation caused her to shift in her seat. It was an odd
choice for a creature devoid of sensation.
There was no body language to read in his preformed visage.
Both as a scientist and a woman, that was challenging. She knew
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that Valyr and Rachel watched them, felt their curiosity. And some
impatience from Rachel.
Nivi had questions, but they were stuck behind his name:
OxeroidR. It didn’t ﬂow off the tongue. More label than name.
Despite everything, she sensed his humanity. Or perhaps she just
thought she did because she’d been told it was there?
“Will you call me Moose?” he asked.
“I will. If—I am Nivi.”
“Nivi.” Was there satisfaction in a voice that was still ﬂat-edged?
“Moose.” She offered this, though it felt like an unclear bargain.
The tension in her from his presence eased.
He rose from his kneeling position, the action smooth, but less
menacing than before. She would have stood, too, but she would
have needed her hands to push up with—unlike Moose, who was
able to rise straight up from robotic knee joints.
Moose. She explored the sensation of his name inside her head. It
ﬂowed better than OxeroidR. And for some reason made him seem
more…human.
Valyr cleared his throat and Siru levitated up to her eye level.
Across the front of his occipital, a question ﬂowed: Are you well?
She straightened her back. “I am well enough, Siru.” She
touched the side of his occipital and shivered as memories of the
past pushed at the boundaries of her mind. Not now. This was not
the time for the past. Not with so much present to deal with.
She turned from Siru to Rachel, who stood on one side of
Moose, with Valyr on the other. Both had the same look in their
eyes. Concern and hope.
She swallowed, her throat powder-dry. As if he knew—or heard
the dryness perhaps?—Moose handed her a water vessel. She took a
long drink, then pressed the back of her hand against her mouth.
“Thank you.” Beyond them, the Urclock told the tale only Nivi
could have extracted, the reason she’d been wakened.
Three steady yellow lights. Her, Valyr and Meta.
One light now pulsing yellow, then red.
And three red lights. No ﬂashes. No pulsing. Just red.
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“Which do you wish to receive ﬁrst? The hopeful news or the
worrisome news?”
Rachel and Valyr looked at each other.
“Good,” Rachel said.
“Worrisome,” Valyr said at the same time.
“I can process both at the same time,” Moose told her.
She rubbed an aching temple. She should have stayed asleep.

Coop welcomed the rise in tension as they drew within ﬁring range
of the array breaches. It sharpened his focus and distractions faded.
It helped some that Arian wasn’t at risk for this action. He didn’t let
himself dwell on his wife. He couldn’t afford that distraction as his
targeting window began to tighten. His ﬁnger hovered on the trig‐
ger. His radar pinged when it found a target sitting on the other side
and locked on. He depressed his trigger and pink ﬁre tracked out
from his ship.
Yeah, pink death rays. Who didn’t love that?
Lots of pink rays tracked to—and through—the array, then his
squadron altered course in a graceful curve very like a ﬂock of
wheeling birds.
The storks returned ﬁre, catching one of the pretty bird ships—
possibly Juliet7—and sending it into a spin. A couple of their scout
ships punched through two of the larger holes. Coop knew what else
they’d start tossing around: depth charges that could take out their
systems.
“Avoidance pattern! All ships!” he shouted into the comm. “Juli‐
et7, what is your status?” Juliet7 didn’t respond. “Juliet8, what is Juli‐
et7’s status? Let’s divert—” he scanned his display— “Oscar3 to
Juliet7’s assistance.” It would reduce their mining operation, but it
had the equipment to latch on to the ship and tow it back to Large
Bird 2. One of the stork ships altered course toward Juliet7.
Coop changed course, too, but the stork ship would get there
ﬁrst. He scanned the display a second time. “Juliet5, can you turn
up the heat on that stork ship?”
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His eyes moved across his controls, keeping track of other
threats as he tried to reach the stricken ship.
“It has its tractor beam on me,” Juliet7 said.
More stork ships began to ease through the holes.
“Fall back!” Coop ordered. “All ships fall back!”
He kept angling toward Juliet7 but now the stork ship was with‐
drawing, pulling Juliet7 back toward the array.
“We are initiating a self-destruct,” Juliet7 said.
Coop’s ﬁngers tightened on the controls, but he didn’t blame
them. Hadn’t he once almost made the same choice for himself ? No
one wanted to get eaten alive.
His line of surviving ships fought their way back, while Large
Bird Ship 2 provided cover ﬁre. At least none of the storks’ big ships
could get through yet. But they were coming.
“You have a message from the Boyington, Captain,” a bird said
over his ear comm.
The ﬂash of light that was Juliet7 reached his display just before
he reached the loading bay. When he was down, he popped the
hatch, throwing off his ﬂight gear as soon as he hit the deck. He ran
to a panel and keyed in.
“Show me the message,” he said, through gritted teeth. Behind
him the bird pilots were scrambling out of their ships. He knew
they’d been sobered by this ﬁrst blooding. He’d never forget his ﬁrst
time.
The screen ﬂickered, then he saw the room, the Urclock room
on the birds’ main planet: Arian. He said her name, but she didn’t
respond. It was a video, he realized. Arian was standing so that
Coop could see the Urclock. The third symbol—her symbol—still
blinked red, then yellow. She’d seemed more hopeful when the
seventh symbol lit up, but then there’d been nothing. No response to
their SOS. She was with Hoteimai, the only bird Coop could recog‐
nize, and that was because of its uniform.
Between them the Urclock suddenly pulsed, light coming from
all the symbols. He wasn’t sure, but it almost looked like light came
from the surface, too. And then it was over.
But the symbols had changed, he realized. Arian’s symbol was
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now red, but another of the symbols blinked red, then yellow. One
and seven were also solid yellow and the rest were unblinking red.
“What does it mean?” Coop muttered.
“The Tangram cannot form.” Hoteimai’s tone was ﬂat, almost
resigned, as if it had expected this.
“The Maestra will not stop trying,” Arian said, but her gaze was
wide and worried.
Coop wanted to reach through the screen and give her the hug
he knew she needed. The hug he needed, too.
The video was replaced with Pappy’s grim visage. “So?”
“So, we won’t be home for Christmas, sir,” Coop said. “But
Easter for sure.”

V’ruwak stood in front of the wide window overlooking
Q’uloumore, his hands clasped behind his back, his stooped reﬂec‐
tion a dark shadow against the muted light outside. T’gan did not
need to see the full view from where he stood waiting. As he’d ﬂown
in, he’d seen the Qu’y city covered the planet, a blanket of metal
stabbing up into the heavy clouds that always huddled over the
planet. Ships of many shapes and sizes moved in and out of view,
accompanied by the planetary cybernetic security force’s ships.
V’ruwak—actually his company—had provided the stock, the
robotic units for those ships. It had been the sole provider until the
loss of the Najer and its crew.
T’gan felt a bead of sweat track down one side of his face, but
he did not dare lift a hand to swipe it away. On either side of him,
and two more on opposite sides of the room, were V’ruwak’s cyber‐
netic bodyguards. Motionless. Deadly. Unable to be anything but be
loyal to V’ruwak.
Any movement could trigger action from one of the robots. He
brought news, possibly good news, he reminded himself. At least
information that V’ruwak had long waited to hear.
V’ruwak turned abruptly to face T’gan. His thin lips almost
disappeared when he tightened them some more. He had a long,
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sallow face, heavy lids half hiding dark, brooding eyes and brows
that bristled like slashes of angry thurails in a high forehead
becoming increasingly bare by the retreat of hair almost the same
color as his skin. He was tall, with shoulders that could have been
broad if not for their slump.
Almost T’gan wished V’ruwak had not turned, that he had not
come to this place. Nothing here was worth the reward. No reward
was worth staring into the cold, dead gaze. A quick look at the body‐
guards killed the impulse to ﬂee.
“You have news.” The voice was as icy and dead as his eyes.
T’gan almost nodded. “News, yes…” Not wholly confirmed,
but it did not seem wise to admit this now. The bodyguards had
not moved, but he sensed a heightened readiness from all four of
them.
“The Garradian galaxy.” He’d meant to hold out, to bargain,
but the words spilled out of him in a rush. He no longer cared if he
got paid, as long as he lived to leave this room.
The slow gaze disappeared as the heavy lids lowered, then lifted.
Was there a light in them? It was hard to tell, but the thin lips
turned up brieﬂy.
“You will ﬁnd them.”
He opened his mouth to protest and closed it again. One did not
turn down requests from V’ruwak. Not if one wanted to live. And
he very much wanted to live.
“Yes.” He released the single word, even as he planned his
disappearance…
“I will send a team and two ships to assist you,” V’ruwak said.
A team? He focused on this part, instead of the despair as his
escape route closed…
“They will travel on your ship to protect and aid you in your
mission.” As if T’gan had protested, he continued. “They will have
the specialized equipment you will require to secure the rogue
units.”
T’gan remained silent. What guarantee did he have that robots
loyal to V’ruwak would allow him to survive no matter the
outcome?
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“We will provide upgrades for your ship that you will be allowed
to keep—if your mission is successful.”
It wasn’t the hard coin he’d hoped for, but any upgrades from
V’ruwak might be worth more than coin. And if he meant to kill
him, why would he provide these upgrades? If he succeeded,
V’ruwak would owe him—his thoughts halted. No one had
prevailed against the rogue robots or the Najer.
“You will prevail,” the cold voice said as if he could pull T’gan
back from death for punishment.
He could almost believed that V’ruwak could.
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SAMPLE - STEAM TIME

Texas 1892
Ani called him stranger inside her head, because he sure wasn’t
a “Joe.” To his face she didn’t call him anything cause she couldn’t
call him what he wasn’t. Hadn’t said much of anything to him, not
since he’d ridden over the rise three days ago and Pa invited him to
ride along with them. He was headed to Marfa, too, though that
was all he’d shared about himself of a personal nature. He didn’t
talk much, which suited Pa, since he talked enough for all of them
and a few more besides.
Wary for reasons she hadn’t ﬁgured out yet, she’d watched him
through her lashes, mostly at night around the campﬁre, though her
gaze might accidentally stray his direction now and again in
daylight. She took care not to meet that hard-as-a-drill gaze, since
she was supposed to be a boy and she didn’t feel like one when she
looked at him. And if he looked too close, he’d know she wasn’t that
young. Good thing she took after her blessed Ma, who had looked
young until the day she went to her reward.
Ani’d exchanged skirts for pants when they took to the road
selling the elixir from the rear of the wagon. Like her Pa, their
wagon walked a ﬁne line between serious and spectacle, as did his
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English accent. He claimed to be gentry, a younger son who’d
eloped with the under housemaid and been shipped off to the
colonies to remove the stain of his disgrace from the family name.
Sometimes she believed it was true. She could talk gentry like him
when the situation called for it, which it didn’t that much. Mostly
she looked peaked and moaned so her Pa could heal her. Her gaze
skittered the stranger’s way again. Not sure she could do either in
front of him.
A lot of men had passed by—or even stopped to buy—since that
day they took to the road, but none as interesting as the stranger. Big
and likely looking, with a huge helping of tough in him, he had a
cool gaze that saw things, though he was also a gentleman—or as
much a one as her Pa. She saw it in the way her Pa reacted to him,
how much it pleased Pa when the stranger called him “Dr. Everly”
with just enough respect so as not to be obvious, heard it in the way
he spoke, too.
Pa didn’t seem to see the danger that lurked below the stranger’s
surface though he should. Danger clung like his clothes, ﬁt him as
well as they did, mingled with his scent that the night breeze sent
her way every now and again. And lurking behind the danger she
sensed a deep well of sad.
Unlike her Pa, Ani saw it all. One of them had to. Not everyone
liked ﬁnding out you couldn’t buy a miracle for a dollar. That’s why
they’d had to avoid the Paisano settlement this year. No, what
surprised her was how it felt to see those things in him. Made her
feel all strange and sad, too, made her want to do something about
it, despite the danger. Didn’t think the stranger would let her do
anything for him though and a good thing that was. Wanting to do
something about a man had caught her Ma in the tangle of Pa’s life.
Ma had loved him to the end, but she saw him clear and told Ani to
see him clear, too.
“Illusions are for magic shows,” she’d said more than once, “not
for living.”
Pa, well, he preferred illusions and more than a few delusions.
Heaven knew his amazing elixir was mostly both. The stranger? If
he’d ever had illusions, she had a feeling he’d lost them long ago.
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So Ani kept her head bent over her book, though she peered
through her lashes, trying to see the stranger clear, to see past the
odd stirring in her chest at the sight of the long limbs stretched
toward the ﬁre and the broad shoulders settled against the wagon
wheel. Tried not to note that the shadows on his face weren’t all
from the need to shave or the low hanging moon. He looked
relaxed, well, as much as he could when he looked like he could
whip his weight in wildcats.
“Jules Verne?”
It took her a few seconds—and her Pa clearing his throat—to
realize the question was for her. She lifted her lashes, taking as long
as she could before she had to meet his gaze. Felt a bit of a jolt when
she did, a strange mix of cold and hot shivering through her. She
nodded her answer, cause her voice caught in her throat and she
wasn’t sure it would come out low enough for the boy she was
supposed to be. Another cough from her Pa got her to hold the book
out for the stranger’s inspection. He took it, keeping her gaze
captive during the exchange, his hand brushing hers long enough to
send another round of shivers through her. A relief when the gaze
shifted from her to the book, though not enough to unclog her
throat.
“The Steam House. Interesting choice.”
What did he mean by that? It was sure the right choice for the
boy she was supposed to be. Lucky she liked everything Verne
wrote, wanted to write something like it, but with a grifﬁn. Pa
thought it made her look more like a boy to have a book in hand,
boosted her peakedness, too.
The gaze lifted, slow like, and grabbed hers again. Made her
want to run, though she couldn’t say if it was away or—he couldn’t
know, could he? The high desert night was chilly, but Ani felt heat
storm her cheeks and was glad for the darkness that hid most of the
blush. Boys didn’t blush, did they? Truth was, she didn’t know as
much as she should about boys or girls. When they hit a town she
had to go into her act. Even after the healing, folks tended to keep
their distance, just in case.
Beyond the stranger, the ﬁrst ghost light appeared, down toward
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the Chinati’s. Didn’t take it long to split into two, then into four.
Showing some color this year. Felt the stranger’s gaze pulling at her
own, so she pointed at them to distract him, or maybe she needed it.
The way he looked at her, made her feel odd, kind of discontented
with how things were, how they had to be. How they’d always be?
Sad mingled with discontented at that thought.
By the time he looked, there were twelve in the sky. The
stranger’s brows arched just a bit. “The Marfa lights. So that’s what
they look like.”
Almost seemed he spoke to himself, but Pa grabbed the opening
anyway, did some expounding on the differences they’d observed
their last three years in the area, on how they didn’t always show up
in the same place. Her Pa did like spectacle, and so, it seemed, did
the ghost lights, as they began to scoot around. They didn’t always,
and this was her ﬁrst time to see color, though the locals had told
them it could happen.
The stranger rose, moved away from the ﬁre, taking her book
with him. Ani bit her lip, ﬁghting the urge to go get it, when she
knew she should keep her distance from the stranger. I want to ﬁnish
the chapter is what she told herself when she scrambled to her feet,
ﬁghting—for the ﬁrst time in a long time—to keep the girl from her
walk as she eased in beside him.
Be a good thing when they reached Marfa and parted company.
A good thing, she repeated, not sure why she felt the need.
This was the ﬁrst time she’d stood this close, could compare his
height with hers. Didn’t know why the ways they were different felt
kinda right, kinda nice even. He was a border rufﬁan and dangerous
to boot. But she’d lived safe for so long, it felt like life had passed her
by. Been put on the shelf before she had a chance to be off it—
“Have you ever followed them to their source?” The stranger
shifted to look at Pa, the movement putting a bit more distance
between them, though Ani caught a glancing blow as his gaze
passed her on its way to Pa’s.
Pa rose and came to stand next to her. “Some have tried.”
Ani heard the change in his voice, half amused at the notion of
chasing lights, half tinged with a bit of longing to try it.
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“As a man of science, I would, of course, be able to unravel the
mystery, if I didn’t have responsibilities to those unfortunate sick
who need the healing that I bring to this blighted region.”
Translation: he was tired, the night was cold, and the ﬁre helped a mite to
ease the ache in his bones from the wagon’s jolting.
Pa moved further from the circle of light cast by their ﬁre, as if
the ghost lights drew him. Before she could stop it, Ani sent a huffed
look the stranger’s way. If they started chasing the ghost lights,
they’d most likely come in at the little end of the horn this winter.
Though, she half glanced at the lights, they did kind of seem to
beckon. Almost teasing-like.
“I think I might just take a ride that way,” the stranger said,
though it sounded like he was talking to himself again.
She felt a pain in her chest at the thought of him leaving. And a
good thing, she reminded herself, rubbing the pain spot.
His gaze slanted her way, catching her at it. “Want to ride
along?”
Shock, longing, and a desire to hide widened her eyes and
muted her voice again.
“Boy would like that.” Pa’s words didn’t help her speaking
problem any. “You wouldn’t mind a little adventure on this ﬁne
night, would you? See the elephant, so to speak?”
He wanted her to go with the stranger? Then she ﬁgured it out.
Didn’t want the stranger ﬁnding out anything Pa couldn’t. If they
discovered something, he could take credit later. She half sighed as
that odd feeling welled up in her chest again. She had seen the
elephant more than she liked with Pa, but—and this was the odd
part—seeing it seemed a mite appealing with the stranger at her
side. Or maybe she was just weary with being safe. Be better if the
elephant turned out to be a grifﬁn though.

Grab your copy of Project Enterprise: The Short Stories!

PROJECT ENTERPRISE BUNDLES

Read the ﬁrst two Big A** books! The ﬁrst bundle includes The Key
and Girl Gone Nova.
Then grab the second bundle, which includes Tangled in Time,
Steamrolled, Kicking Ashe, and The Project Enterprise Short Stories.
And if you like big bundles, have I got one for you. ALL the
original Project Enterprise together! Get The Key, Girl Gone Nova,
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Tangled in Time, Steamrolled, Kicking Ashe, and The Short Stories in one
MEGA Bundle!

AN UNEASY FUTURE

An Excerpt from The Unauthorized Guide to Louisiana’s Raised
Cities (circa 2061)
A short history
The original, dirt side city of La Nouvelle-Orléans (now known
as New Orleans Old or NOO) was settled by the French in 1718.
An early chronicler called it “a place of a hundred wretched hovels
in a malarious wet thicket of willows and dwarf palmettos, infested
by serpents and alligators.” He forgot to mention the mosquitoes but
did hit most of the basics.

In 1721, a hurricane knocked most of those structures down. In
fact, the history of New Orleans is one of ﬁre and water. Fires twice
ravaged the Quarter in the late eighteenth century, and in the
twenty-ﬁrst century, the city was ravaged ﬁrst by Katrina and then,
ﬁfty years later, by Category 5 Hurricane Chen.
In an effort to save what was left of New Orleans, the city was
raised using alien technology acquired from the Garradians (see
They Really Are Here or Yes, Roswell was Real). In an ironic twist, the
raising of the city returned New Orleans Old to the wet thicket,
once more infested by serpents, alligators, and bugs.
While the raised city retains much of the character of the origi‐
nal, instead of pothole-riddled streets, transit through the city is
smoother, well, except for some streets in the Quarter, where the
legend says the ghosts of potholes rose with the city—legends vigor‐
ously denied by city leaders who can offer no explanation for the
strange and persistent bumpiness of some transit lanes. For this
reason, it is recommended that visitors to the city use skimmer
restraints when riding in any craft with open windows.
Foot trafﬁc is possible in many parts of the city, but pedestrians
are warned to stay inside the safety rails as gravity does remain in
effect if one steps or falls off the anti-grav platforms. If one wishes
to visit the old city, we recommend signing up for a tour (as long as
immunizations and wills are up-to-date).
Most popular attractions
The French Quarter remains one of the most popular tourist
destinations in New Orleans New (or NON). It can be enjoyed on
foot or in one of the holographic horse-drawn carriages, where visi‐
tors can still listen to New Orleans jazz and sample traditional New
Orleans fare. (Note: The stone tile and cobblestone roads are holo‐
graphic, so the old habit of trying to remove them as souvenirs is no
longer possible.)
The Garden District is, for the most part, still privately
owned, but tourists can either take the air-trolley or hire a pediskimmer and look at the past over holographic stones walls. There
are some mansions opened for touring, but yeah, mostly all you can

do is look. Magazine Street is still famous for its antique stores and
always the food.
Lake Pontchartrain was not raised, of course, but to preserve the
special character of the lakefront, there are special transit zones for
crossing this airspace and designated airspace is preserved for air board
sports, just as if the lake were still there. If you wish to experience the
real lake, local guides are advised, as are current immunizations, current
health insurance policy, and an up-to-date will. Local tour guides also
require next-of-kin information and payment in full prior to departure.
Mississippi River Boat Tours still “paddle” the place where
the river would be if the city were dirt-side. They pass under holo‐
graphic representations of the bridges that used to span the river,
including the famous (or infamous) Huey Long Bridge, which no
one really misses, but old-timers pretend they do.
The Mayor and City Council would like to thank you
for visiting New Orleans New.
(Even though we don’t endorse this guide, we support all citizens
right to free speech [if they donate to our campaigns “voluntarily”])
We hope you enjoyed your visit to our city, [assuming you
survived and your next-of-kin didn’t ﬁnd this among your belong‐
ings and are reading it in an attempt to understand what
happened.]
We like to feel that we’ve managed to blend the best of the old,
with enough of the new so we don’t fall out of the sky. The city is
maintained in place by the use of [“new-to-us” refurbished,] antigrav platforms ﬁtted with anti-collision boosters, paid for with local
tax dollars and Federal grants, and maintained by the Anti-Grav
Board and the Anti-Collision Board, [who receive ridiculously
inﬂated salaries] while doing their job to make sure that all of us
stay safe into the foreseeable future (usual disclaimers apply).
You’ll ﬁnd the names and faces of your city council and current
mayor [plastered every place we could ﬁnd]. Don’t forget we’re
there for all NON citizens, [except when we aren’t because someone
with more money needs our attention.]
What hasn’t changed, what will never change, is the food, the

music, and a people who are easy in a Big Easy that can often be
Uneasy even in the Future.
Le bon temps roule!
** Items between [ ] are the opinions of the author and not
those of the Mayor and City Council.

CORE PUNCH

A kiss may be all they have life expectancy for.
When an intergalactic cop exchange
program serves up an alien partner for
NONPD Detective Violet Baker, she can’t
help wishing the handsome alien would be a
little less Joe Friday about keeping the plea‐
sure out of their business. Yeah, he’s kind of
purple and she can’t pronounce his name to
save her life, but he’s almost the only guy in
the New Orleans New police department
that she’s not related to.
Dzholh “Joe” Ban!drn has come a long way hunting the evil that
has inﬁltrated Vi’s ﬂoating city. When he meets his charming part‐
ner, he discovers another reason to stamp out evil. If only he wasn’t
keeping so many secrets from her…
When an epic hurricane heads their way, they are sent dirt side
to New Orleans Old (NOO) on a rescue mission. But murder and
sabotage strands them in the heart of the raging storm.
As they ﬁght for their lives, Joe realizes that the evil he’s hunting
is actually hunting them….
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Dive into a stormy adventure with Core Punch!

Core Punch came about when two interests collided inside my head.
I’d ﬁnished my Project Enterprise series and had been working on my
romantic suspense Big Uneasy series. So my brain was cruising
through the mystery zone, but doing a bit of gazing longingly at the
stars. It liked the high adventure of space opera.
I will freely admit that the idea of creating a whole new alien
world was overwhelming for where I was in my real life. My blog
theme is that Life Happens. And it has been happening a lot the
past year.
But my brain wanted to soar. Then a friend mentioned that noir
science ﬁction romance would be fun.
Only I’m not very noir.
But still, the idea of mixing some mystery into my science ﬁction
romance caught my attention. What if I could…mash together my
longings and my research?
What if.
Those two words are the “Big Bang” for an author, the starting
point of the creation process.
What if I took a little bit from Project Enterprise and a little some‐
thing from The Big Uneasy and created something…something…
something like—An Uneasy Future?

I can’t tell you how much fun it was brainstorming with my son
(and space battle specialist turned storm a** kicking specialist) about
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what New Orleans would be like in the future. One thing we both
agreed on. Future New Orleans would be as charmingly dysfunc‐
tional as present-day New Orleans. Once I’d turned the familiar
into the unfamiliar-familiar, I turned my attention to my characters.
It was a no-brainer to tap into my law-abiding Bakers for my
heroine, Vi. But my alien Joe, well, he has secrets—lots of secrets—
so his history will unfold as the series develops.
One of the biggest challenges a writer faces is where to begin—
and in whose head. I struggled and wrestled with Core Punch until I
realized that the story wasn’t meant to start with Vi. To introduce
the unfamiliar-familiar, future New Orleans to my readers, I needed
to start with the alien who wasn’t familiar with any of it.
Once I moved into his head, the story just ﬂowed out. Score!
If you’re familiar with my books, you know that they tend to be
long. Sometimes really long. So you might notice that Core Punch is
not that long. It might be called somewhat short, depending on what
you’re used to reading. I did that by choice. I wanted it to feel a bit
episodic, like a mystery television show.
And yes, there will be more, much more. I’m having way too
much fun thinking of up ways to make Vi and Joe’s lives difﬁcult.
It’s very cathartic when Life Happens. Which it does. A lot.
What others are saying about Core Punch:
"I enjoyed the partnership between Joe and Vi. Pauline Baird
Jones does a great job with dialogue. I particularly liked Joe’s POV.”
Smart Girls Love SciFi
"The characters are also well developed and the romance is
awesome. I have to give kudos to Pauline Jones for writing a science
ﬁction novel that I actually enjoyed.” A Girl and her Kindle
"Readers of science ﬁction are sure to enjoy this intriguing
adventure between a human and an alien, both determined to make
their world safe.” Long and Short Romance Reviews
“Suspenseful, tense, eyebrow raising action.” Amazon Reviewer
“…action-packed, funny and smart…” Amazon Reviewer
“…intriguing adventure between a human and an alien…”
Amazon Reviewer
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“You will enjoy this great summer read!” Amazon Reviewer
“…a science ﬁction novel that I actually enjoyed.” Amazon
Reviewer
Dive into a stormy adventure with Core Punch!

1ST CHAPTER - CORE PUNCH

His partner liked to call it the Big Uneasy and Dzholh—Joe—
Ban!drn decided Violet Baker had a point. New Orleans was more
often uneasy than it was easy. Joe studied said city while his partner,
at the controls of the police skimmer, adjusted their course so they’d
skim beneath, and avoid tangling with, the water umbilical. In his
travels, he had seen ﬂoating cities on other planets. Cities that spun,
orbited, and hid when threatened. Prettier cities. Why did this one
feel special in its unease?
That they’d managed to raise so much of the old city, grafting
on much that was new without a loss of its larger-than-life personal‐
ity, was a feat he’d have deemed not worth the effort if he hadn’t
seen it, if he hadn’t lived in it these past six months. Was it famil‐
iarity that made the old city seem valuable or was it the incoming
hurricane?
Wu Tamika Felipe was—according to the news vids—the biggest
storm to close in on the city since Chen, the storm that had almost
wiped the original city off the map some ﬁfty Earth years ago. Chen
had been the catalyst to save what was left by raising it. Ofﬁcially,
dirt side was called New Orleans Old or NOO and the new city was
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New Orleans New or NON. To the locals, it was still the Big Easy or
Nawlins.
Joe could understand why any city that endured severe ﬂooding
had been lifted up and out of the danger zones once the technology
became available from his people. Most Garradians preferred a dirt
side landfall, particularly after a prolonged time in space, so he
found it puzzling that most of the major US cities and many
European ones had followed suit. Even some of the smaller concen‐
trations of population had opted for raising or had moved up into
the lifted cities in the years that followed.
I believe it was a combination of something called the Green Movement and
a fear of overcrowding and overwhelming the food sources, his nanite, Lurch,
commented inside his head.
You believe? It was unlike the venerable nanite to be less than
certain.
There is a lack of factual data. A problem that occurs when scientists
consider their science settled.
Lurch had existed long enough to observe much science come
unsettled. It was possible that this storm might unsettle the notion
that ﬂoating cities were preferable to dirt side living. WTF would be
the ﬁrst trial-by-hurricane for the technology and, most particularly,
for the ancient parts of the ﬂoating city. Not that the dirt side
remains of the old city would fare well during the incoming storm.
The storm surge would be, according to the experts, unprecedented.
Lurch snorted, the action registering as mild gastric distress for
Joe. He could not blame the nanite for the snort. Unprecedented had
experienced much usage in the news vids since the storm hit cate‐
gory ﬁve status. One might conclude that there had never been a
category ﬁve storm, i.e., without precedent. Only most broadcasts
had been detailing with considerable relish all the previous category
ﬁve storms. Including the destructive force of Cat 5 Chen.
Apparently there are those who do not know the meaning of unprecedented.
It was a valid conclusion based on available evidence. Though
the lack of understanding was not endemic. Those who did under‐
stand the meaning of unprecedented had made efforts to educate
vidcasters through all means available to them. The public mockery
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had not changed anything that he had observed. Perhaps it was like
trying to turn a meteor? Velocity, once achieved, being hard to
redirect?
Perhaps you can create an equation for it after the storm?
The mental nudge was deserved, Joe acknowledged, though he
doubted the storm’s passing would provide much quiet reﬂection, if
the pre-storm brieﬁngs taking place around the city were any indica‐
tion. Those in charge of managing the city were optimistic in their
public statements. But private brieﬁngs showed awareness of the
incoming ass kicking—Baker’s succinct summing up following
several hours of brieﬁngs. His partner-in-crime-solving had no difﬁ‐
culty being direct.
Detective Baker has expanded your vocabulary.
Joe felt the nanite’s approval of said expansion. Joe did not point
out that his vocabulary was more than adequate or that it had
already been expanded to include millions of alien languages when
the nanite moved into his head. One did not tell a nanite what it
already knew.
But you weren’t using any of my additions.
At least Lurch did not call them upgrades.
Joe had learned much from the homicide detective in the past
six months, an education that extended beyond expletives, he would
have noted if it did not already know this, too. Baker was an excel‐
lent law enforcer and a good detective. And unlike many of the
Earthlings he encountered, she also smelled quite good. This was
desirable since he often shared the conﬁnes of a skimmer with her.
And bad since he often shared the conﬁnes of a skimmer with her.
Her pleasing scent could be a bit distracting. Also in the distracting
column was her habit of tonal humming and rhythmic shifting,
something she called “seat dancing” to music only she could hear,
which she’d been doing while Joe reﬂected.
“I hope this doesn’t take too long,” the detective in question, or
rather in reﬂection, muttered, breaking off her humming and danc‐
ing. She handled the aging skimmer conﬁdently as they curved into
the shadow cast by the hovering city.
Joe murmured agreement even though agreement was contextu‐
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ally obvious. Of course they needed to expedite their transit. They’d
dropped down from NON in the relative calm between two feeder
bands. Neither of them had any desire to be dirt side when the next
feeder band arrived, or if the stalled hurricane decided to start
moving again. He had learned during his six months in this place
that Baker’s people mistook silent agreement for inattention. Hence
the silence-ﬁlling murmur.
Despite the imperatives of time and storm, he looked forward to
dirt beneath his feet again, though green side might be a more appro‐
priate description. Other than the ribbon of the river cutting
through, there was only green to be seen in every direction. If green
had been the goal of the Green Movement, they could legitimately
claim success. Almost one could believe the area looked like it had
when the ﬁrst explorers arrived. Except amidst the green—and
coated in it—were the remnants of the long abandoned city. The
occasional chunk of moss and vine covered formerly high-rising
overpasses popping up here, and over there one could pick out an
irregular course of abandoned streetlights wrapped in the green
vines that had moved in when men went up. Between the old lights,
grasses pushed against chunks of broken asphalt. Lines of trees
wound through the landscape, possibly marking old transit lanes
and remnants of parks, because naturally the trees couldn’t be
raised. In the “preserved” section, there were a few actual buildings
visible, though preservation didn’t include de-vining them, Joe
noted. The only places where efforts had been made to contain outof-control nature were the ancient cemeteries, which was somewhat
ironic, now that he considered it. They were small, isolated squares
and irregular rectangles dotting the tangle that was NOO.
Little cities of the dead, the locals call them.
The crypts did have the look of buildings, the impression
increasing as the skimmer dropped down just shy of the tops of the
trees edging what had once been St. Charles. Did he see the glint of
the tracks from the streetcar line? Or did his mind conjure it
because he knew they must be there? Did the shadow of the ﬂoating
city trace patterns onto the ground, or highlight things already
there? It still perplexed him that the raised city had been patterned
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as much as possible on the original. The upper city even followed
the curves of the river below, though there was no visible purpose in
preserving the old boundary. Now there were more transit bridges
crossing the “river” than had been present back then, because one
did not have to build or pay for them, but not nearly as much as
there legitimately could have been over the essentially empty space.
To the north of the city, a faux Lake Pontchartrain remained a
recreational zone for pleasure skimmers and gliders. Like the river,
transit bridges were limited and controlled. “River trafﬁc” was also
restricted to approved vessels, such as those transporting goods and
materials and passenger ferries.
They did not wish their city to change.
Joe could understand the resistance to change. The desire to
keep things as they were. The willingness to do what one must to
save that which mattered the most. But this desire to preserve might
be coming back to haunt them now with the storm coming. The
newer buildings should weather the storm adequately, or so the city
leaders hoped, but there was an undercurrent of concern about Cat
5 wind impact on the old structures. Much was made in the news
vids about the longevity of these structures, but lifting had subjected
them to stresses unforeseen by the people who constructed them.
“Okay, let’s ﬁre up the sensors and make sure our dirt-siders are
where they were. And pray the idiot thing works today.”
Joe attempted activation—though minus the prayer. The habit
of praying over technology puzzled him. His people had their gods,
but they were, as far as he knew, indifferent to technology working
or not working. He did as requested, his gaze glancing off Vi—
Baker. Joe had permission to call her Vi both inside and outside his
head—the NONPD was as informal and random as the city they
protected—and he did so when formality would draw more atten‐
tion than it deﬂected. But inside his own head he tried to keep it
impersonal and professional. With less than stellar results. Even a
glimpse of her proﬁle ignited a duality of responses. A queer delight
at the sight of her and surprise at that delight. Perhaps it was her
lack of perfection that intrigued him? His people had engineered
pretty faces into near ordinariness. Vi’s—the name slipped through
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his guard—people had begun genetic engineering some time back,
but he did not think her parents had availed themselves of the
service. Her imperfections were a delight in a sea of the bland
perfect. Her height fell somewhat below the standard considered
optimal, and the variations of her female form fell into the slight
range. That she was not “well endowed” seemed to cause her
annoyance on occasion, but Joe found her shape pleasing. Her voice
was clear and agreeable, with just a touch of a husky undertone
when she hummed or sang or was tired. The nose tipped up a bit
and one side of her upper lip was a tiny bit crooked. He decided it
added to the dangerous charm of her smile.
Her most unusual feature was her eyes. They were violet, like
her name, and intense, intelligent. They were also uncomfortably
piercing. He’d seen hardened criminals shift in discomfort from the
full force of her gaze. At times such as this—he tried to think of a
proper description—but it was difﬁcult. She was as unique as her
city. If one looked in her eyes in an attempt to parse, one lost the,
um, plot. Her gaze was a weapon of mass distraction.
He’d seen even hardened criminals become dazed, confess to
crimes, or propose marriage. This amused him less than it did Vi—
Baker. One criminal, a member of an organized crime family, had
had the effrontery to ask her out to dinner during an interrogation
session last month.
She’d looked amused. “Brave of you, Afoniki.”
She did have many relatives within the ranks of the NONPD.
“Is that a yes?” Afoniki had persisted.
Vi had laughed. “You have a death wish, bubba.”
Vi called everyone bubba.
Except you.
Lurch was correct. Sometimes he wondered why. At their ﬁrst
meeting, he’d introduced himself and held out his hand in the
approved Earth manner, well in control of faculties and body
temperature until he caught the full force of her gaze. Vi—Baker he
reminded himself ﬁrmly—had blinked. Twice. His heart had stut‐
tered once, then again when her hand slid into his like it belonged
there. It seemed like her lips tried to form his name. And then…
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“Nice to meet you, Joe,” she’d said instead, with a cheeky grin
that disrupted his heart rhythm once more.
The name Joe had stuck like glue. So had the heart arrhythmia.
But only when he was around Vi—Baker.
Vi—Baker gave the sensor what she liked to call a love tap—it
was not a tap he’d have linked to love, though he would not have
been averse—he clamped down on the thought. The screen ﬂick‐
ered once, then again, and ﬁnally began to boot up. There were
better, more reliable systems widely available, thanks to their trade
agreements with Joe’s people, but the NONPD seemed to live in a
permanent state of ﬁnancial crisis.
“Why are there—” a slight pause while he edited out Earthlings
and replaced it with, “—citizens lingering on the surface when they
must have been made aware of the danger some days ago?” He’d
seen vids of transports evacuating humans from the surface over the
last several days, when WTF’s storm track had indicated an inten‐
tion to not only place the city on the wet side, but perhaps send the
eye in for a visit.
“There are a lot of reasons why people cling to dirt,” she said,
giving the sensor another love tap, one that made the screen
flicker again, but it did begin scanning the surface. “According to
my Paw Paw, it goes back to the Voodoo Queen, Marie Laveau.
She’s supposed to protect the city. The fact that she hasn’t always
come through…well, we can forgive and forget. And we believe it
won’t happen until it does because we are the city that care
forgot.”
She ﬂashed him a quick grin. Joe fought his way through the
force of her smile. Finally managed to produce a question. “And the
other reasons?”
“There are fears that if they leave they won’t be allowed back.”
Joe frowned. “But there are many dirt side industries.”
“Oh, the farmers and ﬁshermen aren’t worried about getting
back, but the Corps quit doing much maintenance on the old levees,
maybe thirty years ago? So the river is creeping in, changing course,
taking back land.” She frowned, the expression as intriguing as her
grin. “The thing is, some people don’t actually work down there.
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They live there because it’s who they are, that’s how it’s always been
and always will be.”
“It will not always be if they die down there,” Joe pointed out,
though it felt both obvious and unnecessary. And how did they live
if they didn’t work?
They live off the land.
“Logic doesn’t always trump emotion. Or tradition.” Her lips
pursed a bit wryly.
He wondered why the wry.
She’s a Baker, Lurch pointed out, with its own version of wry. It
felt much like an internal itch between his shoulders.
Joe considered this, adding up the many—make that very many
—Bakers who served in the NONPD, including their Captain.
Do you think she did not wish to be a police ofﬁcer?
The idea interested him. He had not planned on this law
enforcement side trip. But he could not be sorry. His gaze drifted
toward her once more. Her shoulders began to twitch. Not quite
seat dancing, but heading that way. Since they were in the skimmer,
he knew she was listening to music through her gear. Though that
was ofﬁcially discouraged, it wasn’t outright banned because this
was NON. One might as well ban crawﬁsh or beignets.
Or letting the good times roll…
Her dance stopped when the scan ﬁnished. “Looks like we got
four dirt-siders to collect—wait—what the—”
“It is a cold spot.” Joe mentally echoed her surprise.
“Cold spot?” She gave a tiny shake. “Not possible. The heat’s
been building in for days ahead of the storm. It’s so freaking humid,
I almost bought diving gear on my way to work today.”
Vi—Baker had made this threat many times since summer
arrived. She also claimed he’d grow gills if he stayed long enough.
Almost he believed her.
“Malfunction?” She gave him a hopeful look.
Joe considered this and shook his head. If all the spots had
rendered cold—but they hadn’t. “Unlikely.”
She muttered something that could have been a curse. “Can you
get me co-ords? We’ll have to check it out.”
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“Should we not perform our primary mission ﬁrst?”
“Our cold spot is in the old city. If the feeder bands keep
dumping water like they have been, it’s more likely to be under
water before we can get back. It ﬁlls up fast in a normal rain, now
that no one is pumping the water out. And we’re assuming our dirtsiders will cooperate with their rescue.”
It made sense to secure the body, if it was a body, that lacked the
ability to be uncooperative. “Should I report our course change?”
He asked because he was supposed to, not because he believed she’d
agree.
“That will take longer than checking it out.”
Vi often stated that forgiveness was easier to receive than
permission. She was most skilled at getting forgiven.
She adjusted course and speed, then eased the skimmer lower.
The fact that Resources Management hadn’t upgraded their regular
craft to a more adept emergency transport told him all he needed to
know about the priority of this assignment. Or the risk assessment.
Vi had seemed annoyed about it, but had shrugged it off pretty fast.
With so many relatives in positions of authority, I suspect the detective has
learned to be pragmatic about her assignments, Lurch noted.
The venerable nanite often hovered between wry and prag‐
matic, and this thought was no exception. It was, perhaps, a func‐
tion of living longer than human memory, not to mention its
dependence on humans for survival.
We all depend on something for survival.
“Let’s buzz the spot ﬁrst,” she said, “maybe we won’t have to
stop.”
Joe attempted to activate their lower vid recorder, but it did not
cooperate, even with the application of multiple love taps. Vi
muttered something unﬂattering about its progenitors.
“Side vids are working,” he said.
“Okay, I’m going to make a low pass with a high bank angle and
see if can get something on those side vids for you to look at.”
It was a move with some risk. The big storm was pushing a
strong wind ahead of it. The trees were dense in the area, and the
wind created turbulence over the trees. He saw a break and realized
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it was one of the little cities of the dead. Their cold spot must be in
or near it. There was less plant congestion around it, which might
help.
“Let’s see if this piece of excrement has anything left,” she
muttered, adjusting her bank angle. “Let me know if you see it on
the vid. I’m only going to try this once.”
He watched the vid as they ﬂashed past. He stopped the record‐
ing, zoomed in on the object.
“Well?”
“It is a body,” he said reluctantly. It could not be alive and be
that cold, so the conclusion was acceptable, despite lack of conﬁr‐
mation. “Inside the cemetery enclosure.”
“Dead in a dead space. Someone has a sense of humor.” Vi
keyed in a query on possible landing sites, while the skimmer made
a wide, slow turn to bring them back over the area. “Looks like we
don’t have a good place to land inside. It’s against regs anyway. Only
unrestricted access through the walls is on this side here.” She
tapped the screen. “Like furthest from frosty that we can get. Great.
I’ll go for that lawn in front of our gate. At least I hope that’s a lawn
and not a ship sucking swamp.”
She ﬁnished her turn, reducing altitude as she brought the
skimmer down as gently as was possible with an aging, inatmosphere craft descending through a turbulent atmosphere.
Which was to say, a most bumpy ride, concluding abruptly when a
down draft thumped them against the spongy ground.
“Sorry about that,” she ﬂashed him a wry grin, then looked out
the front viewer. “Let’s hope it didn’t shake loose something that
we’ll need later.”
It was a legitimate concern. The craft seemed to shed function‐
ality almost daily.
She pulled up weather data and studied it. “WTF is still stalled.
That’s odd. I don’t remember Nash predicting the storm to stall this
long.”
Nash Roberts V was a weathercaster with a cult-like following
that Joe found inexplicable. He had not been around long enough to
verify Roberts’ accuracy, but the locals swore he could do more with
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something called a whiteboard and a marker than all the fancy tech
currently available. Joe didn’t comment on her comment because
he’d learned one didn’t. You could mess with many things in NON,
but you didn’t mess with Nash.
“A stall is good for us. We should be able to what we gotta well
before things get dicey here.”
Joe opened the hatch and looked out. The lawn—was that the
correct word for the narrow expanse of dense grasses severely
outnumbered by weeds?—was very wet. He lowered one booted
foot, hoping it would eventually ﬁnd solid ground down there. His
foot sank to the ankle before it did.
This used to be a street or you might have sunk up to your armpits.
He brought his other foot down. When it also encountered
support, he stood. From this vantage, he noted water ﬂowing slug‐
gishly through the weeds and grass. According to their weather data,
it was too early for the storm surge. Had the rainfall caused this? It
was difﬁcult for him to process that much water falling from the sky.
On the other hand, NOO was a steadily subsiding bowl, and as Vi
had noted, no one tried to drain it anymore. As uncomfortable as
their emergency gear was in the dense heat, he was glad for it. The
ﬂooding had most likely displaced the predatory animals that existed
down here, though some were amphibious in nature, so perhaps
they were emboldened more than displaced.
I believe poisonous snakes can swim, Lurch conﬁrmed with specious
innocence. And the ﬁre ant problem has exploded since humans moved up.
But wouldn’t the water disperse the ants?
They form into balls to survive. It paused. You do not want to accidentally
penetrate one. Even your suit will not provide adequate protection.
Joe look uneasily around, wondering if the nanite was playing
with him. Would his Glock 3000 stun them or anger them?
Vi had also clambered out. She tested the ground with her
boots. “There’s a kind of drop-off here. Watch your step. And for
ﬁre ant balls. You do not want to set them loose in the water while
we’re in it.”
Joe felt a glow of virtue from the nanite. Why did it always have
to be right?
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She scowled at the chest-high wall of the cemetery. “Looks like
that’s our access point over there.” She pointed at a breech in the
wall. Moving with care, she headed for the rear of the skimmer and
pounded the hatch control with her ﬁst. It opened with its
customary reluctance.
“Sure hope the body bag has recharged.”
Like the rest of the skimmer, the charging mechanism had an
uncertain functionality. He helped her extract the bag and then
secured their CSI kit. Vi—he realized he’d forgotten to keep it
formal, but gave it up because it was too hot—locked it down and
input the cords into the body bag’s guidance system. He tossed the
CSI kit on top, then she sent it on ahead of them.
“Hope it makes it,” she said, philosophically, watching it rise
over the wall, then cut across the top of the crypts. “Can you
imagine what a pain it must have been to carry bodies out of, or
into, places like this?”
He made a noncommittal sound. He did not have to imagine.
He knew. “I hope we do not ﬁnd out.”
“No kidding.” She bounced on her toes a bit, looking around
with a dubious expression. “Who on earth would want to live on
dirt? It’s so dirty.”
“Not all dirt is so moisture laden,” he pointed out, amused. The
upper city was not what he would deem clean, though its clock was
about to cleaned—yet another Vi phrase that he found to be
obscurely apt.
“I suppose not.” She turned back to the hatch and extracted two
dark bags with loose straps attached to them. He arched an
inquiring brow. “Our 72’r kits,” she said, showing him how to slide
the straps over his shoulders so that it rested uncomfortably on his
back.
“What is a 72’r kit?”
“No clue,” she said, “but we have to carry them when we are
not in ofﬁcial transport and are at emergency status. Regs.”
Regs was the end to any and all arguments, he’d learned. It
trumped understanding and logic.
According to historical records, Lurch told him, it contains emergency
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supplies designed to sustain a single human for seventy-two hours. It also has
additional emergency materials. I can provide a list of what is supposed to be
contained in them….
Unnecessary. Joe tried shifting it to a less uncomfortable position.
And failed.
“Has anyone opened one?” Joe asked. “Looked inside?”
“Not in my memory.”
Since she was well into her 20s, possibly closing on her 30s, this
was a bit disturbing. How sustainable would the supplies actually
be? On the positive side, if they hadn’t been opened or used in her
memory, they were unlikely to require them.
Vi made a disgusted sound, tugged at the neck of her emer‐
gency rig. “Could it get any hotter?”
The ﬁrst time she’d asked this he’d attempted to answer it. Now
he knew better. Though in his experience so far, the answer was
always yes.
“If Captain Uncle thinks this is going to freak me out, he can
think again.”
“You suspect this is what you call a prank?”
“With my relatives, I always assume it’s a possibility.” She
checked her portable unit, gave it a love tap. “We’d better get
moving or our body bag will crapeau out without us.”
Getting moving, they quickly learned, was easier said than
accomplished. A couple of feet from the skimmer, the hard surface
ended. Each step was a journey down into knee high water, then a
tug-of-war with the sucking mud created by that water to extract
their boots. Even the heavy grasses did not assist their progress as
much as they should have. Their bulky storm gear added to their
navigation difﬁculties, though he was not ungrateful for the protec‐
tion it afforded as Lurch indicated plant forms that stung and others
that caused painful itching and skin disruptions. He conceded that
Vi had a point. Dirt side, while attractive, was unappealing as a
place to live. Amazing that humans had endured it as long as
they had.
Ahead of them, the cemetery looked even more like a miniature
city. Stone walls made a sort of beachhead against a sea of glis‐
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tening green. When the gate was reached, they found more hard
surface beneath the grass, though it was not even in its disposition,
lending itself to the additional concern of face-planting.
Old sidewalks, I would postulate. Even when they were widely used, they
were somewhat inconsistent to navigate.
Inconsistent?
The city tended to sink in an uneven manner. It was built on a swamp and
continues to sink even now.
Oh. What was it about this spot that had attracted their attention
in the ﬁrst instance?
The river. The water was their transit.
This dead city, in its way, was as interesting as the ﬂoating one.
The cemetery had once been surrounded by something somewhat
similar to the city above, so it would have had pedestrian paths,
these uneven sidewalks.
“Are there vids of when the city was here?” he asked, surprised
to realize he’d voiced the question aloud.
“Yeah” She half frowned. “My Paw Paw likes watching old vids,
prefers something called spaghetti westerns, but he also likes seeing
the city how it used to be, too. I can ask him for a list, if you’d like.”
“I would like,” he said, surprised that he meant it. It would have
made this trip more interesting if he could imagine how it had been,
had been able to “see” that old city here as they moved around.
Once through the narrow gate, the height of the grass dimin‐
ished some, Joe noticed, and the ratio of grass to weeds modiﬁed to
a ratio better for the grasses.
“The Catholic Church tries to maintain the cemeteries,” Vi said,
as if he’d asked. “They still own them, you know. Looks like they
mow the grass every now and again.”
Lurch could have provided much information on the NOO
cemeteries, but it did not seem necessary to the circumstances, and
Joe found info dumps distracting when not need-to-know. In any
case, Vi provide more than sufﬁcient distraction. He noticed she
looked from right to left as she walked along the narrow row
between the crypts, her walk lacking its usual determined grace,
though that was the fault of the mud and heavy boots. He would
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not have minded the distraction she provided if she did not also
boost the heat factor. He tugged at the neck of his gear. The intense
humidity compounded his discomfort, and their gear provided no
way for natural cooling to occur.
“Do you seek something…” The cold spot had to be some
distance off.
“We have some family history here, or I think it was here. Just
wondered if I’d see the crypt, but the carvings are so faded, there’s
no way to tell. If I’d known I was coming here, I’d have downloaded
a map.” She paused and looked back at him.
“The crypt?” Joe asked.
“Oh, this ancestor of ours wasn’t buried here.”
Joe blinked. “So the crypt is where this ancestor wasn’t buried?”
“Yeah.”
He considered asking for additional clariﬁcation, but his last
attempt had not gone well. There were many things, he’d learned,
that failed to bridge his alien divide.
She looked around her. “Weird ass place. Our Voodoo Queen is
supposed to be buried here, you know. Wish we had time to put
some gris-gris on her tomb.”
Her grin almost knocked him back a step. He had to smile back.
It would have been rude not to, but he felt uncomfortable when she
didn’t immediately resume her progress toward the cold spot.
“You have a nice smile, Joe.” She tipped her head to one side.
“You should let it out to play more often.”
A nice smile? Was that a good thing? Nice felt lukewarm.
Though there was little luke about his present warmth.
Lurch seemed to sigh. Yes, my friend, it is a good thing.
“I will endeavor to do so,” he said, wishing he could match her
casual tone. Something in her expression changed though he
could not isolate and identify what. His smile faltered. She
distracted him when he didn’t look at her. Looking increased her
distraction factor exponentially and tended to cause a rise in
internal temperature, one easily noted by Lurch. Though it tried
to respect Joe’s privacy, it could not help but notice physiological
reactions to outside stimuli. Or be amused by them, which tended
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to increase the effect. It was unprofessional of Joe to be distracted
by her.
As Baker had said to a crime scene tech recently, “Eyes forward,
Stigson. We’re not here to get hot and bothered.”
Stigson had kept his eyes forward, but heat and bother were
inevitable with or without the personal aspect, thanks to the climate
in this place. The heat index should have been sufﬁcient excuse to
the nanite when Joe experienced his temperature variations, but
Lurch seemed able to parse which variation was caused by heat and
what was caused by heated.
He glanced—casually he hoped, though feared he failed—to
one side, then the other. “It is most quiet here.”
And then it became more than a distraction from looking at Vi.
It was quiet. Too quiet? The hairs on the back of his neck lifted. Or
tried to. Sweat and the heavy suit kept them down, but it felt as if
they lifted. The feeling of something ominous was most marked.
And easily explained by the approaching storm.
“Even nature is getting out ahead of WTF.” She grinned once
more.
This grin was different, more like the ones others used when
using the storm’s acronym. He had wondered, but not asked.
According to Lurch, explained jokes were no longer humorous.
Perhaps she sensed his confusion for she added, “The Hurricane
Naming Board got so caught up in being politically correct, they
forgot to check the initials before they released the name into the
wild. Once it was out, there was no taking it back.”
This did not help as much as she’d perhaps hoped, so Lurch
supplied the translation and further explanation, enough that Joe
found that not all jokes lost humor upon explanation. He smiled
involuntarily and got caught in her intent gaze once more. The air
shifted and the wind picked up, reminding them that WTF was
incoming and it was no joke.
Vi started a bit. “We should hurry.” She yanked a booted foot
out of the mud. “Try to hurry.”
Did she look regretful? Or did he hope she did? It was not as if
they had a future together. He was not sure he would have a future.
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Even his past had become murky, since Lurch moved into his head
and launched him on this crazy quest.
Their progress resumed. It seemed harder to walk in the lanes
than it had in the tall grasses, possibly because their boots sank
deeper into the mud. These paths must have degraded more than
those outside the walls, or they had been constructed differently.
Some crypts were bordered by low fences almost obscured by weeds
or grasses, others bumped up against the path. All were covered in
green moss and black mildew, some were also covered in heavy
vines. On many he could see outlines of names, but most were
obscured despite the attempted upkeep. There was no question that
their surroundings added to the growing sense of incoming trouble.
“Shouldn’t be far now—” Vi stopped abruptly. “What the—”
Joe had a feeling she meant this in the actual meaning of WTF,
not the storm name, despite the cutoff at the end. It didn’t take the
sight of the hovering body bag for Joe to know they had arrived at
their crime scene. All he had to do was watch Vi switch to detective
mode. She rolled her shoulders, and he knew her gaze would
narrow and turn laser sharp. She had the best technology that the
NONPD could afford, but her eyes, her brain were, in Joe’s opinion
worth more than all the tech.
Except me.
Of course, Joe agreed, though he wondered. Was it possible to
know too much? So much one lost the ability to follow intuition?
That is why I have you.
I lack Vi’s ﬂair.
You lack experience. The ability to go with your gut. But you are learning.
Would he learn in time? Joe grabbed the kit off the body bag
and initiated deployment to secure their scene. The electronic grid
would protect the integrity of the scene, though “integrity” did not
seem indicated in their present circumstances. The bag launched,
tracking toward the body. Once centered over it, it “taped” their
scene, the name a relic of a different time, according to Lurch.
Then it released a variety of collection probes, including a vid
module that would create the 3D scan of the crime scene. Within a
minute, all possible portable non-naturally occurring materials had
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been collected by tiny drones, tagged and secured to the underside
of the body bag. The red electronic tape turned gold, an indication
that they could now enter their scene. He activated protective hand
and face gear. As though it was not already hot enough.
At this point, they did not know a crime had been committed,
well, other than the illegal body dump, he reminded himself, though
without much hope. At least the tech would enable them to secure
what evidence had survived the rain and wind before the storm
drenched the scene again. He checked the time, then the storm’s
progress on his portable tech. Ran the numbers. It must be an illu‐
sion that the dark clouds looked closer than the tech showed them to
be. The wind had increased, though without cooling anything. It
ﬂowed past, weighted with water and heat.
Vi activated her crime scene gear and followed him through the
tape where she crouched by the body.
“This guy did not die in his sleep.”
It was true the eyes retained a look of horror that was not
comfortable to see. Joe’s headset produced a list of just-collected
debris. He was not sorry for the distraction from looking at those
eyes. The only thing of interest was something called a Royal
Crown Cola bottle. And a banana spider. The bot shouldn’t have
grabbed the spider, though the malfunction did not surprise him.
And he was happy not to have to share space with the large arach‐
nid. He looked around and spied the shredded remains of a huge
web tucked under the crypt’s overhang. There was not much other
debris from the scene and little that appeared related to their corpse.
The dead man huddled between two small columns as if he’d been
sitting on one of the three steps leading to the imposing crypt, and
then died, rolling onto his back, with his knees drawn up to his
chest. He wore trousers, but his upper torso appeared to be bare. Joe
touched one leg. Pushed on it. It gave a little, but was still somewhat
frozen to his bare chest. That would explain why he’d shown as a
cold spot. The intense heat would boost the contrast.
“Looks like someone emptied their freezer,” Vi murmured.
“Emptied the freezer?” Joe felt some disquiet. And much confu‐
sion. The corpse wasn’t solidly frozen, but it hadn’t shown up on the
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sensors prior to their leaving District Headquarters. It had to have
been dumped between their last scan and the activation of their
sensor on approach. Perhaps a window of ﬁfteen minutes? But the
partial thaw indicated it had been here longer. Or been allowed to
partially defrost prior to dumping?
“In the early days, soon after the city was raised, the bad guys
experienced problems getting rid of inconvenient corpses.”
Joe blinked, thinking through this “problem.” He frowned.
“They used to bury them.” His brow cleared. “But soil is not deep
in the raised city.” Weight issues. The raised city boasted hologram
trees because the soil lacked the depth for real ones—a move that
had initially been very unpopular until the cost was totaled up and
presented to the taxpayers of the time. The cobblestone paths in the
French Quarter were also simulated.
“They used to freeze stiffs until they could dump them down
here, but that was before we had better sensors. I haven’t heard of a
freezer dump for a long time.” She frowned, considering. “Years.”
He noted she did not use the words “good” or “effective” to
characterize the “better” sensors. He’d have called them barely
adequate, but there were higher priorities. He frowned. “Perhaps
they hoped to capitalize on the confusion prior to the storm’s
arrival?”
“Then they seriously mistimed it. No confusion yet.” There was
a beep indicating an identity match. Vi’s frown deepened. “He’s a
dirt-sider. A squatter.”
Like those they’d been sent to collect.
“Perhaps he expired and other dirt-siders were fearful the death
would cause them problems?” Joe offered the idea without much
conviction.
“If they wanted to hide a body, they wouldn’t freeze him. That
preserves a body. If they wanted to hide him, they’d bury him.
Bodies decompose fast in this heat, plus the critters would help them
out. Anyway, I doubt a squatter would have access to a freezer. The
power grid is patchy down here, especially around the NOO airport
where they squat. They only maintain power around industrial
areas and farms.” She shook her head.
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“Then someone wanted this body found intact.” It was the only
logical conclusion.
She sighed. “We’ll need to notify HQ , but let’s bag this bad boy
ﬁrst, get it back to the skimmer before our power runs out.”
Using her portable unit, she maneuvered the bag until it
hovered just above the body. “Pray we have enough power,” she
muttered. She punched a button and a web shot out on either side,
slithering out of sight under the corpse. When the webs had
connected, the body was lifted until it was snug against the bag plat‐
form. Vi rotated the bag, so that body rested on top of the platform.
This brought the underside of the body into view. The bare back
was covered with round pockmarks in an almost regular pattern.
“What the—” Vi began and once again stopped. She stepped
close and examined the marks.
Joe couldn’t move. He wanted to move. To ﬂee. His body felt as
cold as the corpse. But Lurch had locked him down.
Get under control. Lurch’s voice was sharp in his head.
He could breathe, but that was all. He looked down until he was
sure he had his expression under control, the one part of him Lurch
couldn’t help. I am.
“Curious,” Vi touched one of the marks with a gloved hand. “It
almost looks like something burned its way out.” Her frown deep‐
ened. “I wonder—”
It took two tries for him to get the words out. “You wonder?”
“Do you remember Calvino’s murder?” Joe shook his head. “It
happened around the time you arrived, or maybe before? I forget.
We didn’t handle it. Was Federal because Calvino was a big deal in
his crime family.”
“I don’t recall that,” Joe said, his throat dry.
“It was kept pretty quiet, because no wanted a copycat, or so
they said. A mini turf war erupted right after, too, which sort of
took over the news. I only heard about it because my cousin was on
the task force. What he described, it might have been this.” She
touched one of the spots with her gloved hand. “Curious. I can see
why this MO freaked them out.”
I missed it. Lurch sounded chagrined.
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You had to search with care. Why—? Joe didn’t ﬁnish the question.
He was not sure what to ask.
It is tired of waiting. So it takes advantage of the storm to test us. Testing
you for signs of me.
They—he had tried to be careful. Lurch was always careful. Joe
thought he had been, too.
You have been careful. Hence the test. Lurch’s tone modiﬁed to almost
amused. If it has been dirt side all this time, it might be frustrated enough to
make a mistake.
Joe had expected to feel relieved when it made its move. He
could not resist a glance at the approaching storm.
It always had a ﬂair for the dramatic.

SUCKER PUNCH

Vi never liked math and aftermath isn’t ﬂoating her
boat either….
Hurricane Wu Tamika Felipe has moved
north. Yeah, the storm almost killed Detec‐
tive Violet Baker, but it also blew some
romance her way. Her uptight part‐
ner, Dzholh “Joe” Ban!drn actually kissed
her.
But there's no time for any follow-up
kissing, much to Vi’s regret. They are
hunting something very bad. Something that tried to kill them while
they were dirt side during the storm.
And has now escaped up into New Orleans New.
It’s not business as usual, though there is some deja vu in there,
when Vi and Joe get sent to a FEMA camp to check out a dead
body.
Until that body turns into a trail that might lead to the evil it. Or
to its next victim.
Just when Vi thinks things are crapeau enough, the MITSC (Men
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In Top Secret Color) show up and take over their case. Are they
after Joe or the evil it?
Before they can ﬁnd out, the evil it lures them into a trap.
It’s ‘it’ versus them and it hasn’t lost yet….
Grab your copy of Sucker Punch!

I wrote Sucker Punch to keep a promise to my readers. And because
Joe and Vi were like, what the what? Where’s our happy ending?
So Sucker Punch kind of “ends” the story started in Core Punch,
while leaving the door wide open for more adventures.
Grab your copy of Sucker Punch!

1ST CHAPTER - SUCKER PUNCH

Violet Baker did not look at guys as accessories, but it was kinda
cool dating a guy—okay an alien named Dzholh Ban!drn that she
called Joe because she couldn’t pronounce his name—who matched
her eyes and her name. Way better than shoes or a coordinated tote.
He was for sure prettier than anything in her closet. And purple, in
all its shades, was NON’s “national” color, so he wouldn’t go out of
style any time soon. Even better, Joe was a guy she most wanted to
kiss and who wanted to kiss her. That hadn’t happened for a while,
mostly because about ninety percent of the datable males in the
New Orleans New Police Department were relatives. It was a Bakerrich environment, which made it a dating desert. And the few guys
who had wanted to date her? Most of them couldn’t get past all the
cousins and Captain Uncle to kiss her.
On the downside—did there always have to be one?—was the
sentient nanite sharing Joe’s brain. And the fact that Joe wasn’t only
here on an intergalactic cop exchange program. He and Lurch were
hunting a dangerous and ruthless…something or other that liked to
cook people from the inside out. This something or other could hide
inside people, which had resulted in a minor misunderstanding
during which Joe had almost shot her with his ray gun.
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But she was over that.
A kiss had made it, if not all better, then ninety percent that
direction.
And the truth was, if she had been hosting this something or
other, being shot was quicker than being painfully cooked from the
inside out. So she might be one hundred percent better. Or ninetynine. Yeah, for sure ninety-nine.
She studied Joe’s proﬁle, her gaze lingering on his lips. All right,
she might be one hundred percent okay.
Except for…
She looked morosely out on a world that was, if not forever
changed, then destined to be markedly different for a very long
time.
Hurricane Wu Tamika Felipe had been one for the history
books. A book she wished she could read in hindsight and not be
currently experiencing. Though living through it was better than
dying during it. She’d had her doubts about surviving one or
twenty-ﬁve times.
“The trouble with surviving a hurricane,” Vi glanced at Joe
again, as he steered their new-to-them skimmer through a reconﬁg‐
ured New Orleans New, “is that then you have to get through the
aftermath.”
She’d never been that fond of math. So far aftermath wasn’t
ﬂoating her skimmer either. It was a lot like the before-math, but
with less rain, less wind, and no utilities. Oh, and a city requiring all
emergency hands on an unrecognizable deck for an indeﬁnite
period of time.
“Oh, look, there’s Jackson Square,” Vi said, as she spotted the
familiar lines of the cathedral. “I wondered where it got to.”
Well, maybe unrecognizable wasn’t the right word. She could
see landmarks—why did they still call them that?—in the air space
that was New Orleans New-ly Rearranged, but not in their place in
the air space that had been NON.
“And there’s Lake Pontchartrain,” she added. At least it hadn’t
moved, just expanded its borders for a bit. “Lots of white caps down
there.”
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“WTF caused considerable disruption,” Joe observed. “Do you
wish me to log the location for Jackson Square?”
“I got it.” She entered the coordinates in the hastily cobbledtogether program designed in hopes of putting Humpty Dumpty,
aka NON, back together again.
The bright idea, conceived ﬁfty years ago, to lift the city up out
of the ﬂood zone, had clearly failed to anticipate the effects of 200
MPH-plus winds on ﬂoating structures maintained by underper‐
forming, aging thrusters. The problem had been further compli‐
cated by the anti-collision technology—though the anti-collision
tech had performed better than the thrusters, much to the delight of
the Anti-Collision Board, who had almost been voted redundant in
the last election. Of course, performing correctly had helped scatter
the various parts of the ﬂoating city even further when WTF tried to
bump everything into everything else.
The City Alignment Board, who had been magniﬁcently conﬁ‐
dent in the run up to the storm, were now deep in CYA mode—
about the only thing aligned about the Alignment Board. They were
lucky everything was mostly ofﬂine. The shell-shocked NONians
playing “Marco Polo” in a huge and very unfamiliar pool might
have time to get over it. Though Vi wouldn’t make book on that.
This was a lot to get over, Vi concluded, watching another piece of
the French Quarter ﬂoating beneath them.
Somewhere out there in the drifting bits of city was home. She
hadn’t seen it since reporting for duty well ahead of WTF. At this
point it didn’t matter that she didn’t know where it—or where her
parents were. After working overtime ahead of, and during, WTF all
emergency services were now in mop-up mode, snatching sleep and
food on the go. At least she’d heard from her parents and knew they
were okay, if not particularly happy. Eventually someone in her seri‐
ously extended family would ﬁnd and log them into the database.
And eventually they’d get far enough ahead of the emergencies that
she’d get to go home and sleep. If she didn’t die from exhaustion
ﬁrst.
There were crews heading down from a variety of cities up
north. The city fathers were hoping the utility guys could help
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repair the umbilical—which was also not as durable as advertised—
that had supplied the city with utilities. Hospitals and essential
services had emergency generators, unearthed from old emergency
stores, but most of the city ﬂoated darkly over the slowly receding
lake that was usually known as dirt side, or more ofﬁcially, New
Orleans Old.
While it was possible to ﬂy above the fragmented city, without
lanes or trafﬁc indicators, it wasn’t fun and tended to verge on life
threatening. Only emergency vehicles were supposed to be up there,
but people needed food, water and help. And for many, their skim‐
mers were the only way to cool off in one thousand percent
humidity coupled with August heat.
If someone was keeping score, it was NON: 0 and WTF: a seri‐
ously big number.
It wasn’t just crapeau on a cracker. It was a cracker buried in tons
of crapeau and topped with a nasty cherry.
Joe opened his mouth, but closed it again. Joe never wasted his
words, particularly in stating the obvious. He settled for ﬂicking her
a sympathetic look. The warmth behind the look took the edge off
her morose. She wasn’t quite used to the notion that her alien
partner liked her like that. Super easy to get used to perfect features
and yeah, perfect build, too, but—they had a lot to work out before
they could call themselves a couple, if that’s what Joe even had in
mind. He was from another galaxy. And she wasn’t sure—if invited
—that this Baker could go where no Baker had gone before. She
wasn’t sure Joe would survive to take her anywhere when all the
Bakers found out he’d kissed the girl.
And then there was Lurch. A tiny, sentient computer living
inside Joe and witness to the few kisses they’d exchanged. Because
she didn’t want to think about Joe’s…internal entity, she said, “Still
not seeing the FEMA MEC. Geez, I hope it’s not moving, too.”
NON had stopped rotating as fast as WTF when the storm moved
northeast and was downgraded. But the crazy air currents in its
wake had created odd drift problems. “You see anything on your
side?”
Joe did much better with questions.
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“I do not.”
Sometimes he did better.
“Isn’t that some of the Irish Channel there?” Nothing channellike about the scrambled blocks of houses now. Someone had logged
it into the Ninth Ward, unless it was a different section. Which it
could be. Because this wasn’t where the Ninth Ward used to be.
Okay, she was pretty sure this wasn’t it, but it was getting harder to
remember how it had been when dealing with what it was now.
“It does appear to be some of it.”
It was going to be a delicate—and expensive—job piecing the
city back to its previous conﬁguration. Assuming that was even
possible. And they managed to get three times more money than
was needed, because yeah, graft.
The more NON changed, the more it didn’t. Even when it really
did change. Which it pretty much had this time.
Most of their runs since the storm had been from HQ to Point
Needs Help But Probably Won’t Get It Because It Can’t Be Found.
Their search operation wasn’t helped by FEMA, who had been slap‐
ping blue tarp things on every other roof, making the few landmarks
still left harder to spot from the air. No one was quite sure what the
tarps were for. When asked, their vid spokesperson—and quite
possibly the only FEMA person not lost out in the city—had
sobbed, “We’re doing the best we can in a difﬁcult situation.”
If that was their best…
The one thing that should have been easy to spot—the FEMA
MEC—was proving to be elusive. Not that she was that eager to
ﬁnd it. Once there they’d have to leave the cool conﬁnes of the
skimmer and check out a dead body. Last time they’d done that
they’d ended up in a whole pile of trouble—trouble that was not
completely resolved. But she didn’t want to think about Joe’s evil
something or other. The evil that men did in the tent city was sufﬁ‐
cient unto the day. Or something like that.
“That’s got to be it.” Vi pointed at neat rows of what looked like
white lines drifting on the outer edges of the ragged NON. It was
the only straight lines of anything they’d seen since leaving HQ. The
tents had been set up on emergency platforms hauled in by the
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underperforming FEMA, or so she’d heard. Didn’t seem like that
great of an idea, but it was probably better than setting them up dirt
side when it was still hip deep in water.
According to Joe’s Lurch—the nanite could sift through history
in a blink—FEMA had never been very good at doing anything, so
it was mystery how expectations remained so high. It seemed their
only strength lay in ﬁnding their way to a trouble spot and staying
until things were signiﬁcantly worse. Whereupon they’d pull out, so
that the locals caught the follow-on ﬂack.
The only bright spot about their current assignment was that it
delayed the moment they got to play Russian roulette with another
meal-ready-to-eat back at HQ. The meals might be ready but she
needed time to be ready to eat one. The old packages had lost their
labels, making meal time feel like a series of bad, blind dates. Not
that labeling would have helped. They’d probably lost their taste
several decades back, so it was better to keep expectations
really low.
Joe banked the skimmer, making a low pass over the platforms to
ﬁnd a secure LZ. A distinctive puke green FEMA transport lifted up
from what appeared to be the service area and Joe grabbed the spot,
causing a squawk of outrage over the communications grid. Joe shut
it down, and then their engines. She popped the rear hatch and
scrambled out. When she got to the rear, Joe had already activated
the controls to release the body bag. It emerged smoothly, a stark
and silent contrast from the one in the skimmer they’d crashed in
the storm. Its body bag had developed some deﬁnite quirks, such as
wanting to be carried once the body was on board. So old school.
The new body bag was the sole upside to being out of the skim‐
mer, which technically wasn’t a big upside. It was hotter than she’d
expected. It always was in August. And if one thought one was
prepared? August would up the ante, because that’s the kind of
month it was.
She stretched her back, to one side and then the other. It didn’t
help. Like WTF, tired had moved on, leaving something greater
than exhaustion, but just shy of dead. There wasn’t even a word for
it. She should have grabbed a cat nap on the trip here, but Joe had
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needed her blood-shot eyes. The low budget skimmer didn’t have
enough tech for safe navigation through everything-is-different. And
honestly, cat naps just made her feel worse at this point. Felt like it
was taunting her body with what might of been but wasn’t going to
be for a good long while yet.
Of course, Joe looked refreshed and relaxed, no blood-shot red
marring his gorgeous eyes, probably because of Lurch. It seemed
there were beneﬁts to sharing your innards with a nanite. Appar‐
ently it ﬁxed what ailed him, though only if he wasn’t dead. Which
he wasn’t. It was hard to like either of them at the moment, though
this did not lessen her longing to kiss Joe again. Except, did that
mean Lurch got in on the action, too? And the scary part? She
kinda wished she had a nanite to ﬁx her up. Which kind of creeped
her out.
Nothing made sense, but this was the Big Easy. One didn’t
expect sense to be made here, even on normal days.
They didn’t have coordinates to input into their body bag, so Vi
tossed their CSI gear on it and then set it to follow them. The move‐
ment sent her a whiff of something not great. She glanced around.
Not enough people close enough to blame. Her last shower had
been right after their retrieval from New Orleans Old. She was kind
of afraid to do the math on how long ago that was. Sure wasn’t
about to sniff an armpit. Though that might clear some of the fog
from her brain. If it didn’t knock her out.
She studied her surroundings slowly. This was her ﬁrst experi‐
ence with a FEMA Mobile Emergency Center. Kinda hoped it
would be her last. It was probably better than nowhere to stay, but
not by a whole lot. Containers of MREs, those mysterious Meals
Ready-to-Eat, were stacked behind Points of Distribution for the
meals, water and ice. Her gaze encountered line after line of blue
cofﬁn-like structures.
“What do you suppose those are?” She jerked her chin toward
them and then wished she hadn’t when she felt hotter.
Joe studied them for several seconds, then offered, “I suspect
they are latrines. Note that one section is for males, one for females,
and the other section for the gender conﬂicted.”
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“Really?” Curiosity did a slow climb inside her head. It had
always been her biggest failing. Probably. At least in her top ten. She
trotted over to the closest one.
“I would advise you not—” Joe began too late.
Vi pulled the door open and recoiled. “Holy crapeau on who
knows what?” No question curiosity was her biggest problem. She
put a hand over her nose and blinked rapidly. “Can’t un-see that.”
Or un-smell it.
When she got close enough, Joe murmured, “Lurch did attempt
to warn you.”
Vi hoped she wouldn’t need to use one of those things. Might be
better to wet her pants. At least then she’d know whose pee she was
sitting in. She had no idea the past was that primitive.
There was a roar and brief air movement as several emergency
transports lifted off, making room for others to land. Whole setup
kinda reminded her of a beehive. She’d seen vids of them in school.
Lots of buzzing. Lots of movement. No clear sense of why. She
glanced around again. No hope of producing any “honey” here.
She repressed a shudder.
There was a muted, but different roar behind her. She looked
back, saw one of the big tugs pulling in another tent platform. At
this rate most of NON would be living in tents. Curious, they
paused to watch technicians connect the platform and then the
surface of the platform seemed to shudder. With a ripple tent after
tent gradually rose toward the midday sun. It was kinda of impres‐
sive. She opened her mouth to ask if Joe thought they were air
conditioned when a woman emerged from a tent on an already
populated platform. No, no conditioning there. The white surfaces
of the tents quivered in the wind caused by the tug, a reminder
that they were, in the end, just tents. Affixed to a very hard
platform.
Joe said, “Curious.”
“Do Garradians have emergency procedures?” Vi asked, not
because she was that curious but because it gave her a good reason
to look at him. Instead of tents and latrines—as fascinating as those
were.
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“We try not to have them.” He looked at her and added, “Emer‐
gencies.”
“That’s…good.” She blinked a couple of times, not sure she
believed him. Being stuck in NON post-hurricane on account of
losing an evil something or other kinda looked like an emergency to
her. She gestured toward the sea of occupied tents. “I’m guessing
our vic is in there somewhere. Let’s get done here before…” She
jerked her chin toward the latrines and made a face.
“Indeed,” Joe said.
The caller had given their location by platform number, then in
tent rows. Sort of. Ten in, then ﬁve to the right. Of course, that loca‐
tion depended on where the caller had begun their calculations. She
could tell Joe was doing some ﬁguring—or Lurch was—and
followed him into the gridded pathway between two tent lines. It felt
a bit deja vu of their last adventure with a body, only without the
wind, rain, crypts and tombstones. And this one had a lot more
people watching. But still, heading into a weird place looking for a
body. Okay, that wasn’t deja vu. It was SOP for a homicide detective.
But this was something new in weird, even by her usual and neces‐
sary, very low standards.
Vi didn’t think she’d ever seen tents quite like these. She touched
one, gave Joe an awed look. “Fabric?” Everything old was, well, it
was still old, but suddenly necessary in a new way.
Sweaty, dispirited denizens watched them move past. Even the
kids looked subdued, though everyone stared at Joe and stirred
restively. It wasn’t that aliens were so unfamiliar, but until Joe, Vi
hadn’t seen one up close and personal. Just on news vids and such.
So chances are none of them had either—at least none with purple
skin. Who knew if other-skinned aliens walked among them?
A few looked away when they saw her looking, making her
wonder if she’d questioned or arrested them sometime. She was too
tired to attempt any mental matching. It was hard enough to put
one foot in front of the other, with the heavy, soaking heat giving
some serious pushback, like it thought it was gravity or something.
Guess air could get uppity when it was, well, up. The ones who did
look at her, their eyes bothered her. Took her the length of the row
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to realize why. They looked like those vids of refugees. This was
NON, not some third world, well, world. Things like this happened
on other planets, backwards ones. This wasn’t supposed to happen
here. Despite overwhelming evidence of the incompetence of
government, people had believed the city would come through the
storm almost unscathed. Even if government let them down there
was always their voodoo queen, Marie Laveau, protecting them
from the grave. Maybe she’d rolled over or something.
At least the looting had been minimal. Early looters had been
unable to ﬁnd their way home and gave themselves up. One of
them, so she’d heard, asked to be shot. Wasn’t sure she believed that.
Unless he’d seen one of those latrine things.
She stopped. “It doesn’t smell right.”
Joe gave her a puzzled look.
“It doesn’t smell like New Orleans. It’s wrong….” New Orleans
smelled like a lot of things, bad things, yes, but good things, too.
Spicy and ﬂowery and…New Orleans. Bad enough to get wrenched
from their homes, but this—she shook her head. For some reason it
made the unfamiliar feel more so. And wrong. “No wonder
everyone looks depressed.”
They wanted to go home. She saw it in their eyes. It was prob‐
ably in hers, too. Home. Even if she found it, would it be home? Or
something that looked like home, only different? The more things
changed… change wasn’t that popular in the city that care forgot.
Only it forgot to forget the city this time. Karma—with the help of
Maw Maw Nature—had given them a total smack-down.
“Are you unwell, Vi?”
She looked up, meeting the concern in his eyes with a wry smile.
“I’m okay. Thanks.” She glanced around. “This is all a bit…messed
up. Hard to wrap my brain around.”
His hands twitched, probably with a desire to help her, but
they’d decided touching was a bad idea at the moment. She didn’t
know about him, but she needed every ounce of energy to stay on
her feet. When—if she kissed him again, would that make them a
threesome? Bad enough she had the hots for a slightly purple alien.
But with another alien in his brain? Did that make her kinky or
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something? Because she didn’t mind as much as she felt like she
should. She looked up to ﬁnd Joe looking at her. Had she said that
out loud?
“Shall we proceed?”
Didn’t seem to have, though Joe could be splendidly oblivious.
“Yeah, let’s ﬁnd our vic and get out of here.” She let him go ﬁrst. At
least studying his backside—which was as great as his front side—
distracted her from thinking about Lurch.
In the end, it was easy to spot the tent with their suspicious
death. A small crowd had gathered, one somewhat contained by a
couple of uniforms. It was comforting in a way. At least that hadn’t
changed, though it was missing the Lucky Dog cart. A pity that. A
Lucky Dog would have erased some of her homesickness for what
had been. Put off a better smell. The crowd parted at their
approach, with some encouragement from the two uniforms. Vi
grabbed their CSI tech off the bag, then activated the bag’s
controls. She set the parameters as narrow as it would let her, since
the scene had probably already been compromised. The corpse was
still in the shadow of the tent, which was a mercy that wouldn’t last
forever, though the smell had deﬁnitely breached containment. Even
in the brave new future, corpses smelled bad.
The bag “taped” the scene ﬁrst, a red grid taking shape to seal
off the area, but the tent was small enough that parts of the grid
protruded from the top and sides of the tent. It ﬂashed red,
releasing a swarm of collection probes. Mostly they buzzed futilely
around the space. It was a tent. On a platform. That had probably
been picked clean prior to the call to report the body.
Vi arched a brow at the uniforms, caught the shorter one
studying her as if she were interesting. She gave Vi a tentative
smile.
Since she was too tired to answer questions, Vi asked one, “Got
an ID yet?”
The gal cop looked at her companion.
He frowned down at his tech. “Seems he’s a squatter, a dirt
sider—”
Vi felt a chill and deja vu. Didn’t mind the chill. It was stinking
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hot, but could have done without the deja vu. Her deja had not liked
the vu lately.
“—name of Jimbo.”
Vi knew it was coming, but was still a struggle not to do the
sharp inhale. Couldn’t do anything about hands curling into tight
ﬁsts at her sides. She hoped the probes took their time. She was in
no hurry to see how he’d died—the grid turned gold, indicating
they could go in. Oh great, if the ‘it’ Joe was hunting had killed
again, this was something else she wouldn’t be able to un-see.

It wasn’t that bad. Not the thought Vi expected to have about a
dead body. Certainly not the thought she expected to have about
Jimbo. But after her recent schooling from WTF, she’d had to revise
her deﬁnition of “the worst” up by quite a bit. Or was that down?
She was never sure about that.
She had been sure ‘it’ had got him just like it got the others. Had
expected to see that look of horror from being torched from the
inside out. Only Jimbo looked surprised, not cooked. He looked a
bit simmered, but that was probably from the humidity.
“Maybe his heart conked out,” she murmured, keeping her
voice low. Usually they just bagged and tagged, but the circum‐
stances weren’t usual. They needed to do a bit more assessing so the
body could get in line at the right morgue. For some weird reason,
the morgues hadn’t shifted position that much. It was kinda wrong,
while being helpful.
She worked her way into where she could kneel next to the body
and started the CSI scan. This tech also released tiny probes, like a
hundred pinpricks they descended on the body. Data ﬂashed on the
screen. Joe’s hands ﬂexed once, but he didn’t breach this ﬁeld either.
Those little dudes stung like a son of a gun. Curiosity was a detec‐
tive’s friend, except when it wasn’t.
“He appears surprised,” Joe ﬁnally said, waiting for her all clear
signal so he could ease the body up just enough to examine the
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underside. After a long look, he lowered the body again, giving a
slight, very slight shake of the head.
Her device beeped as it delivered the ﬁrst scan results. “Look at
his hands,” she directed, trying to make sense of what it was spitting
out. She paused the auto-scroll and ﬂipped back, a frown gathering
between her brows. Maybe the CSI techs did earn their little bucks.
“Vi.” Joe’s soft tone pulled her gaze back to where he had one of
the vic’s hands turned palm up.
Bingo. Well, half of one. As exit sites went, it wasn’t its best
work. Or its worst. But at least they knew ‘it’ had left the building,
er, body.
The question was, who was the new host of the awful whatever?
Vi looked back, scanning the crowd visible through the tent opening.
According to the tech, Jimbo had died approximately twelve to
ﬁfteen hours ago. That was odd, too. It wasn’t like the tech to be
that approximate. Usually it was, like, death occurred between 0125 and
0128. Will attempt to reﬁne with further data. She tapped the screen, but
it didn’t offer even the hope of a more precise time of death. It
didn’t shrug and go, “whatever,” so it was weird she felt like it did.
There were those in the department who felt the tech trended
toward AI-ness. Sometimes she was one of them.
“Detective Baker?” The female cop crouched by the opening,
angled to see past Joe, though she did ﬂick him a look that was on
the curious side. That the look lacked appreciation was both odd
and a relief—since said detective was younger and prettier than Vi.
They hadn’t introduced themselves upon arrival—she’d been
too tired—but her name might be visible on uniform. And if it
wasn’t, well, the odds were always high that at least one Baker would
be at any given scene at any given time. Vi considered saying what,
but the output of energy felt too high. Couldn’t even manage an
arched brow. Settled for an inquiring look and that was almost a
bridge too far.
“One of the witnesses says she might have seen something.”
Vi was mildly impressed. Most witnesses wouldn’t even admit to
seeing nothing. Before Joe could offer to talk to the witness—who prob‐
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ably wouldn’t talk to him—Vi handed him the tech and crawled out of
the tent. Straightened herself in stages. Painful stages. Neither of the
uniforms offered to help her up. She might be glad about that because
she might have taken the help. Probably against regs to get helped in
front of the general public. Regs were full of stupid stuff like that.
“Are you all right?”
The question and the concern appeared genuine, so Vi twitched
the sides of her lips. “I’m ﬁne, Ofﬁcer—” She peered at her lapel,
but it wouldn’t quite come into focus.
“Benson, ma’am.”
“Benson.” Vi repeated it in hopes of slotting it into her shortterm memory until the end of this encounter. “Thanks,” she tacked
on, a bit belatedly, but Benson smiled so the time lag might be less
belated than it felt. She studied Benson with some interest, mostly
because it required less energy than meeting the witness. She was
young, pretty. Apparently not related. Looked the type to interest a
lot of her cousins. Dark hair, dark eyes, suspiciously well-pressed
uniform. Eyes held a bit of hero worship that made Vi’s heart sink.
She leaned in and said softly, “I hear you were dirt side during
the storm.”
Vi gave a sort of shrug. “It wasn’t as fun as it sounds.”
Benson laughed, even though it wasn’t meant to be funny, and if
anything the hero worship increased. “What was it like?”
“Wet.” Vi thought a minute. “Windy. Hope to never do it
again.” To head off more questions, she asked one of her own,
“What was it like up here?”
Benson looked startled, then chuckled. “Wet. Windy. Hope to
never do it again.”
It was Vi’s turn to chuckle, though she didn’t go overboard
with it.
Benson turned slightly, gazing toward the city. “New Orleans
New really is new now, isn’t it?”
“That it is.” The horizon blurred slightly. She rubbed her face.
She gave a shake. “So where’s this witness who might have seen
something?”
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Joe watched Vi move out of sight, then turned back to the corpse.
There was much to puzzle him about this death. Why had ‘it’
chosen not to torture this victim to death?
It would have needed to take care here where everyone is housed so close
together, Lurch reminded him. Screaming would attract unwelcome attention.
It could have mufﬂed the sounds.
Then I would postulate that Jimbo was not alone when it decided to egress
the body. Possibly a third person was present?
And if Jimbo died screaming within minutes of that person
leaving…
Exactly.
Jimbo was fortunate that its need for stealth exceeded its need to
torture its host to death.
Indeed.
Lurch sounded as sober as Joe remembered it ever sounding. No
question the events on the surface during the storm had sobered
them both. Joe had lacked time since the storm to question the
nanite on just how it hoped to eliminate the threat their enemy
posed, not just to this place, but to who knew how many universes.
It was clear he’d failed to ask the right questions when the nanite
proposed their partnership. Not that he was certain he’d have
known the right questions. “Will I die in screaming agony?” hadn’t
been on the list, though it was now.
Can you look around very slowly?
Lurch would be looking for evidence of time stream activity. It
was Joe’s research that made it possible for them to track ‘it’ to this
world. Before Joe’s discovery, the time stream was a great place to
hide, particularly for a nanite-controlled human. Joe was not sure
how Lurch had learned of his research into time stream tracking. It
had nanites in many places, he’d learned after their blending. All of
Joe’s “training,” in this world and the others where they’d hunted,
came from program downloads from Lurch—programs designed
from the knowledge of previous hosts, Joe had gradually realized.
Joe could only marvel at the wealth of knowledge he’d glimpsed
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during their time together, though he hadn’t liked it at ﬁrst. The
sense of becoming something other than himself had been unset‐
tling. And Joe wondered if streaming vids of Dragnet had been
meant to be helpful or a joke. Lurch did have an odd sense of
humor.
A sense of humor that seemed to enjoy watching Joe fall for Vi.
Why it did that when it knew Joe couldn’t keep her—Joe tensed as
he realized that if it had entered the stream, then the “not keeping
her” would start now. With increased concern, he ﬁnished his slow,
visual scan of the interior of the tent.
No sign of time stream activity in here.
Would it have risked disappearing outside? Joe knew the ‘it’ was quite
willing to take big risks, but that seemed excessive.
Probably not, but we still need to assess. We can’t afford not to.
It was true that the trail would degrade rapidly. How odd that
time was of the essence even in relation to the time stream.
The tech Vi had handed him beeped, then produced another set
of preliminary results. Joe did not mind the interruption to his
thoughts. Lurch also indicated it had completed the data collection
phase, so he triggered the body bag to commence the collection
process.
He moved out of range as the bag made course adjustments
until it had centered itself over the corpse. Straps shot from the bag
toward the body, going under it, then pushing beneath and
connecting and contracting. The body rose toward the bag until it
was snug, then the bag itself rotated until the body was face up. He
left it hovering within the partial cover of the tent and scrambled
out.
The open air was a relief after the stuffy interior. The crowd had
mostly dispersed, moving in the general direction of the sustenance
point of the distribution platform, some also moving toward the
primitive sanitation structures. He turned in a slow circle, trying to
keep it casual, so that Lurch could look for time stream activity and
capture the faces for later analysis, just in case ‘it’ was still here,
waiting and watching. He would not want to linger in this place, but
it had apparently lingered for some time down on the surface. This
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might be marginally better. Joe looked past the faces now, scanning
the horizon and the drifting blocks of what had probably been some
of the Garden District.
Based on what he knew of the mansions, if the inhabitants were
in them, they would not be enjoying their current view of the
FEMA MEC.
They are most likely enjoying a view far from this place.
Joe conceded this point to Lurch. Those that could had evacu‐
ated during the run up to the storm. Looting had not, up to now
been much of a concern, but he would imagine that given time,
those houses would look quite tempting to those camping here.
Once they can spare the people, I suspect the police presence here will be
increased.
It made sense. Presently people were too shell shocked to be too
much trouble. And their basic needs were being met. It would not
take long for that to change. He’d seen the longing for home in her
eyes, heard the desire for a return to normal in Vi’s voice. When
that didn’t happen quickly, shock would be replaced with anger.
It was something he could understand.
I am sorry I got you into this.
Joe watched Vi returning and found he could not be as sorry as
he should be. Which might be one reason Lurch encouraged Joe’s
interest in his partner.
Vi took his arm and turned him away from the remnants of
their crowd. “Let me see that report for a minute,” she said. He
extended the tech, and she scrolled rapidly through the results, then
made a face. “Just as I thought. Jimbo wasn’t a harmless dirt sider.
He was cooking meth down there somewhere.”
“Meth?”
“It’s a very, very old school recreational drug, a lot cheaper to
make than some of the designer drugs, so the proﬁt margin is
higher.”
Lurch ﬁlled in the historical details for him as Joe said, “But
wouldn’t the scanners—” He stopped at her ironic look.
“At the corner of New Broom and Political Expediency you’ll
usually ﬁnd a streetcar named Graft.”
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Joe lowered his voice further, casting a look around before
asking, “Did your witness admit to seeing someone?”
“Wouldn’t have if she’d known who she saw. I ran some
mugshots past her. She picked Afoniki out of the lineup.”
Joe knew enough about the crime family to be impressed. “He
was not alone.”
Vi looked surprised. “No, he wasn’t.”
“That is most probably why the death was so…benign.”
“A good reason to never be alone with anyone. Ever again.” She
frowned down at the device. “I wish we’d managed to save the post
mortem data from our dirt side adventures. There’s a lot of chemi‐
cals in and on old Jimbo. I wonder how many of them are consis‐
tent with, you know, your friend. Maybe we could come up with a
test or at least a way to track—”
Joe put a hand on the device. “May I?” She relinquished her
hold, and he scrolled through the data until—the chemical he used
to track it through the time stream—he tipped it so she could see it,
his eyes ﬁlled with warnings. Her nod was slight, her gaze sober.
“Let’s get him to the morgue.”
Joe triggered the commands and followed her down the ramp,
the body bag humming softly in their wake.
“If it is Afoniki,” she said, “that could be very bad. The combo
of über criminal and über evil whatever…yeah, that can’t be good.”
She stopped as a very sleek, very dark transport hovered over theirs,
then dropped down with no apparent interest in the “no LZ”
painted into the grid. “That might be bad, too.”
“Who is—are they?” He modiﬁed the question as two men slid
out in well-coordinated synch. They were of the same height and
similarly dressed in soberly crisp suits. Their eye wear was also the
same and reﬂected as well as deﬂected the sunlight.
“It’s the MITSC—they used to be the Men in Black, but people
started to catch on so now they are the Men in Top Secret Colors.
The color is supposed to randomly change, so we won’t recognize
them. And you can be arrested for saying whatever color they are
wearing out loud.” She shook her head. “Like they wouldn’t stand
out no matter what color they wear.”
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“They…monitor…extraterrestrials,” Joe said, uneasily, after
Lurch once more ﬁlled in the information gaps for him.
“Let me do the talking. But have your papers ready, just in case.”
She glanced around. “At least there are a lot of witnesses.”
The eyes on them were signiﬁcant, but Joe was not certain that
would provide any advantage if these men wanted to make him
disappear.
Could they know? Suspect?
I am uncertain, Lurch said, though with more curiosity than worry.
Interesting. They look almost the same, though with less black. As it ﬁnally
picked up on Joe’s deep worry, it added, if they attempt to seize us, we
can enter the time stream.
It didn’t need to add that neither of them wanted this outcome,
though not for exactly the same reasons.
It was clear Lurch had had dealings with them before, but Joe
did not—yet again—have time for questions. The two agents
watched their approach with a somewhat troubling lack of move‐
ment. When they were close enough, each man thrust a hand into
the interior of his jacket, extracted IDs and extended them in a blur
of movement that made sure they lacked time to see, let alone
process them. The IDs were thrust back in the jackets. Then the lips
of one of the men moved.
“We’ll be taking over, Detectives.”
“Taking over what?”
The other man indicated Jimbo’s remains with a head move‐
ment. At least Joe hoped it was Jimbo that interested them.
For a long moment, Vi didn’t move or speak, just stared at them.
“We’ll need all the data you’ve collected as well.”
So it was the body that interested them.
“You’re not taking our body bag or our tech.”
It did not appear that either of them moved, but the rear of
their transport opened and a sleeker, darker body bag zipped out,
stopped smoothly next to theirs. Straps shot from it and theirs
retreated as if burned. The body transferred swiftly, the bag not just
taking possession, but a shroud of some kind slid over Jimbo, hiding
him from view. The bag paused by Joe and something like their
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tech, only better, disconnected from the side of the bag. At Vi’s nod,
Joe extended their tech. There was brief connection, then it
retracted again and the bag slid back into their transport.
Joe looked down at the tech. It blinked back at him with a
“memory empty” notiﬁcation.
There was a silence, then one of the men spoke. “This is no
longer your crime scene, detectives. Move along.”

Grab your copy of Sucker Punch!

ONE TWO PUNCH BUNDLE

Now you can read Core Punch and Sucker
Punch together in One Two Punch: An Uneasy
Future Bundle!

OUT OF TIME

She’s a modern woman. He’s a blast from
the past. Can their love survive the test of
time… and war?
Adventure reporter Melanie "Mel"
Morton tackles current events, not historical
retellings. But that all changes when a
WWII veteran tracks her down and seeks
her help in saving her gold-star grandfa‐
ther’s life… by traveling back in time.
For Mel, the stakes keep rising until she
ﬁnds herself on her grandfather’s fateful ﬁnal mission. Shot down
behind enemy lines, Mel and Jack Hamilton, the now-young and
handsome pilot, must navigate the occupied French countryside and
their generational differences. With her grandfather’s life and her
future on the line, Mel and Jack can’t afford the distraction of their
undeniable chemistry. Failure to complete their mission could get
them killed, or worse, change the course of history.
Out of Time is a riveting time travel romance adventure novel. If
you like explosive chemistry, rapid-ﬁre action, and accurate depic‐
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tions of the Second World War, then you’ll love Pauline Baird Jones’
homage to the Greatest Generation.
Buy Out of Time to parachute into a war-torn love story today!

It sounds kind of crazy now, but the germ of the idea for Out of
Time got planted while I was watching The Last of the Mohicans.I can’t
quite connect the dots between the movie and the ﬁnished book. I
do know I kind of liked the idea of a modern woman meeting a
man from the past. But when I dreamed up Mel, she wouldn’t go to
a past that didn’t have decent plumbing.
Since I wouldn’t either…we settled on World War II. But I get
ahead of myself (is that even possible? I mean, I’m slow..but …I’m
going to take a slightly different path this week and start with why I
shouldn’t have written Out of Time.
* My then-agent told me not to. That I needed to focus on one
genre.
* I’d never written a book set in the past. One requiring histor‐
ical research. Historical accuracy.
* It was yet another genre change. Traditional wisdom said,
Don’t do it.
* At the time, I wasn’t sure I had the experience and writing skill
to craft the story I felt it could be.
So I put it aside. Several times. But Mel wouldn’t let me give up
on her or her story. She kept nagging and nagging. So I’d do some
research, do some planning and plotting. When you consider that
The Last of the Mohicans released in 1992 and Out of Time released in
2005—yeah, it was a long and torturous path from germ of idea to
ﬁnished book.
So, my short list of why I ﬁnally wrote Out of Time:
* My agent and I parted ways.
* Mel made me do it. So did Jack.
* I realized I’d kind of been writing action adventure for several
books.
* I wanted to.
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At the end of my long, tortured path is a book that Iâ€™m very
proud to have written, and not just because it was the book that
ﬁnally earned me an Eppie (now called the Epic Book Award).
Iâ€™m proud of this book because it honors the men and women
who fought for our freedom in World War II. It gave me a chance to
ﬁctionally rub shoulders with the Greatest Generation. And it gave
me a chance to email with the people who fought and sacriﬁced in
WWII while researching this book. I will freely admit there were
times when I had to take some ﬁctional liberties with history, but I
feel that the story is true to the spirit and people of that time and
place.
Iâ€™m so very glad I pressed forward and ﬁnished the journey
that was Out of Time.

What others have said about Out of Time:
"It's almost impossible not to get wrapped up in this amazing
book. Out of Time is the perfect book to unwind with after a long
day at work.” A Girl And Her Kindle
"Out of Time has Oscar nomination written all throughout its
very well written and adventurous pages. I can see this being turned
into a movie because it is so ﬂeshed out; details are so vivid and the
dialogue matched true to the characters that they seem to jump off
of the pages. Ms. Jones has a winner with this story and it’s going on
my keeper shelf." Long and Short Reviews, Best Book
"Jones is back and taking on new genres and challenges in this
high-intensity time-traveling war thriller. Love can truly span gener‐
ations, as these soul mates born out of time prove. Adding in the
drama of being trapped behind enemy lines ratchets up the tension
and thrill factor! " Four Stars! Romantic Times—Jill M. Smith
"What a great time I had reading ! I got in trouble at work, at
home and I could not put it down. Ms. Jones made me feel I was
right there with the Time Machine crew in the freezing skies over
France and the French countryside with the Resistance trying to
help downed ﬂyers was all too real. Even the deaths were done true
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to life. I can't express how much this book made me think of other
folks' relatives who lived and died for our freedom." Manic Readers
"Out of Time is a remarkable story that kept this reader glued
to the pages. Mel is electrically charged as she steps into a timetravel that spins with excitement and thrills while trying to keep her
heart at bay with Jack. They share a chemistry that is marvelously
created. It is love at its ﬁnest as they try to sort out a past to produce
a future for everyone. Ms. Jones originates a performance with her
characters that puts the reader in the center of the stage. With the
enemy beckoning to stop Mel at every turn, she pens a fabulous
read that shouldn’t be missed as she captivates the audience with
suspense, romance and just the right edge until the ﬁnal conclusion.
The reader is transported into yesteryear during a time of war
where our heroes should never be forgotten in a war that costs so
many their precious lives and loves, in a heart-felt story that spins
with much creativity." Five hearts! The Romance Studio
"...the story is magical, romantic, and funny.” It's a hoot to see
Mel, a thoroughly 21st century woman, trying to cope with the
culture, and the uncomfortable shoes, of wartime England. When
she joins the crew in a mission to occupied France, the reader can
imagine what it must have been like inside the bomber, trying to
complete their mission under terrifying circumstances. In this
homage to the Greatest Generation, Jones takes us on a wild and
often poignant ride through time." Over My Dead Body Reviews
Buy Out of Time to parachute into a war-torn love story today!

1ST CHAPTER - OUT OF TIME

Present Day
THE C-130 rumbled through the sky, the propellers cutting into
the gradually thinning air. Melanie Morton had been miserable on
the ground in her wet suit and gear, but as the plane went up and
the temperature dropped she realized she was an amateur in
miserable.
She’d done some crazy—and misery-inducing—things for her
television magazine segment, Make Mel Cry Uncle, appearing four
times a year on BrightLine Weekly, but doing a HALO jump with the
Navy SEALs was taking crazy thirty thousand feet too high.
Her producer had had to do some heavy duty persuasion before
the Navy would allow her to even prepare for the jump, let alone
attempt it. They ﬁnally agreed, perhaps because the powers-that-be
thought she’d never make it through Hell Week, let alone survive the
grueling training regimen that was required prior to the high alti‐
tude low open drop with an actual SEAL team. But here she was, all
geared up and only one way to go: down. At one-hundred and
twenty miles per hour.
If she’d had any doubts about her sanity, she didn’t anymore.
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She really was out of her freaking mind.
The sad part, she’d been out of it clear back to when she’d ﬁrst
pitched the idea that had eventually become Make Mel Cry Uncle.
Since that time she’d learned to ﬁght various sorts of ﬁres. She’d
trained with cops and SWATs, trekked to the Arctic, done a stint
with the Coast Guard and another in search and rescue, gone swim‐
ming with sharks, dived to deep sea wreckage—the list was long and
getting longer. Four shows a year for ﬁve years. Dang. So far she
hadn’t made it into space, but it wasn’t because her producer hadn’t
tried to talk her into it. There was buzz of going back to the moon,
but that was so last century. Maybe if they let her go to Mars….
She shook her head. What was she thinking? She still hadn’t
gotten her tush out of this plane and she was thinking about Mars?
She was worse than freaking insane…whatever that might be.
Of course, she could cry uncle and go home. Show over. SEALs
happy. Their charity would be even happier because she’d have to
ante up the dough and not them. That was the deal, if she cried she
donated to their favorite charity. If she didn’t, then they had to
donate to hers. So far, her charity had made out like a bandit. They
loved her. But all good things had to come to an end sometime. So
why wasn’t her mouth open and why wasn’t she crying uncle like a
baby?
Her Gran could have supplied the answer. She’d told Mel almost
every day of Mel’s life that she was the most stubborn person on the
face of the earth. It was probably her biggest character ﬂaw, though
it wasn’t her only one. However, there came a time to face those
ﬂaws and defeat them.
Did it really matter if her SEAL team expected her to fail? Was
proving them wrong that big of a deal? So what if they had bets on
when she’d cry? They were also betting on when she’d wet her
pants. It was probably a guy thing.
She looked down the row of faces, seated on the hard narrow
bench with her. All of them were in full scuba gear and each held an
oxygen mask in anticipation of the moment when the cabin would
be depressurized. Hers was probably the only face without the
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tough-guy expression. This was an experienced team of steely-eyed
professional killers who’d proved their chops in Afghanistan and
Iraq. They were honest-to-goodness heroes, like her grandfather
and her father. She was proud to be sitting with them, even if they
did want her to fail.
It wasn’t personal. They liked her, or what they knew of her.
Some of them had even offered to get to know her on a more
personal level and weren’t holding a grudge at being turned down.
They just wanted her to fail. Only in the movies could a girl make it
as a SEAL. It would make them so happy if she failed. It was prob‐
ably the patriotic thing to do.
It was a pity the necessary word was stuck in her stubborn throat
like a freaking hair ball that wouldn’t hack up. Even as she was
listing the reasons for crying uncle, another part of her brain was
pointing out that it was only a jump. Other than the ﬁrst step and
the velocity, it was really no different from her time with the para‐
troopers.
So that made her stubborn and delusional.
There was a saying in the SEALs that the only good day was
yesterday. This was her last bad day. Tomorrow she’d be on her way
home, with all her SEAL yesterdays behind her. She could go back
and kill her producer. Thanks to the SEALs, she now knew about a
hundred different ways. Pity she could only use one of them on him.
The aircraft shuddered and then straightened out.
“Three minute warning,” Rockman’s voice said in her ear piece.
They all donned their oxygen masks and then the rear ramp
slowly lowered, depressurizing the hold. Mel had thought it was as
cold as it could get.
She was wrong.
“Line up!” Rockman spoke again.
Moving like ungainly gooney birds, the team and Mel formed
two lines on either side of the plane, clutching at hanging straps for
balance, their footing made precarious by heavy packs, webbed feet
and the bouncing of the plane as it rode the air currents. Mel real‐
ized she was hyperventilating into her mask. Would the friction and
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pure oxygen set her lungs on ﬁre? That thought didn’t help. Fear
Rockman would notice did.
Rockman got nose to nose with her. He didn’t need to. She
could hear him just ﬁne in the ear piece. On the other hand, he’d
spent the last three months with his face in hers telling her to move
her butt somewhere other than where it currently was. It was prob‐
ably a hard habit to break. Maybe it was even a freaking SEAL rule.
“So, Frog Lady, you ready to cry uncle?”
Frog wasn’t actually meant to be an insult, even though every‐
thing Rockman said sounded like one. This team were divers, hence
the frog appellation. Over his shoulder, Mel could see Henry, her
rather green-about-the-gills cameraman, recording the moment. It
was also his job to record her exit from the plane, or her ignomin‐
ious defeat. If she did make the jump, then her free-fall would be
recorded by mini-cams afﬁxed to the team’s head gear. Her Mel-cam
was so that her viewers could have the illusion of seeing it from her
point of view.
So this was it. Decision time. And she needed to pee. No ques‐
tion someone was going to win at least one bet, with the cold lining
up against her sphincter. If she was going to be in for a pee, might
as well go for the pound. Or in this case, in for the jump.
“Sir, I’m going to jump, sir!” She shouted, because shouting was
the only tone Rockman could hear, based on past experience.
He nodded sharply, even as his brown eyes told her he didn’t
believe her. Mel tried to focus on her instructions, rather than the
increasing pressure on her bladder. If she wet her pants now it
would probably turn to ice inside her suit. Hopefully it wouldn’t
form into stalagmites in there. Or was that stalactites? Either was
sure to be painful.
“Ladies ﬁrst.” Rockman gave her a sardonic look.
Great, now he decides to be a gentleman. She looked at the
ramp hanging over thirty thousand feet of atmosphere and ocean
and her sphincters gave up the unfair battle, releasing in a warm wet
rush. It wasn’t that bad. And it was as much encouragement as she
was going to get on this plane.
“Hoo-yah!” She ran forward and leapt off the ramp into noth‐
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ing. Six guys who owed her charity money followed her out. She just
hoped they weren’t bitter about the money. She had a long way to
fall with them.

December 6, 1942, somewhere over Occupied France
Jack Hamilton rubbed at the ice collecting around the edges of
his oxygen mask and then made a minute adjustment in his course.
Everyone on board The Time Machine was tense because of the
pasting they’d taken on their last outing, but so far it had been a
smooth ride. No ﬁghters. No ﬂak. Fourth time they’d been alerted
for the Lille mission, only this time it hadn’t been scrubbed. The
brieﬁng was 0345, but they didn’t get airborne until 0900. Now they
were about ﬁfteen minutes from their target. No one expected it to
stay easy, but after St. Nazaire, well, he was learning to be grateful
for the small mercies.
At least it was a short run, just two hours to get over the target,
dump their bombs and head back. Almost imperceptibly, he relaxed
his shoulders. That’s when he heard it.
“Bandits! Ten o’clock!”
Jack heard the shots and then saw the silver trails from their
guns tracking out ahead of them, toward the diving FW’s. One of
the bandits kept coming right at them. Red bloomed on the end of
its guns again and again.
Jack held his course and kept his eyes open, though neither was
easy. At the last moment the FW turned aside.
“Beginning bomb run,” he called out, over the crew chatter in
the intercom. Jack turned the plane over to the Ram and they went
in for the run. After that it was almost a cake walk to “bombs away.”
The crew cheered as they made the turn that meant they were
heading home.

Present Day
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Mel turned her SUV into the driveway of her little house.
Despite its rather forlorn air, the house welcomed her as it always
had, stretching back in time to when it had been her Gran’s house
and Mel the newly orphaned granddaughter.
Halloween was over, but a few dejected bats and ghosts still ﬂut‐
tered in the trees next door, and the occasional candy wrapper
mingled with fallen leaves the breeze had piled up against all avail‐
able obstacles. Fall had done its work here, stripping leaves from the
trees and turning green to brown. She climbed out and stretched,
welcoming the feeling of freedom from MREs and shouted orders.
The air she inhaled was cold and smoky. And free—as free as she
was for six wonderful weeks. The upcoming holidays tried to intrude
into her thoughts, but she pushed them ﬁrmly away. She preferred
to be working during the holidays but she hadn’t been able to
manage it this year. The SEAL gig had run long, as had editing it
for the broadcast. Then she’d had to close the New York apartment.
But ﬁnally she was here. Home. Despite the looming holidays, she
was glad to be here.
She looked around, her gaze ﬁltered through a lens of weary
nostalgia. Her neighborhood sometimes seemed lost in the past. It
always looked the same, except for the changing seasons sweeping
through. Most of the houses were pre-World War II. Gran had
come to this one as a bride, lived in it most of her life as a widow,
and left it six years ago for the long-delayed reunion with her Norm,
the grandfather Mel never met. Despite the sorrows it had seen, it
was a cheerful, hopeful place, like her Gran, whose personality had
been, and still was, the shaping force both inside and out. Mel
wasn’t around enough to make many changes, and as the only
survivor of the family line, she liked coming home to the familiar
and unchanged. Her father had died in Viet Nam and her mother
had faded from life not long after, leaving Mel to Gran’s care. Mel
didn’t remember either of her parents, though Gran had made sure
she knew of them, and Norm, through stories and pictures.
Mel wasn’t sure if Gran were a natural biographer or had been
forced into it by events. Whatever the reason, she’d written her own
life story, Norm’s, and that of their son and his wife, before begin‐
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ning to work on the story of Norm’s military service as part of the
crew of The Time Machine, their B-17 bomber. She hadn’t ﬁnished
that before she died, so Mel was trying to ﬁnish it for her.
Gran wouldn’t have approved of Mel’s career choice. It was
dangerous work and it made romance an uphill job for even the
most optimistic of suitors. Before her death, Gran had pestered Mel
about her lack of romantic entanglements. Mel didn’t have an
explanation then, or one now, other than a deep-seated realization
that she hadn’t yet met the right man.
Mel felt vaguely guilty as she unlocked the door and pushed it
hard enough to dislodge the piles of mail that would be heaped on
the ﬂoor under the mail slot of the shabby white door. It would
mostly be junk mail. Of necessity, Mel had her bills sent to her
ﬁnancial manager. Otherwise, she’d have to get her utilities turned
on again every time she came home—and get ever increasing
deposits.
She found the light switch and ﬂipped it. The old fashioned
lamps ﬂared to life, pushing back the dim. At least her manager
hadn’t absconded with her money while she was doing time with the
SEALs. She dropped her dufﬂe and handbag on the ﬂoor just past
the mail mess and headed for the bathroom. As usual, she needed
to pee.

Though the house had gone through some updating, it was
essentially unchanged from the way it had been when Norm carried
his bride across the threshold. It was a straightforward, unpreten‐
tious rectangle with two bedrooms to the left of the front door, both
connected by a long closet and the bathroom. A living room and a
fairly generous kitchen took up the right side of the structure. Under
it all was an often damp basement with another bedroom behind a
storeroom. All the ﬁxtures, except for the refrigerator, were original,
including a claw-foot tub hogging most of the bathroom.
Inside the fridge she found several cans of Diet Dr. Pepper,
grabbed a glass, added ice and then soda. It hissed and bubbled in
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the glass. The ﬁrst drink was always the best. All those chemicals bit
pleasurably into her tongue and throat. As the caffeine entered her
bloodstream, it temporarily kicked out the jet lag.
Mel turned back toward the living room, leaning a shoulder
against the jam as she took another drink. To Mel’s left, Gran’s chair
anchored the space, the imprint of her body still there in the sagging
cushion. Her glasses rested on the open book she’d been reading the
day before she went into the hospital that last time. Her footstool
was pushed slightly to the side, so she could get up. Mel had never
been able to take possession of that chair.
She kept expecting Gran to come out of her bedroom and settle
there, before looking up at Mel with a smile of welcome. Across
from Gran’s chair was the chair that was Norm’s. If he was also
haunting the house, he was a kindly ghost. Sometimes, just as the
last of the light was fading from the sky, Mel imagined she could see
them both in their chairs, young again and smiling at each other
with all the delight of young love. If she didn’t move, sometimes
she’d also smell Gran’s powder and Norm’s aftershave. If she closed
her eyes, she could feel Gran’s arms close around her, feel the cool
softness of Gran’s dress against her cheek and Gran’s hand stroking
her hair again and telling her it would be all right.
This night there were no friendly ghosts to welcome her home,
and the air in the room was resolutely stale from being closed for so
long. She put her soda can down on a coaster near the computer
and went to open some windows, passing the split couch in a pale
blue-green. The two halves squatted in front of the windows that
looked out on the enclosed porch, and had always been separated
by a vintage table. Neither couch was even remotely comfortable,
but Mel usually sat there anyway. It was her spot and had been since
she moved in.
“Pretty sad, aren’t I?” she said to the silence. Only ghosts for
company, but how was she supposed to make and keep friends when
she was never around? It didn’t help that on this street the residents
were dropping like ﬂies. She’d noticed a couple of kids toys left out
as she drove by. Eventually the street would become young again,
but the attrition was slow, albeit steady.
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Mel should have cleaned up all Gran’s stuff and given it away or
at least put it in storage, but Gran’s spirit and memory were the only
things that welcomed her home. A pet would have been nice for her,
but not for the pet.
On the dining room table was the only truly modern touch in
the house, a computer setup with all the bells and whistles. Gran
had taken to computing like a Navy SEAL to water. She particularly
loved the scanner. It made working with the old fragile photographs
from World War II so much easier.
Those pictures, and all the other stuff she’d collected from the
men who’d served with Norm, were now scattered across the top of
the dining room table and the side buffet. Mel remembered a time
when the kitchen table had been the staging area, since Gran liked
to keep the mess out of sight of company, but when Mel brought
her the computer, the move was inevitable. And there at the end
company was almost nonexistent.
Mel still worked on her project, at ﬁrst from a feeling of obliga‐
tion, but eventually had found the stories of the men of The Time
Machine and the other bomber groups’ stories as fascinating as Gran
clearly had. The survivors were happy to let Mel continue as their
recorder. She’d been going to their reunions since she was little, and
they all treated her like one of them, though they weren’t going to
be around much longer either. The Greatest Generation was dying.
That reality had given her a sense of urgency, and she’d actually
made a lot of progress the last time she was home. That’s when
she’d realized there was no picture of plane and crew all together.
Before she left for the SEAL gig, she’d put out a call for anyone with
a picture. She looked at the pile of mail. Well, there was only one
way to ﬁnd out if she’d gotten an answer.
One hour later, she had the mail sorted into the stuff she wanted
to keep, the stuff to shred and the junk headed for the trash heap.
There were several promising looking offerings from her WWII
sources, including an intriguing one marked private and urgent.
These she took to the dining room table. She turned on the
computer, then, while it went through the tedious booting up
process, picked up a letter opener and slid it under the ﬂap of the
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private and urgent envelope. Once containment was breached, she
pulled out a single eight-by-ten photograph with a business card
clipped to one corner.
Jack Hamilton. No address. Just a phone number and his name.
Talk about a blast from the past. The only member of the surviving
crew she’d never met—and the one she’d most wanted to meet.
She examined the photo, wondering if it really was the complete
crew. That was certainly The Time Machine. She could see the name
on the nose of the fuselage behind the crew, integrated with the
nose art, a tornado-looking object—something Mel had always
found puzzling. What did a tornado have to do with time travel?
Most of the pilots at the time had named their planes for their girl
or a sexy movie star, but not Jack. He was an H.G. Wells fan to his
toenails. Because of him, she’d read the books, too. Where in the
post-war world had he gone? She looked at the card. At least he
wasn’t dead yet.
Mel picked up a magnifying glass and studied the photo. Norm,
the radio operator, was in the back row of ﬁve, between Jack and his
co-pilot, Ric Bramwell. Gran had always said Norm wasn’t one to
put himself forward, Mel recalled with a smile. His face was as
familiar to her as her own, since Gran had pictures of him all over
the house, but she still felt a sense of loss at not knowing him. The
other ﬁve ﬁlling out the usual complement for a B-17 knelt in front.
Slightly off to one side, a woman stood partly in shadow. That was
odd. She applied the magnifying glass to that area, and a face, curi‐
ously like her own, jumped out at her.
She pulled back. Okay, that was…weird. She applied the glass
again. They even had the same, cropped, ﬂyaway hair. It wasn’t a
typical hair-do for the time. She leaned back in her chair, studying
the photograph again, a feeling of unease in her middle that she
couldn’t begin to explain. She lifted the top on the scanner, put the
photograph face down and hit start.
In a few minutes she had a graphic image to work with on the
screen. Even though she was consumed with curiosity about the
woman, she still paused a moment to admire Jack when his face
ﬁlled her screen. Okay, she’d seen other photos of him, but not this
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one. And he was always worth examining. The photograph was a bit
grainy, but it didn’t stop her from noting that his thick dark hair
tumbled across a high aristocratic brow. His eyes were set deep
under jutting brows. The black and white picture didn’t give away
the color, but Mel was sure they had to be a deep and sincere blue.
His face was long and narrow, with high, sharp cheek bones and a
straight nose. His smile, cutting across his face, the miles and the
years, curled her toes inside her shoes every time she saw it, today
being no exception.
Dang, he was cute. Why, she wondered, when she looked at
his picture, did she feel like she’d been born sixty years too late?
Not that she had any desire to live in the forties. Her feet were
planted firmly in the twenty-first century and happy to be there, if
only for the comfort of the shoes. But he could have come to one
of the crew reunions. Only he hadn’t and no one seemed to
know why.
With a sigh, she adjusted the picture until she could isolate the
part with the woman’s face, then selected it and copied it to its own
ﬁle. The image she had to work with was still large but fuzzy.
Luckily she had a good program for clearing up problems. She
tinkered with it, watching with interest until a face came slowly into
view.
The girl could be her twin. She backed off the image a bit,
bringing more than the face into view. She was dressed like the crew,
which was even stranger, considering the highly chauvinistic times.
She backed off some more. That’s when she got her second shock.
On the wrist that the woman held up to shield her eyes from the sun
was a small tattoo that looked a lot like the temporary tattoo pres‐
ently fading on the inside of her wrist. The SEAL team had insisted
she commemorate her jump with a miniature Uncle Sam. She
backed off some more and worked on that area, bringing it into
better focus. Then she only had to hold her wrist up to the screen to
see they matched perfectly.
Okay, Jack had to be pulling her chain.
She picked up the card and studied the phone number. It was
long distance, but there was no indication of a time zone. She
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looked at her watch. It was after midnight. And what would she say
to him? Why is my arm in an old WWII photo?
At that moment, her phone rang. She jumped, looked at it suspi‐
ciously as it rang two more times. This time of night, it was prob‐
ably obscene. She lifted the receiver.
“Mel?” The voice was male and strong, though there was an
aged quality to it she couldn’t quite put her ﬁnger on.
“Who is this?” Mel had a policy of only being polite to people
she knew. It cut down on solicitations calls—or at least shortened
them.
“Jack. Jack Hamilton.”
Shock held her silent for a long moment.
“Jack Hamilton.” She felt winded, and for no reason she could
think of, her heart thumped in her chest.
“That’s right.”
She wanted to ask him if he knew what time it was, but she was
pretty sure he did. And somehow, he’d known she’d be up.
“Your SEAL segment was your best yet,” he said into her
silence. “I really wondered if you were going to jump.”
She’d wondered the same thing.
“Thanks.” Jeez, did she have to be so lame? She talked for a
freaking living, for Pete’s sake! “How are you?” Oh, that’s good, take
yourself beyond lame. Be a freaking loser.
He chuckled. “I’m old.”
It surprised her when she heard herself chuckle.
Then he said, “We need to meet. We’re almost out of time.”
What did he mean by that? “O…kay…when…”
“Tomorrow. I’ll be there at ten hundred.” There was a pause.
“Good-night, Mel.”
“Good…night…” She didn’t know what to call him. Inside her
head, she’d called him Jack her whole life, but he was an elder and,
according to Gran, should be treated with respect. The only prob‐
lem, calling him “Mr. Hamilton” sounded all wrong. Before she
could decide, the line went dead. She stared at it. Maybe she
dreamed the call. Maybe she was in bed right now and didn’t know
it. Maybe she should go to bed.
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She saved her work, turned off the computer and headed for
her bedroom, wondering why Jack had called after all these years.
And what she was going to wear for her ﬁrst meeting with the
mysterious and elusive ex-captain. She may not cry uncle, but she
was still a girl.

Buy Out of Time to parachute into a war-torn love story today!

JUST IN TIME

The long awaited sequel to Out of Time!
He’s racing back in time to save the future. She’s
trying to survive her present. Will the past doom their
love?
Undisclosed location, present day. Fearless military pilot Ty Granger
has dedicated his life to hunting down those who tamper with time.
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So when someone attempts to stop the development of a radically
advanced plane in 1954, he’s forced to make a risky jump back
through a temporal vortex. But his mission will take a twist when he
falls for the aircraft's beautiful designer…who only has days left to
live.
Edwards Air Force Base, 1954. Alice Merriweather, who is much
more than the secretary she pretends to be, is desperate to prove her
extraordinary creation can ﬂy. So when a handsome stranger offers
to be her test pilot, she overlooks his claim that he’s from the future.
Fearing that a rival plans to sabotage her project, Alice risks trusting
the mysterious man who treats her like an equal.
As time grows chaotic, Ty fears the clock will run out on saving his
beloved from her terrible fate. Though Alice has fallen hard for Ty,
she’s prepared to sacriﬁce her life if it means her radical work and
the man from the future will survive.
With shadowy enemies threatening to erase Ty and Alice’s existence,
and her life's work, how will they ﬁnd their happily ever after?
Just in Time is the captivating second book in the Out of Time science
ﬁction romance series. If you like paradoxical plots, charming
chemistry, and heart-wrenching encounters, then you’ll adore
Pauline Baird Jones’ intriguing adventure.
Buy Just in Time (An Out of Time Story) to take a romantic
discovery ﬂight today!

1ST CHAPTER - JUST IN TIME

Edwards Air Force Base, August, 1952
Alice Merriweather climbed out of the car and shielded her eyes
the better to study their new home. The horizon wavered in the
intense heat, though it failed to hide how unforgiving the desert was
that surrounded the base, broken only by the coolly distant San
Gabriel Mountains.
No breeze lifted the damp strands of hair from off her face, and
the scarf she’d tied over her hair did nothing to ease the rays from
the sun. It felt as if she’d burst into ﬂames at any moment. She lifted
a hand holding a handkerchief and dabbed delicately at her neck.
Then she resolved not to do that again. Movement of any kind felt
as if it only made the heat worse.
She tried to deﬁne the scent of the place absent the smell of
gasoline, and decided that while it might not be a smell, it still
smelled hot.
All through the drive to Edwards Air Force Base, she’d stared
out at the bleak sea of scrub and sand, backed by the far too distant
mountains. She glanced up. There was so much cloudless sky domi‐
nated by the remorseless sun.
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“Are you all right, Miss Merriweather?” the Captain asked,
standing by the gate to their new residence. He’d accompanied
them to the base, but Alice couldn’t remember his name. An airman
had scrambled out from the driver’s seat to open their doors for
them. “It gets pretty hot this time of year.”
Alice glanced at her father, noting the anxiety in his rather pale
gray eyes. “I’m ﬁne,” she said. “I hardly feel the heat,” she added
the lie. It wouldn’t be her ﬁrst or last, she guessed.
With an inner stiffening of her courage, she turned to face the
bungalow where they’d be living for—well, she was not certain how
long they’d be there. So much depended on her father and this
opportunity to build his dream.
The small house looked as defeated as she felt after the long, hot
drive. The small gate stuck for a minute before it opened with a
squeak, then the men gestured for her to go ﬁrst. Drifted sand half
hid the sidewalk. The knob was hot to the touch but opened without
a key. She paused to look back. The street was silent, almost
deserted, except for a dark car. A man leaned against it, his arms
crossed over his chest. His clothes were dark, too, and sunglasses
obscured his gaze, but Alice felt a prickle along her nerve endings.
Her shoulders straightened an inch more. She turned and
stepped inside.

Present Day, Time-resistant Bunker in an Undisclosed Location
“What if it’s a trap?” Melanie “Mel” Morton Hamilton asked.
She turned from the map dominating the entire wall. It was
dotted with newspaper clippings, notes—both handwritten and
printed—and a myriad of red lines running in a variety of direc‐
tions. But most of them headed to one location.
Edwards Air Force Base.
The two men on the other side of the room glanced at each
other then returned their attention to her with carefully neutral
expressions.
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“It’s what we’re doing,” she pointed out. “We’re looking for
them.” If it was a trap, their unknown foe had baited it well. It had
the most indications of time tampering of any other event they’d
been tracking.
Her husband, Jack, gave a half shrug in acknowledgement of
her point. Mel turned her attention to the other man in the room,
because looking at Jack made her heart kick up and distracted her
from the task at hand. Plus, it was unprofessional to look sappy at
work. Out of the corner of her eye, she saw Jack’s lips twitch, as if
he knew.
Jack’s companion, Dr. Tyson Granger, was also good looking—
in a quietly powerful way that didn’t move her heart dial at all. His
build was broader than Jack’s, a different kind of lethal rumbled
under there, hiding behind eyes as deeply compelling and soulful as
a St. Bernard’s.
“That’s why I’m going,” Granger said. He had a deep, soothing
voice to go with his “trust me” eyes. Between eyes and voice, even
his most outrageous assertions sounded entirely logical and reason‐
able. Granger was a pilot, like Jack, but not really like Jack. Both
were total geeks, though neither of them looked like geeks. No
glasses or pocket protectors. Jack had the pilot swagger and a belief
in his own immortality. Granger was so focused and deliberate, Mel
had to remind herself he was, in his own way, as reckless as Jack. Or
her, she conceded wryly.
Mel didn’t disagree with his assertion he was making the trip,
even though the trip hadn’t been approved yet. She wasn’t going,
that was for sure. She and Jack had barely made it back alive from
their last attempt to track the rogue time travelers. It was just a
theory, of course, but Jack believed it was because they’d tried to
track them into the future. Not that traveling into the past had been
without its smackdowns.
“If they are after you—” Granger began.
“They could just be trying to tamper with the timeline,” Jack
cut in.
Just. Mel almost snorted.
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The room in the center of their specially designed bunker shook
as if there’d been some kind of explosion or seismic event. They all
glanced at their seismic monitor, but it hadn’t registered anything.
Their time sensor was going nuts—if it worked properly. This would
be the ﬁrst serious test if Jack approved Granger to go.
If.
Had Jack hesitated this long before sending Mel back in time?
Okay, probably, since he’d had almost eighty years to think about it,
but still, this mission had more riding on it than just a time machine
test. This was about the time tampering; it was an attempt to get an
handle on who was doing it. And if the perps were from the future?
One step at a time, Jack said, though it was more like a leap at a
time.
Granger’s legs were long enough for leaping. And it was a truth
—possibly a universal one—that a man determined to travel back in
time would ﬁnd a way to make that happen. Granger had taken
everything they’d thrown at him. The physical training, the highaltitude parachute drops, the psych evaluations—he’d immersed
himself in the target time period, and never once looked ﬂustered.
If there was a perfect time traveler, Tyson Granger was the poster
dude.
As the resident expert on time travel, Mel felt—not doubts
exactly—but concern for sure. She’d been there and done it. She
knew how freaking hard it was. And she’d changed her past history
and Jack’s to some extent. At least from what they knew. It was the
parts they didn’t know that worried both of them. She’d had a frontrow seat to see time rippling through her life. She’d returned with
two distinct and separate memories of her personal timeline. It
made for some weird faux pas in her encounters with friends and
family.
Jack had postulated that the reason she remembered both time‐
lines was because of her photographic memory. It wasn’t a bad
theory except for the trip into the past she didn’t remember. Jack
claimed she didn’t remember that ﬁrst trip because he’d sent her
back into the past the second time before the ﬁrst time happened.
This is why her eyes twitched a lot. Even worse, time travel, if
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you thought about it too much, also made your head want to
explode. Paradoxes and timeline changes and…
Another time tremor rattled the structure, causing the lights to
flicker. She tasted something metallic in her mouth and her skin
tingled. No question the tremors had worsened as they’d closed in
on the suspected time tampering. Mel turned back to the map and
touched the tip of her finger to the red circle, their suspected
ground zero. The tremor almost shook her off her feet. She took
her finger off the map, rubbing the zinged tip, and the tremor
eased.
Whether it was time tampering or a time trap, something was
building—had built—at Edwards Air Force base in the past. They
could act and change heavens knew what, or do nothing and—they
didn’t know what would happen if they did nothing. Nothing might
happen. Something might happen when it was too late to do some‐
thing. Yeah, eye twitch time.
When Jack had sent Mel back in time, it had been personal. He
hadn’t expected to ﬁnd evidence that someone else was time trav‐
eling—and possibly time tampering. Okay, they were pretty sure
someone was tampering—or testing—time. And if that weren’t
challenging enough, they didn’t know if they’d tried this before.
This could be the ﬁrst, second, third, or ﬁfth time they’d tried to do
something about the tampering.
She leaned in, studying their map without touching it this time.
Despite her caution, she felt the hairs on her arms lift as she got
closer.
The picture in the red circle was of an older man with an
unhappy face: Dr. George Merriweather. Was he truly the epicenter
of the time event? He didn’t look like an epicenter kind of guy.
Scientist, widower, father. Why would time care about him? There
was only one way to ﬁnd out. But she still had a question to ask.
Mostly because she needed the reassurance. “You think what he was
working on was important enough to stop?”
Granger shoved his hands in the pockets of his slacks. “I do.”
Of course he did. Did she think his answer was going to change
now, when he was so close to getting what he wanted?
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“We don’t even know it would have worked,” Mel felt she had to
point out. Again.
Granger’s gaze shifted to Jack, then back to Mel. His shrug was
slight. Mel knew why. The schematics Granger had found were too
far ahead of their time. And they reminded Jack of a young, WWII
pilot who’d dreamed of time travel.
The project was either amazing enough to stop, or an irresistible
trap for Jack—and her—if they knew about her. That was the other
kicker. They didn’t know what the other guys or gals knew. And with
time travel, knowing could be a moving target as time changed in
response to the interference.
“Don’t you ﬁnd it troubling they couldn’t get a test pilot?” Mel
asked. Unless that record had been erased.
“Testing experimental aircraft was—is risky. Pilots died. I’m sure
they had good reasons for not wanting to test this…Manta Ray. And
there was plenty of competition at the time,” Jack added. “Too
many planes, not enough pilots.”
They only had fragments of information about the plane. No
pictures had survived. But it was the engine that interested Granger
and Jack, Mel knew.
“Or someone sabotaged them,” Granger pointed out. “It
wouldn’t take much to get a whisper campaign going if someone
wanted to make sure it didn’t get tested and on any ofﬁcial record.”
The explosion and ﬁre certainly supported that contention. But
which had they been after? The plane or its engine? Could have
been both, she thought with a silent sigh.
She turned back her board, her gaze very reluctantly ﬁnding the
small news item no one had wanted to add there. But it was what
they did, no matter how bizarre.
“The ofﬁcial record says President Eisenhower had a
toothache,” she murmured. The headline popped out as if to mock
her: Dateline February 20, 1954. President Dwight Eisenhower Meets With
Two Extraterrestrials. Just looking at it made her eye twitch faster and
her head hurt more.
“It does,” Granger agreed.
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“Whatever happened that night,” Jack said, “Merriweather
disappeared. His daughter was killed. And most of his research was
destroyed.”
What had happened that night? Had Merriweather been relo‐
cated by the time-tampering time travelers? Or had he run away
because of his daughter’s death?
“If it had worked—” Mel stopped.
“I only saw preliminary drawings of the engine, but if it did
what I think he was trying to do? The space program would look
completely different,” Granger said. “We might already be on
Mars.”
She spun around. “But…aliens?”
Both men shrugged. It was Jack who responded. “Someone trav‐
eling from the future could easily make themselves appear to be
alien.”
And they had evidence someone—other than them—was trav‐
eling through time, possibly from the future, but they could be from
now, since it had been current-to-this-time tech they’d attempted to
plant in World War II.
“I don’t think the President met with aliens,” Granger said, yet
again, “but it’s an anomalous event within the time frame that is
triggering our machines.”
She shoved her hands into the pockets of her jeans. An anom‐
alous event? That was classing a rumor up a bit.
“You know that you have to—” Mel began, because she felt he
still didn’t get it. How could he not get how freaking hard time
travel was?
“Jump into a vortex without a parachute,” Granger said. A
slight, satisﬁed smile twitched the edges of a mouth that was full and
rather sensual. “And if something goes wrong, I could end up lost in
time. Or dead.”
Yeah, he thought the idea sounded fun until he was looking
down that vortex and having to step off the edge into nothing. His
conﬁdence made her want to shake her head, but the decision had
been made long ago, perhaps even a timeline or two ago. And the
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clock was ticking. If Granger was right, and if everything went
perfectly, they’d be just in time.
She shrugged and sighed. Boys and their time travel aspirations.
“Let’s do it then,” she said.
Get your copy of Just in Time (An Out of Time Story)! Also
available in audio and print!

PETS IN SPACE STORIES

In early 2016, Veronica Scott and I decided it would be fun to put
together an anthology of science ﬁction romance stories that
included pets helping the hero and heroine to through an adventure
to their happy ending. Our ﬁrst anthology was so much fun and so
successful, that we decided to do it again. And again.
Things to know about the Pets in Space:
1. These are limited editions. After a period of time, we take
them off sale and revert the rights for the stories to their authors. If
you’re interested, it is a good idea to subscribe to our newsletter on
our website.
2. Yes, there will be at least a Pets in Space 6, but Veronica and
will no longer be in charge. Pets in Space has a new captain starting
in 2021!
3. The Pets in Space anthologies have won two Library Journal
Best of (2016 and 2017), and twice hit the USA Today Bestseller list.
They’ve also accumulated several SFR Galaxy Awards.
4. Veronica and I didn’t see any of it coming, but are thrilled
that we’ve helped a variety of science ﬁction romance authors
connect with readers AND donated a sizable amount to Hero Dogs.
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(We’re proud to donate 10% of the ﬁrst month’s proceeds to HeroDogs.org.)
All ﬁve of my stories are now available for sale by me .
From Pets in Space (2016):
The Real Dragon

Emma Standish didn’t think her day could get any worse. Her
dad is marrying his boss, her dragon suddenly came back talking
and typing, and it’s her fault the Earth, or at least ten square miles
of Texas, is going to be destroyed. That’s what happens when you
forget something very, very important. Luckily for her, she’s got the
love of her life that she can’t remember and her dragon by her side.
Who needs to worry when you’re having a day like this?
Get your copy of The Real Dragon now!
From Embrace the Romance (2017)
Time Trap
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Hiding in time is not as easy as you’d think…
USAF Engineer Master Sergeant Briggs—only his mother
called him by his ﬁrst name—is not enjoying his birthday. A year
older and ordered to recuperate on a quiet bay away from the
Garradian outpost, he’s ready to mutiny and go back to his beloved
engines. When his friends send him a gift from Area 51, he ﬁgures it
will relieve his boredom for an hour or so.
Until he turns it on and he gets his second present of the day.
Madison, and her parrot partner, Sir Rupert, are on the track of
a traitor to the Rebellion when they time travel into a trap. Their
only way out is via an old transport pad, but instead of sending
them somewhere, it sends them back in time. Straight into the arms
of the one man who could kick her tires and light her ﬁres.
She would like to get to know the handsome engineer, but the
trouble following her can get people erased from existence. The fact
he’s a hero, like her lost brother, just makes her want to protect him
more.
Briggs doesn’t trust time travelers—with good reason—but now
he has to work with the unlikely pair because trouble is coming.
Trouble that puts an outpost ﬁlled with geeks and ancient tech‐
nology at risk. It’s not the ﬁrst time he’s worked with a woman to
save the universe, but it’s the ﬁrst time he’s wanted to keep her for
himself.
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If only she were a little older…
With a Time Service Interdiction Force on their heels, can the
three craft a plan that will save a base full of geniuses and tech‐
nology and get them the happy ending they deserve?
This short story originally appeared in Embrace the Romance: Pets
in Space 2, Library Journal Best Book of 2016 (eOriginal) and USA
Today bestseller.
Get your copy of Time Trap: A Project Enterprise Series Short
Story now!
From Embrace the Passion (2018)

Operation Ark
She’s a USMC Sergeant deployed to the Garradian Galaxy.
He was raised by the robots who freed him from slavery. It’s a
match made nowhere anyone can ﬁgure out.
They clashed as enemies but joined forces to defeat a common
foe. Now they’re tasked with returning some freed prisoners to their
home worlds. In the next galaxy. With an alien, a robot, and a cati‐
corn. It was a bar joke without a punch line, though Carolina City
has a feeling it is out there—like the truth.
Kraye isn’t eager to return to his galaxy where the dark secret of
his past lays in wait, but he’s willing to risk it in hopes that Caro can
teach him what the robots couldn’t: how to be human.
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Together they must face a dangerous journey, a lethal enemy
with a score to settle, their unexpected desire, and an uncertain
future if they make it out alive.
Can Caro and Kraye navigate the mineﬁelds—both emotional
and space based—to land a happy homecoming for the sentient
animals in their care? Can the man raised by robots learn how to
kiss the girl while the starchy Marine decides if she is willing to bend
the rules for a happy ever after? Don’t miss Pauline Baird Jones’
newest Project Enterprise story!
Get your copy of Operation Ark: A Project Enterprise Story!
From Pets in Space 4 (2019)
Cyborg’s Revenge

They say you can’t go home again, but what if it is the
only way to truly be free?
Rap solves problems large and small. He solved them when he
was human, when he was a robot, and now that he’s mostly human
again, he’s still solving problems—though eliminating the threat
from his old Master is a biggie. He’ll need his pet, Snake, and his
new friend, Nelson, the AI inside his head. And then there’s Ale. He
thought he knew all there was to know about Ale.
He was wrong.
Her human form is making his head spin and his heart hurt.
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He’d like to get closer to her, but he was a geek who didn’t know
how to talk to women before he became a robot. He can’t imagine
facing the Master without her, but how can he risk her life on an
impossible mission?
Now that Ale is a human again—mostly—her new beating heart
is pounding for Rap. It’s a pity that he’s inscrutable, and she’s got a
huge secret—one that could be the key to ending the threat from
their former Q’uy Master—or doom them all to captivity once
more.
Can the shy guy and the lovesick gal defeat their greatest enemy
and ﬁnd a happy ending? Only the chatty Snake knows for sure.
Cyborg’s Revenge ﬁrst appeared in Pets in Space ® 4, which is no
longer on sale.
Get your copy of Cyborg’s Revenge: A Project Enterprise Series Short
Story!
From Pets in Space 5 (2020)

Generals’ Holiday
She’s a lady with a crazy story and a frog for a side-kick. He’s a general
who has been waiting for his Picard moment for a long time.
General John Halliwell, Commander of the Project Enterprise
Earth Expedition, has spent most of his time in the Garradian
Galaxy being shot at and shooting back. When a mysterious and
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intriguing lady arrives on Kikk asking for some non-shooting help,
he is intrigued enough to listen.
It doesn’t hurt that the lady’s easy on his eyes, close to his own
age, and not under his command.
He doesn’t mind a chance to show the galaxy that their expedi‐
tion can do more than point and shoot. That it’s the closest to a
holiday he’s going to get for a while, might have tipped the scales
too. The problem is, he believes she believes, but her story is too
unbelievable to believe.
Or something like that.
All Naxe has ever known is a life of hiding and providing, but
with the end of the war, freedom feels further than ever. Why are
they still hiding from the rest of the galaxy? Why aren’t the ships of
Scoyfol ﬁnally going home?
In a bid to break the stalemate gripping the ships’ company, she
breaks all the rules and asks General Halliwell for help. It’s a bonus
that he is the ﬁrst man in her life to remind her she’s a woman, that
life could be about more than endless scavenging runs to help feed
her people.
But when she brings the general and his team to the Scoyfol
ships, something has gone terribly wrong.
What is the true story of Scoyfol?
As Halliwell and Naxe get closer and closer to the truth, he real‐
izes he’s getting his Picard moment, but with shooting.
Because shooting happens.
But if they can survive he might just get to kiss the lady.
Note: General’s Holiday ﬁrst appeared in Pets in Space® 5.
“Last, but very deﬁnitely not least, my favorite story so far,
Pauline Baird Jones’ General’s Holiday. Some of that favoritism has
to do with the main character’s frequent and sometimes lighthearted
but most often slightly rueful references to Star Trek.” Reading
Reality
Get your copy of General’s Holiday here!

1ST CHAPTER - THE REAL DRAGON

My dragon came back the day my dad told
me he was getting married again.
I found him—my dragon, not my dad—
sitting on my desk with his front legs on my
computer keyboard.
Typing.
Of course he’s not typing. Just because it
sounded like he was typing, didn’t mean he
was typing. His head turned my direction and
he blinked. I closed the door behind me and saw what seemed like
recognition in his deep, dragon gaze.
He lifted a front leg—usually a sign of submission in a bearded
dragon—and waved his claw at me, or possibly at the computer
screen. “I hope you don’t mind?”
I stepped over to the bed and sank down just before my knees
gave out. Peddrenth shifted so he could still see me, his beard ﬂaring
black for several seconds, like I’d annoyed him. Bearded dragons
make great pets, but male bearded dragons like to dominate, and,
despite the submissive paw waving, he’d ruled our shared roost long
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before he disappeared. I shook my head, closed my dropped jaw
and said, “I don’t…mind.”
Minding wasn’t even on the list of what I felt. Beyond the shock,
the disbelief, the awe, and freaked out, I realized the one thing that
didn’t surprise me. How he sounded. Kind of gravely, with a slight
lisp. Like, well, a dragon.
He turned back to my computer and symbols began to ﬂash on
the screen. My dragon was typing.
Gobsmacked, I stared at the screen without seeing it at ﬁrst, but
then I realized some of the stuff he was putting on there looked
vaguely familiar, if I had time to think about it. Which I didn’t. I
had all these questions bouncing around inside my head. I needed
to herd them into an orderly queue before something exploded in
there. I set my purse down on one side, my brief case on the other,
and eased off my shoes. This familiar, post-work day ritual helped.
A little. Okay, not that much. But at least my feet were happy.
I rubbed my temple, then the bridge of my nose. I pinched
myself. I seemed to be awake. If I was dreaming, I wanted to wake
up. Except for having Peddrenth back. I wouldn’t mind if that was
real—with or without the typing and talking. I’d missed him. He’d
been my companion, my best friend for ten years, until—
The typing stopped and Peddrenth slithered around. His paw
waved, like giving me permission to speak. So I did.
“Where have you been for the last eight years?” I sounded more
curious than freaked out, which surprised me, because I was pretty
freaked out.
He shouldn’t even be alive. A bearded dragon had a max life
span of twelve years. I got him for my eighth birthday and I would
be twenty-six in a couple of days. You do the math. On the other
hand, he wasn’t supposed to be typing or talking so the life span
thing felt moot.
“Away,” he said signiﬁcantly.
“For eight years.” He’d disappeared the same night as the acci‐
dent. My ﬁngers curled into my palms. I didn’t remember much
about that night, except that when the dust settled, Peddrenth and
my mom were both gone. Losing them had changed my life almost
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beyond recognition, but whatever. I’d moved on. Without actually
moving on, since I still lived at home with my dad.
“It is true that eight of your years have passed…” His paw
waved again.
Maybe he was trying to use the Force on me. It had that vibe.
Which might explain why I only just noticed his mouth wasn’t
moving when he talked. Just in case things weren’t weird enough.
Was I having a breakdown? In which case I was hallucinating
because…oh, wow, it feels lame to think I might be that upset over
my dad remarrying. I considered it and decided it wasn’t the
marrying part. It was the who part. My dad was the stereotype of
the absentminded inventor slash scientist. And he was about to
marry Iris. Of all the women who’d tried to get his attention since
my mom died, he picks his dragon-lady boss?
My dad was marrying his boss.
And mine.
Just because I found her more personally annoying than just
about anyone else in my life, I needed to not lose sight of the fact
that if this happened, I stood a good chance of getting my life back
—after eight years of being Peddrenthless when I needed my pet
dragon the most. “Where have you been?!”
“You are conversant with faster than light travel.”
Ice trickled down the center of my back. “How could you know
that?” No one knew about her dad’s super-secret, faster-than-light
project.
“For one thing, you have geek plastered all over your Facebook
and Instagram proﬁles.”
I opened my mouth to ask how he knew that, then noticed the
tabs on my browser. My dragon had checked out my social media.
“And it has long been your dream to travel in space.”
This was true, but how—oh right. I’d told him everything before
he disappeared. “I…didn’t know you understood me.”
He might have looked aggrieved. “You told me I was the only
one who did.”
“Yes. And I meant it.” For a teenager, “you understand me” is
the same as saying “you let me talk all I want and never tell me I’m
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wrong,” but this didn’t seem like the time to tell him that. That I
knew this gave me hope I’d matured, even if I did live at home.
Then I wondered why I was talking out loud when my dragon
wasn’t. Can you hear me?
No response from my dragon.
“How come I can hear you inside my head but you can’t
hear me?”
I felt a d’oh from him.
“You lack the implant that gives me a telepathic voice.”
Implant. My dragon had an implant that made him telepathic.
Okay. And where—it was starting to sink in that my dragon had
been…I couldn’t think it. Not yet. I was a geek. I should be excited,
not—
“So you took,” I sort of managed another dry swallow, “a…a…
space trip?”
I had a sudden ﬂash of memory. Like a movie still frame. The
bright light stabbing out of the dark that put us at the center of a
spotlight—but that was just a weird dream. A weird, reoccurring
dream. It had to be, because if it wasn’t then…then…
“You observed my departure.”
I looked away. “I don’t remember much about that night.” I
rubbed my face with both hands, leaving them over my eyes. Now I
saw the ﬂash of headlights. This time not in still frame. They moved
erratically, the glow bouncing off the dense trees that lined the road.
The squeal of tires—and then nothing. Just this vast blank ocean
inside my head that was awash with guilt.
My dad had been devastated about losing mom, but it had been
eight years. In the Old Testament, even Jacob had only served seven
for Rachel, unless you counted the seven extra years he got tricked
into serving, but I didn’t want to count those. Eight was bad enough.
And I hadn’t even got a date out of my eight years, let alone a
spouse or two.
You don’t have to leave, my dad had told me today after dropping
his bombshell, Iris and I want you to stay, to keep working with us.
Yeah, sure, I’d love to play third wheel to my dad and his wife. I
didn’t tell him I’d rather poke out my own eye. I didn’t have to. He
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was clueless but not that clueless. He’d almost seemed startled by his
words, then he’d smiled at me, tempered with a bit of wry and
something almost…puzzled. I’d hugged and congratulated him and
came upstairs to…a typing, talking dragon. I lowered my hands.
I had to know. “Were you…abducted by…aliens?”
“I wasn’t abducted.” His beard ﬂared black again. “It was an
accident.”
My next thought was totally inappropriate, but one can’t always
help that.
Why didn’t they accidentally take me, too?

“So, you’re not dating Ted?” Peddrenth broke into what had turned
into a long silence.
It wasn’t that I’d run out of questions. I think I had maxed out
my ability to process his answers. Here I sat in my bedroom, dealing
with the fact that my dad was getting married again, my dragon had
taken an accidental trip to space and back, and all I had were book
boyfriends. I glanced around. And a bedroom that hadn’t been
updated since that night. And who was Ted?
I started to ask, but then I remembered. The me before the acci‐
dent had thought Ted might ask me to the senior prom. He hadn’t,
of course. I’d been in the hospital with a concussion. And our “dat‐
ing” had been as imaginary as my book boyfriends.
“No…I’m not dating Ted.”
“That is well.”
Why? I directed a penetrating look his direction, but he had a
tough hide. I was curious he was curious about Ted, no question,
but it didn’t seem like the main point, which was…
“Why did you come back?” I hesitated. “Are you really back?”
I’d need to restart his bug order. It had really impressed my friends
that I bought bugs and had a dragon for a pet, I recalled a bit
vaguely. Was this what shock felt like? Cold and fuzzy around the
edges? I grabbed the lap quilt at the foot of my bed and wrapped it
around my shoulders.
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“Mazan would like to talk to you.”
“Mazan?”
My dragon studied me with a peculiar intensity. “You truly do
not remember?” I shook my head. “That perhaps would explain—”
“Explain what?” I felt a strange dread, as memory tried to pierce
the thick fog hiding whatever happened that night eight years ago.
“There is a problem with the launch.”
There was nothing in my nondisclosure agreement about talking
to a dragon, but it still felt disloyal. “Launch?” I tried to look clue‐
less. Which should have been easy since I pretty much was.
Peddrenth couldn’t raise his brows, but it felt like he did.
“Okay, so there might be a launch—which you didn’t hear from
me—what of it?”
“There is a leak.”
“A leak?” I jerked upright in alarm. “In the fuel tanks? On the
team?” Exploding space vehicles and corporate sabotage were both
a real worry. “What?”
“You. You are leaking.”

Get your copy of The Real Dragon now!

1ST CHAPTER - TIME TRAP

Master Sergeant Briggs—yes, he had a ﬁrst
name, but only his mother had ever used it
—stared somewhat balefully at the crate
delivered to him by the lowliest Airman
currently stationed on the so-secret-theyweren’t-even-supposed-to-think-about-it
Garradian outpost. No one had wanted to
be the one to bring it to him. Rumor was,
there was a no-ﬂy zone over his “recupera‐
tion sector.” What a bunch of wimps. So he was kinda grouchy
about being side-lined for his health. And turning a year older.
Who wouldn’t be? Jeez, he’d been banished to a freaking hut. So
he’d gotten shot. It was a graze. That maybe got an alien infection,
but he’d kicked that to the curb. And what do they do? They park
him on a bay overlooking a freaking ocean. It was hot, but it wasn’t
the heat bugging him. It was all this freaking fresh air. Like he was
some kind of beach bum or suffering a mid-life crisis, instead of a
guy who lived and died for planes and spaceships and the motors
that made them move. His lungs needed engine fumes, not tropical
breezes. He needed work, not a birthday present.
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He glared at the crate. It didn’t ﬂee. Just sat there. Only two
people he knew would be brassy enough to send him a birthday
present, especially right now.
Sara Donovan and Doc Clementyne.
He could hear them laughing all the way from the Milky Way.
They wouldn’t be laughing when they turned forty ﬁve. Five years to
ﬁfty. How the hotel did that happen? He wasn’t supposed to get
older if he took a trip to a galaxy far, far away. He was pretty sure
someone had promised him he’d get younger if he signed on the
dotted line. Or if not younger, then that he wouldn’t get older. Some
kind of paradox or something.
About to stomp away from the crate, he hesitated. Donovan and
the Doc did know him pretty well. Were they busting his chops? Or
sending him a lifeline?
If they didn’t want to drop and give him twenty when he got
back to Earth, there’d better be something interesting in there. He
pulled out his army knife—one on steroids—and selected a chunky
blade. He applied this—with force—to the nails holding the lid
down. Yanked the lid back and tossed it aside. There was a note on
top of the straw. At least they’d been smart enough not to send him
an actual birthday card.

We found this in the Area 51 garage sale and immediately thought of you.
Cha-cha-cha,
Donovan and Doc (and their signiﬁcant others)
P.S. According to the ﬁles, this was collected on 2789645. Ring any bells?

Area 51 garage sale. He chuckled. He should have known. Those
two did know the way to make his engineer’s heart happy. He dug
through the straw, tossing it aside. The late afternoon wind would
clear it away. The wind was like the tide. It came. It went. Every
freaking day. Weren’t even any damn birds chirping on this blasted
place. What kind of island didn’t have birds?
His hand struck metal, he felt around for the edges, and lifted it
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clear. Heavy little sucker. It pulled at his wound, but he ignored that
and carried it over to the rough table he’d built on his second day of
exile, using some of the driftwood washed in by foxtrot tide. The
local doc could tell him to take it easy, but she couldn’t make him do
it. If he’d had the parts, he’d have given the table an engine. And
driven it back to the base.
He set the big disc down on top of the table and stepped back to
study it. Not exactly promising. Looked like a manhole cover.
Maybe those two were jerking his chain. Only his knowledge of
Donovan and the Doc kept him from heaving it into the surf.
And the fact that Area 51 did not save man9hole covers, not
even for garage sales.
2789645? Actually that did ring a few bells.
He pulled up the stool he’d also made, and considered the item,
rubbing his chin thoughtfully. If memory served—which it might
not now that he was so foxtrot old—that was the ﬁrst planet they’d
dropped a team on back in the early days of Project Enterprise,
when they weren’t sure any of it was going to work.
The planet had had a barely habitable atmosphere, some algae
that only excited the botanists and this. The geeks had studied it for
a while, but had lost interest when it didn’t do anything. No one had
asked him to look at it then, and he’d had other priorities, so he
didn’t care.
Now? He might care a little.
He’d gotten that desperate.
Why had they sent him this thing? Something about it must
have interested them. He leaned back wondering how they got their
hands on it, and then how they got it to him for his birthday—all
without getting him or themselves flagged and hauled in to explain.
Until he remembered who they were. Alone, those two were
dangerous. Together? Lethal. He liked that about them. And they
could dance. He’d always hoped to find a permanent dance partner
—but he didn’t hang out in the right places for that kind of
woman.
He sighed. Reached out a ﬁnger and ﬂicked the edge of the
metal. He wasn’t worried about touching it. If there’d been any
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danger in touching it, someone would already be dead. Or turned
into an alien.
It was thicker than a manhole cover. No sign of a seam on the
sides. He ran his hands across the top. It was rough, mostly from
mild corrosion, he decided. His ﬁngers found indentations that
could be an alien version of screws or bolts. He lifted it up and
studied the rim, rolling it left, then right. Lines were cut in the rim,
not unlike a coin, but then his ﬁngers found two depressions, side by
side. He pushed them both. They gave, but nothing happened. Not
a surprise. The geeks had probably done that much. He pulled out
his cheaters—one of those gifts that keep on giving for crossing into
over-forty range—and studied the rim. Was there a seam?
He turned it over. The bottom was dotted with multiple ovals
that formed a circular grid across the surface. He touched one of
the holes. It indented about an inch. He felt around. Was that wiring
he felt in there?
“What do you do?” he muttered. The wind and the tide didn’t
know.
Time to see if he could open this bad boy up. Be nice to put one
over on the geeks of Area 51.

Get your copy of Time Trap: A Project Enterprise Series Short Story now!

1ST CHAPTER OPERATION ARK

They ﬁled in two by two, the click and
scrape of claws and paws against the stone
ﬂoor adding a discordant note to the music
ﬁltering quietly through Central Outpost’s
intercom system. Some of them paused for
a last look around before starting up the
lowered ramp of the spaceship Emissary.
At the head of the unusual column were
the Erinaceines, a pair of hedgehog-like crea‐
tures whose waddle was almost on the beat.
They had the pointed noses of an Earth hedgehog, but their
coloring was brighter, more in the yellow and orange range.
Behind them came the Pinyians, most closely resembling pandas,
but they had black and red coloring. They ambled in, following a
wandering path, and pausing often to return the curious looks of
the humanoids.
After the pandas were the two Sulian Nebos. According to the
Kikk Outpost’s biologist, these two were a green-footed version of
the blue-footed booby. Their comically wide eyes explained the
“booby” appellation, at least in their version, but it didn’t help that
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they waddled like cartoons characters into the room and up the
ramp.
The two pure gray Cygninains made an interesting contrast with
the boobys. Their swan-like grace was somewhat blunted by having
to herd their small brood of cygnets onto the ship.
The Testudinians should have appeared next, but even by another
name—and in another galaxy—they looked like turtles and were as
slow as turtles. They’d started ﬁrst and would arrive last.
The lone Harparian must have wearied of following them,
because she appeared next, the tuft of feathers on the top of her
head weaving with the snap of her clawed feet against stone.
According to their biologist, her species was similar to an Earth
Harpy Eagle, though much, much larger. With feathers that were a
mix of gray, royal blue, white, and pink, she was as tall or taller than
the humanoids in the hanger, giving her a wing span that was four
times longer than she was high. Each of her individual claws were
the size of a big man’s hand, and they were so sharp, they glistened
when they caught the light. Her black and gold gaze was ﬁxed on
the ship and nothing else. Her passage seemed to leave behind the
scent of woods and high mountain cliff breezes.
And then they waited for the Testudinians. And waited some
more. Finally, the turtle-like creatures appeared. They were about
half the size of a Volkswagen Beetle—and would have looked at
home with any of the painted psychedelic versions from the 60’s.
Their coloring was a strident mix of yellow, orange, and green,
outlined in black. Before they reached the top of the ramp, the
music had trailed off so that the slow scrape of their steps seemed
loud in the quiet bay.
Only after they were out of sight did the scent of the sea drift
past.

Sergeant Carolina City, USMC, paused just inside the Emissary’s
bridge. She’d have drooled over the sassy alien tech, but she’d been
there and done that while bringing the Emissary to Central Outpost.
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Her copilot, Kraye, a super serious version of Jack Sparrow,
was already seated in the copilot’s position. Normally she wasn’t
interested in scalawags, but the guy could stack and shoot. She
could admit to being intrigued, possibly even a little bothered by
the sight of him. After a rocky start—technically her fault since it
was one of her Marines who knocked him out—she’d sensed
some reciprocal interest, but then he’d gone chill on her. She
sighed. As the only human crew member on a ship of sentient
robots, she could see why he might not have had a chance to
develop people skills, and it was probably better if they both kept
their hormones parked somewhere out of sight for the duration of
the mission.
And speaking of robots…her attention shifted to the robot at the
navigation station.
OxeroidR was big, square, and scary. The dull glow of his red
opticals was the only “bright” element in his menacing facade.
Though no weapons were visible, she knew he bristled with hidden
ones because she’d seen them in action. While she’d never seen a
live moose, this robot had reminded her of one from the ﬁrst time
she’d seen him.
Which made his later bonding with the ﬂying squirrel incongru‐
ous, ironic, and hilarious. Not that she’d ever laugh at the robot or
his purple-faced squirrel where they could see her. She wasn’t
stupid. Ofﬁcially, the squirrel was a Patagious, and it had been one of
the prisoners they’d freed during their recent military action. She
wasn’t sure if it had landed on the robot, or the robot had put it on
his shoulder. But she hadn’t seen them apart since.
Moose and squirrel. Her lips twitched. In her mind, she called
them Bull and Rocky. Okay, she called the squirrel Rocky to his
purple face.
Not that she was in any position to judge. During the same
action, one of the prisoners had attached itself to her. The expedi‐
tion’s biologist had been unable to classify Tiger, other than to verify
he was male.
His face was that of a tabby cat, with the requisite whiskers, pink
triangle nose, soulful gaze—and a single horn protruding from his
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cat forehead. Behind the cute ears, the neck was long, sloping down
to a horse body, hooves, mane, and tail.
The geeks on the outpost opined that Tiger—so named because
of his tabby stripes—might be the result of genetic tampering.
Unlike the other animals on the Emissary, Tiger didn’t speak Stan‐
dard, a form of their Earth English that had been their unsteady
communication bridge since the Expedition arrived in system. In an
interesting twist, the Garradian language translator couldn’t under‐
stand him either. Despite these signs he was not as sentient as the
others, City still had doubts. Of course, she knew that cats could
look like they knew-it-all and it was possible they did. It wasn’t as if
you could argue with a cat.
And, like a cat, Tiger knew how to get what he wanted. He’d
not been approved to go on this mission, but she’d seen his tail whisk
out of sight around a corner as she came aboard.
The last member of her bridge crew didn’t need a seat. Rita, the
ship’s AI, had chosen her name. Apparently, she was a fan of Rita
Wilson. Her favorite song? You Were on My Mind.
And then there was City’s mission.
Operation Ark.
She wasn’t Noah and had never wanted to be Noah, but it was
hard to escape the parallels. Animal-like aliens. Safe passage from
one place to another. The chance of stormy passage.
When she’d opted to boldly go to the Garradian Universe as
part of the Project Enterprise expedition, she had anticipated
action, adventure, and alien encounters.
And she’d experienced all three.
And now she was about to boldly go further than this galaxy.
With an alien, a robot, and a caticorn as her sidekick. It was like
a bar joke without a punch line though she had a feeling it was out
there—like the truth.
She took a calming breath and, trying to do it like Picard, sat
down. She glanced at Kraye. “Let’s do a ﬁnal systems check with
Ms. Rita’s assistance, Mr. Kraye.”
Was that an actual glint of humor in his eyes?
“Aye, aye, Sergeant.”
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Aye, aye, Sergeant.
“Bull, I mean OxeroidR—”
Oops.
“Bull is acceptable.”
There was no way his ﬂat delivery could convey humor, but City
sensed some. Or perhaps she hoped for some. If the big guy hoped
to reach full sentience, he needed to lighten up.
“Bull, inform our passengers to prepare for launch.”
“Aye, aye, Sergeant.”
Were they pulling her chain with all the aye ayes? Did they even
know how?
“Ms. Rita, are we go or no for launch?”
We are go, Sergeant.
For some reason, this exchange brought back the memory of her
high school boyfriend.
“Marines? Girls can’t be Marines and even if they can, where’s
that gonna take you?”
She smiled as felt the Emissary come to life around her. To the
stars, sweetie. To the stars.

Get your copy of Operation Ark: A Project Enterprise Story now!

FIRST CHAPTER OF CYBORG’S
REVENGE

“A goal without a plan is just a wish.” Antoine de Saint-Exupery

It was ready.
Rap—formerly robotic unit RaptorZ—
took a deep breath, trying to ease the
tension in his shoulders and back. His chair
creaked and he almost sighed. He used to
be able to work around the clock without
the aches or the creaks. He hadn’t needed a
chair at all while in his previous unit. But he
wasn’t a robot anymore. He reached out
and used the datapad to ﬂip through the plan again. Not that he
needed to. It was burned into his brain. That hadn’t changed with
his transition back to mostly human.
The plan was as solid as he could make it. It was simple in
concept—and complex because of how the enemy might respond—
but he’d considered and planned for most variables. That he could
foresee them was a skill he’d been born with. That it was also the
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reason he’d ended up a slave of the Master was unfortunate, but he
wasn’t a slave anymore. And this plan should ensure that he and his
crewmates continued to be free…if it worked. The risks were great,
the outcome in doubt.
That was the problem with plans. No matter how carefully he
planned, stuff happened. As a robot he’d been able to react swiftly
to rapidly changing dynamics. This body was much slower, but he
couldn’t have executed this plan in his previous unit. And the only
reason this human body had a chance was because of its cyborg
enhancements.
You are welcome.
The AI, Nelson had come with the enhancements. Or the
enhancements came with the AI. There was no question Nelson was
key to making them work properly. But having a voice inside his
head was an acquired taste—one Rap was still acquiring. At least it
didn’t have the same attachment to playlists as the other AIs in the
outpost. So far, here, aboard the Najer was the only place where
music wasn’t being piped almost continuously through the commu‐
nication speakers.
Your plan is imperfect.
Nelson was correct—
I am always correct.
Rap didn’t dispute this. It felt too much like arguing with
himself, even though he knew Nelson was a separate entity oper‐
ating inside Rap’s head.
“It is all we have,” Rap pointed out, startled by the sound of his
voice in the otherwise empty room. If not stopped, the Q’uy, and
V’ruwak in particular, would move against them again, harder than
the last time, and they’d barely survived that.
With a slight frown, he closed out the ﬁle and sent a copy to the
captain’s console. Using his hands, instead of being directly
connected to the computer, still felt clumsy and painfully slow.
I can create a connection for you. It won’t be quite the same, but it will be
faster.
Nothing quite like being called slow by an AI. “Maybe later,”
Rap said. He was unsure how he felt about using Nelson or giving
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up control. There was a sense of something from Nelson that could
have been understanding. Rap was not sure.
I respect your ethical issues. It hesitated, then said, Snake was wondering
if you had time to address some concerns.
Rap hid a sigh. He might miss the days when Snake’s hissing
was just that—hissing. Now that Nelson could translate, he realized
how much Snake said on a daily basis. He could understand Snake’s
pent-up frustration and need to talk. She was the only one of the
species that had been liberated from pirates, who had not had a
chance to tell her story. She. Her. He’d thought Snake was a male for
no reason he could explain.
“Didn’t you look under her tail?” Dr. Rachel Grant had asked,
her gaze openly amused.
He’d shaken his head, rendered mute by the presence of two
females. Even before becoming human, he tended to lose most of
his ability to speak. Or to think.
This is true.
Rap ignored the interjection, but that didn’t make the truth go
away. This left him at a considerable disadvantage with Snake.
Before he could think of a response to her comments, she’d moved
on to something else.
He gave a gesture of assent in Snake’s direction and the ﬂow of
hissing—words by Nelson—began to ﬂow.
Thank goodness for Ale—AlebatorR, his old friend. Not that
Rap had any idea how old AlebatorR was, but Rap had done many
missions with him. Ale was highly experienced in the mission critical
skills Rap needed right now. Rap needed him to be at his side for
the plan. There’d be no surprises from good old Ale.

“Are you okay?”
Ale had been asked variations of this question since Dr. Rachel
Grant had assisted in the process of transferring her human
consciousness from her AlebatorR unit to her cloned body. By now
she should have an answer. She should know what “okay” meant.
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All right. Proceeding normally. Satisfactory or under control. Correct,
permissible, or acceptable. Meeting standards. Well enough. Agreeable, all right,
copacetic, ducky, ﬁne, good, hunky-dory, jake, A-OK , palatable…
Ale repressed a sigh, hoping Jett did not notice. She was grateful
for the accumulation of nanites that called itself Jett. It had assisted
her greatly in this journey from machine to mostly human. Ale
might be less grateful Jett loved rock and roll. It was a good thing
the nanite could cure the headache it caused when it “rocked out.”
Just tell them you are ﬁne, sweetie.
Ale considered this suggestion and realized she’d heard the
phrase exchanged many times between the humans occupying this
outpost in the Garradian Galaxy.
Um, you’re human, too, sweetie.
The other humans in this outpost, Ale mentally corrected,
though the ﬁrst felt closer to the truth. She did not yet feel like one
of the humans.
“I am ﬁne,” Ale said, watching Rachel from beneath her lashes.
She might miss her previous unit’s ability to scan a target without
looking at it.
Rachel’s not a target.
This was true, but it felt as if Ale were Rachel’s—problem. Jett
had no comment for this, Ale noted.
I can neither agree nor disagree. Not enough data, sweetie.
Rachel had one hip propped against the counter that was part
of the small kitchen in Ale’s current quarters. Normally a medical
person would live there, but the quarters had been empty when Ale
needed to leave the hospital bed and was not quite ready for wider
interaction. Even with Jett’s help, Ale had struggled to control the
cyborg enhancements that made her, actually, not completely
human. Or a bit more human if she decided to look at it on the
bright side.
Which you never do…
“It’s a lot to deal with,” Rachel had pointed out, when Ale
exhibited frustration. “You’re coping with returning to your cloned
body and leaving your unit, and, well, everything.”
It was true that returning to her body had been more difﬁcult
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than she’d anticipated. But being watched by Rachel and her staff
did not help. And being isolated from her crewmates like Rap…
She pushed that source of stress to the back of her mind. She
was getting better at it.
When you have to do something that much, you’re not actually getting better.
Ale ignored this and lifted her chin so that her gaze met
Rachel’s.
Rachel appeared to be relaxed, but her intent gaze belied that.
Ale noted that Rachel’s body was imperfectly aligned with one hip
jutted out and one foot tucked behind the other. It was common for
the humans to do this, she realized.
Ale felt her own near-perfect alignment, from her rigidly straight
spinal column to the careful arrangement of her feet. Her hands
rested on her almost-touching knees, the ﬁngers lightly ﬂexed.
You need to lighten up. Relax.
Was it more comfortable to be out of alignment? Ale moved one
hand forward and eased one foot back. The urge to restore both to a
more balanced position caused the tips of her ﬁngers to tremble.
You can do it, sister.
Ale twitched, not where it could be seen, but inside.
No, really, you got this.
Almost imperceptibly, Ale moved hand and foot back into place.
Maybe next time, sweetie.
Jett’s encouragement did not abate the spike of anxiety. This
caused a ﬂicker of metal to appear on the backs of her hands for a
moment.
Rachel bit her lower lip, an indication Ale believed, of doubt.
“You are concerned that I am not yet stable and in control.” Ale
angled her head as she’d seen other humans do. “Are you not?”
Rachel hesitated, then nodded. “You’re the only crew member,
so far, who has returned to your own body.”
Ale felt her brows rise—a strange sensation—and said, “This is
not my ‘own’ body, Rachel. That body died when I left it for my
AlebatorR unit.”
“Returned to your cloned body,” Rachel corrected. “How do
you feel about that?”
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“About becoming human once again?” Ale’s brows drew
together. Rachel’s lack of precision was confusing.
If you think their words are confusing, you should see inside one of their
heads.
Ale did not know how to respond to this interjection. She had
been inside a human head before and currently was back inside…a
human head. In contrast to her cybernetic unit, she could agree it
was less orderly, bordering on chaotic.
Sorry.
Ale sensed Jett’s embarrassment. Now that was confusing. How
could an AI, no matter how sentient, project emotion?
Didn’t you feel? You were an AI, too.
It was a fair question. She had felt, but she had not felt like this.
And she had been a sentience inside her unit.
Um, so am I, girlfriend.
“Is my experience dissimilar from the others?” Ale asked.
“Yes…and no, I guess. They left bodies for their cybernetic
units, but so far everyone else has chosen a new body, not a clone of
who they used to be.”
“This concerns you?” Ale asked the question to deﬂect—or post‐
pone—the moment Rachel asked why she had done this.
“Well, CabeX seemed surprised,” Rachel said.
The captain of the Najer, and the man who had saved her life,
would be surprised by her choice. For that matter…
“I surprised myself,” Ale admitted. This was a version of the
truth. She’d never expected or hoped to return to her old body.
And when the chance came, she would have chosen another body,
too. She’d had nothing but sorrow in her old body and it would be
insane of her to return to Q’uy territory as herself, no matter how
long it had been since her death. Only Jett, and the cyborg
enhancements that came with the AI, made a return possible. They
were protective, but they also allowed her to hide who she was.
Now she held up one hand and called the metal plating out of her
hand. It flowed across the back of her hand and up her fingers, the
tiny platelets shimmered silver and blue in the room’s lighting. She
stroked the metal composite with her human hand. It was not as
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strong as her robotic unit, but it was better than fragile human
skin.
The Earth Expedition members had not encountered her kind
—if there any of her kind left to encounter. It was possible she was
the last of her species. She was not sure CabeX had known what
she was when he offered her an escape, though in her experience
CabeX always knew everything.
“Do you feel in control of the cybernetics now?” Rachel asked.
Ale looked up, held Rachel’s gaze as she hid the metal once
again. She turned her hand, released some on her palm, then hid
those again.
“Yes,” she said. The moments when anxiety brought them out
were fewer, the breaches slight. She ﬂexed the human ﬁngers, feeling
the movement of muscle under the skin. Jett had assisted her early
on when Ale couldn’t make the enhancements retract, but now Ale
could control them on her own. Ale did not know—and feared to
ask—if Jett intended to leave at some point. Ale might ﬁnd its taste
in music unfortunate, but she had grown used to having the
AI…around.
I heart you, too, sweetie.
Ale felt warmth around her heart. It was somewhat like the
warmth she felt around Rap, though the sensation was also
different.
You don’t have the hots for me.
There was no point having the, er, hots for Rap. He’d gained a
human body but retained his inscrutability, and seemed mainly to
care for his BoaConscript. As a human, she could admit she felt
uneasy around the large Snake. Unlike the other rescued species,
Snake did not communicate with them.
She talks plenty. You just can’t understand her.
Snake’s hissing was communicating?
She digs you.
Ale was not certain what this meant.
She likes you.
The Snake liked her. She supposed that was…optimal.
It is if you want to get close enough to jump Rap’s bones.
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She didn’t—
Liar.
Ale turned her attention back to Rachel, wondering if she’d
missed a question. Rachel did look puzzled, but her next comment
somewhat alleviated Ale’s concern.
“I’ve—we’ve—noticed—” Rachel looked away, bit her lower lip,
then returned her gaze to Ale’s, “—that you haven’t looked at your‐
self. Don’t you want to…see how you look?”
“I know how I look,” Ale said. Her last view of her human face
had been burned into the databanks of her unit, and journeyed with
her consciousness into this cloned body. Though it also felt strange,
there was something familiar about the height and weight of this
body. She remembered the things she had done. She knew what
she’d lost in giving up her robot unit. She’d liked being powerful.
The cyborg enhancements helped her retain some of that power,
but not all, yet she’d chosen to do this, to go all the way back. Why
had she risked so much?
The heart wants what the heart wants, girlfriend.
Ale resisted the urge to rub at the tiny ache over where her
human heart beat. The last time she’d seen Rap was just before they
began her transfer. In a way she did not understand, his new body
suited Rap, though she had not seen his previous human form. Of
course, the body was not as tall as his unit had been, but it had a
powerful frame, a sharply carved face that felt as if it had emerged
from the metal of his old frame. The face had distinct brows over
intense brown eyes. Facial hair stubbled the area around his mouth
—Ale’s mouth quivered before she could ﬁrm it—and a straight
nose. His high forehead reached up to hair shaved short. He
reminded her of the mercenaries—she cut the thought short when it
caused her insides to heat up unexpectedly.
He’s a bad-A dude for sure. Jett’s tone was admiring. But he’s a marsh‐
mallow inside.
Ale might have frowned. What was a marshmallow?
Soft and sweet. Nelson says he’s way smarter than he looks.
Nelson was Rap’s AI. How did smart look? Ale wondered. As
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units, they’d all looked like, well, different kinds of robots. But she’d
been the least smart of the crew.
Now don’t go brain-shaming, girlfriend. You’ve got some serious IQ in your
brainbox.
Of course, linking her mind with an AI had enabled her to
learn, but she’d been the only one to come to the crew without a
speciﬁc skill set, the lone human who had left her only value behind
with her body. She’d worked hard to perfect her battle skills because
that was all she had to offer. Always she’d wondered, if CabeX had
known who he pulled out of this body, would he still have saved her?
She did not wish to know the answer to that question. There was no
doubt in her mind that if V’ruwak had known she still lived, he’d
have thrown every resource he possessed, including every robot in
his inventory, into getting her back. But he hadn’t known.
She lifted a hand, tracing the curve of the now-human cheek.
No, she did not need to see herself in a mirror to remember.
Ale eyed Rachel carefully, wondering how to phrase her next
request, wondering if she really wanted it. But even if she didn’t,
Rap needed her. They’d both received the cybernetic enhancements
for the upcoming mission. The mission that everything important to
her, and to him, hinged on.
Smile, sweetie.
Smile?
Let me help you out with that.
The edges of her mouth moved, the edges tipping up. After a
nudge from Jett, Ale said, “I feel ready to return to the Najer now.”

Rap listened to all of Snake’s “concerns,” which seemed numerous
and not all equally essential at this time and then talked to his friend
about the mission one last time before he went to meet the captain
in the ship’s ready room. This very human space had been an
ignored room until the crew started to transition back into human
form. Rap climbed two sets of ladders to get to the command deck,
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then turned a corner in the passage to the ready room and came
face-to-face with a female.
They both stopped. She looked startled. His jaw dropped. His
throat closed.
She was the kind of female that took processors offline. Her
widened eyes were the green of a nebula, iridescent and myste‐
rious. Vibrant titian hair was pulled up into a careless knot on
top of her perfectly sculpted head. A straight nose sat above lips
that—his brain quit working at even this minimal level, while
his eyes cataloged a body well suited to the perfection of her
face.
“Rap,” she said. Her rounded lips compressed into a sultry line
that dried his throat and caused heat to sufﬁce his body.
He opened his mouth, but no sound emerged.
Your body’s key signs are indicating a high level of stress.
The metal nanites ﬂared on the skin of his arms and hands,
catching the light in black and silver patterns. His lips pursed as they
tried to ask “who?” This time a croak broke the silence.
The lips curved in a smile that felt like it stopped his heart.
“I guess you wouldn’t recognize me,” she said. “I hardly recog‐
nize myself.” The chest—more heat ﬂooded his extremities—rose
and fell in a sigh. “I’m…Ale.”
Ale. The name reverberated through his frame. “You’re not…”
She shook her head, setting the titian curls dancing, light ﬁnding
gold. “No, I’m not…male. I’m sorry. The captain thought it was
better…” The words trailed off, and her gold-tipped lashes swept
down over her eyes.
“Yes.” Now, when he could have used a little help, Nelson had
gone mute, too. His gaze swept her from top to bottom and a
thought penetrated the shock. “You’re…”
“Teimanein,” she said, giving a slow nod. “Well, half. A
mongrel.”
Sadness marred the perfection of her eyes. Horror for her began
to reduce the shock. The Teimaneins had been hunted almost, if
not all the way, to extinction. Their beauty was legendary and their
blood was said to hold the power of long life. Despite what his eyes
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told him, he could not make the connection between AlebatorR and
this woman.
“You…”
Her smile was wry. “It was an excellent hiding place. And I
would not have left it without…” She lifted her arms and the metal
of the nanites emerged, covering her from top to toe. Only her eyes
were visible now.
“Your eyes,” he managed. Their color was also a giveaway.
The nanites emerged, turning them red. The nanites could not
hide the blue and silver perfection of her form, but other species
had well-formed bodies. He nodded, but his throat remained dry
and tight. He felt like a troll standing before her. And why did that
matter? he asked himself. Then he remembered his plan and the
part he’d hoped he—she—would play in that plan.
“You can’t go back—”
“I have to,” she said. Her gaze held his for a long moment as the
nanites retracted back into her skin. Turning, she gestured down the
passage. “The captain is waiting for us.”
Rap was not sure what was harder to see. Ale as a human or
covered in blue and silver.
You do not need to decide now. But you should follow her.
Now heat ﬂooded his face as he forced his legs to move.

Someone needs to break out in expression, sweetie.
It wasn’t going to be Ale. She’d lived her whole life—human and
robotic—hiding how she felt.
You could break the silence, then.
She licked dry lips and opened them so that words could
emerge. “So, it is decided.” It was not a question. That had been
answered earlier with another. Did they wish to live their lives
waiting for the Q’uy to strike or end the threat and secure their free‐
dom? Even now they knew V’urwak would be preparing for another
assault on them, and on this galaxy. He would have received data
bursts from the ships he’d sent the last time, and that data would
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only heighten his lust for them and the technology here in the
Garradian Galaxy.
This wasn’t just about their continued freedom—though all the
crew of the Najer wished to retain their freedom—but about the
danger they’d brought with them. The humans here had given them
aid and sanctuary. They had fought with them during the last attack
and had assisted greatly in defeating that attack.
It must be acknowledged. They lived because of those who
inhabited this outpost. This debt must be paid. It was their turn to
risk everything. And she….
“I don’t like it,” CabeX said.
Of course not. It would be the ﬁrst time he did not lead them
into a ﬁght.
“Rap and I are the only ones who can do this,” Ale said, though
it had been said before. They were the only ones with the cybernetic
enhancements that could hide and protect their human bodies. And
those enhancements would also be the bait to trap V’ruwak—that
and the fact they’d be ﬂying back with the two ships he’d sent to
attack them. He would desire to know what happened and why
those ships had not returned before now.
The thought of facing V’ruwak made her newly human blood
chill in the veins. But she felt something else stirring in her memory.
Something about her mother…a longing to know….
“The Earth Expedition leaders won’t be happy about this,”
CabeX said, not as if this concerned him, but rather as an
observation.
“They can’t act without a committee,” Rap observed. He kept
his gaze turned away from Ale. He hadn’t looked at her since his
ﬁrst protest about her part in this sortie. Her heart hurt. If he didn’t
care, at least she could be with him until…
She frowned. Until what? The restless stirring increasing, and
she almost ﬂinched back from the dark and cold she sensed down
there….
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Snake slithered next to Rap as they entered the outpost’s ship bay
and headed to where the captured robot ships were. The Exarch and
the Khanri looked much like the Najer on the outside, but Rap was
not deceived by exteriors. How could he be when he and his crew
mates had perpetrated the deception they were robots who had
become sentient? When their very human consciousnesses had
hidden inside the robotic units for so long? Rap was not—or had
not—been given to deep reﬂection once he’d left his human form
behind. He’d been a scientist, a researcher in the same lab where
most of the crew had been trapped, enslaved by V’ruwak. Together
they’d been forced to work on the technology that had resulted in
the robots forms that they used to escape from V’ruwak—the robots
that V’ruwak used to compel others to do his will. It was CabeX,
with Rap’s help, who arranged for them all to escape. The risk
factor had been high but they had been motivated by the desire to
not just be free, but to live free.
If he’d just wanted his freedom from everything that was intoler‐
able, he could have killed himself. In truth, he’d wanted freedom for
something better. And he wanted to quit hiding from his past. He
wanted to live so he could resume his real studies, not those forced
upon him. He wanted to live—well, he wanted to live.
Most men would rather deny a hard truth than face it.
Rap did not acknowledge this interjection because he was not
sure what Nelson thought he denied. He inhaled deeply into his new
lungs. He lived. He was free—mostly. They were still hunted by
V’ruwak. And now V’ruwak knew they and the Najer were some‐
where in the Garradian Galaxy. It was a lot of space to search, but
as long as he hunted for them, they would never be completely free.
Their new human bodies gave them an edge, made them harder to
ﬁnd. But that assumed no one would sell this information to
V’ruwak, that betrayal was a thing of the past, too.
Rap was not the only crew member who did not believe in this
fantasy.
They all wished to be truly and completely free of this threat.
Rap had no illusions that other threats might appear, but V’ruwak
—made all else pale in comparison.
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Rachel had told him he needed a lodestar to survive the transfer
of his consciousness from unit to human body. Eliminating the
threat that was V’ruwak had been the goal he’d clung to whenever it
felt as if madness would overtake him. He had held onto that,
focusing on how to do it. He’d always known the path to defeating
V’ruwak was through V’ruwak’s legion of robotic units, but they’d
never been able to get close enough to do it. Now, with his cyber‐
netic enhancements and Rap’s knowledge gained from creating and
then living inside a robot, they ﬁnally had a chance.
A slim chance the captain had said, with warning in his eyes. It
was true that V’ruwak knew their greatest strength was also their
greatest weakness. Had not every attack against them included a
virus designed to take control of their systems? Rap believed he’d
accounted for that, but it did require them to be present and at high
risk of compromise themselves during the delivery of their virus.
He glanced down at Snake, who slithered next to him into the
hangar, for once silent.
“Do you have a name?” Rap asked, surprised he’d managed a
whole question. Perhaps he could get used to a female snake.
She says you couldn’t pronounce it. If she discovers a name she likes that you
can pronounce, she will let you know.
Hopefully, not in the middle of the mission, Rap thought,
humor tugging at the edges of his mouth. But as they drew closer to
the ships, guilt and relief warred for prominence in his mind. Not
unlike what he felt about Ale. He was glad both would be with him
on this ﬁrst—and possibly last—mission since he became a human
again. Rap had no illusions about the dangers they faced or the
odds against them. The presence of Snake and yes, Nelson,
improved their chances of a successful mission, though neither
Snake nor AIs improved the odds that he or Ale would survive.
They had altered the ship’s programming so that it would return
Snake and the AIs if something happened.
Snake is very brave.
She was, Rap acknowledged. She would be visible, unlike the
AIs who could move through systems almost undetected. What
wouldn’t be visible were the plates of circuitry on her skin that
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carried part of the complex virus they’d created with the assistance
of Savlf, the captain’s friend who had been rescued from the same
spider pirate who had imprisoned Snake.
She can move quickly and go through openings humans and robots cannot.
She is well suited to the task.
And she was sentient enough to want some redress from the
Q’uy, who had sold her to the spider pirate.
Payback is a bitch.
Rap half frowned. That did not sound like Nelson.
Forgive me. I was quoting Jett, Ale’s AI. She is somewhat…informal.
Payback can create complications.
Oh. For Rap, this mission was not about revenge but restoring
the balance of power to a system that had rewarded the venal and
selﬁsh for far too long. He had no desire to kill anyone, even
V’ruwak, though if anyone deserved to die it was he. Rap would
ﬁght, and yes, kill if forced into it, but he had no desire to deal death
to anyone. Once started, it was too hard to stop.
Only CabeX waited by the Khanri and Exarch, the two captured
Q’uy ships. Ale was incoming. She’d been delayed by an unexpected
encounter with Rachel. Hopefully, that would not delay their plan,
since this action was…
Off book.
Rap paused to get a more accurate deﬁnition. It was true the
Earth Expedition had not been…
Read in. Given veto power—
The Earth Expedition leaders did not understand the threat
level, even after the near disaster of the recent action. It was fortu‐
nate Ale had not been required—or expected—to say much to the
doctor before now. All that Rachel and the others knew was that
they were doing a shake-down trip on the two ships, after cleaning
the programming code. Neither he nor Ale had found the time to
polish their deception skills but perhaps the trip would aid them in
acquiring this distasteful, but necessary skill—which they would
need for the mission.
He also hoped to overcome his difﬁculty in speaking to females
—speciﬁcally Ale and Snake, but also others. Rap paused in his
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thoughts so that Nelson could weigh in. The resounding silence was
an indication of the AI’s lack of conﬁdence in Rap’s mastery of
speaking to females. Rap could not completely articulate—even to
himself—why he felt he needed to learn to talk to…
Ale?
Females.
You don’t want to be alone. You wish to be with someone who matters.
Someone like Ale.
It was true that this felt key to being free to live. Ale would
understand that. Well, he’d assumed he—she—would understand.
You can form a support group.
Rap sensed that Nelson felt they would need a support group
and more to sort out their issues. He sighed and turned his attention
to the two ships—something he felt conﬁdent he could sort.

Ale felt very…
Deer in the headlights.
What?
Trust me, it’s an apt analogy, even if you don’t get it.
Okay.
Smile or Rachel will suspect something.
Ale tipped up the edges of her mouth. It did not feel like a smile.
“How does it feel?” Rachel gestured vaguely around with her
hands.
“The temperature is the same here as it was—”
She means, how does it feel to be out and about?
“But it is…pleasant…to be around…others,” Ale added.
Rachel grinned. “It is probably going to be hard to be human
for a while. I wouldn’t stress too much about it.”
Yeah, that ship sailed.
“Are you worried about the shake-down ﬂight?” Rachel asked,
sending Ale’s heart into overdrive.
“Worried?”
“Well, TalusH said he has ﬁnecombed for traps and stuff. He
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thinks he found the program that automatically returns the ships to
their home base.”
Rachel did not sound, or look, unduly concerned. Her tone was
more that of matter-of-fact scientist.
Yeah, I really don’t think she suspects anything. If you can keep your cool for
a few more minutes.
“Programming was—ever—our worry,” Ale said, nodding her
head as she’d seen other humans doing during communication
exchanges.
Rachel’s face broke into a wide smile. “Well, that shouldn’t be a
problem anymore, or at least not much of one.”
They did still have some programming in their cybernetics, but
Jett, a sentient AI, was a powerful protection.
You are welcome.
But even as Ale felt her insides relax, she felt that dark, cold stir‐
ring within….

Both ships were the latest in the Q’uy ﬂeet—a testament to how
desperately V’ruwak wanted them and the Najer back. Thanks to
these ships and the robots they’d also captured, they’d acquired
insight into the improvements the Q’uy had made since their escape.
If they’d dared, they would have added some of the Garradian
upgrades to the ships, but they were ﬂying into the heart of the Q’uy
empire, and this would be a worse betrayal of their human friends.
Rap wished….
That this was your bonding trip instead of a ﬂight into deadly danger?
Heat suffused his body. There was no question of that.
Naturally I cannot betray a conﬁdence, though there are others who have no
problem with that, but I would not despair if I were you. Well, I wouldn’t if we
weren’t beginning a journey that is not likely to end well. So perhaps despair is
your best option. Humans have been known to accomplish extraordinary things
when all hope is lost.
Not grateful for this further lack of conﬁdence, Rap joined
CabeX, his gaze scanning the ships as memories of past missions
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stirred in the morass that was called the brain. He had hoped for
some of his memories to make the journey with him into this new
body and was not exactly pleasantly surprised that the unpleasant
ones had also come along. They were not well arranged and were
sometimes difﬁcult to access, but he also knew he needed to
remember as much as possible, so he could do what must be done.
Neither he nor CabeX spoke right away. Speech wasn’t just
challenging with females for him. All speech was difﬁcult, he
conceded. Their years without the need for talking had left them
relearning this necessary skill. Rap had watched and eavesdropped
on the humans on this outpost, hoping to discover clues to how they
talked to each other so easily. It seemed that so much of their
communication was…unnecessary.
Small talk can build a bridge between humans. They seek common ground
and a beginning of understanding.
This did not provide much enlightenment.
Ask your captain how Savlf is doing.
That was a very personal question.
All questions are personal.
Oh. Rap glanced back. Ale had not arrived yet. It felt optimal to
make this attempt without an audience. Or any more of an audi‐
ence. He cleared his throat. “How is Savlf?”
“She was well enough to reﬁne the virus you carry with you,”
CabeX said.
Rap nodded, mimicking what he’d seen other humans do during
their talking events. “That is well.”
Rap felt a strange urge to shift his feet, to move even in a small
way. This bridge was not very big.
“She is most expert with code,” Rap said. She had almost taken
down CabeX with a virus when he was still a robot, and she had
been the slave of the spider pirate. She had been grievously injured
by her time in the spider captain’s web but she appeared to be
recovering.
“Yes,” CabeX said.
It is going to be a long trip.
The bay doors of the hangar slid back and Ale entered wearing
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basic-black, human-crew clothing. It clung to her curves and turned
her hair into a ﬂame that lit something inside him. She moved with
a brisk grace, which put a tighter band around his vocal cords.
It was indeed going to be a long trip.

Grab Cyborg’s Revenge: A Project Enterprise Series Short Story, formerly in
Pets in Space 4.

FIRST CHAPTER OF GENERAL’S
HOLIDAY

General John Halliwell, United States Air
Force and Commander of the Expedi‐
tionary Force to the Garradian Galaxy,
woke when the frog landed on his chest and
knocked the wind out of him.
Not that he knew it was a frog at ﬁrst. He thought it was a dog
until it croaked. Like a frog. A really big frog. It was close to his face
and there was enough light to see the frog’s jowls. They reminded
him of the ambassador he’d just sent back to Earth aboard the
Apollo. The resemblance was heightened by its air of a potentate. Its
purple eyes were on the huge side. It blinked slowly and croaked
again.
He might have been relieved about the croaks. Thanks to his
recent encounters with sentient talking animals, he’d halfway been
expecting a speech to go with those jowls.
“Blooban,” the voice was scolding as someone scooped the frog
off his chest, but it was also, well, a bedroom voice; sultry and rich
in tone. “You woke him. That’s rude.”
It was rude, but her voice made it less rude, despite the unautho‐
rized incursion into his personal quarters here on the Kikk Outpost.
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He felt conﬂicted. On the one hand, he’d like to close his eyes and
just listen to her talk, but he also wanted to see the face that went
with the voice. Unless it didn’t match. But he hoped voice and face
matched, even though he wasn’t sure what that would look like.
Mostly he needed to breathe so he could get his wits about him.
Halliwell blinked, surprised he hadn’t already secured his
weapon. Two things stopped him. Her voice. And it was a frog. If
either were a threat, Bangle, the self-named AI who…managed…
the systems on this outpost, would never have let them get this far. It
was oddly silent at the moment, he noted grimly. He considered
asking it “what the hell” but his dealings with the AI usually ended
up giving him a headache.
He rubbed his face, still trying to catch his breath, and shake off
the remnants of sleep.
Which brought him back to the main reason he hadn’t grabbed
his gun. That voice. Okay, the voice shouldn’t matter, because he’d
met some seriously dangerous women out here, but somehow it did.
He allowed himself this off-topic digression because he was alone
inside his head—the one place Bangle couldn’t get to—yet. In fact,
if the voice and the accompanying frog weren’t dirt side on the Kikk
Outpost, and worse, inside his private quarters, he might have
looked forward to getting to know the woman behind that voice.
He knew the frog as well as he wanted to already.
“Light,” he snapped, pulling himself into a sitting position. He
probably should have stipulated low lights. There was a painful tran‐
sition while he waited for his pupils to adjust. He used the time
being glad he didn’t sleep in the buff. When one was a general,
getting woke in the middle of the night was not that uncommon, so
he always dressed in regulation underclothes with a slightly less
regulation pair of pajama bottoms.
Usually he got disturbed by alerts and alarms, not by women
with over-sized frogs. It might have alarmed him that he was
disturbed but not surprised. That’s what happened when you went
where man hadn’t gone before and found out just what was out
there.
Once he could, he studied the intruders, letting no sign of his
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interest show on his face. He had to admit that, if he was going to
be woke in the middle of the night by a woman, she was the one
he’d have chosen. Of course, he was a man, so he’d also have
wished for her to be wearing something besides a standard type
ﬂight suit and holding a huge frog. Dang, it was a big frog.
There were indications she was close to his age, such as the
streaks of gray in her dark hair and the lines cutting into the edges
of her eyes and mouth. He lived in what sometimes felt like a sea of
young, which was to be expected in a military expedition, but even
those who weren’t young remained out of reach because of his posi‐
tion. He might be in another galaxy, but fraternization was still a
thing. So he was glad she wasn’t young.
She was well-armed, but wore her armament well. He liked that,
though he shouldn’t, he reminded himself.
He also had weapons close at hand, but if she’d wanted to kill
him, he’d already be dead. That said, he hadn’t risen to the rank of
general by taking stupid risks or making assumptions based on
almost no evidence.
He ﬂipped back the blanket and got up, his hand closing around
the handle of his personal—and not exactly regulation—ray gun.
The chill of the stone ﬂoor on the bottoms of his feet chased the rest
of the fog from his brain. His ray gun was set to stun, but he kept it
pointed down for the moment.
He waited, his gaze meeting hers.
She kept admirably still and didn’t reach for her weapons. It
would be hard to reach for anything holding the huge frog. Seri‐
ously, it looked bigger each time he looked at it. Why a frog, he
wondered, and even more important, why had Bangle let her in
here? He considered several opening gambits, but in the end
decided to keep it simple. He might be awake, but he wasn’t
awake yet.
“How did you get in here?” He kept his tone curious and his
body language as unthreatening as he could make it in the circum‐
stances. She could be hiding something behind the frog, though the
thought gave him a mental twitch.
“It’s complicated, General Halliwell,” the woman admitted.
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“And I apologize for the intrusion, but I…needed to speak with
you.”
Needed…She probably shouldn’t ever use that word with that
voice or those eyes. Halliwell hoped this didn’t show in his eyes. He
considered her for long enough that she shifted almost impercepti‐
bly. So she was nervous despite her outward calm. Well, she
should be.
“I do have a wide variety of communication resources available
to me,” he pointed out, mildly he thought, though there was a husk‐
iness to his voice that put some heat in his face. Not a blush, because
generals didn’t blush. It was against regs.
Color stained her cheeks and she bit her lip. He was glad she
was allowed—and able to—blush.
He realized he was studying the maltreated lip and thinned his
own lips in annoyance. It didn’t matter that her gray streaked hair
was pulled neatly back from a strongly featured face, or that her eyes
were an unusual shade of blue. He might like what he saw but he
couldn’t trust the instinctive trust he felt. This contradictory thought
might have made his eye twitch for a second. She might be Bangle
approved, but she hadn’t been vetted by him or his people.
“The need is urgent, sir.”
He almost sighed. It always was. And he had two choices. He
could activate his personal alarm, assuming Bangle let him, or he
could listen. Since he didn’t want to ﬁnd out if Bangle would let him
talk to anyone, he indicated the small seating area to one side. At
least it gave the appearance of choice. And—he gave an inner snort
at this thought—listening to her was not a punishment.
“Perhaps, you should tell me who you are and why you’re…
urgently here.”
His people would be appalled. They tended to forget it was his
circus, and he was where the buck stopped. Not to mention, he’d
risen to his rank doing all the things they did now. Nor was he irre‐
placeable when there was a chain of command. Not that he pointed
this out to any of them. No sense giving them ideas.
With only the smallest of hesitations, she turned and took a seat
to the left of the small table. She bent and lowered the frog to the
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ﬂoor next to her feet where it gave another croak and then seemed
to settle into a wide, greenish-blue blob. A really big blob.
Despite the croak, Halliwell had a sense that the frog was aware
—or he was getting paranoid. He recalled some of the things that
had happened to him since arriving in this galaxy and decided he
couldn’t be paranoid enough in this place.
He hesitated before joining her, gesturing instead toward the
small, alien version of a kitchenette.
“Can I get…either of you something to drink?” His throat felt
like sandpaper—because it was the middle of the night and not
because of her bedroom voice.
“Blooban would be pleased to receive water. For myself, I am
hydrated, thank you.”
Blooban. Halliwell gave an internal wince, tucked his ray gun in
the waistband of his pajamas, and crossed to the kitchen. He found
a bowl and ﬁlled it with water, then ﬁlled a glass with water for
himself. Only then did he join them. When he placed the water in
front of the frog, its tongue moved so fast, all he saw was the distur‐
bance on the surface.
“Thank you.”
The voice was so gruff and frog-like, Halliwell was both star‐
tled…and not. He’d kind of been expecting it, but he was still disap‐
pointed. Why couldn’t a frog just be a frog? They’d stumbled across
a lot of critters that kind of looked like those back on Earth—until
they started talking. Did he, he wondered, look for the similarities to
deal with the alienness of them and this place?
“You’re welcome.” Halliwell was pleased that his voice sounded
neutral and not resigned.
As he straightened and turned toward his own seat, Halliwell
caught a hint of something fresh that could have been his visitor.
Since it stirred things pleasant and almost forgotten, he hoped it
wasn’t the frog. He suddenly felt rumpled and unshaven, though it
was not his fault, he reminded himself. Even a general was allowed
to be both when he slept.
He removed the gun from his waistband before he sat, resting
it on his knee with his hand still curved around the handle, and
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took several sips of the water. It helped ease the desert in there,
but he couldn’t say it doused the heat. He placed the glass care‐
fully on the small table between them and only then did he give
her a look that typically encouraged—and received—a response
from anyone he pointed it at. She’d come here to talk to him, so
she should start. And not because he wanted to hear her voice
again.
“I am Naxe of Scoyfol,” perhaps something in his face
prompted to her to add, “I know this might not mean much to you.
Scoyfol has…used to have…a reputation for safe and swift transport
of passengers and cargo.”
There was a story-telling cadence to the way she said it, but her
words put a crease in Halliwell’s forehead. Used to have? He
repressed the urge to shake his head in confusion.
“Scoyfol operated primarily in the region of space known as
Nashass, though they also maintained shipping routes with planets
in nearby systems. But their principle clientele lived and worked on
the planets of Vendir, Eldirer, Tulseer and Troyal.”
She acted as if he should know the system and the planets but...
A hologram appeared in front of him. So Bangle was listening.
He didn’t roll his eyes, because he was a general. It wouldn’t be the
ﬁrst time he did an inner eye roll, however. Even generals got to do
those.
Identifying information was included on the display. He studied
the hologram, trying to ﬁgure out what he saw and place it in rela‐
tion with what he knew…
“That’s—is that in former Dusan territory?”
The Dusan had been a ruthless and almost unbeatable enemy
until his expedition had arrived in system. They had allied with
those who opposed the Dusan and defeated them, but it had been a
near thing. A very near thing.
“It belonged to the citizens of the system before the Dusan stole
it,” she said. Her gaze was shadowed, but her tone was even, still in
that dispassionate and yet richly compelling, story-telling cadence.
The Dusan stole it? They stole a lot of planets. How long ago
were they talking about?
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She must have read something in his eyes because her lips
twisted for several seconds.
“No, I don’t remember it, but it is a part of the story of Scoy‐
fol,” she said.
The story of Scoyfol? He considered this, but he still couldn’t
quite wrap his brain around it. The Dusan had started the war so
long ago, his people hadn’t even tried to do the math on when. It
wasn’t helped by the fact that people in this system counted time
differently than they did. Take it a step a time, he told himself,
gesturing at the hologram.
“Which planet was yours?” he asked.
“Scoyfol is ships, the crews are ships. Spacefarers, not dirt
siders.”
Halliwell’s brows arched a bit. He loved the Doolittle, loved
commanding space vessels. He missed them when he was dirt side,
but Earth, home, it anchored him and gave him a sense of purpose.
He was here for his people and for what he could learn to beneﬁt
them.
How did that even work? he wondered. If she “was ships” where
was the ship she’d arrived on? Did it matter? Why all the drama and
secrecy? There were other, not hidden outposts, where she could
have made her appeal—and that is probably what had happened,
he realized, glancing around as if he could see the MIA Bangle.
What had she told the AI? Was Bangle susceptible to that voice, too?
He knew of only one way to get answers, and that was to play this
scene to the end.
“I am not explaining well.” Her hands moved restlessly on her
knees. “Words are not my skill,” she added ruefully.
With that voice? He half smiled and was rewarded with a small,
but charming one in return. Charming. He was losing the plot. He
realized he was staring and turned his gaze back to the display.
There was something about that location that bugged him. He
looked at her again, a brow arched in interrogation.
“Perhaps start at the beginning, keeping in mind that though
we’ve been knocking around here for a while, there is still a lot we
don’t know.”
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The soft lines of her mouth curved into a deeper smile, that
somehow softened the chill of the room and the stone floor. He
shouldn’t have felt that spike of pleasure. She was an interesting mix of
quiet confidence with a surface uncertainty. Her lashes lowered, a dark
curve against her cheeks. They lifted, the intense blue gaze meeting
his. He saw no guile in them, but that didn’t mean it wasn’t there.
“I suppose the beginning is also the end, in a way. Scoyfol is
ships, but Scoyfol is also a bond, a compact if you will, not with
cargo—not anymore—but with its manifest.”
Without quite knowing why, Halliwell felt a chill form in the
center of his back. Was she saying…
“When Scoyfol undertakes to transport, Scoyfol delivers.” She
hesitated, licking her lips. “No matter how long it takes.”
No matter—he gave a shake. Her phrasing felt odd, but she was
alien, even if she didn’t look alien. “Are you telling me you’ve
been…attempting delivery since before…” He couldn’t say the
words.
“Before the Dusan took over Nashass? That is correct.” She
frowned, staring ahead as if she saw it, saw the past. She glanced at
him. “That is the heart of the story of Scoyfol.”
Not the kind of story he liked to read. He was not into never
ending stories. The thought almost shocked him enough to show it.
“It won’t end until all passengers are returned home.”
And then what? The whole system was still being rebuilt
following the end of the war. He turned back to the hologram,
watching the slowly orbiting system. Home? There? It wasn’t just
former Dusan space, it was deep in former Dusan space. Something
wasn’t adding up. If these passengers came from there—he came
back to the math he didn’t know how to do to calculate how long
their journey had taken. How was it even possible for them to exist
as a unit for so long? Did he need this question answered?
“We have no objection to your passengers going home.” He
couldn’t, and didn’t want, to police this small system within the
larger Garradian Galaxy. He actually had no plans to police the
wider galaxy. They hadn’t come here to get into a war, even if that
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is what had happened. Personally? He wouldn’t want to be on any
planet that had been occupied by the Dusan. Everything they’d
touched was ugly, even if it didn’t start that way.
Was going home possible? Nashass was a very small system, as
systems went. It had a sun, not a large one, but one apparently
adequate to sustain life. The four planets in question were marked
“habitable,” and there were a few smaller planets orbiting around.
But habitable might not mean that much post-war.
He pulled back the view with a wave of his hand, then frowned.
“Isn’t that the original Dusan home system?”
He pointed to another smaller system that bordered on Nashass.
If they’d been that close to the original Dusan home system, they’d
have been among the ﬁrst absorbed into the Dusan Empire. This
brought him back to the fact that they’d been absorbed a very long
time ago. Would there be anything to go home to? Was this why she
was here? If it was…he shook his head. “We don’t have the
resources…” he began.
“Scoyfol is not looking for resources,” she said, the ﬁrst time a
small ﬂare of frustration marred her expression. She leaned back in
the chair, stretching her booted feet out, one heel tapping against
the ﬂoor for several seconds before she stopped it. With a selfconscious look, she drew her legs back in and sat up straighter. “At
least…that is not why I am here,” she amended.
Halliwell felt a stir of something at the sight, but quelled it. It
was February back on Earth so a few Valentine’s decorations had
popped up around the base, but no reason to get distracted by that
right now.
“If only it were that simple.” She huffed out a sigh and the frog
croaked softly, as if in agreement or sympathy.
Halliwell didn’t understand croak, so he couldn’t say.
“As you have probably realized, it has been many seasons since
the original passengers found themselves unable to return home.”
“Many seasons,” Halliwell agreed dryly. “None of your original
crew or passengers could possibly still be living.” Unless they’d been
in some kind of stasis? He would not have wondered this even a few
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months ago but now it was almost routine to meet a recently
defrosted Garradian.
“All are descendants of the original manifest,” she admitted.
So not frozen, which brought him back to, “What the heck?”
She shrugged, gesturing with her hands. “On the surface, it
seems strange for people to be attached to planets they have never
seen,” she pursed her lips, before continuing. “All I know is what I
have been taught, of course, but for the company, what kept them
going, what kept them together, was the hope of returning. This
purpose became a tradition passed down to each succeeding genera‐
tion.” Her lips twisted and she looked up meeting his gaze. “They
needed hope, you see.”
He did. He tried to imagine…how many generations? Did it
matter?
Halliwell found his frown forming again. “So all of you have
lived on your ships this whole time?” It boggled the mind. How had
the Scoyfols managed it? The passengers and crew would have lost
access to resources when their planets were overrun. Just the logistics
would be an ongoing nightmare.
Perhaps she noted his incredulity. She gave a rueful grimace.
“It was, I believe, a challenging transition at the time, or so our
stories say, and I think, I believe, all considered resettlement at
various times, but it was difﬁcult to ﬁnd a safe place anywhere
within the system when it was in a state of constant war, and with
the Dusan moving inexorably forward, taking planet after planet. In
the end, the ships, the passengers, Scoyfol became a moving world.”
She was silent for at least a minute. “I do not know how they accom‐
plished it back then. I only know what they are now.”
“And what are they now?” he asked. Why the distance? It was
almost as if she was talking about other people.
“They are a people in…turmoil,” she admitted. “For so long,
the need to survive gave them a common purpose, a common
reason to sacriﬁce. They have been…ghost ships carrying ghost
people who had only the will to endure, to exist long enough to go
home.”
It sounded like a nightmare to him.
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“But with the peace, or what there was of it, the passengers have
desired an end to their journey. Resolution if you will, even if it
means change as drastic as their ﬁrst parents experienced.”
“Returning to those planets might not give your passengers reso‐
lution,” Halliwell pointed out. He’d dealt with some weird stuff
since being deployed here, but this might top the list. He considered
past events and decided that it was up there, but not the weirdest. At
least, not yet. He didn’t sigh because, again, he was a general, but
thinking about the Dusan brought back some bad memories. “Sci‐
entists from the region have begun doing assessments of the…aban‐
doned…planets but I’m not sure how far they’ve penetrated that
region.”
Abandoned wasn’t exactly what had happened there he knew.
But even beyond that, what the Dusan had done, the havoc they’d
wreaked on conquered worlds was horrifying.
“They might not be habitable for a while, or at best, challenging
to reclaim.”
“That is the position of the Captain, that it is too soon.”
He studied her, noting the deepening of the lines around her
eyes and the thinning of her mouth.
“And what is your position?”
She looked up, startled. “If it were appropriate for me to have a
position, it would be to give them what they want. Before, arrival
was not possible. Now it is.” She looked away and Blooban croaked
again. “There is something…wrong. I feel it here.” She touched her
heart with her hand. “It is ironic that with the collapse of the
common enemy, what has resulted is not peace, but a fracture in
purpose. It is a story that needs an ending, a resolution.”
“It happens,” Halliwell agreed, somewhat dryly. He had his own
trust issues with their allies during the battle with the Dusan, despite
having fought side-by-side with the Gadi. “We can’t get involved in
what is, well, a regional dispute,” he pointed out, though he felt an
odd regret about this. Was he crazy? They’d gotten involved in a lot
of crazy since they got here. There was no need to sign on for some‐
thing that was clearly outside their jurisdiction.
“I did not come to ask you to take sides,” she said.
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He considered the situation. “What you really need is arbitration
—someone who can bring everyone to a solution that doesn’t please
anyone.”
She gave a small chuckle at this.
“At the moment, that is where everyone already is.” She was
quiet for a moment and he had a sense she was gathering her
thoughts, or perhaps marshaling her next plea. “You have a reputa‐
tion in this galaxy for being fair, impartial, if you will, and…farseeing.”
But he wasn’t impartial, he just hid it better because generals
had to. And as for far-seeing…
Your reputation does precede you, General. For the ﬁrst time, Bangle
weighed in verbally, via the sound system.
It must be some kind of record for the AI, Halliwell thought
grimly.
“Why should any of your…combatants…care about my opin‐
ion?” he asked. “You said your captain doesn’t want to arrive.”
“The stalemate is…” She frowned. “I feel there is, oh,” she
leaned back with a sudden jerk and rubbed her face. “Does it sound
insane to say it is so boring, that something has to happen? That
something will happen?”
It did sound boring, he had to admit. He sure wouldn’t want to
endlessly drift in space, trying to survive.
She lowered her hands, her face charmingly rueful. “It is like a
story with no plot. I know it sounds irrational, but it feels like we
need to introduce another element to trigger needed change.”
Blow it up was more like it. But…it sounded like it was going to
blow up anyway. Or they’d all die of boredom.
“Your captain is on board with this?”
Her shoulders straightened. “I will not deceive you, General, he
is not. As I said, he is content with the status quo.”
But she wasn’t, that was clear.
Of Scoyfol? What did that mean?
“Bringing an unwelcome arbiter aboard against the wishes of
the captain…” he shook his head, but not with certainty. “An arbi‐
tration only works if all parties agree…”
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He wanted to do it, he realized. It was crazy, no question. But…
What would Picard do?
It would probably surprise Halliwell’s crew to know how often
he’d asked himself that question during the years of his deployment
on the Doolittle. His instincts tended more toward a Kirk response, so
he tried to restrain himself with the Picard question, even after he
found out exactly how dangerous it was going where no one on
Earth had gone before. He hadn’t just gone where few men had
gone, he’d seen some stuff that made most sci-ﬁ movies and shows
look like they were under performing in the imagination stakes.
Allies and enemies had arrived in unexpected ways, but he, his
people—for the most part—and his ships were still here. They’d
come too close to bringing a pile of trouble back home with them.
There had been losses. But this didn’t look like that. What it looked
like was…a Picard moment, a time for the expedition to give back
more than a hail of bullets. To demonstrate they had come in peace.
In all his years in the Air Force, their mission had always been to
serve and protect. Until now they’d been serving up missiles and
lethal rays to protect different populations.
It might be a relief that someone had come to him not asking
for him to shoot something up—though diplomatic speak was not
his strong suit, he reminded himself in a Kirk tone.
“If you would consent to consider it, I think your arrival could
be a welcome catalyst.”
Catalysts could be catastrophic, he thought grimly, but still,
there was that longing. He hesitated. “I am in charge of—“
You have considerable leave owed you, General.
Yeah, that was a Bangle headache starting, right on schedule.

When the general picked a team, he didn’t play around. Naxe’s gaze
went up and then up some more, as she tried to wrap her brain
around Tim.
The name felt too short, it was such an understatement for such
a large, robotic being. She’d heard stories around the docks and read
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books about cybernetic humans, but she’d not had experience with
one before now. At least, her thoughts faltered for a moment, as
something teased at the edge of memory. But as soon as she tried to
extract it, it was gone. These phantom feelings were part of the
wrong she felt about the company, but she did not, she could not
voice them even to Blooban. She needed others to trust her, not
believe she was crazy.
So she tried to keep her expression calm as she studied Tim.
There were elements of him that looked human, or humanoid. He
had a head, arms, legs, a torso…he was so huge, he deserved a
longer and more intimidating name. And the line of unblinking red
where eyes should be was unsettling, if not downright disturbing.
His outer skin was dark and appeared to absorb the surrounding
light, rather than reﬂect it. The thickened nature of his arms, torso,
and legs seemed to indicate weaponry that could be deployed as
needed. But he didn’t need them. His intimidation factor was
considerable—though somewhat lessened by several dufﬂes clutched
in metal hands, one of them a very feminine pink. For some reason,
she liked the contrast and the puzzle, though she thought she knew
the answer to the puzzle.
Naxe’s attention to the woman standing next to him, who she
suspected was the owner of the pink dufﬂe.
Riina Katala, the general had called her, when he introduced
her. He gave no reason for choosing someone who was such stark
contrast to Tim. Small where he was large, so where he wasn’t.
Riina was also very beautiful, which might be reason enough for her
presence. This venture was, Bangle had intimated, the General’s
vacation, which when translated meant a rest, relaxation. There
were women aboard their ships who served such a purpose, but this
woman’s presence bothered her for some reason. She caused an
ache in Naxe’s chest so that it took effort to be polite, and she’d
turned away as soon as she could.
Her gaze drifted to Tim once more, then she glanced down at
Blooban. If Blooban was impressed, he didn’t show it, but then he
never did. He was the calm center around which all her uncer‐
tainties swirled. If she hadn’t met him, she was not sure where
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she’d be right now. Certainly not here. He’d been a catalyst in her
story.
She allowed herself to glance at the general with what she
hoped was casual interest. It was not reasonable that he stole her
breath from her chest and sent a pleasurable wave of heat through
other places. It was a mere trick of genetics that made his mouth
draw her attention, or that she both longed to meet and avoid his
piercing eyes. He was not so tall as Tim yet he managed to be the
leader of their team. Instead of his uniform, he wore casual, but
well-ﬁtting pants and shirt. He carried a jacket folded over one arm.
His crisp aspect was a distinct contrast to how he’d looked when
she’d invaded his quarters—something she had not intended. How
could she know it was night on Kikk? But…the memory of how
he’d looked just wakened from sleep did things to her insides, too.
Blooban gave a croak that was loud enough for her to realize
she’d been distracted. She gave a slight jerk and only then noticed
they’d been joined by a young man in uniform pulling a cart piled
with cases in a variety of sizes. He gave her a shy smile. She
returned it with reserve. Was he coming with them? He would put
them over their available number of cabins. This was a complica‐
tion she’d not foreseen. She could sleep on the bridge, but she
hadn’t had time to sanitize and move her few belongings into
storage.
Blooban hopped next to her as they continued toward the
hanger bay doors, the slap of his appendages against the stone ﬂoor
echoing so loud they drowned out other sounds. On the other side
of the doors, her ship waited, or so she hoped. One thing Naxe had
learned from being of Scoyfol was to not expect anything, though
there had been less of the unexpected since she met Blooban. Even
on this venture, she’d not hoped for this consequential of an
outcome. But getting shot or detained for impertinence seemed
preferable to the stiﬂing stagnation inside the company. It choked
her when she was there and ﬁlled her with a longing to escape and
never return. Even to herself she couldn’t explain why she didn’t
stop—other than a complicated sense of duty that left her straining
at her leash.
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The bay doors slid back exposing the Vycorth. It was not a
pleasing sight. Indeed, each time she saw it from a distance, rather
than approaching it via the docking tunnel, she was amazed it still
ﬂew. It was the proper shape for a ship, of course, so that it could
enter and exit atmosphere without too much friction. It was a pity
its surface had multiple colors showing where older paint was
exposed, and there was also damage from meteors and some
weapons ﬁre. One couldn’t always avoid trouble. It made no sense to
spend effort on the exterior, though now she wished she’d made
more effort. But, she reminded herself, it was safer not to draw
attention or look valuable while out in the space lanes. It looked, she
admitted somewhat wryly, like she felt. Worn, a bit exhausted, but
with some ﬁght left in there where it couldn’t be seen.
There was a long silence and she slanted a glance downward
once again. Blooban resumed his hop toward the ship and after a
short hesitation, Naxe followed him. The general would either come
with her or not. With some relief, she heard the sound of footsteps
and glanced back.
The general raised one brow, his expression complicated. He
tipped his head to one side and said, “I suppose there’s a lot under
the hood.”
Naxe did not know what this meant, though she did appreciate
his neutral tone.
“I’m guessing all the power is where you need it,” he explained,
waving a hand vaguely. “Where it can’t be seen.”
“Yes,” she said, pleased he was able to look past the surface.
“The Vycorth maneuvers well and is very fast.” Or she and Blooban
would be very dead.
He walked up and traced an area of battle damage. “Yes.”
He was silent for so long, Naxe’s heart began to pound. Had he
changed his mind? She’d already explained why they couldn’t
travel in one of the general’s ships, that no ship but hers could
locate the company. She’d been frustrated by her inability to
explain why, but for some reason, the general had accepted this.
His people had been most unhappy. It had taken effort to remain
calm as they presented their opposing arguments. They’d only left
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the aura of unhappy behind when they’d transported to this
outpost.
The general stirred and then glanced back at Tim. “Will you
ﬁt?”
“Yes.”
Naxe saw no mouth move, though a single word barely gave her
time to see anything. It seemed Tim was not only large, but cryptic.
But was it reasonable to expect dialog from a robot?
“The hatch is this way,” she said, leading them around to the
rear of her ship. She slid her hand across the correct spot to trigger
access. There was a loud creaking sound, the shriek of protesting
metal, and then a ramp separated from the whole, lowering to clank
against the bay decking. She offered the general a small, embar‐
rassed smile. The hatch had also experienced weapons ﬁre a few
times. The sounds helped reinforce the impression of shabby
desperation—which had at times been more than an impression, she
recalled. The end of the war had helped, but Naxe knew better
than to lower her guard.
She indicated they could enter and Tim went ﬁrst. It was not a
surprise. His function was to protect the general. This pleased her.
She needed, she wanted, the general to survive, too.
Tim didn’t say anything, but they must have some means of
communication she was not aware of because, after a distinct pause,
the general went up the ramp, followed by Riina. Only then did
Naxe and Blooban enter. The young soldier with the cart came up
after her.
The cargo bay reinforced the message of the exterior. It would
have been foolish to do otherwise. Her bay was nowhere near a full
load, indeed it never had been. It was dangerous to be an attractive
target. She made small, frequent runs, carefully varying where she
acquired goods. She led them through the containers toward hatch
that would give them access to the rest of the ship. This hatch slid
back on a more pleasing view. The ship was old, but this part of the
ship she kept clean and in repair. For Naxe, the Vycorth was her real
home, the one place where she felt she belonged.
At an order from the general, the young soldier began to unload
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the containers on his cart. He found some netting to secure them,
then saluted the general and left the ship. It was a relief to see him
leave.
“I have quarters enough,” her gaze ﬂicked to Tim, “but they are
not large.”
“I don’t require quarters,” Tim said. “But I will explore the ship
further.”
“Of course,” she said. “Passenger level is on the next deck.” The
Vycorth only had a cargo and engineering deck, small passenger deck
with galley, and a compact bridge. It was one reason she was able to
secure any supplies at all. A larger ship and bigger loads would have
drawn attention to the ship and to the company. This one was only
one of many scavenger ships slipping away from the company and
returning as carefully. None of them ﬂed to the company for protec‐
tion. They were required to deal with it themselves and only then
could they approach. The attrition of scavenger ships had been
brutal during the war years, but somehow the Captain, or his crew,
found more. She felt guilt at calling the story boring, but even the
danger didn’t seem to vary. It was boring to play the same scene
over and over—even when getting shot at.
The Vycorth was a found ship. Naxe had “found” it, though it was
more like being found. She’d aided Blooban during an altercation
and then been cut off from her ship. Since then he rarely left the
ship, trusting her to secure supplies. No one in the company even
knew of his existence. She was not certain they’d noticed the change
of ship.
They all waited while Tim toured the ship. Naxe tried not to feel
tense or invaded. She’d invited this, and if she failed…her ﬁngers
tried to curl into ﬁsts, but she resisted, knowing the general watched
her. She turned, meeting his gaze with one she hoped was calm and
unconcerned.
“My ship is small, but our journey is only a few days,” she said.
Indeed, she thought, it wouldn’t be nearly long enough. What came
next, she did not know. There would be consequences for this
gambit.
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Halliwell had, he admitted, been unimpressed by the sight of the
clunker sitting in the hanger bay. But then he’d recalled the quiet
competence of the woman who’d…invited…him on this venture
and withheld judgement. If she’d been ﬂying around in a sleek and
impressive ship, she’d have been under attack constantly. And she
would have aroused—bad choice of words—triggered much more
suspicion both with him and his less-than-thrilled team. But he still
needed to see what was under the hood, or rather Tim would take a
look and tell him.
OtimtronW—which had been shortened to Tim by Halliwell’s
people—wasn’t just really good security. There wasn’t a system
made he couldn’t hack, at least not one the cybernetic robot had
encountered thus far. Even Halliwell’s team had admitted there was
no one who could protect him better than Tim. He’d been part of a
crew of robots like himself, most of whom had transitioned back
into the human form they’d left to hide from their ruthless, and now
deceased, owner. Tim had seemed happy to provide security while
he waited for his cloned body to grow—well, he’d accepted when
asked. No way to know if he was happy.
Riina Katala was, he hoped, his other ace-in-the-hole. She was a
recently defrosted Garradian who had lived and studied before the
war began. She’d even heard of Scoyfols and the Nashass region of
space. She also had, he’d been assured, negotiating skills. It might be
his imagination, but it seemed like Tim was happy to have her
along, too. He’d taken her luggage ﬁrst, then almost as an
afterthought, grabbed the general’s. Hard to say if Riina found Tim
interesting. She had a good line in a poker face, too.
He glanced at Naxe, then at the frog. It was going to be a fun
trip with all of them working on their lack of expression.
Tim returned with his lack of expression intact. His voice was
equally uninformative as he said, “I’ve stowed your luggage, ma’am,
sir. The bridge can accommodate all of us.”
“Call me Riina,” she said, moving lightly in the direction Tim
indicated.
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Without waiting for them, Tim turned and followed her. Halli‐
well’s lips twitched and he turned, meeting Naxe’s gaze. They held a
dawning humor and something that almost looked like relief.
“Tim is unusual,” she said.
“Very,” he admitted, resisting the urge to explain that it ﬂowed
from the very human consciousness that lived inside the machine.
Even though the reason to keep the secret was dead, Halliwell
wasn’t sure the robots were eager to have their story spread around.
The robots still had enemies.
Blooban had already hopped after the others, so he gestured
that direction. “How about you show me how fast your ship
can go?”
This time she smiled. “Yes, of course.”
He followed her, trying not to notice how well she moved, how
conﬁdently. He felt his insides relaxing some. Tim had pronounced
the ship clear, and the lady had a nice—rear view. The sense of
being Picard on an away mission increased and his satisfaction level
with it—until he reached the bridge.
While he couldn’t be sure, he thought even Tim looked carefully
away as he took in the sight of the big blob of frog in one of the
pilot’s positions.
The frog was a pilot.

Halliwell had found his quarters decent and passed a fairly restful
night’s sleep. Throughout his career, he’d learned to grab rest when
and where he could. But now that he was awake, the cautions and
questions of his team echoed inside his head, and he felt a need to
talk to Naxe. The cautions and questions would have been a lot
louder, he believed, if not for the near magnetic quality of her voice.
But as soon as she’d left, the magic had faded to the concerns.
Despite the good rest, he found himself questioning his own gut.
When he didn’t ﬁnd her in the galley or on the bridge—he
recoiled at the sight of frog blob there—and he decided to try the
cargo bay.
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Naxe looked up as he entered, her smile quicker and less shy.
She gestured at the containers.
“I’m making sure they are well secured for our drop into real
space,” she explained, as if he’d asked.
Halliwell went to the other side of the container she stood by,
and tested the cords holding it in place.
“It’s not a big load,” he noted, careful to not make it a question.
“If dock siders see too much cargo, they get suspicious.” Her
hands paused and she gave him a wry look. “I can’t afford attention.
My orders are for short, fast runs.”
He nodded. It made a sort of sense, though the whole set up was
pretty crazy and ultimately made no sense at all. This was a point
his team had stressed several times. Would a real Picard get this
much pushback?
“So, your…Blooban,” every time he said the name, he felt silly,
“is your co-pilot?”
She looked up and for the ﬁrst time her grin held nothing back.
“Actually, I am his co-pilot. He allowed me to join his crew after I
helped him during an altercation. For some, just the fact of his
species is an affront.”
Halliwell blinked, trying to think of something to say. The
silence was so deep he almost missed Bangle’s persistent playlist
back at Kikk. The AI had become addicted to the music some of his
people had brought with them from Earth and she had an odd
knack of picking the right song for the moment.
“He doesn’t talk much,” he said, ﬁnally, more to break the
silence than anything.
“No.” She gave a small chuckle that did pleasant things to Halli‐
well’s insides. “He doesn’t trust easily.”
Halliwell supposed it was hard for a frog—even a huge one—to
feel trust.
They moved to the next container. Halliwell tugged on these
cords, trying to look at her without looking like he was looking at
her as he said, “Seems a lonely existence. Is there someone back
there waiting for you?” What was she doing out there with only a
frog for company?
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Her eyes widened, the clear blueness of them startling in the
dim bay. “No,” she admitted. “I suppose I know everyone too well
to be interested in that way.” A ﬂush stained the edges of her
cheekbones.
“Close quarters can breed intimacy or contempt,” Halliwell
said, thinking of his last ambassador and ignoring an inappro‐
priate sense of relief. He had something of the same problem.
Even if he could have dated within his crew…it was possible to
know too much about everyone. He studied her, aware that he
didn’t know much about her, except that he liked looking at her
and listening to her talk. He turned his gaze down, pulling at the
webbing harder than was necessary. While Picard might have had
some romantic moments on his holiday, Halliwell was not here to
get a date.
She half sighed. “I did mention it is boring. It’s like a bad plot in
a story.”
Halliwell chuckled, though he wasn’t sure why he was surprised
she was a reader. Everyone needed something to do in the boring
parts of space travel.
“I haven’t read a lot of stories from this system,” he admitted.
He hadn’t really thought about it much, and when he did, he
assumed language would be a barrier. Did they have genres? His
preference was for military-themed adventures, but he’d been
known to pick up suspense with romantic overtones. And he’d read
anything sci-ﬁ, with or without romance.
“What do you like to read?” he asked. It was less lame than
asking about her favorite color or food. Maybe.
“I will read any story,” she admitted, a light coming into her
eyes. “It amazes me what someone can imagine and then write that
imagined story down.” She sounded almost wistful. The light in her
eyes faded to troubled.
Was she a hopeful writer? They had a few in the ﬂeet who
released digital versions of their stories on the shipnet. Someone
had to vet them for classiﬁed material before they could release
them back on Earth, but there’d been some good stuff in the ship’s
digital library. They had some budding ﬁlmmakers, too, but they’d
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been pretty restricted until they found the Kikk Outpost. The ﬁlms
also had to be vetted carefully.
“Do you write or tell stories?” he asked.
She looked startled and shook her head. “No.” She hesitated,
then said more ﬁrmly. “Of course not.”
He nodded, moving with her to the next container. “If you
could do what you wanted, what would you do?” Was this the real
reason for this gambit? He could respect and understand if she just
wanted to be free of such a narrow existence.
Her eyes widened and her actions became absent-minded.
“Would you stay with Scoyfol?” he asked when she didn’t speak.
The shake of her head was sharp, almost instinctive. “No.”
Her gaze met his and the almost desperation in there shook him
—and ﬁlled him with a desire to help her, to do something to
change that look.
“Whatever the outcome of this…gamble…this will be my last
journey for Scoyfol,” she said.
He felt a chill. “Will you be punished for bringing us in?”
“It is possible I will exiled.” This did not seem to trouble her.
“But they won’t…hurt you or imprison you?” he persisted.
“What prison could be worse than all of this?” She said the
words matter-of-factly now. “If they spaced me out an airlock I
would be grateful. Some stories should end.”
“But they wouldn’t?”
“I am not aware of anyone receiving such a punishment,” she
said.
“Would you know?”
She nodded. “I’m sure you know how gossip travels aboard
ships?”
It was true it was difﬁcult to keep secrets aboard a ship. But it
wasn’t impossible.
He felt an odd urge to go around the container and take her in
his arms. He didn’t, of course, but it brought up old memories of
the young man who wouldn’t have hesitated to try to hug the girl.
That young man had been more willing to risk his heart, though
that young man had not known his future would lead him to
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another galaxy. If he’d had a wife, he’d never have been given this
command.
“We have taken in refugees,” he said. This felt too much, too
fast, so he added, “What would happen to Blooban without you?”
Oh great, nothing like playing the frog card.
Her smile was bright in the dim bay and she chuckled, sending
an unfamiliar warmth through him. And why shouldn’t he look and
wish, even hope a little? It was February back on earth and on Kikk
spring was coming.
“He would be glad for a change, to be free of…” She made a
vague gesture.
The way she said the word free sent a pang through his heart.
“The ties that bind us are sometimes only in our minds,” he said
gently. “We just have to ﬁnd the courage to walk away.” He hesi‐
tated, then added, “I do not think you are short on courage.”
“Courage? I risked much in bringing you this far,” she said, not
defensively, but thoughtfully. “It is duty that holds me to my task.”
Her gaze was so wistful. “Duty…”
He hesitated, then walked around the container and covered her
restless hands with his.
“My duty, my oath requires me to give my life for my country,
for my crew, but it does not ask me to risk it when the reason for it is
gone. Your people don’t need to hide anymore. They can go home
or ﬁnd a new home. The galaxy is open. There is no limit on
growth. No limit on…love, on life.” He found he was glad Bangle
wasn’t around to throw in a love song. His face heated. Apparently,
sappy was catching. But that thought died when she lifted her lashes,
her gaze meeting his.
“And…hope…” she murmured. “There is no limit on hope. I
felt it on your outpost, General.”
“John,” he murmured. “Call me John.”
“John.” The single word carried some hope in the sound.
More heat swirled in places that weren’t his face at the sound of
his name on her tongue. What was it about her voice that had such
power? The only thing he wanted to do more than listen to her
talk was…
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Halliwell was not sure what he would have done next, but the
comm pinged, interrupting them. He let his hands slide away from
hers and wondered if she could see how reluctant he was.
“Thank you,” she said, then turned to touch her comm. “All
secure down here, Captain—” she ﬂicked him a mischievous look.

Halliwell watched Naxe leave the cargo bay, but he didn’t follow her
right away. He wasn’t ready to go to the bridge and the small galley
wasn’t the most comfortable place to sit and think. He propped
himself against one of the cargo containers and tried to sort
through his impressions of the whole setup. It wasn’t hard. It didn’t
require a lot of thinking to conclude this setup had issues.
Was this his Picard moment? Did he really think Picard would
have gotten involved in this? Depended on who he asked, he
decided with an almost wry smile. It had been the job of the show’s
writers to get Picard into trouble. The Picard they’d created would
probably have told him not to engage.
So why had he done it? Why was he really here?
Inside his own head, he tried to require honesty, but he was
human. Sometimes he did things he shouldn’t when he was
following his gut, not sure where it would lead, but sure, neverthe‐
less. And sometimes he followed his…for lack of a better word…his
logic. A different part of his brain. But this time? He sighed.
He was rather afraid he’d followed his heart. The thought
almost made him shudder. Had he really done this for a girl? To get
what? A date? It was an uncomfortable truth that when the ray guns
were not ﬁring, he was lonely.
He considered Naxe’s face when she’d told him there would be
consequences for bringing them to her company’s ﬂeet. Had she
told the truth about those consequences? Had he sensed someone
with nothing to lose? The truth was, if her people wanted to huddle
on a bunch of ships waiting for the world to get safe, well, that was
their choice. But Naxe? She deserved better than spinning her
wheels feeding them.
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The cargo bay doors slid back with a less than smooth hiss of
sound. Halliwell straightened, but then relaxed when he saw Tim
and Riina enter. He lifted a hand in greeting, then glanced around,
wondering—not for the ﬁrst time—if they were being monitored by
the frog.
“I have blocked audio monitoring, General,” Tim said.
Halliwell glanced from him to Riina. She nodded.
“I asked him to provide us with some privacy. I thought we
should talk before we reached the ships.”
Did that mean she had doubts about the setup, too?
“She believes it,” Halliwell said, not defensively, but maybe a bit
puzzled.
“She does,” Riina agreed. “And when she speaks, I believe, too.”
Then she added, “People believe many impossible things.”
“So you think it’s not possible for an array of ships to operate
independently and invisibly in this galaxy for a couple thousand
years?” Even asking the question told him what he actually believed.
She shook her head regretfully. “So we must then ask ourselves
what to expect when we arrive.”
“A trap,” Tim said.
Halliwell nodded. “But why? If no one but Naxe and the frog
know we’re coming…”
“That assumes the trap is for us,” Riina agreed. “It is possible
she was manipulated into reaching out to us, but this also assumes
much that does not make sense.”
“The odds of that working are…” Tim reeled off a really big
number.
“Long,” Halliwell agreed. He was quiet for several seconds. “I
should never have involved you two in this.”
“Why not?” Riina sounded curious.
“Well, if it is a trap, it’s dangerous.”
“I am here for dangerous,” Tim said.
“And I am here because,” for the ﬁrst time color crept into her
cheeks. Then she gave a soft chuckle. “I am here because I am
curious.”
That’s not what she’d been about to say. If there was something
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going on between the two, well, he wasn’t that surprised. It had
been happening pretty regularly both on his ship and on Kikk. Love
was deﬁnitely in the air. Maybe he’d caught some. It made more
sense than any of his other reasons for signing on for this particular
bit of crazy.
“We have backup, too,” Halliwell pointed out, then, “right?”
“We do,” Tim agreed. “They are hanging back, waiting for my
signal. But they will come if we need help.”
He told them what Naxe had said. Riina looked as worried as he
felt. Tim looked like Tim.
But it was Tim who said, “That is troubling.”
Halliwell felt the human consciousness more than usual with
that comment. And the human conscience. He was glad Tim
needed something to do while he waited for a human body. He’d
miss this Tim, Halliwell realized. There was something comforting
about having a big, lethal robot as your security. But he could also
understand why the big, lethal robot wanted more. It was impossible
to kiss a girl with a metal mouth.
“My gut is telling me that the whole setup stinks, but I also
believe Naxe believes what she says.” He frowned. He could have
brought more people—and another robot—with him and Naxe
wouldn’t have objected. But he’d wanted to project something
besides power. Second thoughts were no good to him now. And if
push came to shove, they could stay on the ship and leave. If the
frog let them. If it didn’t, they called in their own ride and left.
It sounded simple inside his head, so why were his gut and his
heart reminding him that nothing was ever simple? Usually, he liked
it when they agreed.

“What do you suppose they are talking about?” Naxe said, glancing
at the video feed from the cargo bay—a video feed that lacked
sound. She did not blame them. She wouldn’t trust her either, but
that didn’t stop the stab of pain in the region of her heart. She
trusted them.
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At least their body language was relaxed, well, Tim’s body
language hadn’t changed since she met him, but John and Riina
looked relaxed. Their expressions went in and out of worry,
however.
“They are talking about us,” Blooban said, “and wondering
whether they can trust us.”
“Yes,” Naxe said, with an inward sigh. “I wish…” She stopped
because Blooban knew all too much about her wishes and hopes
and had to be sick of hearing them. And because her wishes were as
useless as her hopes and her dreams. “Why should they trust us?
They don’t know us.”
Blooban gave a croak of agreement. For once, she wished he
hadn’t.
She didn’t remind him that he hadn’t believed her when she’d
told him about the company. He’d seen as much as he could see
without leaving the ship, so he believed to some extent, but he
thought it was all wrong and had pushed her to ﬁnd help.
And he had tried to help her in his own way. She suspected he’d
done something to the security scan that was required before she
could leave the ship. It had been less uncomfortable since she’d
brought him there. She didn’t ask what he’d done, because she’d
have had to report it, and he didn’t tell because she hadn’t asked.
“They believe you believe, or they wouldn’t be here,” Blooban
said ﬁnally, as if he’d been working on the words for several minutes.
“That’s not the same as believing,” she pointed out.
“But better than not believing.”
“I guess.” It didn’t feel better. It felt…lonely…her gaze was
drawn toward the tall, strong ﬁgure of the general. John. He’d asked
her to call him John. It felt like more than just believing her, but
what did she know? She’d been a lonely specter among the ghosts of
the company for her whole life. Of Scoyfol. What did that even
mean? She thought she’d known, but as she tried to explain them,
explain their existence, even she could hear how thin the story
sounded. Did she know the truth of her and her people’s existence?
She’d operated out in space, gone onto docks that were seedy
and ﬁlled with danger, and she hadn’t felt this uneasy. Blooban had
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encouraged her to reach out to those who had defeated the Dusan.
She’d had to ﬁght against her own compulsion to obey, to do her
duty no matter what, to do as he suggested.
Since she’d met John and been on Kikk, a seed of hope had
taken root in her heart and it was growing. But she’d obeyed for so
long. Even now, when it was done, she felt as if she had to ﬁght
herself not to turn back.
An alert showed on navigation. They’d be dropping into real
space soon. They must have heard it, because John and the others
left the bay.
“We’re almost there,” she said, a profoundly unnecessary state‐
ment. One thing her bringing them aboard had accomplished.
Whether she wanted to or not, she had to keep going forward.

Get your copy of General’s Holiday here!
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Grab Claws & Effect today!
What’s in the collection?
In Time Trap, Sergeant Briggs’s world collides with the very
unusual Madison and her pet parrot. With a Time Service Interdic‐
tion Force on their heels, can the three craft a plan that will save a
base full of geniuses and technology and get them the happy ending
they deserve?
Operation Ark’s Caro, her caticorn, and Kraye are tasked with
returning some unusual aliens to their home planets. Together they
must face a dangerous journey, a lethal enemy with a score to settle,
their unexpected desire, and an uncertain future if they make it out
alive.
Cyborg’s Revenge asks the question, can the shy guy and the
lovesick gal defeat their greatest enemy and ﬁnd a happy ending?
Only the chatty Snake knows for sure.
General’s Holiday brings us a lady with a crazy story and a frog for
a side-kick. And then there is the general who has been waiting for
his Picard moment for a long time. Be careful what you ask for!
But…if he can survive he might just get to kiss the lady.
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And in the bonus short story, “The Real Dragon,” Emma Stan‐
dish didn’t think her day could get any worse. Her dad is marrying
his boss, her dragon suddenly came back talking and typing, and it’s
her fault the Earth, or at least ten square miles of Texas, is going to
be destroyed.
Dive into four Project Enterprise stories and one quirky Earthbased romp! All ﬁve originally appeared in the ®Pets in Space
anthologies.
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Lives at risk. Time out of whack. Is it a test?
Or a trap?
Special Forces Temporal Agent, Jane
Doe ﬁnds the thrill of going where she’d
never gone before giving way to wondering
what is wrong on Nebula Nine Space
station. Is the Agency testing her loyalty? Or
has she jumped into a trap? As her doubts
grow, so do her fears of destabilizing her
own timeline and disappearing from exis‐
tence. And who is Ryder Jaxon?
Ryder Jaxon doesn’t trust anyone. And he sure doesn’t trust
things that only he can see. So when he starts seeing visions of the
station blowing up, and he has to work with a woman he wants to
trust, he wonders if he should take a long vacation.
It’s a trip into crazy for both of them and as they race to stop a
madman messing intent on destroying the station. But when they
realize how completely they have both been betrayed, they must
make a choice that will change more than their past history.
Take a time travel adventure with Ryder and Jane in Nebula Nine!
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Sometimes I write something because the character or story shows
up and entices me into an adventure and a romance.
Sometimes I write something because I was invited into a
project.
That’s the short story for why I wrote Nebula Nine.
And behind that story is the fact that Iâ€™m stubborn. lol
I heard about this Romantic Times Convention project almost too
late to participate. I’d already written three other projects that year
(#crazy), and Thanksgiving and Christmas loomed on the horizon.
The deadline was killer: one month, give or take a few days.
Did I mention I’m stubborn? lol
I ﬁgured I had nothing to lose by trying. The anthology (which
was going to be a print-only freebie for the Intergalactic Bar &
Grille Party) was supposed to be set on some kind of space station
with a casino theme (the convention was in Las Vegas that year).
Did I mention I’d been to a casino once and had never played a
game of poker in my life?
I wasn’t just stubborn. I was crazy. I told myself to just let it go
and enjoy my holidays. Instead, I Googled poker and wrote. My
head almost exploded, because there’s time travel in there. And
poker. lol
So my story ended up in Dealer’s Choice: An Intergalactic Bar &
Grille Anthology. If you weren’t at the party or didn’t win it in a give‐
away, you can’t ﬁnd it anywhere. It was limited edition and now out
of print.
For a while, I offered my story, Nebula Nine, for free if you signed
up for my newsletter. But I’ve had some requests for it, so I put it on
sale. Because of the requests. Because it was March and the
groundhog didn’t see his shadow (Or did? I never can remember.) so
we were in for six more weeks of winter.
What several Amazon reviewers have said about Nebula Nine:
“…you will enjoy this adventure in space and time.”
“…just the treat for you…”
“Intriguing characters…”
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“…a warm and creepy feeling…in a good way…”
“…An unexpected ending which is always fun!”
“…signature quirkiness always makes me smile…”
“…may just make your head spin…”
Take a time travel adventure with Ryder and Jane in Nebula Nine!

1ST CHAPTER - NEBULA NINE

Jane Jones, Special Forces Temporal Agent, dumped her pack on
the bunk and sank down next to it, rubbing her eyes. It didn’t erase
the transit-migraine-induced halo from her vision, so she applied
pressure to the back of her neck, wincing as her icy ﬁngers found
the knots. That helped enough for her to rip open the pack and ﬁnd
her meds. The berth was so small, she didn’t have to get up to reach
the sink. The Agency had gone super cheap for this gig. Good thing
she didn’t suffer from claustrophobia.
She pulled a cup from a dispenser and waved it under the minia‐
ture faucet. Bright green ﬂuid spurted into the cup. She sniffed it,
which was totally pointless, since her sense of smell would be MIA
for at least half an hour. It was a hard habit to break, she thought
wryly. The time jumpers called it fog head. Not only were her senses
messed up, but fog head blunted the wonder of time traveling, left
her feeling remote from herself and her surroundings. She tossed
back her meds and washed them down with the green stuff.
“Not that bad.” A little peaty with a hint of metal aftertaste, but
that was probably the fog head. Everything tended to taste like
metal after a jump. At least the meds hit the pain centers fast. The
halo around her vision reduced in size. Too bad the meds made the
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fog head worse. Some agents liked to sleep right after a transit.
Some liked to work, or walk it off. Jane tended toward the latter,
since she had trouble sleeping out of her own time and space. And
this out-of-time was in a whole different star system. She’d been a
history, not a science, teacher before being recruited by the Agency.
She’d never expected to travel through time, let alone make it into
space.
For some reason, the fog head felt worse this transit, tired
tugging at her lids. She eyed the bunk, mentally measuring herself
against it. Not even slightly her length. She perched on the edge,
distantly aware the mattress had no give. She rubbed her eyes again,
then extracted the cylinder from the specially sealed pocket in her
pack. She ﬁngered the long cool tube before keying in her personal
code. The metal side rose with a soft purr. Inside was a paper roll
with her ﬁnal instructions and a small media chip. The roll was
thinner than usual—which should have been a good sign, but even
the fog head couldn’t keep a frown from forming as she read the few
words. What the—
There had to be more than this. She turned the paper over, but
the reverse side was blank. She took the chip and inserted it in her
wrist band. The hologram wasn’t that much more informative. Five
faces. Five names. And a location. The station’s casino? That would
explain why there’d been so much focus on the casino security
footage during her prep for the mission. But she could count on one
ﬁnger the times she’d been in a casino in her life. When they sent
her in, butts needed kicking—occasionally with extreme force. Jane
had been surprised at her aptitude for ass kicking and suspected her
teachers had been as well.
Which brought her back to what the heck was she doing here?
She turned off the holo, but left the chip in place. It was possible
that the techs at the Agency would go back in time and update it
with more data. She inserted the roll back into the cylinder. The
side whirred back into place. There was a soft sizzle, followed by a
puff of smoke as the paper disintegrated. She frowned again. Why
did it feel like she should have kept the scant instructions?
The narrow walls closed in as unease she couldn’t quite access
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bubbled behind the fog head. All she knew to do was to go forward.
She jumped up and yanked open the hatch door. Outside on the
narrow walkway she almost bumped into a couple headed toward
the bank of lifts that hugged the central core of the space station.
She pressed against the metal wall to let them pass, then turned to
follow them, but had to stop as a wave of something breached her
fog head. She grabbed the railing, staring down at her hand. It was
her hand. But not her hand. Her skin prickled, lifting the hairs on
the back of her neck.
Had to be a memory bleed-through. Who knew how many
times the Agency had had to reset this time line?. Only—that
tended to manifest more like deja vu. This felt as if she were inside a
stranger—a familiar stranger. It faded as quickly as it came, but left
questions stabbing at the fog, trying to breach her detachment.
When the fog cleared, would she ﬁnd answers or more
questions?

Take a time travel adventure with Ryder and Jane in Nebula Nine!

OPEN WITH CARE

Unexpected guests come bearing gifts. This
interstellar Christmas will be one for the
ages…
Gini won't let her bickering family or
the incoming blizzard dampen her holiday
spirits. But nothing could prepare her for
the uninvited houseguests. She's not sure if
she's ready to exchange gifts with the man
who broke her heart or the little green aliens
on the roof.
But the intergalactic visitors have a gift
for Gini… a taste of the youth and love she left behind…
Jane MacKenzie has never opened a Christmas gift that trans‐
formed her world. At least, not until she accidentally opens a box to
ﬁnd a man who was lost in a blizzard over 100 years ago. Jane isn't
sure how to handle the strange visitor and his otherworldly
agreement…
But the Christmastime encounter may just open her heart to a
love that can stand the test of time.
Open With Care contains two sci-ﬁ romances inspired by the spirit
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of gift giving. If you like simmering chemistry, snowy Wyoming
settings, and family drama, then you'll love Genie Davis and Pauline
Baird Jones' festive story set.
Buy Open With Care today to discover why love isn't alien on
Christmas!

I love reading about authors write the books they write and I love
thinking/writing about why I wrote a book. Maybe it’s an author
thing. I don’t know, but the process of a germ of an idea growing
into a full-ﬂedged story fascinates me.
So Genie I and were at lunch and we got to wondering why we
hadn’t done a project together. We’ve been friends for longer than
we want to do the math to ﬁgure out. But long story short, we met
online in a screenwriting forum but didn’t meet for reals until hubs
and I had moved to Houston. I can remember loving her script writ‐
ing, and when she started writing novels, loving them, too. While I
was sad when our son moved his family (with our grandkids) to Cali‐
fornia, it did put Genie and me within comfortable reach of each
other. Hence the lunch.
Honestly? I think we picked Christmas because this was back in
March and it seemed far enough away to sound fun and not stress‐
ful. But we were both intrigued by the idea of doing a holiday
project. We kicked around some ideas. I went home. She went
home. Then we kicked some more ideas around through Facebook
messaging and email. Somehow in all that kicking, the idea of
setting the stories in Wyoming and having a present as a central
theme emerged.
We sort of let the basics sit while we both dealt with other
urgencies. I’d think about mine when I didn’t want to work on what
I was currently working on. I wanted to do science ﬁction romance.
Genie liked that idea, too. I pondered the present and somehow the
idea of a present collided with the Star Trek Next Generation episode,
“Little Rascals.”
When ideas collide in my head, well, quirky often happens, and
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Up on the House Top was no exception. The aliens came from a party I
attended at the RT Book Reviews annual convention last May. If you
haven’t been to the Intergalactic Bar & Grill party at RT, well, you
haven’t lived. I won’t say more, because that would be a “spoilers,
sweetie,” but yeah, quirky happened.
But it wasn’t just quirky. As I wrote about Virginia coming home
for Christmas, well, memories began to ﬂood into my head of
Christmases past, present and to come. That hope, or perhaps it is
the longing for the “perfect” Christmas and what happens when it
collides with our very real, very human ﬂaws. That moment when
the “ho, ho, hos” turn into “oh, no!”
So while most of us will never have aliens for Christmas, we all
will, at some time or other, run our expectations very painfully into
reality. And that’s when we realize that Christmas doesn’t have to be
perfect or “the best.” It can be ﬁlled with ﬂaws or the ﬂu (yes, been
there done that one multiple times) and still be Christmas if we’re
sharing it with family and/or friends. And if we remember that the
holiday is not about what we get, but what we give.
If you've ever hoped for a ho, ho, ho Christmas and gotten
something else, well, Open With Care will make you feel better about
it. Unless you've had aliens for Christmas, too and if you have, I so
want to hear about it!
What others have said about Open With Care:
“Genie Davis' Riding for Christmas takes a story of aliens and
time travel and romance and throws it all in a blender and makes a
truly engrossing storyline. Jane and Sam draw you to them no
matter the timeline, you just want it to work for them.” Amazon
Reviewer
“Up on the Housetop rocks, rolls, and rules Christmas for SciFi
fans. Gini is a geek SciFi writer and even goes to conventions, how
did she get stuck in a PA job in Dallas. Gini's mom Desi is one crazy
character, add in the uber handsome ex Dex, and her recently
married sister's step kids and aliens and all hilarity breaks loose. I
could not put this story down. 5 bright shiny stars!” Amazon
Reviewer
“These two stories have a Christmas, alien encounter, fun love
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story - what's not to love? They are each unique from each other,
but really fun! It's snowing here and this is a perfect book to read by
the ﬁre during the Christmas season! I think anyone from teens up
would enjoy these two stories!” Amazon Reviewer
“The ﬁrst, Riding For Christmas, was sweet and it gave you
those “awwwww” moments. It will make you root for Sam and Jane.
I have to say that for no other reason except that it made me laugh,
I enjoyed Up On the House Top more. It seriously cracked me up. I
can’t give you details as there would be spoilers but it was the
funniest take on a Christmas story that I’ve read in a long time.”
Amazon Reviewr
“In fact, the story is downright quirky—but entirely magical in a
family Christmas sort of way. Because of all its outlandishness and
complicated twists, the plot would be a real challenge to sum up in a
brief narrative…so I won’t even try. Sufﬁce it to say that Jones pulls
off her enchanting story with a total ﬂair that left me smiling, and
yes, once again, in the Christmas spirit.” Amazon reviewer
“True to my expectations, the novella left me feeling terriﬁc. All
I wanted to do was to curl up in the living room with only the
sparkling Christmas tree lights turned on and my daydreams for
company.” Amazon Reviewer
“I picked up Open with Care because I am a fan of Pauline
Baird Jones. I love her off-beat sense of humor, whether she is
writing Sci Fi or Steampunk or Suspense. So I knew I would like at
least half of this book. Ms. Davis is a new-to-me author. I am
delighted that the two authors decided to collaborate on this
project.” Amazon Reviewer
“Christmas stories with aliens. What a cool idea. Fun to read.
Two wonderful stories by two excellent authors. Check this one
out.” Amazon Reviewer
“Up on the House Top is as magical as its counterpart in the
anthology. With the magic comes a healthy does of family together‐
ness, quirkiness, and Christmas spirit. Just another Pauline Baird
Jones book that left me smiling!” Amazon Reviewer
“I found Riding for Christmas to be magical. Interfering aliens,
an intelligent heroine, a caring cowboy hero and a special box all
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combine to create an enchanting story ﬁlled with hope, fate,
romance, and miracles. I truly loved this story.” Amazon Reviewer
“Other than Christmas, there are four things that that these
books have in common. The ﬁrst is that both are set in Wyoming. In
the winter. Despite the fact that both these authors claim residence
in warmer climates, their descriptions of Wyoming weather in
December had me feeling the chill as I was reading. I suppose it is
possible that the chill actually came from the Iowa weather blowing
outside my door. Doesn’t matter. I was feeling it.
Both books have aliens. Aliens that are visiting Earth and have
made contact. Though I think the aliens are trying to minimize any
communication with the natives. At least for now.
An unusual gift is the third commonality. I really can’t tell you
more. Except to say they are the gifts are miraculous!” Amazon
Reviewer
Buy Open With Care today to discover why love isn't alien on
Christmas!

SAMPLE - OPEN WITH CARE

The drive to crazy town was a good distraction from the Thing that
Virginia Prescott did not want to think about. It helped that she
needed to focus on the snowy, winding road in the steadily wors‐
ening weather.
And if that didn’t keep her mind off the Thing, there were her
passengers.
It was probably her imagination that inimical gazes bored holes
into her back. Gini risked a look in the rear view mirror and caught
Isaac looking at her. He met her gaze for a second that felt longer
than that, then it slid away with more composure than Gini had had
at nine. Her twin sister’s new stepson was a little scary.
Gini was still trying to ﬁgure out how Isaac and his sister had
landed in the rear seat of her rented SUV. There were unmistakable
signs they were not willing passengers for this trip. Isaac wasn’t
openly hostile—yet—but Daphne had made it clear Gini would
have to bust an impossible move to rise to the level of pond scum.
Gini didn’t blame them. They’d had no say in the very recent
marriage of their dad, and it was clear that this absent-mindedprofessor-ish parent had either forgotten to brief them, or punted
that job to her. Bif and Vanessa both worked at NASA, in the same
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department. It was how they met. But Gini didn’t entirely buy into
the “emergency” that had left her holding the kids. Not that she
begrudged the newlyweds some alone time, but they’d better show
up for Christmas. Or sooner. Both of them. Period.
For sure the snow was showing up. From what she could see in
the headlights, it was going to be a very white Christmas. It occa‐
sionally snowed in Dallas, but for the whitest of white holidays,
she’d always had to come home. The swirling ﬂakes had looked
pretty dancing around the deer-antler arch at the edge of the small
Wyoming town where she and Van had grown up. The sight of it
stirred her happy memory cortex. Would Van make it in time to
watch White Christmas with them? Even if they didn’t sing the “Sis‐
ters” song out loud—which would probably be an even worse sin
than Van marrying the kids’ dad—they’d exchange a look that said
they were singing inside their heads. It was their song. And in the
morning, after the presents and the feast—which could be great or
awful, depending how much access mom gave them to the kitchen
this year—there’d be deep white drifts for snowball ﬁghts and snow
angels and sledding and getting so cold hot chocolate was critical for
survival—
As if Daphne sensed her happy thoughts and deplored them,
Gini heard a sigh—and possibly felt it rufﬂe her hair—from the
teen’s side of the vehicle. Sucked to be thirteen. And the two kids
lived with their mom, so their dad not showing up at the airport to
collect them would have upped the disappointment factor by an
equation only Van was smart enough to ﬁgure out.
Gini had tried to lighten the atmosphere with some carols—the
only music the radio could pick up—but that just seemed to expand
the cloud of ‘not happy’ to the point of stiﬂing, despite the head‐
phones ﬁrmly clamped over Daphne’s ears. She couldn’t remember
exactly how it felt to be thirteen, but she did remember not liking
much, including herself. In distant memory of that awful time, Gini
turned the happy—and the music—off. It was the least she could
do. Possibly the only thing she could do.
Ho, ho, ho.
Isaac also wore headphones. Thank goodness she didn’t have to
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hear his game, which gave off an eerie green glow, like it was
coming from a war bunker or something.
Ho, ho, ho again.
She was kind of surprised that Bif hadn’t responded to her text
that she’d collected his children from the airport. She’d even left off
the guilt attachment, which was, in her opinion, hugely magnani‐
mous of her. It was possible her timing was awkward. Or maybe
there really was an emergency, though she couldn’t imagine what
emergency NASA could have that would be big enough to disrupt
Christmas. Daphne for sure hadn’t believed it, if her extreme eye
roll was any indication. Discontent was an almost visible haze back
there, though it did go with the green glow.
She saw a familiar half-rock, half-log gate and took the turn.
Almost there now. She kinda felt like she ought to warn them that
there might be worse than an unwanted step-aunt to face at the
cabin, but she didn’t know what version of crazy she’d ﬁnd. Her
mom, who had given birth very late in life, had been a solid twelve
on a ten-point weird scale, with ten being the most extreme, even
before age had started to degrade her synapses. At least the
incoming quirky-to-bat-crap-crazy weird was a great distraction
from—but she wasn’t thinking about the Thing.
Her SUV swept around a corner and the edge of the lights
caught a blur of movement. Gini didn’t hit the brakes, but she did
take her foot off the gas. The thickening swirl of ﬂakes remained
mercifully clear of solid objects. She did not need to slam her rental
into a deer. Not that—but the light and night must be playing tricks
on her. She thought she’d seen a glimpse of something small and
green—but that was crazy, even for crazy town.
She’d checked the weather about a hundred times before
boarding her plane, but the storm had stubbornly refused to commit
until she was on the ground and headed for the cabin—a cabin her
mom should so not be occupying, with or without a live-in caregiver.
And yet here Gini was, ferrying the reluctant step-grand-kids over
the frozen crick and through the snowy woods to step-grandma’s
house. She just prayed that Van and Bif would make it before the
storm closed the road.
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The eerie glow on Isaac’s side of the car faded to black. For no
reason she could identify, that made her uneasy.

Dateline: Notes from Isaac’s Strategic Planning notebook

I am unable to create an adequate battle plan until I reach our
destination. Advanced intelligence is sketchy. Indications are we are
headed to a remote cabin. Normally would not object. But situation
not normal. Remote might be satisfactory for overseeing exit opera‐
tions if not for the extreme weather situation. If can’t act soon,
mom might notice her credit card is missing.
Still undecided about recruiting Daphne. She’s been really weird
since she turned 13.
Our captor has not left us alone since the ambush at the airport.
Though not yet openly hostile, must assume captor is “good” cop,
with bad cop due to arrive with dad.
There is also the problem of transportation. Not sure driving
simulations enough experience for road conditions…

Dateline: From Daphne’s cell phone

OMG, the sister looks just like HER. So creepy. I could just die. Will
never forgive dad for this. Never. Losing bars. I am in—

Dateline: Advance scouting party report
•

•

•
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Observed the Earth-based land vehicle approaching destination.
Storm complicating operations. Unable to ascertain which humans
inside. Awaiting report from team at Earth structure. Please report
on status of failed cloak and when communications with
XOZYPS&R will resume.

Buy Open With Care today to discover why love isn't alien on
Christmas!

SPECTERS IN THE STORM

Specters, Automatons & Evil, oh my!
Dr. Ernest Warren is done with love.
Losing his wife in the Great Storm of 1901
left him with questions only science and
interstellar travel can answer. When
disturbing storms begin to brew again, he
reluctantly turns his airship back to where
he lost his love in hopes of ﬁnding answers.
Prudence Pinkerton has been following
Ernest's multi-dimensional career from the
future and knows she has to meet him.
When he reluctantly accepts her help, Prudence doesn't waste
time. She knows time is running out and the world is on the cusp of
life-altering change.
Prudence must overcome his distrust of her if they are to save
Earth from the evil hiding in the heart of the storm.
Pauline Baird Jones’ is known for writing smart, quirky, funny
ﬁction. Check out her venture into a time-bending paranormal
detective story with Specters in the Storm.
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I wrote Specters in the Storm in answer to a call for a boxed set and that
it took me out of my comfort zone a little, but ended up being a lot
of fun.
What you don’t know, but soon will, is that Specters in the Storm
started out its book life as the beginning of a full length, steampunk
novel. As originally conceived, the Great Storm of 1900 was going
to be the deﬁning moment with my characters. I planned something
big and sprawling and ﬁlled with twists and turns. But when I
decided to retool it for Edge of Never, I had to shrink the story down a
bit. Lop off some of the elements.
So I made the Great Storm the backdrop for Ernest, my very
earnest scientist. It was a deﬁning moment for him, but not The
deﬁning moment. I also got a chance to weave a lighthouse into my
story—something I’ve been wanting to do for a long time.
Octavius, well, there’s a story behind him, too. I was on a panel
at our local ComicCon in Houston, with Cornelia Amiri, which
focused on octopuses in steampunk ﬁction. It was so interesting that,
well, Octavius popped into the story.
That happens sometimes.
And then there is Ernest and Prudence (who isn’t prudent in any
way, shape or form) and of course, there are specters, because this is
a paranormal story. And there’s even a kitchen sink. Couldn’t leave
that just sitting on the ﬁctional lawn, now could I?
I will admit to being very excited and nervous as readers get a
chance to read Specters in the Storm I had so much fun writing, of
course, I want everyone to love it.
What others are saying about Specters in the Storm:
“The author’s vivid descriptions of the storm, lightning, specters
and the evil being that resides in the storm give this tale a real
horror story feel. The horror and dimensional time travel aspects of
the story remind me a bit of Baird’s Steamrolled. Specters in the Storm is
a stand alone story though and it was well worth spending a few
hours out in the elements!” Whiskey with my Book
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“…well written and edited and SMART…” Amazon Review
(from inclusion in Edge of Never)
“Was an excellent book…” Amazon Review (from inclusion in
Edge of Never)
“…full of suspense, humor, mystery, drama, secrets, lots of
action…” Amazon Review (from inclusion in Edge of Never)
“…awesome paranormal detective story…” Amazon Review
(from inclusion in Edge of Never)
Check out her venture into a time-bending paranormal detec‐
tive story with Specters in the Storm.

1ST CHAPTER - SPECTERS IN THE
STORM

He saw the fog ﬁrst, then the storm looming above, its dark expanse
occasionally cut by ﬂashes of light. The fog rode the storm’s wake,
billowing and curling like diaphanous bits of feminine clothing. In
places the fog wrapped around the storm, long white ﬁngers
reaching out, then spiraling back in to cling to the dark mass. In
constant motion, the storm itself spun in rotating shades of black
and gray, except where the lightning pulsed, like a heart beating in
its center. The white fog ebbed and ﬂowed at times, teasing with
glimpses of where the storm rode over the strangely calm sea.
As his airship drew closer, the salt-tanged air also brought a hint
of metal that left a bitter residue on his tongue. And a hint, no
more, of burning wood, teased his nostrils. There must be another
ship out of sight, he concluded. If his calculations were correct, they
were one to two days from making landfall.
The sight of the sullen storm off the prow of his airship, and the
oddness in the air lifted the hairs on his arms and sent his instru‐
ments into a frenzy of random readings that made a mockery of his
many months of careful observations, not to mention his belief that
Science could provide the answers to all questions.
Dr. Ernest Warren lowered his spyglass, handing it to his
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automaton ship handler to hold while he extracted his log book and
noted his observations. All of them, even the ones that offended his
sense of logic, were recorded. His task was to observe and report,
not to pass judgment on the data he did not like. Later he would
attempt to ﬁnd points of similarity buried within an admittedly
incomplete historical record, or in the ﬁndings of colleagues. One
thing his travels had taught him, the true scientist does not ignore
anything, particularly he does not ignore the data that did not ﬁt
one’s thesis.
He extracted his pocket watch to note the time. But it was as
useless to him as his instruments, the hands tracking around the face
at close to twice their normal speed. Despite these unusual observa‐
tions, The Weatherman steamed forward with only a moderately
increased instability as it rode the air currents. Below him, the
waters of the Gulf of Mexico appeared mostly indifferent to the
storm, as if sky and water operated separately from one another.
Ernest had not believed the reports that reached him in Europe,
had reluctantly turned his airship toward his native soil when the
reports became too numerous for a serious weather scientist to
ignore. The more lurid of the reports he put down to fear-driven
mass hysteria and the remnants of superstition. But when a
respected colleague such as Dr. Sebastian Masterson wrote him
about the storm, Ernest felt compelled to take note. If this was what
his friend had seen, Ernest could see why he was so, he paused his
thoughts in search of the right descriptive, disquieted. This storm
certainly had many unusual characteristics. But, he reminded
himself, serious scientiﬁc weather observation was a somewhat
modern undertaking. In his studies, he had come across mentions of
weather events that he had not personally observed nor had they
occurred in his lifetime. That he had never read of a storm such as
this one did not mean it had not happened before.
He had the heart and mind of a scientist, but he could concede
that Mother Nature was intransigent and precocious. She would lull
one into complacency with her sameness, then vary her theme
rather violently and abruptly. She did not like to be ignored or taken
for granted; hence, the reason she was a Mother and not a Father.
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Despite this, he still believed that she didn’t act without warning,
even though it seemed so from their too limited knowledge. He
would ﬁnd the key to her secrets. All of them, so that never again—
His thoughts ﬂinched away from that storm. The past that had
driven him from his quiet life as an inventor to his quest to ﬁnally
and completely understand the vagaries of the weather. To defeat its
irrationality and its random cruelty, or at least provide a warning
when Mother Nature was about to go on the rampage so that
adequate precautions could be taken.
He pocketed his notebook and extended his hand for the
spyglass. Once secured, directed it at the storm, tracking slowly from
side to side, then up, trying to gauge its height. When he could not,
he moved his attention to the gap between the storm and the surface
of the water. If his eyes did not deceive him, the seas beneath the
storm were as calm as those they rode upon.
“Curious,” he said aloud.
“Yes, sir,” Niles said, with no inﬂection in his voice. He’d not
been programmed for curiosity.
Ernest considered the beneﬁts and risks of a closer look.
Though his instrumentation was not behaving, The Weatherman itself
appeared unaffected by the storm. If it was the storm causing the
problems with his instruments, it could be completely unconnected,
he reminded himself.
Concluding too quickly closes the mind to further, possibly critically impor‐
tant information. Never assume you know, even when you know. Words of Dr.
Masterson to newly anointed weather scientist-to-be, Ernest recalled
rather wryly, wishing Masterson were here with him now.
The lightning ﬂashes interested him, and yes, they tempted him.
Early testing of his Blizablighter 3000 had been promising but
limited by his inability to get beneath enough lightning strikes for
sufﬁcient energy collection. He’d rather hoped to encounter a
moderate storm during the crossing, but how accurate would the
results be in an atypical storm? This storm was bigger than what
he’d looked for as well. If his device collected too much charge,
could he safely discharge it when water was so highly conductive?
“Let’s reduce altitude, Niles,” Ernest said, lowering the spyglass.
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He was most curious about the perceived gap between storm and
water. Did his eyes deceive him? The sea liked to play tricks on those
who dared to cross it.
“Yes, sir.” His automaton used the speaking tube to contact
Crispin, his automatonic counterpart, in the engine room.
This change in altitude triggered a threat response in Winston
and Fred, bringing them up on deck. Winston still wore the apron
of a valet and Fred that of a cook, but those were side functions.
They were both higher functioning automatons, primarily
programmed to act as research assistants and bodyguards. At the
sight of their calm, blank gazes, Ernest found he missed—for the
ﬁrst time—human companionship. Someone who could share the
complicated mix of messy emotions roiling his insides. The desire to
understand warred with the need to ﬂee this unknown. One might
take a vow to be a scientist ﬁrst and always, but one was, in the end,
still human.
“Is there a problem, doctor?” Winston inquired with unrufﬂed
calm.
Ernest opened his mouth to explain, but closed it again. They
did not have the programming to understand. He did not have that
programming. He studied them. “Are you both functioning
normally?”
They were also instruments, even if higher functioning than a
watch. Both automatons showed the slight eye movements associ‐
ated with system checks.
“Yes, doctor,” Winston said, this echoed by Fred.
Would they know? It was true that the automatons had surfaces
resistant to the atmospheric changes and to electrical shocks, but it
still seemed odd that they appeared ﬁne, while his other instruments
were clearly not.
“Is there a problem, doctor?” This time Fred asked the question,
the tenor of his voice pitched just different enough from Winston’s
so that Ernest could tell them apart.
They had been programmed to be persistent. This worked for
Ernest most of the time, but today, less so. He looked at Winston,
then Fred. Was there curiosity in the question? Nothing showed in
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their eyes, but their programming had been designed to adapt and
change within certain limits. He’d needed them to learn if they were
going to be any help. And they had been of considerable help.
They’d saved his life more than once, and they were able to store
input for him, both visual and auditory, allowing him access to much
more data than his senses could provide.
“This storm may prove to be a problem,” he ﬁnally said. “It is
not behaving…predictably.”
Both automatons turned to observe the storm as the airship
continued its gradual descent.
“It does have unusual features,” Winston said.
Fred nodded agreement, adding, “I am experiencing difﬁculty in
processing the data. It falls outside known parameters.”
“I am aware,” Ernest said, somewhat dryly. Is this what Mother
Nature did to one experiencing hubris? He would not have chosen
to return to the Gulf Coast, not now or ever. But it was to this coast
that Masterson had asked him to come. Masterson knew his story.
He would not have asked if it were not important. The invitation to
lecture at the Institute of Meteorological Knowledge in New
Orleans had come from Masterson, he suspected. He could not
think how else they would have learned of his research. Four years
of weather research did not make him an expert by any standard of
measurement. Ernest had left these shores, not to satisfy the
curiosity of men, but to save lives. He’d been certain that research
could and would triumph over dogma and superstition. What price
for all his efforts now?
He frowned, considering his options. He’d set this course to
avoid Galveston—his brain ﬂinched again—hoping to make landfall
at Mobile or Biloxi, then cutting across to New Orleans over land,
thus avoiding the locus of his loss. But each time he’d adjusted
course to ﬂy around the storm, it had seemed as if it shifted to block
his path. It was an illusion, of course. Storms lacked the ability to
self direct. For whatever reason, the storm was in his way. He
studied the “path” beneath the storm. The fog thickened and
thinned, alternatively revealing and hiding the apparently calm seas
beneath. It appeared that the gap between water and storm was
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sufﬁcient for the passage of the airship, though it would leave little
maneuvering room for them between sea and sky if something
changed unexpectedly.
Was it possible that the storm truly did not interact with the
ocean surface? He felt a stirring of scientiﬁc excitement, one
tempered by the reports he’d perused about the storm. They were
troubling and caused him to hesitate. However, the reports he’d read
were from land-based encounters. He almost let himself get side‐
tracked into wondering how it was possible for the storm to appear
and disappear in such a wide variety of locations. And why did
some people vanish while others were untouched? Such reﬂections
were fruitless and would not get him to his destination. He hated to
admit it, but curiosity warred with fear, a wholly natural fear based
on learned respect for the forces of nature.
There was one other immutable reality. His fuel reserves. He
lacked enough to make it back to Cuba. And if he attempted to ﬂy
over the storm and failed, he might not have enough left to attempt
passage beneath.
He gave the order, then turned to study the storm again. Would
he, he wondered, see the specters in the storm? Or—his personal
preference—would he ﬁnd the proof to dispute what appeared to
him to be exaggerated reports.
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